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PREFAOE. 

The text-books on Botany ,,~hich are in use in our 
schools and colleges are some of the very best of their 
kind, but they are all written from the European stand
point and deal with European plants. Indian students 
therefore find considerable difficulty in following them. 
A want has long been felt of a suitable text-book on 
Indian Botany written on modern lines, and dealing 
with Indian plants. Dr. Oliver's First-Book of Indian 
Botany is undoubtedly a valuable and handy resume of 
Indian Botany, but written about half a century ago it 
naturally falls short of the modern requirements of a 
text-book on the subject. The Madras Branch of the 
Christian Literature Society has recently brought out "A 
Botany for India by P. F. Fyson, B.A., F.I..S." of the Indian 
Educational Service" which though very elementary is 
sure to be of some help to Indian students where help is 
so badlv wanted. But what the Indian student . 
specially \\'ants is a hook illustrated \\'ith commonly 
occurring Indian plants and dealing with the special 
features of the plants of the country. With this end 
in view Professor H. l'\. Mitra has brought out his 
book and it is for the public to find out ho\\' far he has 
succeeded in his laudable efforts in meeting the long-felt 
want. Most of his examples have been taken from Bengal 
plants to which he has added Botanical narr.es and where\'er 



possible vernacular or Bengali names as ,veIl. In assign
ing Botanical names he has mostly followed Roxburgh s 
Flora Indica although the latest nomenclature of Indian 
plants adopted by Dr. Hooker and followed by Dr. Prain 
departs in many instances from Roxburgh's nomenclature, 
his reasons for this departure being that Dr. Hooker's 
Flora of British India and Dr. Prain's Bengal Plants are 
in the first place much too high priced for ordinary stu
·dents and in the second place out of print, while Clarke's 
Edition of Roxburgh is very moderately priced and 
readily available. The addition of Bengali names will 
no doubt be helpful to our students where the names 
are those which are commonly adopted almost all over 
the country. But unfortunately some of these Bengali 
names are likely to mislead the students and land them 
into difficulties where they vary from district to district or 
even from village to village. ~ otwithstanding this 
drawback, .1 do think that for a beginner at least, these 
names will be of great value in identifying the plants 
and facilitating his study, and Professor Mitra has spared 
no pains in selecting them after fully consulting the 
invaluable collection of vernacular names left in the 
classical work of Roxburgh. 

The book has been rushed through the Press, and 
a few misprints and errors have naturally crept in. I 
hope these will be corrected in the next edition. 

CALCO·TA. 

22 _Tl'LY 1912. } G. C. BOSE. 
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STRUOTURAL BOTANY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Nature can only be studied with the aid of experilnent" 
and ohservations. But a mere collocation of facts and pheno
mena promiscuoll';[Y mixed up \\'ithout any plan or method 
II'ould enrich our knowledge as little as a blind memOrising 
of cI'ents and dates of History would enable the st udent to 
enter into the spirit and teaching" of the -;ubjecl. On the 
contrary. our oilsen'ations of natural phenomena as a\,.;o the 
experiments that we make in order to elucidate some of her 
mysteries. in short. our knowledge of :\'ature must. in order 
to be comprehensive and self-consistent. be linked together by 
the chain of reasoning. Such a systematised knowledge with 
all its subject-matters arranged in an orderly plan is SCience. 
and the science of the vegetable kingdom. or plants in general. 
is Botany. 

:\Iatter or material objects existing on the surface ()f the 
earth we can best tlil'ide into tll'O great groups :-- Living and 
;'\o!l-!il·ing. This division is characterised by the fact that 
the force dominating the one is absolutely wanting in the 
other. Thi;; force is one of those mysteries bound lIl) with 
life which scientists. \wrking still in the twilight of hypothesis. 
have tried to encompass by the term vital force. But whate\'er 
be the precise significance in which we use the term, it i" 
clear to' everybody that it is life which renders possible the 
existence of such matters as animals and ·plants. Deprived 
of this force, liI'ing bodies degenerate into"l lifeless ma~'s of 
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matter in no way differing from stocks and stones. The 
independent existence of this vital force, however, has been 
denied by a large section of the modern scientists and corre
lation between this and other forces, working in nature, has 
been demonstrated. It will be enough, here, to point out to 
the beginner .that there is a current of force underlying the 
whole living world -plants and animals alike-which has, up 
to the present moment, defied all attempts of scientists to 
analyse and comprehend. 

It is not easy, though at first sight it might seem plain 
work, to draw a rigid line of demarcation between plants ancI 
animals. Undoubtedly the most obdous point of distinction 
is the power of locomotion. ~ot that plants can neyer mo\'e 
and animals have all the movement to themselyes hut that in . ' 

by far the great majority of cases, the former move, if they 
can at all do so, within a yery small, range, whereas the latter 
have universally a much greater latitude, Ordinarily a bird 
driving through the air is at once known to he an animal, and 
a winged seed or fruit flying through the same medium is 
recognised as vegetable. But for the non-existence of one 
th,ng, we might as well call the winged structure an animal
for there is the instinct, the feeling recognisahle ill the latter 
which at once differentiates it from the former. This instinct, 
this feeling, this perception of the senses, culminatirig in 
the highest type of animals, man, in those half-understood 
powers of intellect and reasoning which it is his prerogative 
to enjoy, is in fact, a criterion, a test which we apply in distin
guishing the two great classes of Iivil1g matter. But very low 
down in the scale of organic life, both in plants and animals, 
this test becomes quite inapplicable. For there are organisms 
existing at the present day, in deep sea and in fresh water, 
which owing to the extreme simplicity of their characters, have 
mocked the attempt of scientists to classify them either 
along with plants or animals. In some, the animal and 
veg~table characlfrs are quite inseparably blended together, 
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so that, while some Botanists would leave thelh, alone and 
disown them a<; plants, others rush in with all the, enthusiasm 
and warmth of a discO\'erer, to see in them the primeval types 
of living matter that once formed the starting point of organic 
creation. Thus they attempt to bridge over the wide gulf 
between animals and plant~. 

For. a comparath'e study of the existing plants and 
animals as also of those that existed in the past ages, traces 
of which we lind in fossil remains in the different strata of the 
earth's solid crust, has enabled scientists to draw a genetic 
line of descent through living organisms of successive ages 
and to come to the conclusion that the modern complex 
iorms of living bodies have been derived from those that 
existed in the immediate past--that this complexity has been 
arrived at after a long series of changes-changes that have 
heen going on ever since the inception of cosmic phenomena, 
unlocking the potential characters of things in harmony with 
their environment-time and space. As a matter of fact, no 
truth has been more throughly established than that which 
l'alre-ontology-as the science of fossils is called-has unveiled, 
Te\'ealing the fact that in times bygone, forms of life existed 
on the earth, which by their gradual modifications have been 
moulded through the long course of ages, into their present 
forms-that the structures of animals and plants have 
progressed from a more generalised to a more specialised 
character, and from simpler to more complex forms .. We 
may well believe, here, in the la\\' of harmony in ~ature. 

Physical causes now on play on earth are. no doubt, dependent 
Up~)!i. those that rule the solar system. Hence it will be evident, 
that forms of life that exist under the present conditions; on 
the earth., would he ill suited to inhabit it, thousands and tens 
of thousands of years hence, when the temperature, moisture, 
wind and other physical factors will be altogether changed. 
Consequently, the fact that 'in the infancy of organic evolution 
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on the surface of the eMth. changing through a progression 
of complexity as time --counted. no doubt. by the millions-
,Yent by. becomes intelligible, 

This theory-Theory of evolution, as it is called. is 
based upon the theory of )latural Selection. of which Charles 
DanYin \I-as the first scientific expounder and author. He called 
attention to the fact that the offspring ne\'er resemble the parent 
entirely-that a slight \'ariation from the character of the stock 
is continuously going on-that this \'ariation is dependent upon 
the environment of organisms and that in conforming to their 
changed sun:oundings. they are constantly maintaining a hard 
"Struggle for existence," as' a result of which the weaker 
are pushed to the wall and the stronger always thrive, The gra-. 
dual solidificatio-n of the earth's crust has been the immidiatc, 
cause of differentiation. not only in the different strata of which 
it is composed. but also at different parts of the same. ThuS. 
adaptability to enYironment being the sole factor in determin
ing which will survi\'e. complexities in structure arise in those 
organisms that do, Simpler organisms, naturally disappear in the· 
long struggle for existence when there are ne\l- and better 
equipped forms tel dispute the field with them, This is t he grand 
m'lral of the Survival of the fittest. 

The primary creatures that lie on the borderland of 
animals and plants ha\'e been called Protista h:; Earnst· 
Haeckel. the great Naturalist. It will be quite out of place 
here to describe in detail all the classes into which the Protista 
are diYided according to their shape. beha\·iour. anJ othe:' 
characters. but a few of these may be safely noted here to 
give the stud~.some idea of these peculiar organisms. They 
arc compos~ es\entially of a jelly-like mass of matter called. 
Prot()plaslll. <j".."lt is this Protoplasm th:n forms th~ basic princi
ple of life in all plants and animals. In fact. the phenomena of 
life have heen attributed to the peculiar property of [rrita(;ili~)' 

of the Protoplasm. It is a thing which has the power inherent 
in it of receiving .timulus from the outside world and answering 
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in response thereto. Yital force. if there be such a farce, 
:resides in this Protoplasm. and it is through its actidty that tbe 
voluminolls structure such as that of a plant or an animal i~ 
'enabled to lh'e. Tn short, it is the proximate cause of nutrition, 
of growth, of respiration, of movement, of reproduction, that is, 
of all sorts of phenomena exhibited by a living organism. It 
forms also the essential and vital part of those microscopically 
minute bodies called ails that form the ultimate unit~ of which 
the bodies of plants and animals are composed. The diversities 
of forms exhibited h)' these cclls are merely the physical exprcs
sions of the dYl13mic property of the Protoplasm, to which 
property, again, are (lue the de\'clopment, union and aggregation 
of cells into \\'hat are c.111cd tissues. And it is the congenital 
union of different tissues in accordance with the laws deler
'mined by the Protoplasm that makes up the organic body. 

The cardinal point of difference bet\\'een the animal and 
the vcgetable cell is, that while the former consists exclusively 
of a naked mass of Protoplasm, thc latter is, in the generality 
of cases, separable into tl\,O essentially different parts, namcly, 
the Protoplasm and a cellular encasement imprisoning the 
latter, called cell7fJall );0\\', the enigmatical things, the Protista, 
are of various kinds. Some of them are invested within 
a ceIh\'all and thus show a pronounced relationship \\'ith 
the vegetable cell; others again are quite naked. But, naked 
or not naked, they all show a peculiar kind of movement 
quite unparalleled in the rest of the plant world. For \\'hile 
some of them get about creeping O\'er obstacles in their path 
\)thers rehabilitate the fish-like swimming movement in their 
body. .\gain, ill their mode of taking food, they lean more 
towards the lower animals than towards plants. For while 
plants, in general, ha I'e little power of living upon organised 
food matters, and. in fact, with a few exceptions, they always 
five upon food synthetically prepared by themselves from the 
elements, many Protista, on the other hand, live like animals, 
entirely upon complex organic matter. Hxck~} has demons'tra-
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ted that like the colourless blooel-cells of animals. Amceba, 
one of the protistal organisms, can receh'e and feed upon solid 
particles of colouring matter. Again, with regard to reproduc
tion-that most universal and imperative function of all living 
structures, it is a patent fact that while all the higher plants 
and animals multiply in a sexual manner and sexuality 
is a regular phenomena even in those low forms that multiply 
chiefly asexully. hy huds etc, the Protista propagate themseh'es 
exclusively in the non-sexual mode. There are neither male 
nor female protista. 

Leaving aside for the present all these matters that lie on 
the speculative rather than on the practical side, we next enter 
upon the Subdivisions into which the vegetahle world has 
been classified. 

Taking a brief survey of the vegetation of the ,,'orld we find 
that our ponds and lakes and other marshy bogs abound in a 
large variety of small plants. In most of these. ho,ye,'er, the 
ordinary segments into \yhich a plant is divided-the roots. 
stems, flowers etc. are not to be found. Some of them are 
mere bundles of inordinately long green threads. floating freely 
in the ,rater, or attached to some submerged piece of stone. 
On bark of trees. on old unplastered brick walls, and on 
stony rocks again, ,ye find very curious structures sometimes 
foliaceous or leafy. sometimes glued on to the support on \"hich 
they rest, in the form of circular. elliptical. or irregular incru
stations. Here, too, the ,'egetable nature of the living mass is 
indisputable. but then the plant as \\'e call it i, unsegmented. 
Such unsegmented plants naturally occupy the \'ery lowest posi
tion in the hierarchy of the different classes into which the 
vegetahle kingdom is dh·ided. and are called Thallus-plants or 
Thallophyta-the term thallus denoting- an unsegmented 
body. This group. Thallophyta. comprises the t\\·o large 
branches of Algae (Seaweeds, Fresh water algae etc.) and 
Fungi with the Dchens. The toad-stool. known in this country 
as IJanger-chata (i'rog's umbrella) and shap-ky-rhala (serpent's 
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\ 
umbrella), as well as the whitish deposit of mould found on 
plltrifying cow-dung, cheese, and bread, on old moist boots and 
leather goods, are Fungi, while the thick and sometimes massive 
expamions found as incrustations on rocks, walls, bark of trees 
etc, fait under the Lichens. 

The next subkingdom of the vegetable world, the 
Prothallus-plants, or Prothallophyta, includes the Mosses or 
B'J'ophvta and the Ferns or PteridopllJ'ta. They are called 
Prothallus-plants, because every individual plant coming under 
this subkingdom exhibits two different generations of which 
one is called the prothalliulIl or Pore-growth and the other, 
the (,f)rJllIlS which is an up-right shoot differentiated into stem 

FIG. 1. FIG. 11. 

THALLOPHVTA 

Figures to show the gradual ascent in complexity of form. 
Fig.!. a-e, unicellular plants. a, b, Gkeocapsa; c, nitrifying Bac

teria ; d, Ferment"tion Bacteria; e, Diatom. 
f. MlIlticel111l;tr .plant, a filamentous alga. 
Fig,. II. a, Multicellular plant, VIva La<tuca. b, Thallus plant 

Riccia fiuitans. 

and leaf. The prothallium and the cormus manifest a regular 
alternation of generation. the prothallium producing the 
cormus. and. the latter again giving rise to t~~ prothallium,' and 
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in this way the life-cycle of each indiYidual is encompassed. 
Here, the body of the plant is segmented into memhers. that 
is, stem and leaf, but the differentiation is not of a very high 
order. Yet, again, in Bryophyta this differentiation is so ill
defined that we can come by easy steps of complexity from 
the simplest Algae, through the transitional region of :\)osses, 
to the highly segmented Pteridophyta. 

Alike in Thallophyta and :\Josses and Ferns. FIO\\'er~ that 
form the distinguishing feature of the third subkingdom called 
Flowering-plants or Phanerogamia (from (; r: paneros = 

evident and gamos = marriage), are entirely \\'anting. Hence 
they are also called Flo\\'erless-plants or Cryptogamia (from 
Gr : kruptos = hidde;l and gamos = marriage). It is only in 
the Phanerogamia that di\'ersities of structure in the external 
segments ot the plants are completely develope(\ and mani· 
fested in endless varieties. This division comprises the majority 
of our land plants which are most fitted from their complex struc
ture to carryon the multifarious functions that are necessitated 
under the existing conditions of the terrestrial surface. 

Thus, regarded from the stand point of structural differentia
tion plants are either thallus-plants or cormus-plants, i. e. they 
fall either under Thallophyta or Cormophyta. 

The lowest Thallophytic plants consist of a single cell 
which, alone in itself, performs all nutritive and .. reproduc
tive functions. Other simpler forms occur, where cells are 
simply united into colonies. Long filaments with cells attached 
end to end, giving the appearance of headed strings, may thus 
arise. All Thallophytic plants are either composed of .~ingle 
cells or filaments or other complex colonies which again ~av 
attain a further cO~lplexity by forming plates of cells: 'Big-he-r 
in vegetable life, in the lowest Cormophytas (Bryophyta), 
complexity becomes outwardly manifested in the form of a 
shoot or corll1u~. But here, too, the hody of the plant is 
composed of simple cells united into plates--the cells are 
still thin. delicate . .,oft and more or less round. H encc "in 
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contrast to the higher Cormophyta where cells are \'ariously 
moulded, fused. modified and impregnated to form "'hat are 
called tissues, the Thallophyta and the Bryophyta arc to
gether C<llkd CellUlar plants. Tissues are formed by the 

FIG. tV. FIG. V. 

Figures shewing- thp gradual ascent in complexity. 
Fig. III. Thallus and shoot of March~ntia. 
Fig. IV. Prcthalllls and shoot of Fern. 
Fig. V. Shoot of ~Ioss; a typi,"al cormus. 

congenital union of a group of cells following a common 
law of growth and development and subserving definite 
functions. The most complex tissues are those that r/)rm the 
Vessels or right canals or tubes resulting from partial or 

complete absorption of the tranS\'erse walls of a longitudinal 
row of cells. All plants above the Bryophyta possess true 
vessels and are. hence. designated Vascular, as opposed to the 
(·cllular. Ascending-. then. from the Thallophyta, we find that 
in Bryophyta. though the external segmentation is almost com
plete, the internal structure is still of a rudimentary character. 
being essentially cellular. In the axis of :'II ass-plants, however. 
we find a fore-shadO\ving of \'essels that occur in plants higher 
up in the scale of complexity~for. there. some of the cells 
are greatly elongated. and though not fused to form right 
canals, serve. at least. an equh'alent function'! Alike again'" in 
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Pteridophyta. called specifically the Vascular Cryptogams. and 
Phenerogams. the plant body is made up of three essentially 
different tissues.-the outermost layer of a rather tough and 
elastic structure. which can he easily peeled away, called the 
Epidermis; the innermost strand of hard cells and vessels. 
called the Conducting strand; and the intermediate soft. suc
culent and green portion. called the Cortex. Vascular plants 
have attained the highest step of structural complexity. For. 
it will be evident, lhal the differentiation of the three tissues is 
immediately dependent upon the functions they ha\'e to 
carry out. The Epidermis affords protection to the plant 
against external injury-its function is mainl.'· protectivc. The 
soft Cortex is the actual vital field of thc plant-it is here that 
food materials are manufactured. stored. transmitted and again 
drawn upon, by the \yhole living organism. The central hard 
and bony structure form,; the main skeleton of the plant. and 
sen'es to maintain its upright position; and more than that, it is 
the channel through which ingredients of the plant-food are 
transmitted-it is their sole rout of transit. 

.-\s in all other plant-functions. so in reproduction. com
plexities arise as \ye rise higher in the scale. I n Thallophyta. 
this function is carried on very simply. In the 100vest among 
them, it is effected by a simple bipartition of the cell or the 
filament into two daughter-cclls or filaments each of which, 
then repeats the life-history of the parent. Higher up in the 
same class. reproduction goes on 11.\' the union of two cells. 
almost alike. caJled gametes. Higher still in the plant \\'orlel. 
the gametes become differentiated into male and female cells_ 
E\'en in the Thallophrta. sexualitr is "ery clearly defined. but' 
the sexes themselves are of a very simple organisation. In 
the gradual ascent of structural complexity the sexual cells 
attain more and more complex and particularised forms 
till at last they come to he horne by that most complicated 
and speciali,ed structure that characterise the Phanerogams,
the l<'lower. On~ consequence of reproduction taking place 
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through the agency of flowers is that seeds are produced. 
as a result of fertilisation of the female by the male sex. 
Flowering plants are. therefore. seed-producing plants. and 
hence. are also called ~permaphyta. Tn one section of 
Phanerogams or Spermaphyta the seeds are deyeloped 
within a cellular encasement call eel the Oz'ar},. This section 
is known as Angiosperms or the cOl'ereel-seeded plants. 
The other division of Phanerogams. the Gymnosperms. 
have their seeds naked i. e. without any im'estment to the 
female organ "'hich matures into the seed. 

The Angiosperms are di"ided into two great classes. namely 
the Monocots and the Dicots. These are abbreviated forms. 
of the expressions :'IIonocotyledonous plants and Dicoty
ledonous plants. The former ha\'e only one Cotyledon or 
seed-leaL while in the latter there are two Cotyledons in the 
Embryo. or the initial plantlet that resides in the seed. 

The Departments of Botany.-It is usual when \ve 
set out to stud~' a science to dh'ide it. for the sake of conveni
ence, into separate departments related to each other rather 
closelr, but each independentlr embraCing a particular side of the 
problem. A good round knowledge of the plant kingciom can 
be best obtained if lye start with the study of the individual 
plant-its external form. physical parts, its internal structure 
and thc functions of each of these. and then proceed \"ith 
the cla,;sification of the vegetable world with the help of the 
materials thus furnished. That is. wc have first to start with 
the study of plants, each taken in itself, and then wind up with 
their study collectively. This latter part forms the great 
department called ~)'stel/latic or Descripti1'e Botan:)' and is 
based upon T£l:t'01lOlJl)! or the principles of classification. 
Under the first head come the t,,'in deparnnents of jlforphology 
and P/~vsiolo{;_)'. ilforphology is concerned simply with the 
segmented parts of the pla'nt body as its members and literally 
denotes the knmdedge of forms ( moq)hy = form and logos = 
),[uowledge ).-Plz),siolo{;_),. on the other har:d. deals with 'these 
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Pteridophyta, called specifically the Vascular Cryptogams, and 
Phenerogams. the plant hody is made up of three essentially 
different tissues,-the outermost layer of a rather tough and 
elastic structure, which can he easily peeled away, called the 
Epidermis; the innermost strand of hard cells and vessels, 
called the Conducting strand; and the intermediate soft, suc
culent and green portion. called the Cortex. Vascular plants 
have attained the highest step of structural complexity. For, 
it will be evident. that the differentiation of the three tissues is 
immediately dependent upon the functions they ha"e to 
carry out. The Epidermis affords protection to the plant 
against external injury-its function is mainly protective. The 
sMt Cortex is the actual dtal field of the plant-it is here that 
food materials are manufactured, stored, transmitted and again 
drawn upon, hy the whole living organism. The central han! 
and bonr structure forms the main skeleton of the plant, and 
sen'es to maintain its upright position; and more than that, it is 
the channel through which ingredients of the plant-food are 
transmitted-it is their sale rout of transit. 

As in all other plant-functions, so in reproduction. com
plexities arise as "'e rise higher in the scale. In Thalloph)·ta. 
this function is carried on "ery simply. In the lowest among 
them, it is effected by a simple hipartition of the cell or the 
filament into t,,·o daughter-cells or filaments each of which, 
then repeats the life-history of the parent. Higher up in the 
same class. reproduction goes on hy the union of two cells. 
almost alike. called gametes. Higher still in the plant ,,·orld. 
the gametes hecome differentiated into male and female cells. 
Even in the Thallophyta. sexuality is very clearly defined. but 
the sexes themselves are of a very simple organisation. In 
the gradual ascent of structural complexity the sexual cells 
attain more and more complex and particularised forms 
till at last they come to be borne by that most complicated 
and specialised structure that characterise the Phanerogams.
the 1<'lower. On~ consequence of reproduction taking place 
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through the agency of flo\l'ers is that seeds are produced, 
as a result of fertilisation of the female by the male sex. 
Flowering plants are, therefore, seed-producing plants. and 
hence, are also called ~permaphyta. In one section of 
Phanerogams or Spermaphyta the seeds are developed 
within a cellular encasement called the Ovary. This section 
is known as AngioSperms or the covered-seeded plants. 
The other division of p~aner~gams, the Gymnosperms, 
have their seeds naked 1. e. \\'lthout any investment to the 

female organ which matures into the seed. 
The Angiosperms are divided into twO great classes. nameh' 

the Monocots and the DicotS. These are abbreviated for~,;. 
of the expressions :'IIonocotyledonous plants and Dicoty
ledonous plants. The former ha\'e only one Cotyledon or 
seed-leaf. \I'hile in the latter there are two Cotyledons in the 
Embryo, or the initial plantlet that resides in the seed. 

The Departments of Botany.-It is usual \vhen \ve 
set out to study a science to divide it, for the sake of conveni
ence, into separate departments related to each other ratl)er 
closely, but each independently embraCing a particular side of the 
problem. A good round knowledge of the plant kingdom can 
be best obtained if we start \vith the study of the individual 
plant-its external form, physical parts, its internal structure 
and the functions of each of these, and then proceed \l"ith 
the classification of the vegetable world with the help of the 
materials thus furnished. That is, we have first to start with 
the study of plants, each taken in itself, and then wind up with 
their stud\' collectively. This latter part forms the great 
department called Systematic or Descriptive Botany and is 
based upon Ta:voll 0'111) , or the principles of classification. 
Under the first head come the t\\'in departments of Morpholog)' 

and P~vsiolog_J'. JJiorpho1og)' is concerned simply with the 
segmented parts of the plant body as its members and literally 
denotes the knOldedie of forms ( moq'>hy = form and logos = 
)!uowledg-e ). __ PII)'sio!og_y, on the other har:d. deals with 'these-
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parts as organs for carrying out <ietiilite functions-'-it enquires 
how the plant lh'es, ,,,hat the plant does. \\·h.l· the plant bo(ly 
is differentiated into so many di"ersified structures etc. 

Thus Physiology and :\Iorphology deal with the same subject
matters but onl.,· from different stand points. For as Physiology 
sees in the plant segments. organs suhserving definite functions 
allotted to them according to a hypothetical law of division of 
labour. :'Iorphology keeps them in vie\\' only as members 
irrespective of any function that they may he destined to carry 
out. But Physiology dil'orced from :\Iorphologr would he 
quite defunct, for one part, at least, of :\Iorphology called 
Internal :\Iorphology or .-\natomy a'nd Histology ",here we 
study the components and constituents of the plant hody, as 
also their structure anu disposition, is essentially hound up 
with the foriner, so much so, that an entirely one sided con
sideration of physiological questions apart from Anatomy 
and Histology would not only detract much from its value as a 
science Int also make it uelusive into the bargain. The other 
1)art of :.rorphology called gy{erlli1{ :.rorphology or "imply 
:Uorphology, deals only with the members of the plant as 
cxternally differentiated into the Root. the Stem, and the Leaf, 
f()rmin~ what are called the \'egetatil'c members, and the Flower, 
the Fruit and Seed. or the reprodu('til'e members. 

Thus :\forphology, Anatomy and Histology, Physiology, 
and ~y'tematic Botany form the four most important depart
ments of Botany regarded purely a., a ,peculatil'e science. 
But studied in its relation .to the other sciences, it builds up 
other separate departments, as Ecolo{!), or the study of 
:\Iorphology and Physiology from the stand po'int of adapta
tion to em'ironment; Pal{co-Pkrtology or the study of petrified 
remain, ()f plants entomhed in the rock)' strata of the earth's 
crust in lhe past eeological ages, leading to the formulation of 
grand generalisations concerning }\'olution and Descent; 
EWllol1lical Bot{l/~y, Agricultural Botany. Geographical 
Bo!di~l'. etc. terll1s.~vhich explain their individual province. 
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In this volume, Part [ deals \I'ilh the Extemal ?I[urphology, 
chiefly of Phanerogams; Part 11 ,,,ith the lnternal l\[orphologr 
or Anatomy and Histology of plants in general. 

The subjoir~d table gh'es the distinguishing characters 
of the different classes of plants and \I'ill aid the studellt in 
remembering them. 

CLASSES. 

l I. Alga'. 

I 

I 

~l 
.s~ ] ! z. Fungi. 

~I 
I 

l 
l 

;;. fjchen~. 

-to l\1os~e~. 

;, Ptridol'hyta. 

D1STIX(;l'ISHI:'\(; CHARACTERS. 

Green thread-like filaments freeh' float~ 
ing in fresh ·water or red or brown flai cellu
lar structures inhabiting the Sea. \vith stem 
and leaf-like expansions which are really 
thalloit!: some freshwater alg::e are unice
llular and microscopic bodies . 

Unicellular or multicellular organisms with 
no stem and leaf hut a thallus. Found as 
moulds on decaying animal and "egetable mat
ters, sometimes thick and massive. Xe\'er 
green, generally colourles but coloured in 
a few. 

Incrustations \ thalloid) on rocks. harh, 
etc: yellowish or colourless. 

Slender' stem and leaves-gTeen--no
'true roots,-li"ing in shade, on old walls, stones 
etc" and in moist places. The simplest 
Cormophrta: 

Shade and moisture loving plants, com
'pletely segmented into stem and leaves
main stem generally nat branched l Ferns) 
or branched at the apex or in whorls 
( Equisetums). Leaves bearing a large 
number of minute globular bodies or spores. 
This group includes the Ferns, Lycopods. 
Equisetums and Sellaginall~. 



s. !\1ollocot~. 

9. Dlcot~. 

1 

STRLCTl'RAL HOTA~\,. 

Large ~tout trees with thin needle like 
leaves in den<;e clusters. Branching profuse, 
flowers yen' minute and Yen" small and 
produced i~ profusion. ~eeds 'naked. 

Palm-like trees with very large leaves and 
stout, thick and stunted stems, generally not 
branched, Flowers and sceds as in (6) 

lJ nlmlllched trees or shrubs or small her
baceous plants with showy flowcrs in most 
cases. ;\Jembers in floral whorls of three, 
Cot de cion one. Seeds within fruit. ·Ex. 
Pal~s. Grasscs. Bamboo, Aroids etc. 
Leaves always parallel veined. 

Thc ]l10st conspicuous part of land flora
trees, shrubs or herbs with stem much 
branched. Leaves with a network of veins and 
small. Floral memJ)ers, f1yc or four in each 
whorl. Seeds within fruits. Cotrledons two. 
Ex. ~Iailgo. Guava, Litchi, Jack-fruit, Sal, 
;Uahogany, Toon etc. 

CLASSIFICATIO!'I OF PLANTS. 

I 
I 

Flowerless-plants. Flowering-plants. 
or 

Cryptogamia 
1 __ -

r 
I. Thallophyta 

or 
Thallus plarts 

t 
2. Bryophyta 

r ",o"T,bY," 

. t 
3. Ptendophyta 

or 
Phanergamia 

i 
I 

1 
4. Gymnospermia 

of 

i'I aked-,;eeded 

I 
5. Monocots. 

1 
Angiospermia 

or 
Covered ·seeded 

I 
1 

6. Dicots. 
or or 

1 seed leaved, 2 seed leaved 
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OR 
I 

Cellular plants 
I 

Vascular plants 
I , 

I , , , 
J.. Thallophyta 

l. 
2. Bryophyta 3. Pteridophyta 4· Phap.erogamia. 

,, ______ ~ ____ _J 

II. Cormophytil. 

DEPART~IE:sITS OF BOTA:sIV. 

Plants may be studied 
I ,- .. -------, 

Individually 
From stand point of 

I 

or Collectively 
Systematic 

Botany 
IV. I 

Members 

:----_1 , 
External 
parts only: 
l\f orphology 

I 
or Organs. 

Physiology 
Ill. 

Internal 
parts only: 
Anatomy and 

ll. 
Histology 



PART 

MORPHOLOGY 
EXTERNAL. 





CHAPTER 1. 

The Root. 

In Phanerogams the ripe seed contains the rudimentary 
plant. called the Embryo. The hard coat (testa) of the seed 
protects the embryo during the early stages of its existence, 
and food materials are stored usually along- with it within the 
chamber of the seed. This nutritive material, known as albu
men. forms g-enerally the more prominent part of the seed-con
tents of :\Ionocots, hut in Dicots it is more frequently absorbed 
by the embryo, not unoften totally obliterated during this res
ting period of the initial plantlet. But as germination, that is, 
the awakening of the plant from its embr);onal dormancy to a 
state of \'egetati\,e acti\'ity, starts, the testa is burst open, the 
emhryo comes forth from its enclosure and eventually estab
lishes its independent existence on the soil. And while most 
:\[onocot embryos remain but feebly differentiated, so that a 
naked-eye examination fails to detect anytbing more than a 
glohular or tubular mass of tissue, lying .by the side of a large 
alhumen, Dicot embryos generally h~t\'e their bodies seg
mented, even when they arc within' the Jieeds, into par'ts that 
correspond to the leaf and stem. \Vitness, for instance, the 

. see(1 of the :'IIango, or the Pea, or the Tamarind. The embryo 
in these cases occupies the whole interior of the seeds. It is 
segmented into t\\'o large lobes, rather flat, but rounded on 
the outside and a little depressed on the inner surface, called 
the c()/yledrJns or seed-leaves. (Fig. I,a.) Between these, nestles 
the tin;t bud of the plant, called plumule (Fig. I,C) which, when 
tracee! downwards, is found to be organically united with a 
short, tapering, rod-like structure, from the apex of which 
roots arise later on. This part is known commonly as the ra1ide 

• 
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or the root-end of the embryo, but called more properly the 
[(lUiide, (diminutive of caulis=a stem). The axis of the embryo 
may be conveniently divided into t\YO parts-the h)'PocotJ'1 
or the hypocotyledonary axis (Fig. I,d), being that part which 
is between the radicle and the point of insertion of the 
cotyledons, and the epicotyl (Fig. 2, e), or the part above this 
point up to the plumule. On germination, the radicle pro
trucles, curves downward~ \'ertically, avoids light and then pene
trating the ground absorbs nourishment from the soil. u sua II.\" 
during these changes, the hypocotyl elon;iates, splits the seed-coat 
open, liberates the cotyledons from their dark bondage, and then 
growing vertically up"'ards enables them to open out in the air. 
The plumule, so long hemmed in, now gro\\'.-; vertically upwards 
and produces the new shoot. 

.FIG. 2. 

Fig'. I. Embryo of Pea cut open to show (a), ~he cotyledonS'; (b), the 
r~di('le; (c), the plumule and .(d), the hypocoty1. 

Fig'. 2. Seedling of Be .. n (a), cotyledons; . (b), the root': (cl. the 

bud; (dl, hypocotyl ; and (el, the epicotyl. 

F-ig 3. Fibrous ijfODt of a Monocot. 



THE ROOT. 

A fuller description of all the different ways in which seeds 
. g-erminate will be found in a subsequent chapter. Enough, here, 

has been said to allow us to proceed with the morphology of 

The Root. 

It will he seen, from the abO\'e that the downward prolonga
tion of the rarnCle forms the root. The two most important 
functions that roots are required to carry out are, (I) the\ 
fixation of the \yhole plant in the soil, and (2) the absorption 
and transmission of nutriment from it. For this purpose, 
roots generally ha\'e to go deep into the soil or other subs
tratum. but there are a few exceptional cases, where they 
remain simply slispended in the air. These functions, together 
with a few others of a sub-ordinate nature, coupled with the 
peculiar conditions of the substrata which plants are thrown 
upon to liye in. necessitate the development of the root in 
various ways and forms. Thus we may distinguish between 
the Subterranean. _\erial. Parasitic, Climbing and Aquatic 
roots. 

A. Subterranean roots -The direct downward pro
longation of the radicular end of the axis of the embryo is 
called the primm:y root. It generally grows continuously in 
Dicots, and produces what are called secondal:Y rootlets in 
acropetal succession. i.e.. the youngest nearest the apex, and 
the oldest, the furthest removed from it. U sua!!y, however, 
the main or primary root develops more strongly than its 
secondary branches, and is thencallec! a Tap Root (Fig 4). Such 
tap roots with their complex branch systems are characteristic of 
all Dicot trees and shrubs, and normally carryon the functions 
referred to above. [n many herbs, however, they have to 
perform the additional f~nction of storage of food materials 
prepared by the plants during the periods of active vegetation 
and they thus become modified accordingl),. Three sllch, 
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modifications of the tap root deserve special mention. These 
are ;-

FIG. 4. FIG. 5. Fj(i. 6. FIG. 7.' 

Tap Root and its modifications
Fig.4. : Tap Root with secondary branches; 

Fig. 5 : Conical: Fig, 6: Fusifor'1l ; 
Fig. 7 : Napiform. 

I. Conical, (Fig. 5), when the tap root is \\'ide at the base, 
and gradually tapers dOlm at the lower extremity, as in our 
common :\Ioola1 (Raphalills Satiz,ltsj, Gajur (lJallclts Caro/a) etc. 

2. Fusiform, ( Fig. 6), when it is swollen in the middle 
and gradually tapers to\yards the two ends, as in Punarnava2 

( Boerhavia procullluens 1, in Kat-bish or ::\lita,3 (Aconitum 
fero_'"t') etc. 

3. Napiforlll, ( Fig. 7), \\'hen it is much swollen at its 
upper part and tapers down suddenly. to a somewhat threarl
like structure, as in Beet Palung. 

The above cases are examples of the modifications of the 
tap root when it is not branched. In many cases, howeyer, 
the secondary rootlets grOlY more strongly than the pri;nary 

I Sans. Mooluka; Hind, .floolea ; Arab, Fuji. 2. ~ans. Shotltghllef!' 
Ben!? S11Jetpurnee • .. 

g, Hind. Sringi bish; Bet·g. Mitha. 



root, and tLey may again be thickened or ren<iered fleshy an( 
l;ucculent, or suhdiYided into a large number of tufted roots. 
Thus :-

1. Fibrous roofs arise in tufts of long filiform structurei 
from the radicular end of the axis, or from the 10\Yer surfact 
of stems trailing on the grouml. as ill many (~rasses. (Fig. 3) 

2. Fa.l'rinila/e roo/s: \Yhen some of the rootlets in the 
above case becOlpe thickened and fleshy hy the deposit (j 

reserye food-material, the root-sy"tem presents the appearanCl 
of a large number of tubercules, or enlargements, originatin~ 

close I)' froJJl a COlIlmon point. ~~ ."ery good eX<lmple is fuf. 
nished by the SatamuJii (Asparagus raalJlosa) , where the root 
system consists of a number of fusiform ~\vollen tubers, 
The common Soosni-aloo (iJios(orea ('asciCliiata) has also a 
similar root. \Yhere the number of these fleshy rootlets is much 
reduced and the root consists of only one or t\Yo tubercules 
it is called 

3. Tuhercular, as in the Sakarkand-aloo-the red variet)'-
(C?!/IV(}/l'II/It,r Blllllla,,) , Bhooi-kumra,5 Dhol-somudra6 (Leta 

FJ<;. S. 

Fasciculate 
root of Satamuli. 

FI(;. ~" FI(;, 10. FI(;. II. 

Tubercular Nodulose Moniliform 
root of orchid. root. root. 

4. Hind. Satawar, Tel. Challa. 5. Teling.lVlatta,pal-tiga. 6. Sans. 

Sl".~oodru'a. • ' 
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IIltlcrnphcylla). etc. In many Grasses, also, as in ,,{ootha; 
r(yperus /'(1/ulldus) the fibrous roots form small tubercules of 
this nature. \\Then the tubers are didded at their extremities. 
into finger-like parts, they are called palmate tubers. ::\[oreover, 
,t root is called 

.t. lVodrt/ose--when its branches enlarge into nodules 
[Olrards the extremities; 

). jl{ollil!for7ll-when it is alternatelv ~\yollen and con
tracted, so as to pre~ent a necklace-like or beaded appearance. 

Roots, when they do not originate from their normal place 
of origin i,e. the end of the -radicle, are called Am'EKTITIOCS 

roots. The primary root, as a rule, persi;;ts in most Dicots, 
hut in many other cases, especially in ::\Ionocts, it soon 
perishes and then new roots spring from the lower part of 
the stem. tn fact, plants may strike roots from any part of 
their surface,-ami such roots are necessarily adventitious in 
their origin, Thus most (;rasses trail over the ground for a 
considerable distance and regularly strike root from their 
lower surface. In the ('ocoanut and other Palms, the lower 
part of the trunk is beset with a large number of adventitious 
roots that, arising from the stem, arch dOl\"ll anll strike ble 
ground, giving them the appearance of so many ropes tugging 
the plant on to the earth. In our Ketuky or Kea8 ~Palldallll.\· 

ot/oratissilll/lj-) and the English Screw-pine, again, the trunk 
appears to be stilted up on long prop-like structures that 
are really adventitious roots. In our sacred Banyan trees, 
(Aswatha--Ficus religiosa, and the Bur or Baut--Ficus [lldiell) , 
in proportion as the hranches are developed the horizontallr 
projecting boughs send down cylindrical roots which reach 
the gro'und, and becoming attached, to it form pillars, support
ing the whole leafy canopy. Moreover, it is a matter of com
mon experience that cllttings from plants, planted in a moist 

7. Sans. Moosta, Moostuka. Teling. Sh(lka-tunga. 
8,., Sans. Ketukv .• Hind. Keura. Teling. Mugalik or Gozdoogoo, 
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soil, sen(1 forth roots from their cut surfaces very easily and 
these are undoubtedly adventitious. 

AN1\T,U., BIEXXL\L A:-ID l'ERENXL\L ROOTS: -Quite a large 
number of plants lil'e only through one season such, for 
example, as ollr Palung (Be/a oenga/msis), Panmouriu, 

.lrIm/hulIl pllllllltJri,)' :\[ustard (Sinapis dirh%1lla), Hatisoor~' 

I Helio/ro/,illlll illdimlll), and most Grasses. They come up in 
spring, unfold their I'egetative body, and then die dOlm after' 

. t!o",ering and fruiting before the advent of the next spring., 
leaving to their seeds the charge of ,multiplying ,the species. 
The roots of such annuals tue genera.lly fihrous, and "ince' 
for the short period df their 'eX'i's'te't1'C'e, thej. do not require the· 
storage of food in suhterranean resen'oirs, they are rarely 
tuiJcrous or swollen. In biennial and perennial plants, it is . 

. ' quite otherwise. Biennials. or plants that have their term 
of life extended over tl\'() years or seasons, develop, during 
the first year, a very short stem ane! foliage leaves, and a strong 
thickened tap root (e.g. conical, fusiform or napiform) in 
which food for suhsequent use is stored up during this period. 
In the second year. another erect shoot with leaves and 
t!o\l'ers is developed and the fructification and the ripening 
of the seed g,o on at the expense of the food already reserved 
in the root, and then the Ivhole plant together with the ex
hausted root dies down to the ground. [n Kantikari (Solallum 

jllcquini) , Beet (Beta VU~fJaris), Carrot (DIlUCIIS Carll/a), :\10018, 
and in many plants hal'ing a tuberous l'()ot we get good examples 
of biennial roots. In perennials or plants that live from 
year to year, though their aerial parts annually die down, the 
roots when they serve for the reception of nutriment. are consi-, 
derably thickened and modified. Thus the Sakarkund-alloo 
plant has a perennial tuh~rous root; the 'Soosni-alloo plant 
I lJioscorea fiucicltlal{l). so much cultivated for its supply of 
starch, has a perennial fasciculated root system. The nodulose, 

---'---'--'-' ---,----_,------ --------_._ 

9· Sans. Mudhurika. 10. Sans. Shreehustine. 
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moniliform and the tuberous, are the different forms of such 
perennial roots. 

B. Aerial roots. It "'ill be noticed that the adventitiou~ 
roots of the Ketuky, Palms, and Banyan trees are neither 
exclusi vely aerial, nor subterranean, But though the term 

,aerial root embraces all such as are produced in the air, it 
particularly signifies those th,tt, throughout life, remain unCOn
nected with the ground. They are characteristics of the Epiphy
tes or air-plants~that is, those that grow upon the trunks of 
,other plants without taking up any nutriment from their system. 
Necessarily, these roots have to absorb moisture and food from 
the cracks and crevices of the bark of the tree-trunks on ,\'hich 
Epiphytes chance to live. Not unfrequently, however, the 
aerial roots of such Epiphytes restmg on boughs of trees, hang 
in long rope::; freely in the air from \vhich they are enabled 
"to absorb water, by the formation of a bibulom sheath called 
:velamen,' and 'gases, by the developmel)t of a green pigment 
in their superficial cells. A good example of an Epiphyte with 
its aerial roots is in Vanda Ro.1.'burglzi known as Rasna in 
vernacular, and found wild on the common :\lango tree. 
Yanda is an Orchid and most Epiphytes he long to the tm) 
families of Orchids and Bromelias, to which latter our Pine
.apple belongs. 

C. Parasitic roots. Another class of plants called Para
sites, are known to live like the Epiphytes upon other pla-nt,;' 
but they are not mere platonic dwellers on them, but suck 
'out from their tissue, at least, a part of the nourishment, by 
,sending their roots that hare their way through to the interi(lr 
'Of the latter \"hich is hence called the host-plant. Thus, some 
parasites live wholly upon the host and do not consequentl," 
produce foliage. Others, again, produce foliage, only to a 
Jimited extent, and push their roots into the ho~t to draw, at 
least, the supply of water they could otherwise nave got from 
the soil. The sucking roots, in the above cases, are called 
,hau!Woria, and thftir peculiar nature enables them to form an 
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organic connection between the host and the parasite. For 
example, the Algosy-latall (Clts{uta), so very common in our 
hedges and trees, has its leafless, yellowish, tendrillal' stem 
entwined in the leafy twigs, and wherever it comes in contact 
with the soft stem of (he host, it produces processes which. 
-dissolving the epidermis or skin of the latter, penetrate into 
it and unite with its conducting system of tissue. Manda l2 

(Loranthlts bicoior), another common parasite, is, on the other 
hand, provided with leaves. The root-parasite Oroban{hc 
pendunculata grows upon the roots of the Khus-khus plant. It 
is a very small plant which, as it springs from the root of the 
host and hence from the ground. simulates a nonparasitic 
plant. Rafflesia Arnoldi, a \'egetable Titan of Sumatra, grow, I 

.as a parasite ~pon the stem of a plant \'ery near the ground. It 
~]as no leaf awl no stem; but the only evidence of the plant i" 
,given by the monster flowers---each measuring nine feet III 

-circlJmference and weighing about sixteen pounds! 
D. Climbing rocts. The typical Climbing root is that 

which does not strike root in the ground, nor draws nourishment 
from the soil or atmosphere hut merely serves as an organ 
for attaching the plant to supports-~big plants or rocky surface, 
or old walls. 

The Guj-pippuP3 ( Pothos officinalis), for example. has a 
perennial stem that creeps up to the top of large trees and 
thus takes a finn hold of tbe SUp}lort with the innumerahle 
roots whicb arise from the side of the stem next the support. 
Hoya carnosa, another climber on Palm trees, develops light
.avoiding climbing roots which nestle in the suhstratum and 
uniting, adds to the security of the plant. Girdle-like clasping 
roots, tying . plants on to the smooth surfaces of tall tree,; 
are commONly seen in Darjeeling. in the Himalayas and other 
hilly places. Tecollla radicans,. an ornamental plant common1.,-

------------------

11. Teling, Sitama-poorgooloo, 12. Sans. Vunda, Telinlil. Wadinika. 
13. Sans. Kuri-p'ippulee, Kupi.'1JUllee,. Vushirall(?fc,. 
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used to decorate portico-walls, clings to the latter hy the for
llutio:l of pale rootlets which appear as a fringe of threads 
seeking the cree!~s and credces on the rough surface. These 
roots, also, are light-avoiding, and are formed as soon as the 
young stem with its burden of leaves, creeping over the wall, 
hends away from it owing to the weight it has to carry verti
cally upwards. 

E. Aquatic or floating roots arise from the lower surface
uf floating stems. They are generally fibrous and to a slight 
extent twisted. In Pana or Takapana ll (Pis/ia), commonly 
coverin,g the surface of our ponds with a rich leafy verdure~_ 
such 'long, tapering, fibrous roots arise in clusters from thoe 
submerged stem of the plant. 

The growing apex of the root is ordinarily protected by a_ 
cellular sheath called Root-cap (see p. 29). As the root has 
tl) push on one side hard grains of sand and other particles 
()f earth, the root-cap is subjected to a great strain and is. 
gradually brushed away; but it is always being supplemented 
and renewed by the - growing tissue of the root just behind 
the cap. In aquatic roots and haustoria the root-caps are 
wanting. Thi'( is obviously connected with their function;: 
for they do not require the protection affordell by the root
cap-its presence would, on the contrary. prevent the roots of 
parasites from penetrating- into the tissue of the host. 

The subjoined table g:ves a classified del\' of the different 
kinds of roots and may aid the student. 

Roots. 
I , I 

Normal Ad ventitious 
I I 

I I 
Tap Branched 

I I I I I 
Fibrous, Aerial, Climbing, Parasitic. Aquatic 

I ,_-,---_ 
I I 

Conical. Fusiform, Napiform Tubercular, Fasciculate, Nodulose, Moniliform 

, '4." lSlIns. Koombh~a. I'eling. Nuroo-boodhookee. 



CHAPTER II 

The Shoot. 

Its origin.-It has already been seen that the plumule 
grows upwards and develops into the shoot. The shoot is 
-essentially the ascending part of the axis, and. though, III many 
·cases, it deviates from this vertical position, even becoming 
subterranean in some, this .character forms o'ne of its distinguish
ing features, For, as the. root is the descending axis of the 
.plant, its shoot forms the ascending axis. It mar be instructive. 
here, to note the points of 

Distinction between the shoot and the root: --In 
the first place, the completely developed shoot, which is usually 
differentiated into the stem and the leaf, grows continuously at 
its apex (the growing point, or punctum z'egelafionis), ,yhere 
it remains entirely unprotected by any other foreign tissue. In 
roots, however, the apex is always protected by a cellular mantle 
·called the ro()f-cap. For roots arise from within the tissue of 
plants--the primary from the radicle, the secondary from the 
primary, :;tnd the adventitious from the stem-:-and carrrin,~. 

in their further progress of development and elongation, the 
torn piece of tissue of that part from which it springs, it retains 
it in the form of a sheath; this sheath protects its delicate 
.growing point, as the root bores its way through the soil. 

If a vertical median section through the gro\\'ing point of 
a stem be magnified and examinecl, there can be obsen'ed 
a number of small conical bulgings on the t\\'o sides of 
what will appear to be an almost undifferentiated mass of 
a central tissue, which reallr represents the main axis of the 
stem. Lower down, these bulgings attain a larger size, the 
turther removed they are from the apex. and become morE: <lnod 

• 
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more elongated. These elongated structures thus coming out 
from the surface of the main axi" and each superposed on the 
one next above it, are the rudiu1entary lea\"e~; and these, en-

FIG. 12. 

Apex of a PhanerogRmic 
Shoot-showing- the leaves 
overlapping, with the buns 
at the base of each. 
Development -exogen ous. 

Apex of a Phanerogamic 
Root-showing root-cap 
ann the endogenous origin 
of the secondary lateral 
rootlets also provided with 
cap. 

\'eloping the more rudimentary ones and over-arching the grow
ing point, form a rather compact structure, calIee! the Bud. 
Guds are the potential shoots, and the plumule is the first bud 
of the plant. When a bud unfolds. it grows out into a leafy 
t\\'ig; and. as the leaves originate primarily as outgrowths from 
the parent shoot on its surface. they are ~aicl to have an 
exogenous onglll. Roots, on the other hand. ahyays arise endo
gel1(JIIsl.y, i. e. from within the tissue of tbe parent. In the dia
gTam, fig. 13., tb. secondary rootlets are shown to originate 
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from within the .main axis of the primary root. and the super
ficial tissuc of the latter being cyentually pierccd through and torn 
away, forms the root cap. By referring to fig. I 2. again. it will be 
o!Jsen'ed that smaller protuberances also arise at the base or 
axil of thc bigger bud leayes. These. when fully developed, 
,;how up to bc shoots as well. and hence are also huds. .[\0\\'. 

buds, whether arising from the axil of the leaves. or terminal. 
are normally produced by the shoot. while they are rarely, if 
ever. pr{)(luced by roots, To sum up, the root differs from the 
shoot in the following points:-

1. The root is always protected by a root-cap; the shoot, is entirely 
unprotected at the apex, 

2. The root grolVs hehind the root'e,,"p and endogenously; the. 
shoot grows exogenously. 

3. Buds and le,,"v~s are normally formed on the ,hoot i they are· 
never formed normally on t he root. 

4. The root is essentially the descending part of the axis, the shoot 
is the ascending. 

5. The root is never green, except in a few cases (see Epiphytes);: 
the shoot is normally green, 

As has already been observed. shoots or leafy branches 
normally arise from buds, but sometimes abnormally from 
wounded plant-surfaces. lll' old tree-trunks. Such shoots are, 
called lldz'entitiolts. and always originate endogenously. 

Buds generally produce an elongated shoot. which is. 
()utwanlly differentiated into a central axis or stem and the 
leal'es. The points from which lea\'es spring on the stem are 
called ""odes, and thc space hetween two successi\'e nodes 
is called an Inter-node. In the grcat majority of land plants 
Illter-1lodes arc rather well developed, but, in a fcw others 
the vertical growth of the stem is suppressed, at least. at certain 
points; these dwarf shoots naturally leave little space for their 
leaves to remain otherwise than close together. Yet. again, 
in some water plants, e.g. the common Pana or Takapana1 

(Pistil!) of our ponds, and in a fe\\' of our annual and 

I. Sans. Ko~mbhica. :reling. Neeroo boodookeJ. 
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biennial plants, e. g. Chandramoolika (Kl{'mp./eria Gaianga J 

Bhooi-champa (Ka:mp./erill rotunda) Sookh-Darshan (Crim,," 
. asiatiCllmj and the common Kutchoo or Kochu (C%casia 
(lntiquoruntj, this non-development of the internodes is 
<carried so far as to produce no aerial veg-etative stem at alL 
at least for some period, while a larg-e number of leaves are 
spread out on the ground, 'originating- apparently from the 
TOOt. Such stemless plants are called arllu/fuent (a, privative, 
.cllulis-stem). 

\Ye shall next study the stem \yith regard to-· 
A. its shape; 
B. its position·-whether upright or bent; 
C. its modifications and kinds. 

A. The general shape of the stem is roundish, i.e. a 
transverse section through it presents a more or less circula'r 
outline. But it is 

I. Triangular, in many Grasses; for example. in Kessoor 
(Sicrpus kJ'soorl, ':\Iootha (C),perlt.[ rotlmillls) etc., and 111 

Tekata-shij (EupJ/()rbiunt alltiquwutIl). 

2. Square, in the whole famil) of plants known as 
Labiat::e, to which our Toolsi ((}I:Y //Ill/II sanctulIl) and the 
aromatic plant Pod ina (3fenthll z'iridis). helong; in the flesh, 
succulent stems of Harjoora (CiSSll.I' I/lladnlllgillaris); in the 
common medicinal Kalmegh 2 (Jus/il'ill pani(lt/Iltll) and Bakash 
(J llsticia lldhatoda); in the Gandha-bandhuli ( Oldenlll1ldill 
paniculata) ; in the young shoots of the \yell known Sephalika 
or Seuli3 (N~J'Ctanthes arbor-Iristis) etc. 

3. Hollow, in the internodes of many Gr,lsses and Bambo(). 

-t. Flat, in many species of Cactus as in the Xag-phanee 
(Cadlts indiol) used as a fencing and in ('occoloba (Fig. 141. 

). Rihbed. in many plants of the Cucumber family, such a~ 

2. Sans. Maha-tita. Teling. Nclla-vemgoo; Kreat. 
~. Sans. Bind. and Beng:-Singahar. Nibari, Harsinghar, Sewli_ I 
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Patol or Pulwul (Trichosallthes dia:ca) where it is five-ribbed 
Turbooj,4 Kumra6 (Cucurbita), Sosha,6 l\IakaF (Cucumis) etc. 

6. Globular, or round, as in the African :l\Ielon-cactus. 

FIG. 14. 

FIG. 15. 

Fig. 14. Flattened stem of Coccoloba. 
Fig. IS. Creeping RhIzome of Carel(. 

B. As regards position, the stem of big plants is gene
rally erect, but three kinds of ere/X stems have received specific 
names. These are :-

I. The Caui/e.1-·. It is the technical name applied to the 
unbranched stem of Palms. The "'hole surface of the caudex 
is marked with the circular scars of dead old leaves, which 
have been cast off, and is armed in some cases with scales
the remnant of former leaf-stalks. 

2. The Culm. It is the closely-jointed stem peculiar to 
Grasses and Sedges. It also is unbranched and the lower part, 
quite free from leaves and hence smooth, as in the Ba'll.boo 
and the Sugar-cane. 

4. Hind and Beng. Turmooj or Turbooj 

S. Hind.·Hanhora. Telincr. Koorda-goo11l.Jodoo. 
6: Hind. Kheera. 7. Teling. Sheti-putsa, '. 
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3. The Scape. It is a flowering stem without foliage, arising 
from the ground. In the acaulescent Chandra-mullica. lKamp
feria Galallga) , Bhooi-champa lK. rotunda) and Kutchoo, the 
flowers are borne on scapes which elevate them hut little abO\'e 
the ground. But in Sookha-darshan (CriliuJIl asiatimlll), 

Rajanee-Gundha (Polyall!lus !lIber(/,ra), in Onion (Allium tepa) 
the long scapes hear clusters of flowers {lbove the ground on 
which are spread the radical leaves. 

The indigenous plant Agave Americana (>\. Cantula. Rox.), 
commonly grO\Ying in hedges and sandy places, is acaules
cent during the early vegetati\'e period, the \vhole plant being 
only a dense cl~lster of very large boat-shaped lea\·es. Gra
dually, however, a thick scapc rises up in the air, and finally 
reaches a height of 25-35 fcet, \"hen it looks like a \Yidely
branched mast of a ship. It is verr commonly seen in Ollt
of-the-way places in Behar and Upper India. 

Three terms, Trees, Herbs and Shrubs, apart from the popu
lar sense in which they are used, have acquired a Botanical 
significance. Thus;-

Trees are woody plants, "'ith a clear trunk denuded of 
branches at their lower part, \\'hich attain a great height and 
live for a long period. 

Shrubs arc woo ely plants, with a rather profuse branch 
system arising from the 1ll;1in central axis 'at or near the 
ground, and are of a bushy nature. Their duration of life 
may be equal to that of trces, but is generally much less. 

Herbs are plants which are not \\'oody, not persistent, 
\\'hich do not live for a long time. are generally of a soft and 
suc::ulent nature, and die down to the ground at least. ann\l<11-
ly or after flowering and fruiting. They arc called annual, 
hiennial, and perennial. according as their term of existence 
is limited to one, two, or nun)' years, or seasons. 

In general. the stem is erect and rigid, but many arc not 
str,m:-i enough to maintain their upright form. Thus~ stems 
mar be;-
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1. Procumbent or Prostrate, when they trail over the 
ground; 

z. Dccl/mbm!, when they renel to rise upwards at their free 
ends, after having trailed for some distance; 

3. Climbing, when they cling to neighbouring support.,. 
Climbing plants make use of a variety of structures as organs 
for climbing. Thus there are 

FIG. 16. FIG. 17. 

Fig. 16. Branches m'Jclified into tendrils (a) the discs adhering to stony, 
surfaces-of ~ species of Vine. 

Fig-. 17. Shoo' of Grape-Vine: h, the main axis modified into a 
tendril which becomes displaced bterally (a, a) by the strong growth 
of axillary branches-thus producing a Sympodium. 

(a) TlI'iners or l7t'il1illg pllln!s, i.e. those which ascePcl by 
coiling their stem, round supports afforded by the nat too 
thick stocks and branches of neighhouring plants. T,"iner,s 

are called de.'t'lrorse. when they make a cIocb,!ise movement 
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i.e. from the left to the right as in many DioscoreacreB ; and ~ , 
sinistrorse, when the movement is anti-clockwise or from right 
to left, as in many Convolvulus9 (Dood kalmi, Bhoomi-kumra), 
Bun-barhattylO (Phaseolus alatlls) , Shimu (Dolichos) plants, 
as well as in Eswar-mula12 (Aristolochia indica), and in many 
others. 

(b) Hook climbers, i.e. where the climbing organs are 
hook-like structures, as in the Kantali-champa (Michelia cha1Jl
paca). 

(c) Root climbers, i.e. those which like tbe Guj-pippul13 

(see Climbing roots) and Hoya cm-nosa, climb by means of 
rerial roots and thus remain anchored on the supporting 
substratum. 

(d) Tendril climbers, i. e. where a numher of filif<lrm 
delicate structures, capable of spontaneously coiling round 
supports, is formed, as in the common Gourd, Cucumber, 
the Jhumko-lota (Passion-flower plant-Passiflora) and many 
other plants belonging to the same families. 

(e) Leaf climbers, (Fig. 86) or those where the leaf or 
specially some part of it is adapted to climbing. In Ulat
chandal14 (Gloriosa superba, Fig. 73) and in the Bun-chandal15 

(Flagellaria indica) the midrib of the leaves hecomes drawn out 
into the form of a tendril which tugs the plants on to supports. 
In the Mossoor (Lathyrus Aphaca) and Khesal'i (L. sativus), 
the leaf becomes tendrillar, while the stipules ( see p. ) arc 
modified into leaf-like expansions. 

C. Kinds and Modifications of the Stem or shoot. 
The main stem or axis of the plant that, having developed 
from the germinating seedling, remains erect and maintains it~ 

8. Beng. Kam-aloo, Chupree-aloo, Soosni-aloo. Teling. Ava-fenga
Uga, katsji-kelengu. 9. Beng. Bhoomikumra, Teling. Matfapal-tiga 
Beng. Doodkalmi, Sans. Synvnyma. Teling. Tella-tagada. 10. Teling. 
Ka1'-alsanda. rr Teling. Chikurkai. 12 Ishermool or Teling. 1sa1'o. 
d:1. Pothos Ofl},cinalis. I4. Sans. Eesha-latzgula. Hind. Cariari. 
15. Hind. Harchan'ul Teling. Poindee po«ee. 
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upright position, is called the primary axis or stem, as opposed 
to the secondary and other branches of higher orders. It is 
often more strongly developed than the lateral axes; but it 
may also ha;'pen that, the primary shoot itself being arrested in 
its growth, secondary and other branches, that originate from 
it, develop more vigorously, and, ultimately supplanting it, 
make it quite nugatory. Hence, the non-development of the 
internodes, the too strong development of the branches, and 
other functional causes may operate to bring about modifica
tions in the form of the shoot or the stem. It should be 
remembered, that the chief function of the stem is to drag along 
with it the green foliage which alone can prepare nourishment 
for the plant, provided the sun and the air and other 
environmental agencies are brought to bear their full 
influence upon it. But, as in the case of root~, so here too, 
functions may change and functions may multiply, and the 
same stem, which is busy with one function at one part, 
may be called upon to perform another at a distant part. Thus, 
there is rarely any plant in which the stem is developed 
uniformly from the base to the apex. In all ordinary cases, 
it is quite possible to distinguish, in the plant body, stories 
one above the other, each of which is modified in accordance 
with the function it has to perform. 

Three such stories can be often distinguished in many 
plants; namely the leaf-scale region, or the underground part 
of the stem bearing, as it does, scaly leaves; the foliage region 
or the aerial vegetative shoot; and the floral region, or that 
of the reproductive organs. It will be more convenient, 
however, to discuss the modifications and kinds of the stem as 
under: 

First, the subterranean stem, and 
Secondly, the ~erial stem. 
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FIG. 18 

FIG. 19 

Fig. 18. A Stolon. A, the "oint of sepilralion of Ine young piant 
(to the left) from the parent (right). 

Fig 19. A fleshy Rhilome. B, the s('ars of former ~erial shoots : 

A, the present shoot; to the right, the advallcing gn \dng tip. 

1. The Subterranean Modifications ()f the stem or 
the shoot. 

1. The Rhizome ()r R{)otsl()ck i, a Iwriwntalh' or obli
quely gTo\\'ing perellllial ,tem, that either traiL ()n tbe surfaC(~ 

of the ground, or more commonly lies huri<ed in it, and send, 
out shoots from its upper and moh fJ'()lll ih 100\'(~r surface in 
contact with the ground, al definite jloints (node, I, Thal it is 

a stem is clearly borne out h:' the fullo\ying cOllsiderations:--~ 

• 

(ilJ. lts anatomical structure corresponds to that of the 

stem and not the rool. 
(b). Its apex is ahyays naked and it gTO\\'S exogenously, 

(e). Its surface is coyered with s111all scale lea\'es from 

the axils of which leafy shoots are tlml\\'n up peri
odically from the axillary buds. 

(d). The nodes and internodes that are clearly marked 

out on its surface are ne\'er found on roots, 
'", 
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Grasses generally trail ahO\-e or below the ground before 
they develop a vertical foliage shoot. The trailing scaly-stems 
of such Grasses are rhizomes (Fig_ 15). Rhizomes are frequently 
\'ery well de\'cloped in hcrhs, especially in those that are peren
nials. In them, though the aerial stems die down periodic
ally. yet the main stem remains perfectly uninjured below 
the ground. storing, like a cellar, a][ the nourishment that will 
be required by the next leafy shoot to be sent up in the air. 
Thus. in contrast to the rhizomes- of Grasses. which are thin 
and delicate. there are thick rhizomes as \\-e][. Examples of 
fleshy rhizomes are found in the Man-kutchoo (Antill mom/il

ium). in the common Ginger and Turmeric, in Dulal-champa 
(He([I'c1lilllll l"I!rI!/lilrilllll), in llanana etc. Cenera][~' in such 
flesh;: rootstocb. and rarely in the thinner ones. there are 
found circlilar impressed scars on the upper surface. which 
represent tbe places from \\-hich aerial shoots. since dead, took 
their origin. and \\-itb their death. have left each a permanent 
seal on the still active stock growing horizontalh- at the 
apex. Fig_ I(j. 

fill;. 20. 1"1\;.21. F](;. 22. 

Fig. 20. Potato plant with Tubers. 

Fig. 2I. Onion Bulb with two axillary buds. 

Fig. 22. Corm, a daughter corm developing from the parent. 

2. The Tuber. It is an under-ground stem. \vhich having 
been gorged with the deposition of food-materi"b, has beco~e 
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globular at a certain part of the underground branch, the rest 
of which remains slender. In the Potato thin, filiform stolons 
(P.4Z) are formed under-ground, and the extremity of such 
a stoloniferous branch becomes swollen into a fleshy mass
the tuber. What are called the ~ves of the tuber are really 
axillary buds, hid)n the axils of small scale-leaves originating 
from the nodes. These ~yes or buds deyelop into new plants 
when the tuber is placed in the soil uncler proper conditions, 
at the expense of foocl-materials already storecl in the thickened 
stem. The scale-leaves of the tuber with their axillary bucls. 
fasten upon it {he cauline character, and the absence of an 
advancing growing point, of the annular cicatrices, of the adven
titious roots coming out from the lower surface, combinect 
with its rather globular or fusiform shape, at once distinguishes 
it from the rhizome. The number of internodes involved, as 
can be tolct by noting the scales, may he many or only a few. 
In some species of the Lotus and Water Lilies, a single inter
node becomes thickened out into a tuber, but in Potato and 
in some Ginger-plants growing wild, several internodes are 
concerned. Fig. zo. 

3. The Corm. Imagine a fleshy rhizome strongly con
densed into a flat, rounded mass of tissue where the nodes are 
still less distinct than in the case of the tuber, and we come 
to the corm. It is a fleshy subterranean stem-rounded, 
solid, flat and depressed, from the upper surface of which 
shoots are given out, and from the lower, roots in filiform 
bunches are adventitiously developed, as in the case of the 
rhizome. In our OaP6 (Arum campanuilltum) and Kutchoo,J7 
we get good examples. In these cases small ctaughter-corms 
are also found attached to the main body-they are formed 
from the small buds on the sides of the primary corm, and each 
of them is as true a corm as the parent from which it springs. 

16. Teling. Mallchi kunda. Sans. Kunda or kulla. 

17. Teling. r'Jhama-kura. 
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In Bish-kuchoo (Calla) the sheathing bases of a few foliagl 
leaves enclose the corm with a memhranous covering and thw 
:the corm approaches 

FiG. 23. FIG. 24. FIG. 26. 

Subterranean (Figs. 23. '24) and Aerial modifications of the sho·ot. 
Fig. 23' Corm of Oal (Arum campanulatum . 
Fig. 14. Scaly bulb of Lily. 
Fig. 25. Bulbils from axil of leaves. 
Fig. 26. Cladode of Lemna. 

4. The Bulb. Imagine, again, the internodes of a 
rhizome so far reduc~d as to produce a flat circular plate of 
tissue from the upper surface of which scale-leaves arise in 
compact clusters. The stem becoming much too abbreviated 
to store food materials, the scale leaves afford room for the 
latter, and thus, become fleshy and thickened. In the common 
Onion and Garlic, for example, the abbreviated stem remains 
flat on the ground, and produces a cluster of fibrous roots 
from its lower, and a pack of fleshy leaves with axillary buds, 
'on the upper surface. If, as in the above cases, the bulb he 
·composed of leaves, with the inner ones disposed concen
trically, and a few outer, completely investing the latter and 
remaining membranous and scaly, it is called a funicate1 
bulb, Fig. 2 I. But in many Lilies the bulbs are composed 
Df fleshy leaves that merely overlap each other-such bulbs 
:are called scaly bulbs, Fig. 24. In Saffron (Heng: Jafran
Crocus safi7Jus) and in Rajani-Gandha the bul?s are tunicated. 
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II. Modifications and kinds of the aerial stem or 
shoot. 
1. The Sucker :-it is a branch that, arising from the 

main stem under ground, ascends into the air after having 
trailed below the ground for a short distance, and giving out 
roots from the lower part of its trailing body establishes an 
independent connection with the ground. The Rose plant, 
for ex:unp1e, is a cluster of branches. all coming out from 
\\-ithin a small circle of the soiL ~ow, the seedling could not 
normally have -sent more than one shoot up in the air, and the 
explanation of so many stems arising from the ground, lies in 
the fact that the main axis of the plant is not sent vertically 
up in the air, but that it trails under the ground for some 
'Iistance, sending up at the same time \-ertical branches from its 
nodes. I t is common in l~lan)- small \voody plants. 

FH;. 27. FIG. 28. FH;. 2'). 

Fig'. 27. Sucker of ~lint: a, the "erial shoots; b," bud. 
Fig 28. Offset. Fig. 29. Thorn; a, buds of which the upper one has 

unfolded and the lower has become "bortive; b, the scar 
left by the fall of the snbtending le"f. 

2. The Stolon is similar to the abm-e. differing from it 
in the medium in which it arises. It i" a branch which origi
nates from the lower part of the main axis just above the 
gTOlll1d, cun'es dmvl1\\'ards towards the soil, trails over or bur
rows through it, and then, striking root, rises up again as an 
upright shoot. It eventually becomes independent and 
sep2!rated from tie parent by the disorganisation of the part 
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of the bent stem that forms the conecting link. (Fig. 18, A.I 
Two kinds of stolons have received substantive names. 

These are :-
3. The Runner. It is a filiform slender branch, which 

touches the ground after arching over it and forms a bud at 
the tip \yhere it strikes Toot, and then produces a ne\\" plant 
which, in its turn. sends out a similar filiform branch \\"hich 
again arches over. strikes root at the tip, and so the plant rull', 

as it \\"ere, on the ground by means of its branches. The hest 
examples are in the .\;nrul-shak 18 l Oxalis pussillal and in Thul
kuri (If_yrir(){'()(rie aSlati((l), common creeping plants that 
delight in moi,;t shady places. 

FIG. 30. FIG. 31. 

Fig. 30. Shoot of Ampelop"is with tendrils. 
Fig.31. Terminal ,hont of Vitis vinifera (Gr:lpe vine) with the tenni

nar tendrils which become displaced laterally on the sympodial axis. 

18. Sans. Amlulonica, chukrika. 
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4· The Offset. It is a very short or condensed stolon 
and not unoften a sucker. Imagine a runner modified into a 
thick ami succulent structure, with the running branches trans
formed into dwarfs of stunted growth, with a load of tufted 
leaves at the free end, and we get a gooe! idea of the Offset. 
It is a short, prostrate, thickened branch which behaves exactly 
like a runner. Example :-Looniya or Noonia-shak 19 (Pottt
laca meridiana), a common pot-l:lerb with rosettes of succulent 
leaves. 

In the above four cases of modifications, the external 
characters of the shoot are pre~erved well enough, but there 
are others where all vestige of the outward semblance of the 
shoot or stem is lost. In these, the nodes, the leaves, and 
the branches, the" presence of which on a plant- member points 
to its cauline nature, are not usually traceable. 

5. The Tendril. It is a filiform, leafless stem or branch, 
<:apable of coiling round supports, and helping plants in clim
bing. It has been shewn already, how for this purpose plants 
<:all upon various members-root, shoot, leaf, etc,-so to become 
modified as to subserve this special function. Those of such 
dimbing structures, that grow from the axils of leaves, are 
cauline and so must be taken as modified branches. In the 
Cucurbita or Cucumber family of plants and in the Jhumko
Iota 20, we get very fine examples of such axillary tendrils. 
But in some cases, the primary shoot itself becomes meta
morphosed into a tendril, and when this happens, the tendrillar 
shoot is pushed on one side to take up a position on the stem 
opposite to the base of the leaves, from the axils of which 
buds develop into branches. These branches growing more 
strongly displace the tendrillar axis, grow erect instead of 
being slanting, continue the prolongation of the axis -in the 
vertical direction, and thus give rise to a false axis (sympodium) 

19 Teling. Pail kura. 
_20. The Passi~n flower plant. 
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(see Fig. 3 I). That this is so is rendered intelligible from 
the fact that, the terminal part of the shoot just above the 
youngest leaf is a tendril. The best example of this case is in 
the Angoor (Grape-Vine- Vilis Vinifera!. 

6. The Thorn is a bud, whether ter'llinal or axillary, 
which having become arrested in growth forms an indurated, 
hard, leafless structure, drawn out to an acute point. It may 
be branched or not branched, but in either case is homologous \ 
with the stem. Its stem-nature is recognised by referring to 
its internal structure or its position on the main axis and by 
the fact that, though terminal in some cases it bears lateral 
buds. In fig. 29, the thorn represents an axillary branch which 
has become hard and pointed at the apex but has also produced 
a leafy bud lower down (a). Examples, in the Bael or BiIlva2l 

(Aegle jl-farmelos), Karamcha 22 (Carissa Carandas), Dalim 23 

(Pullica granatum) etc. Thorns characterise the flora of deserts 
where the joint tyranny of sun and wind renders it impossible 
for the stem to develop soft, delicate and green foliage. 

FiG. 32. FIG. 33. 

Fig. 32, Cladode of Ruscus with a flower in the centre 
of the flattened branch. 

Fig. 33 Diagramatic Section through a Bud. 

21. Sans Bilva; Teling. Maredoo; Tamil. Willa mar'IJum, 
22. Sans. K.ishna-pakphula; Teling, Waaka .. Tamil. Kalaaha. 
23. Sllns. Darimbo; Hind. Anal', GoolaTlar.' 
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Of all similar needle-like structures, i.e. spines, bristles, 
and thorns, only the latter are modified stems. Bristles are 
mere superficial outgrowths, \yhile spines are modified leaves 
or parts of leaves. 

7. Still another kind of metamorphosed stem is the 
Cladode or Phylloclade, where the stem, having become 
flattened, serves the purpose of foliage. In a few cases. only 
parts of the stem and hranches become leaf-like in apearance. as 
in Ruscus (Butcher's Broom). In fig. 32 such a Claclode of Rus
cus is shewn. It is only a branch modified into the form of a 
leaf. Its stem-character is evidenced by the presence of small 
flowers in the centre of the leafy expansion. In Lemna and 
Pistia (Pana), on the otherhand, the main part of the shoot is 
reduced to a fiat, green, floating, leaf-like structure; and from 
the lower surface of this a.delicate, filiform stem is supended 
in the water (see Fig "26 J. .",-gain, in Asparagus ( Satamuli) 
the branches are green needle-like phylloclacles. :;\fassive 
leaf-like expansions of the stem form the peculiar feature of 
many plants which have their natural habitat in deserts, or in 
hot anel dry situations; such, for examples. are many Cactuses 
( Cadus indica. the ~ag-phanee of Bengal), Coccoloba I Fig. 
l.J.) and Euphorbias (Tekata-shij). In the latter, the axis and 
branches of the plant present the appearance of so mall: 
"'inged columns, triangular in section, and are armed witli 
double spines at the protuherances of the angles. In ~ag

phanee, the plant-body is composed of a proliferously jointed 
mass of flattened branches, from the surface of which arise 
numbers of spines and thorns in clusters. 



Buds. 

The Bud, as has already been observed, is a condensed or 
rather undeveloped shoot. At the apex of the main axis and 
of all the branches, the stem terminates in a cluster of small 
leaves which envelop the young bud and protect it. (Fig. 33). 
These leaves are scaly, membranous and generally provided with 
hairs which secrete a resinous or gummy matter. These scale, 
or cataphyllary leaves as they are callcel, are particularl)" noti
ceable in the buds of tcmperate and cold c1imatcs "'here the 
rigour of winter has to be warded off. Buds thus protected 
by leathery or hairy scales are called seal_;· , in contrast to the 
ordinary !laked huds of mild tropical countries where the rain
fall is evenly distributell, and of herhaceous plants which du 
not pass through the winter. \\'hcre, howcvcr, the tropical 
heat is very great, similar protecti\'e cxpediencies arc found 
eO\'ering the bud. 

The young bue! is )omposee! of (Fig. 34):-
I. The soft, undiffcrcntiated growing point of the stcm : 
2. 

3· 

The rudimentary leaves O\'erlapping one another 
and O\'er-arching the mail1' tip; 
The rudimentar\' buds at·the/axils of the 100\'er bud-
lea\'es. • '/ " ' 

The bud which lies at the apex o;"the shoot is a ierlllillri! 

bud; the terminations 'of brancheJor the rudimentary sho()ts 
that arise in the axils of le<wcs are calleJ lateral l!uris. The 
position of lateral buds is closely relatecl to that of lcavcs: for 
though in man\' Ferns, buds arise immediately bclow and by 
the sicle of lea\'cs, in Phanerogams, as a rule, they .He develop
ed normally in the axils of leaves. Typically buds are 
formed in the axil of every leaf, exceptions being the leaves 
()f flOl\'ers and those of Gymnosperms. 
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There are many plants in which the terminal buds of the: 
year's growth regularly die; in many others, on the contrary, 
the buds of the first year's growth remain quite undeveloped 
even during a number of years without lm)ing their vitality, 
and then, suddenly unfold into leafy twigs after the lapse of 
a considerable number of years. These are termed dormant 
buds. Often, at the base of large trees, and originating from 
the main trunk, quite a large number of leafy shoots can he 
seen growing luxuriantly up, in the vertical direction, giving 
the hard and rough tree-trunk a very gay and pleasant appear
ance. These ar~ undouhtedly the fully-developed dormant 
buds. Dormant buds are liable to be too readily mistaken for 
adventitious buds, for both apparently originate from anumalous. 
places on the stem-surface. But buds arc called adventitious" 

(FIG. 34). 

when they appear contrary to the usual order, at indefinite 
points, unconnected with the axils of leaves and may be endo~ 
genous in ongm. They appear readily in detached leaves of 
Blyophy\lum (Pathur-kuchi) and some Begotlhs, particularly 
in the incisions·'of the margin. 
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Two specially metamorphosed buds-Bulbils and Gemmae. 
playa very important part in the reproduction of plants in 
which they occur. They are stem-buds which detach them
selves from the p:tr~nt and can give rise to new individuals. 
Like seeds, they are alw,lys well supplied with nutritive mate
rials. Bulbils occur frequ~ntly in some :\Ionocots, particularly 
in Dioscoreaa{i' and Liliacea;. Globba bulbifera (Conda
pooshpa), a common pretty herbaceous plant of Bengal and 
Madras, has a large number of such bulbils in the axils of 
leaves, situated a little below the true floral region of the stem. 
Gemmae occur only in some Bryophyta c.g. in the Hepaticea!. 

Branching. 

The· three most important parts into which a Cormophyte is 
differentiated or segmented are the root, the stem and the leaf. 
to one or other of which all other plant-parts may be referred. 
The various members and organs of a plant may be reduced 
to these types. New and dissimilar members may arise from 

FIG. 35. FIG. 36, FIG. 37· 

Fig. 35-37 Dichotomous branching. 
Fig. 35. Bifurcate system or the norm il riiohotomous branch

ing; the latera( hranches are developed in a forked manner. 
F,ig. 36 Diagram of Scorpioid dichotomy: the left branch of 

the first fork only branches again and then the right one of the second 
fork and so On. 

Fig. 37. Diagram of Helicoid dichctomy;, the successive' 
branches branch again only on one side i.e. on the left. 
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either the root, the stem or the leaf, but similar members 
always arise normally by the process called Branching. Thus 
roots may produce roots, shoots may give rise to other shoots 
and so on. It will be evident that in the building up of a 
plant-body branching plays an essential part-and it is only 
with the normal mode of branching that we are concerned here, 
adventitious branching being of a nature too ill-defined to 
require a strict scientific consideration. 

All branching is really only terminal; for branches first 
arise at the terminal part of an axis. There are three impor
tant modes in \yhich branch-systems may arise :-

I. Dichotomous, in which there is a cessation of growth 
at the apex which becomes split up into two parts-two new 
apices, which continue the growtb at the two new directions. 
(See figs. 35-37). The member (or stem) which bears 
the branches is called the podium and each of these new 
branches may become the base or foot of a new dichotomy. 
\Vhen the two lateral members of this branch-system 
grow with 'equal vigour, the branching is distinctly bifurcate, 
It occurs only in Thallophyta. }Iore generally, however, one 
of the two branches grows more strongly and at the expense 
of the other, and when this happens the bifurcate character 
is apparently lost. (See figs. 36, 37). In this way a sym
podium (.v'n, with, podos, a foot) results, when the successive 
branching members, owing to their comparatively stronger 
growth, become almost straight and displace the weaker and 
unbranched members as lateral appendages. Fig. 37 repre
sents diagrammatically the simplest form of a dichotomous 
branch system \vhere the branching members are all on one 
side of the main axis-it may straighten itself and simulate 
an elongated shoot. Owing to· its essentially coiled nature 
it.is called Helicoid n£chotoJI!Y. \Vhen the members branch 
",lternately to the right and left of successive dichotomies, as 
in fig. 36, it i~!~called Scorpioid or Cincinnal dichoton!)!. It is 
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:he characteristic mode of branching in most Pteridophyta, 
?g. Selaginellas and Lycopods. 

FIG. 38. FIG. 39. 

Racemose or :vlonopodial Branching. 
Fig. 38. Diagram of a monopodial br~nching ; the main axis of 

the plant grows continuously at the top a,'G the secondary branches 
are thrown out in acropetal succession. 

Fig. 39. Di1gram of the same with the branches again branched; 
all the branches follow the same law of development. 

2. Racemose, in which the main axis grows continuously 
it the apex ,yhile lateral structures of a like kine! are produced 
beneath it in acropetal succession, from the lateral or axillary 
:m(\s. The main stem is called a illonopodium because it is the 
:ommon foot or base of all the other lateral branches. In 
;uch a system, eyery lateral branch may ag~in branch ii1 the 
lame manner. and thus give rise to secondary monopodiums. 
[t is seen "err clearly in the stem of Pines and other Conifers. 
1S also in the majority of Phanerog:ul1ic plants. 

3. Cymose, in which the vertical elongation of the main 
1xis is arrested soon after the development of the lateral 
branches of the first order. These then grow more \'igorotlsly 
:han the parent stem and produce branches in more -profusion, 
:>r in the same manner as .the parent. The bradch system is 
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called a Cyme, of which there are t\\"O principal forms, 
according as a false-axis (Pseud-axis) or Sympodium is formed 
or not:~ 

(a). \\Then two, three, or more lateral shoots arise beneath 
the growing point of the main axis, which develop in different 
directions more strongly than the parent axis, the growth of 
which soon ceases, an apparent Dichotomy or Trichotomy or 
Polytomy results. \Vhen there are two lateral branches in 
such a cymose system it is called a DichasiulIl; when many, 
a PO(yc1zIlSiulIl. Fig. 44 gives the diagram of a dichasial cyme. 

(b). When, as shlJWIl in diagrams, (Figs. 40-.1-3), one lateral 
shoot al\yays develops with geater vigour than the parent, a 
sympodium resalts. A symopodial system when growing 
strongly appears like a primary shoot with lateral branches, the 

Fw. 40 FLG. 4- I FIG. 42 FIG. 43 FIG. 44. 

n;agrams of Cymose Branching. 
Fig. 40 Scorpioid Sympodium; the branches are ~developed on 

alternate sides of the axes, the 1St branch being to the right, 
the second arising from it to the left and so on. 

Fig. 4r, The same after it has strRightened. The lateral branch~s 
are re.lIy the terminal part of the different axes in Fig. 40. 

Fig. 42, Helcoid Sympodium: branches deveI~ped 1111 on one side. 
Fig. 43. The sqme after straightening, In Figs. 4[ and 43, 

observe the position of the branches-opposite to and not in the· 
• axil of the lea~es. This is the criterion of", Sympodium. 

Fig. 44. A Dichasial Cyme. This is not Sympodium. 
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true character of which becomes difficult to be understood in the 
case of stout thick stems \\'ith no leaves on their surface; but 
where, on the other hand, the stem is young and the leaves 
proper to it are present, the sympodial charact~r becomes 
clear beyond doubt, from the fact, that each branch is situated 
opposite the leaf on the common axis, whereas, the normal 
position of br,LIlches, on a monopodial axis, is in the axils of 
leaves. This happens on account of the stronger development 
of the portions of the shoots below their lateral branches, the 
terminal parts of which consequently become bent almost 
transversely to the false axis, and thus displaced, appear to be 
axillary branches. :\ branch system is called a Helicoid C)-me 
when the lateral axes ahvays develop and branch only on one 
and the same side, figs.42-43 ; if they develop alternately on 
both sides as in figs. 40-4 I, it is a Scorpioid Cyme. In both 
case'>, however, the axis is a sympodium. 

Cymose sympodial branching occurs more frequently in 
the floral than in the vegetative region of Phanerogams, and 
will be again taken up for illustrations in the description of 
the Inflorescence. 

Classifications 
I. Of Stem. 

1 
1 I 

Underground Aerial 
1 1 

1 , 'i '----1 
Rhizome Corm Bulb Tuber Vegetative region Floral or Reproductiv~ 

,.-____ ,-,1 region 

I 1 
Trailing 

I 
1 I I I 

Runner Sucker Stolon Offset 

1 I 
Culm Caudex 

Upright Climbing 
, ' 

I
I 1--1--rl

---71----. 
Root- "tem, Leaf. Tendril- Hook

I Climbers 
-I---~-~--I 

~'cape Thorn Phylloclade 
or 

«Iadode. 
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II. Of Buds. 
I 

\ I I 
Normal Adventitious Metamorphosed 

I I 
I I I 

Terminal 
I 

Axillary Dormant Bulbils Gemrr<e. 

Ill. Of Branch.systems 
I 

I I 
Dichotomous Lateral 

! I 
i I 

Bifurcate Helicoid Scorpioid Racemose Cymose 
Dichotomy Dichotomy Dichotomy or Monopodial I 

I ~~~-----I 

Monopodial Sympodirtl 
I 

I I I I 
Dichasium 
Cyme 

Trichasium 
Cyme 

Polych"sium. 
Cyille 

Helicoid 
Cyme 

I 
Scorpi oid 
Cyme. 

SnDL\RY .\:\'[) EXPL\:-IATlOX OF TER:lIS. 

I. Advelltitiolls 

2. Exo,!{l!nou,<.; 

3· Endogel1ous. 

4· Rizizome. 

5. Corm. 

6. Bulb. 

That which ha, come as a stranger: 
applied to all plant structures \\'hich clo not 
arise from their proper place of origin. 

GrO\\'ing on and originating from the 
exterior or surface. 

Originating from within, and increasing 1n' 
internal growth. 

c\ perennial underground stem, producing 
leah' stems or flower-stems from year to 
yem: ; a Root-stock. Ex. Banana, Ginger. 
:"\ymph::ea (Shalook\ etc. 

A bulb-like fleshy stem, or base of a stem: 
a solid bulb. Ex.' Oal and other Aroids. 

A subterranean leaf-bud with fleshy leaves 
as scales or coats, (tunicatecl and scaly). 
It differs from Corm in not being solid. Ex: 
Onion, Garlic, Saffron etc. 



7. Bulbils. 

8. Tuber. 

g. Run1Zer. 

O. Offset. 

J. Sucker. 

2. Stolo1l. 

3, Cu/nt. 

4· Caurfl',r. 

5· Sca~e, 

i. Tenriril. 

BRANCHING. 5. 

Diminutive of Bulb. Metamorphosed 
aerial buds, produced at the axil of foliage 
leaves, which do not produce branches hut 
multiply and propagate the plant. Ex. Globha 
bulbifera and many Lilies. 

A thickened and short roundish subterra
nean hranch beset with buds or eyes. Ex. 
Potato. 

}\ prostrate filiform branch or stem which 
rarch' becomes erect, but trails over the 
grou~d and strikes root from the lower 
surface of its trailing body. Ex, Oxalis 
(Amrooli,Takapana,(Pistial, many Grasses etc. 

,\ short. thick, trailing lateral shoot with a 
rosette of lea\'es at the extremity. Ex. Por
tulaca (""\uni-shak). 

,\ shoot originating underground as a 
branch and sent up in the air. 

An aeri;ll branch which is disposed to 
root independently and to form a separate 
indi\'idual. 

The peculiar jointed stem of Bamhoo, 
and (;rain-plants. [t is usuaiIy hollow. 

The peculiar unhranched trunk of Palms. 
:\ .flowering shoot 3rising from the ground. 

It is connected with plants that are acaules
cent and ha\'e radical lea\'es. 

,\ slender, leafless portion of a plant, 
which attaches it to supports 3nd helps it to 
climh. Tendrils may be a modified stem, 
as in Grape-\'inc: an' axillary branch. as in 
Passion flmvcr: sitpules, as in Smilax (Top
chini) ; on the end or a leaf. as in Pea. 

'. Thorn. :\ branch transformed into a hard and 
sharp-pointed projection. 

Spine. A leaf or part of a leaf transformed into 
a sharp-pointed projection. 

!'lzyllor/,zdiul/l, A flattened stem or branch which 
resemhles a leaf and performs the respirator), 

I 



zo. Cladode. 

21. Dichotomous. 

22. TrichotomollS, 
Polychotomous. 

23. 1l1ollopodium, 
Monopodial. 

24. Sympodium. 

STRUCTt'RAL HOTAXY. 

and assimilatory functions of leaves. Ex.: 
Coccoloba, Cactus (Phani-mansa) etc. 

A branch especially modified into a leaf
like expansion, as in Ruscus. 

Literally, cut into t\Yo ; applied to branch
ing when the terminal gro\\"ing point is divi
ded into 2 parts, each gro\\'ing in a new and 
transyerselr oblique direction. 

Hm'e similar meanings. 

Hm'ing a continuous and central vegeta
tiye axis; 0; posed to. 

A stem or hranch resemhling a simple 
axis but made up of superposed and fused 
branches, as in Grape-vine. 
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The Leaf. 

A leaf, as we understand by the term, is a flattened, green 
'Structure borne on the stem. But the Botanical conception 
of the term embraces a number of forms, some of which are 
not at all green, and a fe\\" widely differing in shape, texture and 
place of origin from those of the ordinary green leaves. 
Leaves, as has already been observed in the previous chapter, 
are laterally developed members \vbich spring in acropetal 
succession from the outer layers of tissue below the growing 
point of the stem. It is on this particular point about their 
origin that all leaves are correlated. And it must be observed 
that, the variety of functions carried out for the economy of the 
plant, and the consequent division of labour, necessitate the 
metamorphosis of the leaves in each plant body. The term 
P,,"yllome has been applied to all' 'leaf-structur~s, irrespective 
of form, or. texture. or colour; and such of these that become 
green are specifically called leaves. Thus, for instance, the 
scale-leaves of the Onion nrc thick 11ml fleshy and never green~ 
they only act as reservoirs for reserve food materials; the 
memhranous and chaff-like small scale-leaves of the Tuber act 
only as protecti\'e organs; the big hood-like covering--yellow
ish, dry and tliugh~that is found thrown over the clusters' of 
flowers oi Palms, is as much a leaf as are the former, and the 
separate members that make up the structure of flowers claim 
no less their morphological relationship \vith ordinary foliage 
leaves. The same morphological structure, the phyllome, 
then, has shaped itself out iilto variety of forms so that it mar be 
better adapted to \mrk out various offices. And taking the 
green leaves as the type of such structures, we may call the 
other phyllome structures, the )IETA)IORPHOSED,leaves. 
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To the green leaves, particularly, has heen assigned the task 
of preparing food-materials for the nourishment of the plant. 
These are the actual lahoratories where crude materials from 
the media in which plants have to live, namely, the soil and the 
atmosphere, are brought together to be \wrked up into C0111-

plex organic compounds fit for the nourishment of the plant. 
But in the flower, lea\'es are modified to suhserve the function 
of repoduction. We shall see later on ( Part II) that the green 
colour of the foliage is essentially b(lttnd up with the manufac
ture of nutritive materials, and that it is developed only in parts 
of plants exposed to the influence of white light. Consequently 
phyllomes, that are not concerned with the nutritive function, 
are never green. Thus, the scale or cataphyJlary lea\'es that 
clothe the surface of under-ground stems, as also the reproduc
th'e leaves of the flO\\'er, arc never green. Yet, again, another 
class of leaves, the seecl-lea\'es or cotyledons, are chargee! with 
one or more of the following functions :-

I. The storage of nutriment. 
2. The I\'ork of dissolving and transmitting nutriment 

deposited in the seed. 
3. That of preparing nutriment like ordinary foliage 

leal'es. 
4. That of protecting the seedling or the plumule. 

And their texture and colour depend upon the function 
or functions thel' may be required to carr.\' out. Thus. from the 
stand-point of functions. Phyllomes mar he classified into :-. 

L Foliage orgam; ·-found on aerial stem and branches: 
function heing- manufacture of food; 

2. Floral organs-found in the floral region of the 
plant: function being reproduction: 

3. Cataphyllary organs-found on subterranean stems: 
function being mainly protective; and 

4. Cotyledonary leal'es-found in seedlings: functions, 
noted before. 

'In this chapt!)!' \I'e stuel), only the phyllol11es that fall under 
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the first heading, that is, foliage leaves and their modifi-, 
cations. 

Foliage leal·es. again, have received qualifying terms, regard 
being had to their place of origin. 

I. Radical leaves are those that appear to proceed from 
the roots i.e .. from under the ground, but they reali," originate 
from the underground stem, as in all acaulescent planb. 
The)' are common in many herbaceous }Ionocots. 

2. ClluliJle leaves are th~)"e that arise from the main axis 
or stem of thc plant. ( 

3. Ramal leal'cs arc thosc found on the secondary 
branches or on those of higher orders. 

The Duration of leaves :-Unlike the stem, which in 
the case of trees and shrubs, persists for an indelinite period. 
leaves have quite a transient existence. In most cases, in our 
country, they li\'e only through onc season, i.e. through the 
spring and SlImmer, and, just before the ad\'ent of the next 
spring, they are cast off, and then the \yhole tree presents a 
dull and yel!o\\' appearance, quite denuded of its green leaves. 
~uch lea\'es are called deciduolls; on the other hand, those 
that are shed soon after their appearance antI do not care to 
live e\'en through one season. are called./ltg!lcif)/{s. In other 
case,.;, notably in Pines \ Deodars) and Firs, the \cavcs are 
persiHen/, that is, they remain quite green and are not shed 
even during the second or third ,;eason, and then they fall 
awc1:' but not until other g-reell lea\'es arc formed to 
take their place. Plants haYing' leal'es of such prolong-ed 
duration are called ever-grel'lls, for they never appear other
wise than g-reen and never bear the dried mass of shrivelled up 
)'ello\\', old lea\'es. The Indian Shimul-cotton1 tree (Bomoa,t' 
heptaphdlll), for instance,' remains for the greater part of the 
year, quite leafless. The le:n'es of this plant mal' be c;1.lIed 
fugacious, when their duration is in question. 

I. :;ans. Sa!ma!e. Teling Boog121, 
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The parts of the Leaf :-1£ we examine the leaf of a 
common plant. sar ASlI'atha (Ficus religiom), \\'e find that in its 
longitudinal axis, or what is technically called the Phyllopo
diu 171 , it is segmented into two parts-one, the lower, is the leaf
stalk, called Jfesopodiunl or Petiole, and the other, the plate
like, outspread, green portion, called the EpipodiulIl or Lamilla. 
In the case in point, the base of the petiole is quite simple, 
but in many other cases, it is widened, grom'ed, or pro
yided with a membranous boreler, so that, the stem is then 
surrounded by it like a sheath. In still other cases, the Bjpopo
diu11l, as the base of the petiole is called, is more than sheath
ing; it is winged. Such wing-like appendages in the form of 
two lobes, arising one on each side of the petiole and remain
ing green throughout the life of the leaf and falling a\Yay 
generally with it, are called Stipules. Le.wes provided with 
stipules are called stipulate, as opposed to e.t'stipulaie, or 
those not bearing stipules. Lea\'es in which the epipodi'um 
or lamina, mesopodium or petiole and hypopoclium or the 
sheathing or stipulate leaf base, are plainly developed, are on 
the whole less frequently met with than those in which one 
or other of such parts is absent. \Vhen the petiole is present, 
the leaf is called petiolate; when not, it is sessile. 

FIG. 45. FIG. 46. FIG. 47· FIG. 48. 

Fig. 45. 
Fig. 46. 
Fig. 47. 

'Fig·48. 

Le~f of Rose with .dnate stipules (I), (2), axillary bud. 
Connate le.ves, with fused stipules 
Leaf of Polygonum, Ochreate stipule 4 Ochrea' 
A B,ipinnate leaf. ' • , 
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I. The Stipules are morphologically the lateral branches. 
of lea\'es, arising at the very point of insertion. They 
found more particularly in Dicots, while in all Gymnosperms 
and in almost all :\Ionocots they are absent. They are 
called:-

(a) Free or {/nun iled, as in J uva2 (Hibiscus Rosa-
sniensis), Krishna-chura3 (Poinciana pulcherri7ll<l), in Kantali 
champa (Jfichelia challlpaca) where the large convolute 
stipules protect the young leaf-buds, in Kantal (the Jack fruit
Artocarpus illiegrifolia), in the India-rubber plant (Ficus 
elastica) etc. The compound leaves of the Shirish I ( Jfimosa 
Sirissa) tree are provided with two such stipules at the base of 
the common petiole, and besides two at the base of each pair of 
leaflets. The diminutive terms petiolztle and slipels are applied 
to the leaf-stalk and stipules respectively 'of these leaflets. 

(b) Foliaceous, when they are large wing-like and leafy 
in form and function, as in :\Iusoor (Lathyrus Aphaca) anci 
Khesari (Lath_yrus salivlIs). 

(c) Interpetiolar, when the stipules of opposite leaves 
cohering form two structures, each between two leaves on either 
side, as in Gandharaj (Gardenia jlorida), :\Ianject (Rubia tinc
toria) ancl other plant:; helonging to the family Ruhiacae, 
and in the :-,'ux-vomica. plant (St/~)'chnos ll"ltx-vomica). 

(d) Connate, when they are more or less united; as in the 
sheathing bud-scales of the India-rubber plant. 

(e) Ochreate, when they unite to form a sheath round the 
stem just above the node, as in Pan-murich (Pol,y
{{ollum jlaccidulIl) and other plants belol1ging to the family 
Polygonacere. 

(/) A_1;i!lill~)" when they fuse by their inner margins ancl 

2. Sans. Java. Vern. Jaba, Oroo ; Shoe-fi01ver of the English. 

3. Sans. Krishna-chura; Tarr .. Komri. 4. Sang. Serisha, Teling. 

Durshuna. 
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form a single body which appears to arise from the axil of 
the leaf. 

FIG. 50. 

FIG. 49. FIG. 51. 

Fig 49. Decurrent leaf. 
Fig. 50. Stem and leaf of Grass. a. the ligule; b, the leaf; 

c. the node. Note the ligulate leaf has a sheathing base which 
com~'letely encircles the stem ahove the node c. 

Fig. 51. Leaf and foliaceous stipules (a) of the Pea. The leaf 
(b) is partially modified into tendrils (c). 

( g) 'fAdna/e, when they become congenitally united with 
the base of the petiole making it \\-inged in appearance, as in 
the Rose_ Fig. 45. 1. 

(h) Tendrillar. \\"hen, as in Topchini 5 (Slllila~1: cizina) , 
they becomc transformed into long thread-like tendrils. 

2. The Petiole and tIle leaf-base (HypopocIium). While 
stipules are developed almost only in Dicots, all :\Ionocots, 
on thc other hand, ha,-e their leaf-base enlargcd into a shcathing 
expansion. But in Grasses, a membranous structure arises as 
an outgrowth from the inner sidc of the sheathing leaf elt the point 
from ,yhich the lamina bends aW;1\' from the stelll---it is called 
a Dgule. (Fig 50.a). The petiole is a comparati,-cly unessential 

51 Sans. Kunuzti. 
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part of the leaf .. In Pines and other Conifers it is entirely 
wanting, while in many Dicots the total non-development of the 
mesopodium makes the lamina sit directly on the stem; in 
many such cases, the green tissue of the lamina completely 
encircles the stem like a collar, so that it might be thought that 
the stem had grown perforating the leaf-such a leaf is called 
Pe!j()liate (see Fig. 70). If t\\'O or more of such sessile leayes 
arise from the same node, they may be fused into a bowl or cup
shaped structure, and then it looks as though the stem has been 
thrust through the fused leaf-system \vhich is, hence, called 
Connate. If, on the other hand, the epipodium-tissue of a 
sessile leaf be continued down the stem in the shape of two 
bands or wings, it is called Decurrent. (Fig. 49). 

3. The Lamina or Epipodium is typically flattened in 
form, expanded, anel generally symmetrical. It is the main 
part of the leaf, so far as its function is concerned. Preparation 
of fooel materials g-oes on exclusiyely in it, all other parts having 
but little physiological importance. Connected with this func
tion, is the distribution of the thread-like strands that tra\'erse 
the whole leaf and appear to radiate from the petiole or the 
stem. These stranels are the essential tissues through 
which water and other food-materials are carried to and distri
butee! in the soft tissues of the lamina. They are called Y cins 
'in morphology, and the mode of their distribution in the celluar. 
tissue of the epipodium is callee! Trenation, As in many other 
cases, so here too, the t\\'O great classes of plants, }1onocots 
ami Dicots show a well-marked difference. If we examine 
the leaf blade of a Grass or.a Bamboo, we find that the ycins 
all run -parallel. In the Banana or the Canna plant c:\1onocots), 
there is a singlc strong midrib, dividing the leaf into two 
symmetrical halycs, but the \'eins that originate from this 
midrib all run parallel throughout their course. In the large
leaved Gymnosperms, for instance, in thc Palm-like Cycads, 
as also in all Palms, the yeins are all paraliel. Thus, parallel 
venation is the rule in 1\1onocots and some Gymnospern;". 
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On the otherhand, Dicot leaves, as those of the Aswatha or Bu r
lor Bat), have t1teir veins ramifying in all conceiv,lble directions. 
producing an anastomosing network of fine meshes. Thi" 
mode of distribution is called reticulate. 

Figs. 52-54. Diagrams to illustrate Parallel Venation_ 
Fig. 52. Pinnate venation. (Unicostate). 
Fig. 53. Convergent multicostate parallel venAtion. 
Fig. 54. Typical parallel venation. 
Fig. 55.56. Reticulate venation. 55 Pinnate type. 
56. Palmate type. Fig. 55. Simple lanceolate leaf. 
Fig. 56. Peltate Orbi(,IJ]~r leaf of Nasturtium with margin Crenate, 

Kinds of Parallel Venation :-
1. \Vhen, as in the case of the Banana or Canna, there is a._ 

single midrib from which the secondary branches run in parallel 
Jines to the margin, the venation is called unicostate or costal 
nerved. (cost:r = ribs). 

2. When there is no such midrib, but all the veins run from 
the base, it is called multi-costate or basal-nerved; in Grasses, 
the Bamboo, Paddy plants etc. such veins all converge towards 
the apex: the venation is convergent multicostate. 

3. But when, in a multicostate venation, the veins radiate 
from the base towards the spreading end of a leaf, as in Palms. 
typically in Fan-Palms, the venation is called divergent 1llutti
costate or Flabellinel'7·ed . 

. It should be observed that, in all the above cases, the pri
mary ribs or the strong veins are only parallel-between two 
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strands of which the ultimate veinl~ts anastomose more or less, 
though not so very well as in the 

Kinds of Reticulate venation :-In these the primary 
strands or Ribs give rise to secondary and less strong veins and 
these undergo ultimate subdivisions, called veinlets. All 
these ramifications of the Rib or Ribs form a net work of 
fine meshes or reticulations. 

I. When there is a single midrib, dividing the lamina into 
two almost symmetrical halves and on its right and left are 
arranged the secondary veins, in the manner of the plume on 
the shaft of a feather, the venation is Pinnately,-or Feather
"JJeined or Pelllzi-1Ul-z'ed. This is the most common type in those 
Dicot leaves that are decidedly longer than broad. In some 
cases, as in the common Sunflower, two or occasionally more 
lower veins become much stronger, and behave exactly like the 
main midrib. Such leaves are called triple or quintuple-nerz)ed 
or ribbed, according as the number of such veins is three or five. 

2. Paltllate/;'-, Digitately-, or Radiate(y-veined or 
Pallninerz1ed leaves are those \I"here instead of a single strong 
midrib, three, five, seven, or more ribs, all equally strpng, radi
-ate from the tip of the petiole, each with a system 'of veins, 
ramifying ane! filling up the interspaces of the lamina. This 
kine! of \'enation is called Palmate or Digitate, because the 
ribs appear to radiate like the fingers of the palm fully stretched
'Out. It is naturally connected with broad leaves or those 
where the base forms a wide and prominent part. Common 
examples are in the garden Xasturtium, Cucumber, \Vater-Lily 
(Padma), Castor-oil plants etc. 

Of the two kinds of reticulate venation the first is of the 
unicostate and the second of the multi costate type. It should 
be noted that venation, like branching, may be referred to two 
primary types: Racemose and Cymose. The unicostate 
venation, whether parallel or reticulate corresponds to the race
mose system; the multicostate to the cymose. In the latter, 
the median rib represents the enfeebled parent axis and the' 
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other rihs gTO\ying as strongly as, if not more than, the parent, 
represent the daughter-axcs of thc hranch system. 

FIG. 57. FIG. 58. FIG. 5'). FIG. 00. FIG. 0 [. 

Fig. 57. Ped"te leaf. 
Fig. 58. Asymmetrical lertf of Begonia. 
Fig. 59-6,. From simple to componnd leal. 
Fig. 59. Three-cleft or trifid simple leaf. 
Fig. 60. Three-parted or tripartite 'imple lertf. 
Fig.61. Three-divided or trisected compound leaf. 

Simple and Compound Leaves :-LeaYes, as we ha\e 
seen, are longitudinally scgmented into the petiole anti lamina. 
but the latter may also bc segmentcd laterally. Latcral segmcn
tation consists eithcr of rudimentary hranching as in indcnted. 
toothed or sinuate leaves (see margins). or of actual branching 
as in pinnate, decply-lobed or compound leavcs (sec lobation I. 
But when the lamina is altogether unsegmented, that is, thc 
cellular tissue completely fills up the spaces hctlycen the ribs and 
,'eins, it is called mlire. Usually howe\'er, it is not completel., . 
de"eloped and small irregularities or cuttings on the margin. 
and frequently large incisions run hetwcen the chief veins 
or ribs, as in the Papaw" (Carica papaJ'a). or Kantikari (Sola

mUll jacquini) leaves. But so long as the segmentation, or non
development of the epipodium between the branches of the 
main midrib or the separate diverging ribs, is not complete, 

, 6.. Beng. Pepey. Hind. Papita. 
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the lamina, and for the matter of that the leaf, is regarded as 
simple. .\nd lea\'es are termed (oll/pound, \I'hen the individual 
lateral lobes of the lamina are completely separated itt the 
base, the separation I>eing due to the total non-development of 
the epipodium-tissue at that part. The simplest leaf is Entire 

as in tbe Aswatha, Bat, or Jack fruit lKantal) tre,c. In the Cu
cumher or Papa\I' plant the lamina is lobed, hut still simple. 
But in Tamarind, "\soka (Jlmfsia <lso/:a), or Bill'a,7 (Hael-;
Aegle Jran;/c!.)s), the leaf is compound and the separate leatlets 
resemble, in man_l' respects, the simple leaf. 

Outline of the Lamina :-·\\"ith regard to the superficial 
aspect presented by the leaf, the follO\ying terms are in use ;-

Fw. 62. FIG. 63. F](;. 6~. 

Diagram; to illustrate the le"f-outline. 

l. Subulate-a naITO\\', hard leaf which gradually tapers 
:rom base to apex, ending in a sharp point. Fig 62. l. 

3. Acimlar--a sharp, pointed, elongated leaf which is 
distinctly, flatter than the al>o\'c, i.e. with distinct edges. Fig. 60. 

3. Linem'-a narrow elongated leaf, with edges running 
pa'ralle], of about the samc breadth throughout, and not taper
ing, as Il1 many Grasses and Isupgool 8 (f)lan/ago Ispaghula). 

·Fig. 65. 

7. Telillg. Maredoo. Tam. Willa.111a,.vum . 
.s. Ispagool the Hind: and Persi~n name. 
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4. Lanceolate or lance-shaped,-an elongated leaf with 
edges gradually diverging from the base and then again drawn 
to a tapering point from about the middle-being thus tape
ring both towards base and apex, as in Ata (Custard Apple),9 
Devadaroo, (UzJaria longifolial. Fig. 62. H. 

5. OMong-a very widely linear leaf, as in Fig. 67. 
6. Oval or Elliptical-i.e. like an ellipse; a very wide leaf 

of the lanceolate type, as in the common garden plant Gool
Firinghi (Vinca rosea). Fig. 68. 

7. OZJate-when the outline is like the section of a hen's egg 
lengthwise i. e. rounded off towards the base and gradually 
pointed at the apex as in the Bat (or Bur-Ficus Indica) 
Fig. 62. G. 

8. Orbicular or Rotlllld~-\Yhen nearly circular, as in 
Padma,lO Koolll (Brar-Zi~yphlls jujuba). Fig. 56. 

9. Cordate-or Heart-shaped-any wide leaf with the 
basal portion growing out in the form of two lobes on the two 
sides of the petiole, leadng a notch on each side, as in Kalmi
lata, the common Gourd and other plants belonging to the 
respective families (ConvohlUlacelc and Cucurbitacea). Fig. 62.G. 

10. Reniform or Ki(bl~J' shaped-a cordate leaf rounded at 
the top, and broader than long, as in (Fig. 62 . .n, Thulkuri 
(lljdrocotyle asiatica. Fig.78), Harjoora, (Cissus quadrangularis). 
Paniphal 12 (Singhara-Trapa bispinosa) 

I!. Auricula/e,-a leaf having a pair of small .and blunt 
projections like ears at the base; i.e. a cordate leaf having 
cars pointing downwards ins ted of lobes. Fig. 69. 

12. S{lgittate,-The same as above, but the projections 
are pointed, so that the leaf appears like an arrow, as in 
(Fig. 63.E.) Kat (Sagillaria sagittifolia) a common water plant. 

9. Anona Squamosa the Bot. name. 

10. Sans. Shefambuge, PooJldureeka, Koklwad, Pers. Nilu/u. 
II. Hind. Bayer. Teling. Rengka . 

. , 12. Sans. Julukullfuka. 
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13. Haslale,-when such projections point outwards instead 
of downwards, as in Fig 63. F. 

14. Pellale,-when a round leaf, at least one with a wide 
base, becomes attached to the petiole by the lower surface 
instead of at the base, as in (Fig. 56) the Padma, Kanak
champa13 (PtersopermuTll acerijolium) , in the garden Nasturtium 

etc. 

FIG. 65,66. FIG. 67,68. FIG. 6y. FIG. 70. 

Apart from outline, a few other characters have giYen 
;ubstanth-e names to leaves. Thus:~ 

IS. Amplexicaul or stem clasping--when the wing-ecl lcaf
lase completely clasps round the stem; Setlli-ampl~:vicau!. 
vhen it does so only partially. Ex: Poppy (the opium poppy~ 
'>apaz'er sOtltnijerlllll), the :\Iustard ( Sinapis dichotoma), Sheal-

kanta (Argemone JIlexicana) etc. 
16. pe;foliate leaves are sessile lea\'es with the basal 

part 'growing round the stem "'hich thus appears to pass 
directly through the leayes, as in CVlIlaria pelfoliata. Fig. 70. 

I 7. Connate leaves arise by the fusion of the membranous 
bases of two sessile leaves standing opposite and at the same 
node of the stem. Fig. 46. 

18. Derurrent leaves are those in ,,'hich the leaf-membrane 
runs' clown the stem, as wings or ribs for some distance, 

Fig. 49. 

(3. SIIns. KUYnikara. 
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I y. L zj[U late leaves are those provided with a ligule. 
Fig 50. It is characteristic of the Grasses. 

20. A Cuneate leaf is \yedge-shaped; a Lunate leaf is cres
cent-shaped. 

As to the Extremity or tip of the leaf the foIiowing 
terms are usee! in description ;-

1. Cuspidate,-i.e. tipped with a sharp and rigid point. 
Fig. 71 .. \. 

FIG. 71. 

Diagrams to illustrate the apex of leaves. 

2. "1Iucronate-·i.e. tipped with a small and narm\\' point, 
not sharp and rigid, .col::. Rungun l ' ( Lr(Jr<l coccillea), Kookoor
chural5 (h-ora plzz'etta). Fig. 7r.B. 

3. Acute-i.e. ending in a slllali angle \\-ithout tapering. 
Fig. 7r.D. 

4. ACZtlJlinate-~,i.l'. al; acute tip gradually drawn out to a 
long fine point as in As\vatha. Fig. 7r.l'. 

5. Obfusc--i.e. ending in a rather blunt extremity. Fig. 
7I.E. 

6. TrUllcate-i.e. ending in a flat transverse line. Fig. 7 I F. 
7. Refuse-i.e. with an obtuse end slightly depressed in 

the middle, over the termination of the midrib Fig. 7 r.G. 
8. ElIlargillate-i.e. \vith a more decidedly prominent 

notch in the middle of an obtuse enll as in Kanchan1ti (Rau

hillia) Fig. 7 r.H. 

14. Sans. Ruktuka, Bundlzooka. 
16· Hind. Cuch'<llar. 

IS. Teling. Noon i-papoo t a 
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9. Obcordate-i.e. inversely cordate, w.ith two lobes on 
the sides of a rather deep depression as in Amrul-shak17 (o:t;alis). 

Figs. 71.1. 
. 10. Te!uirillar-i.e. with the apex prolonged into a 
tendril as in Clat-chandaPs (Gloriosa superba), Fig. 73. 

The Margin of the Leaf. Three stages mark the transi
tion from the simple leaf with an eJllire margin to the com
pound leaf. These are :-

I. Dentations-when there are marginal inCISIons not 
entering deeply into the lamina. 

2. Lobations-when the marginal inCISIons penetrate 
deeply into the lamina, generally between the ribs or veins. 

3. Segmentations-When they run right into the main 
midrib or the petiole, gi\'ing rise to a compound leaf. 

Den tations :-
FIG. 72. FIG. 73. 

Fig, 72, Di"gramc; to illustrate the margin of leaves, 
Fig. 73. Leaf of Gloriosa with the apex transformed into a 

tendril. 

I. The margin is serrate (Fig. 72.1) when there are small 
and sharp teeth like those of a saw directed upwards, as in the 
Bhllmi-;-,rim 19 (Gratiola sen'ala). 

17. Sans. Amlztloonica, Chukrik,l. 18. ,Hind. Cariari .. 
19. Peetsjattga-pttspam. 
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2. If the sharp processes are in their turn serrated once 
or twice, the margin is called biserrale or Iriserrale accor
dingly. If the teeth of a serrated leaf be very minute it is 
called serrulate as in the cordate leaf of Harjoora (Cisslls 

quadrangularis). 
2. The margin is dentate (Fig. 72.2) when the teeth are 

more prominent and do not point u[nmrds. It is bi-dentate when 
each of the processes hear secondary teeth of the like type. 

3. It is crenate (Fig. 72.3) when the processes are rounded 
and not sharp, as in the reniform leaf of Thulkuri (Fig. 78) 
(J{ydrocotyZe asiatica). 

4. It is repand or undulate (Fig. 72.4), when the margin is 
a way)' line bending slightly inwards and outwards, as in Kanak
cnampa (PtersopermuJJl) and Devadaroo (Uvaria). 

5. It is spinous, when there is a number of pointed pro
cesses resembling prickles, as in Kantikar_l' (SoMmlJJl jarlfllini), 
Sheal-kanta (Arge771one mexicana) efr. 

6. It is sinullte (Fig. 72.5), when the margin is widely 
wavy in its outline, as in Toon 20 (Cedre!a To(ma) and in many 
Crotons. 

7· It is incised, (Fig. 72.6) when there are deeper CLlttings 
running into the lamina. These when still deeper, run into 
the 

Lobations. 
1. \\'hen the incisions extend not more than half \\'ay 

down the lamina and the parts thus isolated are ro]lIl<ied, th~ 
leaf is lobed. 

2. \Vhen in the abO\"e case the parts are pointed, the leaf 
is clift. 

3· \Vhen the incisions run almost, but not quite to the 
midrib or petiole, the leaf is parted. 

4· When the incisions extend right into the midrih or 
base of the lamina, the leaf is diz,ided or COlllpou1ld . 

., 20. Sans. Hind. Load; Toon. 
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When these lobes are in their turn dividecj, the ultimate 
portions are called lobules and the separated portions of a 
divided or compound leaf are called leaflets, 

Lobations anel segmentations are typically of t\\'o kinds--
pinnate and palmate. When the venation is pinnate, the leaf 
is pinnately-lobed, cleft, or parted; when palmate, it is pal
mately-lobed, cleft, or p:trted. Thus, we have the terms, 
pinna/ifid, pinnatipartite, pinnatisecf and palmatifill, palma
tipartife, and pallilatisect corresponding to the two types of 
venation and the depth of the incisions. 

With reference to the incisions in the margin of the 
leaf, there are a few more terms descriptive of the simple 
leaf :--

1. !;yrafe-when in an unicostate leaf with pinnate venation 
the incisions being confined to the lower half of the lamina. 
give rise.to smaller lobes ,dth a large rounded terminal lobe, 
the leaf is lyrate. Fig. 74. 

FIG. 74. FIG. 75. FIG. 76. FIG. 77. 

'. 

Fig. 74. Lyrate leaf. Fig. 75. Rllncinate leaf. Fig. 76. lmpllri-
pinnate leaf. Fig. 77. Cirrhiferously pinnate le"f. ) 
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2. Run('i/late~\\'hen, as in the above case, the 10\\'er part of 
the lamina is pinnatifid, and the terminal segment is pointed 
Instead of lobed, the leaf is runcinate. Fig. 75. 

3. Pedale--\yhen in a multicostate leaf \yith cymose 
branching of the ribs, there are deep incisions which giYe rise 
to a large central lobe with smaller ones flanking it on the t\yO 
sides, the leaf is pedale. Fig. 57. It is only a yariety of the 
palmate; the only peculiarity here is that the \'cnation proceeds 
:m the cymose type. The median rib represents the main axis. 
the lateral ones, the cymose hranch system. 1 t is called pedate 
because there is a fanciful resemblance to the cla\\' of a hird. 

Compound leaves :--a compound leaf is Yen' often 
mistaken for a branch with its leaf-system. The follO\\'ing
points. hO\ye\'er, establish the nature of such structures beyond 
doubt. 

i. Emls and branches arise normally from the axils of leaves 
and not of branches. Hence a supposed branch with a leaf
,ystell1 subtencling- another branch. is really a comjlound leaf. 

2. StiilUles or an expanded sheath may he present at the 
base of a leaf but neyer of a branch. 

3. The apparent leayes--really leaflets, of the COmpOlIl1([ 
leaf, do not bear axillary buds \yhile lea\'cs ha\e them normally. 

+. There is no apical or term inal bud in the compound 
leaf, \\'hile it is normally present in the branch. 

Forms of Compound Leaves. 
It has already heen said that the segments of a compound 

leaf arc its leaflets. These may be either sessile or stal ked. 
They are subject to the same modifications as to their margins. 
apex. outline etc. as the blade of simple leaf. ""'gain, as tileY 

arc homologous \Yith the lobes of a simple leaf, they may 
be arranged on the petiole or 'rather its prolongaticin called 
:{achis, either in the pinnate or palmate form. Thus C<:llU
jlound lea\'es may be either pinnately or palmately compound. 
l~corcling as the ideal simple lear to which they may be referred. 
:s penni-ner\'ed or palmi-nerved. 
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Pinnately Compound Leaves. 

I. A Paripinnate lea_! is one "'here the number of leaf
lets is even and the same on the t\yO sides of the rachis (midrib) 
\\"ithout an odd terminal leaflet, as in the Tamarind, Krisna
chura 2; (Poinciana pulcherrima), Kal-Kashinda (Cassia Sophora), 
.Soondali22 (C. Fistula) and many plants of the family Legumi
IIOS(C. 

2. An Jlllpari-pinlZate leaf is one ,\"here there is ,un unpaired 
terminal leailet, as in ~im23 (JIelia ilzadirac!a). 

3. .\ forralelj· pillnale leaf is one ,\"here the terminal leaf
let. as in the abo\'e case, is large and quite out of proportion to 
the other leafiet,.;. It arises from the complete segmentation of 
:he lamina of a Iyrate leaf. 

Fig. 78. Fig. 79. Fig. 80. 

Reniform le"r of H)·drocotyle with margins Cren"te. 
QlIc-l(~rifoliate it-'Clt of Jfarsilea 
i'ernate le,,[ l f OxaZis with Obcordate leaflets • 

.j.. An Inte"-ruj)ted[y-pillnate leaf is one where there is a 
decidcd inequality of size among the leaflets, that is, where 
large and small IcaHcts alternate with each other. 

21. Sans. }(y/shllo-choora • Tam. Komari, 

22. Sans. Suvurllu,~a, Hind. Umultltss. Telin~. Rela. 

23· S"ns. Nimba. Teling. Vepa. Tam. Vepam. 
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5. Cirrhiferouslj'-pillnale leaf is one where the terminal 
leafiet, as in case 2, is transformed into a tendril. as in the com
mon Pea. Figs. 5 I, 77. 

6. _\ pinnately compound leaf is called Bipinnate, Tri-, 
pinnate etc. when they are further compounded. Thus Bipinnate 
lea\'es are formee! \rhen the main petiole hears secondary 
petiolules with distinct leaflets pinnately arranged. Tripinnate 
leaves are those ha\'ing three series of secondary petiolules on 
which the leaflets are arranged in the pinnate manner as in 
Shajina (J[orillga pleIJ'gosper!Jl~I) Bipinnate leaves occur in 
many plants of the families ;\Iimos~. (,Jf. arabica-the gum 
arabic plant-Babla in Bengali), Caesalpinia etc. In the well
known Lajja-baty-lala2l (J/i1ll(}SIl pI/dim) the leaves arc digitate!!' 
pinnate. 

7. Deconzpolilld le~lxes are those that are cut into numerous 
compound dil'isions, as in Palza_r_(ragnl1l.r (Gootee-soon'l. the 
Yer: name in Sylhet). Tlie tt;rm, however, is applied to all le'l\"es. 
that are more than once compounded .. 

Palmately Compound Leaves. 

I. Digilate is the general term appl ied to all such com
pound lea\'es. but it is more particularly applied to those ha\'in~
), 7 or more leaflets, as in Simul (the cotton--]](}lIlbax hepla
Pkvlla). Digitate leaves have no primary distinction into sorts. 
as in the case of pinnately compound lca\'es. But correspond
ing to the number of leaflets the following terms are in usc: 

2. Binate or bi/o/iale, if there arc two leaflets ;' 
3. Ternale or trifoliate (Fig. 80.) if three, Quadrifoliale, 

(Fig. 79), if four, and so on . 
.j.. _\ Bilemute leaf is one which is twice compounde(1, 

elch partial p~tiole hearing three lea\'es of the ternate type. 
These terms. it will be observed are merely descripti\'e and 

b.;com~ still more so when accompaniecl hy the adjectives. 

~4. Yermo Lajuk. 
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pinnately or palmately. Thus a palmately multi-foliate leaf is 
really a digitate compound leaf with a large number of 
leaflets. A pinately quadrifoliate leaf may be a paripinnate 
,compound leaf, etc. 

In "lfarsilea (Shooshny Shak) the leaves are palmately 
quadrifoliate or quatern, as it is called. The leaflets are broad, 
truncate and entire. Fig. 79. In Oxalis pusilla I Amrul-Shak) the 
leaves are ternate and the separate leaflets are obcordate. Fig. 80 

Fig. 81. Fig 82. Fig. 83· 

Fig 1'1, P"lm<llifid Simple leaf of Castor·( il plant (Ricinus) 
r:~. 82. Bit!'"rn"te Compound Jeaf. 
hg. 83. U"ifoli<1te Compound leaf of Orange. 

Some Special kinds of Leaves. 

1. In the whole family of planh known as Begonias 
~B. lacina/a-Beng. Hooirjoo), most of which are succulent 
ornamental pot-herbs, the leaves are peculiarly unsymmetri
cal; the ohli.quity of the leaves is due to a much greater 
developmcnt of one lateral half of the lamina. Fig. 58. 

2. In the Orange and Lemon plants, each leaf has a distinct 
articulation at the point of junction betwcen the petiole and 
the lamina. The petiole, again, is winged, so that the whole 
leaf appears to he sessile; but the presence o~ the articula
tion points to the compound nature of. the leaf-for it is only 
in compound leaves that articulations or this kind are formed. 
Such leaves are hence called Ul1ifoNate compound leaves. Fig.83. 

Hind. Gool Shubbo. 
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3. Agnin, thcrc nrc lcnycs thn! arc not segmented into, 
parts, i. e., lamina ane! petiole. For exnmplc. in the Onion 
and many Lilies, the leaves are hollmv tubes or flat platcs. 
In Pines (Deodar I. they are subulate or like rigid and acute 
triangular needles. In many Conifers, they are cylindrical or 
rod-c;haped. In Cedars. the whole plant-surface is covered with 
countless, minute, scaly lea\'es overlapping one another. In 
man." other cases. ag,lin, rnrticularly in many "'ater and bog
plants, for instance, Yallisneria--plants commonly grO\\'ing in 
ponds as submerged specie, and remarkahle for the \yay in 
\\'hich the)' hring out their female flowers on the surface of 
water by long spirall,l'-coiled stalks, the lea\'es are ensf/nl'JII or 
sword-shaped \\'ith no distinction bet\\'een. petiole anel blade. 
Similar is the case in many radical leaves of acaulescent plants. 
e. g. in Rajanee-gundha (Po{J'<l1t1ltes tuuero.l'Il.) 

.J.. }_''luitallt f.eaves, unlike the ordinary leayes which open 
out almost horizontally in the air,. are vertical and folded along 
the median. so that the upper or inner surface is concealed 
"'ithin the fold. They are called Eqllililllt, as they are formed 
in clusters \\'ith the outer ones folding oyer and enveloping 
the inner, at their base. In outline they are ensiform, and are 
characteristic of the Iris family. 

Metamorphosis of Leaves. 

I. LE.WES ADAPTED TO FLOATI:\\;. ln niany water-plants, 
the leaf-stalks are s\yollen into bladder-like structures which 
render them buoyant and enahle them to float freely on the 
surface of ponds and fresh water lakes. Thus, in \\'ater Chest
nutl Trapa bispin(}sa~Pall-p!zall,though the plant is helel fast to 
the muddy soil under water by roots, the rosettes of leaves on the 
surface of water are provided with inflated floats attached in large 
numbers to the petiole. In many species of POlliederia (Neelot
po]), the leaf-stalks are large, spongy, fistular or bladcler
Ii ke,~characters that are calculated to increase ·the buoyancy 
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of the plants: and in fact they are dri,'en hI" the "'intl on the 
still surface of ponds and lal~es like ships. JI/Himll rcpew' 

(Kesara-dam), another common indigenous plant. floats hI" 
yesicles that encircle the petioles of the alternate ovate lea,·e,. 

Fig. 85. Fig. 86. 

Fig. 84. Pitcher of :-Je pentlles; a, the pitcher; I, the tendrill;" 
petiole; 2, the lid. 

Fi~. 85. Leaves of Dionea; b, the base of leaves; I, an entrapped 
~v within a folded leaf. 

~ Fig. 86. Petiole-climber' of Solilnum jasminuides. c, the support; 
I, the twining petiole. 

2. LEAn:S AD~\PTED TO CLl~IBIl\(;. Some hint has already 
been gi\'en as to how leayes may function as:climhing organs. 
Thus, in Smilax the stipules are tenclrillar; in Solanum jas
minoides (Fig. 86.), the petiole makes a turn or two around ,] 
support; in the Garden Pea, the upper pairs of leaflets of 
the compound pinnate leaf (Fig. 5 I) become transformed into 
tendrils which twine round supports. In Papilionaceae, a 
family of plants to whi'ch the Pea~, Beans and other pulses 
belong, a metamorphosis of the whole lamina or some part 
of it, into tendrils is a com parati,"ely frequent occurrence. For 
instance, in Lathyrus sativlIs (Khesari), the leaf is cirrhiferoush 
pinnate, there being two pairs of leaflets and a terminal te:1-
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drillar portion. But in another plant of the same genus Lathy
rus Aphara (l\Iussoor-chana) the whole leaf is reduced to a 
tendril, and the function of the leaf blade is assumed by the 
stipules. These examples indicate the steps of the gradually 
modifying processes which have brought about- a complete 
reduction of the leaf; hut there are other and still more re
markable cases where a progressive metamorphosis has led to 
very peculiar structures, as in 

3. LEAVES ADAPTED TO EKSNARE AND CAPTFRE INSECTS and 
to utilise animal matter. These are peculiar to what are called 
Carnivorous or Insectivorous plants, that is, those in 
which the most important vegetative process is the digestion 
and absorption of organic ccmpounds from captured animals. 
Such plants may be conwniently divided into three classes, viz, 
those which develop chambers to admit of the entrance but not 
the escape of small animals; those wherein the leaves are 
peculiarly sensitive to the contact of animals-insects in parti
cular, the stimulus given by the contact being the cause of very 
quick movements whereby the prey is imprisoned till it dies of 
suffocation; and thirdly, those where leaves are converted into 
lime-twigs and insects creeping O\·er, stick to them and are 
ultimately digested. 

To the first class belong the Pitcher plants (Fig. 84. :i\Tepen
thes: N.distillatoria, 1\'. robusta etc,) Bladder-worts or Ctricularias 
(Fig. 87), Sarracenias (Fig. 8<)} Darlingtonias and other allied 
plants provided with death-traps in the form of pitfalls. U sua]]y 
there is also present a lid over the orifice of each cavity, which 
while preventing rain-drops from falling in, does not hinder 
the entrance of animals. These lids, as also the rim of the pit
chers, are often brightly coloured and serve to attract insects 
which are further enticed by the exudation of honey, as bright 
drops, or as a glistening layer, over the month of the opening. 
Below this nectarial layer there is a zone of extraordinarily 
~mooth, sharp, conical and attractive cells, all pointing down
words, and offering a very slippery path below, but resisting, 
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with bristling bayonets, the attempt of any doomed insect to 
retrace its steps. Generally insects and other small animals., 
whether with or without wings, visiting the treacherous place~ 

slip down the smooth surface and are drowned in the liquid 

Fig. 87. Fig 88. 

Fig. 87. Floating ;tem, vesicles and flower of U!ricu!aria. 
Fig. 8tl. Sectiull through the bladder; the dark cross.lines in the 

~terio- are the secreti ng glands. 
Fig.8S. Pitcher of Sarr.1Ceotill ; a fly in the course of its visit. 

ecretion present in the hollow of the pitcher; a digesti\'e 
erment then dissolves the soft parts of the carcass. Goebel. 
laS pointed out that. the pitcher of the Nepenthes (Fig. 84) 
s a modification of the le~lf blade. the lid is the still untrans
ormed leaf, and the tenclrillar part. a modification of the 
)etiole. The suhmerged leaves of Utricularia (u. stellarisc--
3ara Jhanjhi) are similarly metamorphosed into bladder
ike cavities, the entrance to which is titted with a small vake 
~hich opens inwards but closes the orifice when pushed 
'rom within. (Figs. 87-88). The Utricularias are rootles~ plants 
md live suspended in water. The tuft of hairs produced from 
lear the opening of the bladder lead insects, Water-mites, 
water-fleas .. etc. w}lich come to seek protectiop again"st [tDe' 
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pursuit of other water animals, into the closed bladder 
and thus seal their fate. Dying of suffocation or starvation, 
they are then absorbed by the digestive glands formed on the 
inner surface of the bladder as shown in fig. 88. 

The second section of insectivorous plants includes those 
wherein the leaf is modified into organs of seizure and dige~
tion of small animals, the retention of which is effected it) 
very various ways of movements. A genus of plants known as 
Pinguicula, living in damp soil, moorlands, etc aO{1 found com
monly on the mountain ranges of Mexico, is particu'larly interest
ing. The oblong or ovate leaves of these ,plants, rest their un
der surfaces on the wet earth and expose their upper faces 
to the sky and rain. A large number of glands is distributed 
on this surface which is rendered sticky by the secretion of a 
mucilage from them. When small insects alight on a leaf 
of Pinguicula, they remain almost glued on to the sticky 
secretion; their struggles to oxtricate themselves make them 
still more entangled and stimulate the leaf to roll its margins 
inwards. During this curling movement the insects are en
closed, anel perishing, become dissolved and digested, after 
which the leaves are again unrolled. 

The rolling anel unrolling of the leaf margin of the Pingui
cula is not so very conspicuous a phenomenon as to commonly 
attract the attention; for the movement is slow enough to be 
passed by without notice. But in the American. Venus' Fly
Trap (Diom£.l nzuscipula) shown in fig 85, the movement of 
the leaf, in its attempt of netting and capturing the prey, is 
~;urprisingly quick, being effected in less than thirty seconds. 
As shown in the drawing (Fig 85) the leaves are two-lobed and 
the midrib acts as a hinge. There are three pairs of stiff, sharp 
and sensitive hairs or spines pointing obliquely upwards from 
the surface of the lobes. In addition to these a large number 
of glands is scattered over it. The plant consists of a fiower
)ng scape in the centre, representing the stem, and quite a large 
nllmber of the peculiar leaves spread on the ground in rosettes~ 
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As soon as the upper surface of the lobed lamina is affected 
by animal-contact, the lobes hitherto outspread snap together, 
<lnd the sharp marginal teeth being interlocked firmly adpress 
the lamina on to the body of the prey, which is then digested 
hy the liquid secreting from the glands. It is interesting to 
note that the greatest and fastest movement takes place when 
'any of the sharp, superficial hairs arc touchecl,-they being the 
carrier of the stimulus given by the unwary insect. 

FIG. 90. FIG. 91. 

Leaves of Dros!ra rotun:lifolia with the tentacles. 

Another blood-thirsty plant allied to Dionaca is the \Va 
'Plant Aldrovanda z'esicu/osa, where the leaves are extremely 
'alike in form and function to those of the former. But in the 
Sun-dew (Drow'a rotundifoliaj the metamorphosis of the leaf as 
a fly-catcher is singularly striking. As shown in fig. 9 I the lamina 
is roundish and bears a large number of delicate wine-red fila
ments, globular at their extremities and each supporting a 
glistening droplet of fluid-secretion. These filaments or tenta
cles, as they are called, are really the capturing organs and 
appear as pins of assorted sizes stuck to the cushion of the 
Jeaf. The secretion from the glands or heads of the tentacles 
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is very sticky and shines like dew-drops in clear air. The 
moment a small insect, allured by the honey-like drops, touches. 
a tentacle or alights in the centre of the leaf, there flows out 
a copious secretion of acid juice-sticky and chocking-which 
besmearing the wings and legs of the prey renders all its. 
attempts to escape quite futile. The thread-like tentacles, thus. 
stimulated to movement by the continued kicking or flapping
of the insect, close upon it (see Fig. 90) and dissolving and 
digesting and finishing its bloody repast open out again after 
a couple of days. Similar phenomena are observed when raw 
pieces of meat or egg-albumen are placed on the leaf-the 
movement in such cases being a little slow, taking from 
zo-30 minutes for the complete folding of all the filaments. 

To the third class of insectivorous plants belong the Droso
phyllum-plants indigenous to Portugal and Morocco. The 
leaves here are long, whip-like, drawn out at the upper part 
to a fine thread, slightly channelled on one side and studded 
with a very. large number of small bead-like stalked glands, 
the secretions from which stand out as bright and shiny 
globules. Besides these, there is also a large number of sessile 
glands on the whole surface of the linear leaf. These glands. 
however, do not secrete unless they are stimulated by the con
tact of animals. Insects creeping over the leaves become bes
meared and suffocated by the sticky juices of the stalked glands 
and eventually becoming overwhelmed, have to stop any 
further progress in their doomed excursion, and then sink and 
die of the burden. The sessile glands now come into play. 
secrete an acid juice copiously, dissolve the tender and digest
able parts of the booty, and then absorb the rich food thu,; 
prepared . 

. It is not, however, on animals entirely that the so called 
insectivorous plants have to live. Like all other green plants 
they can prepare their own fooe! from inorganic nature; but wheh 
fed with insects they become stronger, flO\\;er more freely. 
"and produce 'fruits and seeds' in profusiori. Their.". habitat.: 
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h<;>wever has _<;;alled, upon them to have recourse to contrivances 
for· getting nu.tritious food; for most of them live in swamps 
or othef'localities, destitute of l'\itrogen,' and this element so 
essentiaLto living .bOdies, they taj{e frorn captured insects and 
other small animals. Indeed, some of them have been known 
to have softened their gluttonous hunger for animals when 
grown in an otherwise rich soil. 

Classifications. 

1. Kinds of leaves, 
1 

I 
Seed-leaves 

or 
Cotyledons, 

I 
Scale-leaves 

I 
Foliage leaves 'Fl.oral leaves 

I-I 

or 
Cataphyllary leaves 

I I I I 
Om',in Two,in Underground Aerial Simple Compound 
Monocots Dicot~ Scaly leaves budscales 1 I 

I 
Pinnate 

I I 
I I 

Palmate Pinnately 
compound 

I), Venation'of Leaves 
J 

I 
Parallel 

__ 1-
I I 

Unicostate Multieostate 
I' 

I 
Convergent 

I 
Reticulate. 

I 
I 

Pinnately 

I 
Divergent. 

-veined. 

I 
Palmately 
compound 

or 
Digitate. 

(, 
Palmately 
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2. Alternate, scattered or spiral arrangement :-where the 
leaves stand one at each node. 

The Alternate arrangement is so called because the leave>; 
originate singly from the nodes, not all on the same side of 
the stem, but one on this side, the next higher on that and so 
on. It is also cailed spiral, because an imaginary line passing 
in succession through the bases of the leaves at different 
heights, form a spiral on the stem. We may regard the shoot 
as a cone, with big leaves to"'ards the base, and the younger 
ones opening out in acropetal succession higher up and, the 
youngest at the apex. The genetic spiral as the imaginary line 

FiG. 92. FIG. 93. FIG. 94· FIG. 95· 

Fi!!·92. Opposite neclI,sate leaves. 
Fig-. 93. Altermtf> le~vf>s. 
FiQ' OJ. A verticil or whorl of IO leaves. 
Fig-. 95. A fas(,icle. 

refered to, is called, will when projected in a horizontal 
plane form a helix or coil as shown in Figs.96-99. The 
position of the leaves on the stem may he best shown on 
this. projection. as thick lines. Examined carefully, such a 
figure will reveal a very .characteristic geometrical law. It will 
be seen that, the angle 0/ divergence, as the angle subtended hy 
two successive leaves at the centre of an imaginary circle pas
sing through them, is called, is always constant. The explana
tion that this angular divergence of the leaves is constant in 
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each particular plant lies in the fact that the leav~s are always. 
symmetrically arranged on the axis.· For the leafy stem can be 
well imagined as made up of stories, each of which displays the 
same number, position, and distribution of the leaves, and 
agrees entirely with the adjoining stories on these points. If the 
number of leaves on such a story, or better the spiral line 
going only once round the stem, so that its horizontal pro
jection is an almost closed circle, be two, the Phyllotaxis is 
called 

FIG. 96. FIG. 97. FIG. 98. FIG. 99. 

4- 6 
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Projectional diagrams at Phyllot"xis. 
Fig. 96 One-h,df Alternate or spiral Ployll, taxis. 
Fig'. 97. One-third spiral arrangement. 
Fig. 98. Two·filths Phy"lIotax;,. 
Fig. 99. Opposite Decussate Phyllotaxis. 

Distichous or two-ranked. It characterises the leaf-arrange
ment of all Grasses and manv other Monocots. The leaves 
are exactly on opposite sides -of the stem though not on the 
same level. It will be seen, that the 3rcl leaf stands just abm'c 
the first, in a vertical row with the 5th, 7th, 9th etc., that the 
2nd leaf similarly stands in . the same vertical line with the 4th , 
6th, 8th etc. It is not possible to draw any other similat
vertical lines on the stem, for all the. leaves fall on one or 
other of the two already mentioned. Hence, these lines 
called Orthostichies tell us immediately the nature of the
phyllotaxis of the plant in question. The phyllotaxis may 
1-..,. _,.~,_~...,~~4-"...1 1-.. ••• \..../'Io + .............. 1-;" ...... t "','hi ..... 'h ~....,.;rotc n.llt thp. ~nO'nl~r 
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div.erg~nce, i.e. t of 3600 = 180°; Thill figure' .(ll~ tel)s' us 
th~tJhere are two (denominator) leav\!s in one ',(numerarur) 
closed spiral coil. The n,ext kind of alternate arrangement 
is where there are three such Orthostichies and is .called 

Tri~tichous or three-ranked. It is less common, but can 
he observed in the Sedges,-.:\Ionocotyledonous herbs allied to 
Grasses. As will be understood, here there are three. vertical 
Ort):lOstichies-the leaves I st, 4th, 7th etc being on: one ,; the 
2nd, 5th, 8th etc, on a second; and the 3n1, 6th, 9th etc., on 
a third line. The angular divergence is 1- of the circum
ference or 1 of 3600 = 120°. The phyllotaxis may be called 
t i.e. with three leaves in one closed spiral coil. The next 
one ,.-? '-

"Penfastichous or five-ranked or Quincuncial, is by far 
the most common, as in As\yatha, Girden Cratons etc. Here the 
spiral line, ,tarting from the first leaf, takes two turns round 
the stem before it comes to a lea~ vertically above the first; 
and it stops at the 6th leaf-hase to complete the first story. 
In the first encircling coil the genetic spiral cloes not arrive 
at a leaf which is just above that from which it started,
thus, there are 5 leaves in two turns of the spiral, and conse
quently, five Orthostichies. The angular distance between the 
Orthostichies is -} of 3600 or 7z", while the angular divergence 
-of the leaves is t of 2ce 360.° = 144°, The Phyllotaxis 
is ,~. 

Still another kind of Phyllotaxis, specially characteristic of 
the Rose family, is the Octostichous or eight-ranked or' ~
arrangement. In it the genetic spiral makes three revolutions 
round the stem and when it stops at the point required, it 
touches the ninth leaf-base. It is far less common but is found 
also in the Plantago. 

If we now arrange the primary forms of spiral phyllotaxis, 
we find that the fractions t,-},-}!'~ represent a series of whiCh 
the sum of any two successive numerators makes up the numera
tor of the following and likewise that of the denominators. 'I'Ve 

" ' 
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find also that the numerator of one is the same as .the denomina
tor 6f the, next but one preceding fraction. Extending the 
series according to the law thus indicated, we arrive at the 
fractions f\-, ,,\, ,H etc, as possible higher phyllotaxis. As a 
matter of fact these have been actually verified, though ther 
are not very common. 

The Verticillate Whorled or Cyclic arrangement. Here 
the leaves ~tand in whorls of two, three, four, five, etc., at each 
node. A particular case of this arrangement is the Opposite, 
where the number of leaves is only two, so that the circum
ference of the stem is divided longitudinally into t\m equal parts. 
by the median plane common to the two leaves. Usually. 
however, opposite leaves form what is called a Decussation, 
when tirO successive whorls have their leaves arranged in the
form of a cross. Such opposite and decussate pairs of leaves 
are characteristic of the Toolsy family (Labiatre) of plants, in 
the Indian Jasmines (Kumucl, Jui, )Iallika, Bel. Chameli etc) .. 
in Acanthacere (Bakash-Justicia), in Apocynacere, Ascle
piadacere, Oleacere etc, 

The members of each whorl consisting of 2, 3, 4-. 5. or 
more leaves. may either stand just in vertical lines with th()se 
next above or below them or may fall between the spaces IHt 
between those of the successive whorls. The first happens 
only in rare cases while the second arrangement (Decussation) 
is by far the most common. For example, the decussating 
pairs of whorls of the Toolsyand Jasmine familes form four 
orthostichies--the first whorl consisting of two leaves which 
stand just below those of the 3rd, 5t~1 etc., whorls forms 
2 orthostichies and these together with the 2 of the md whorl 
ma'ke up 4- orthostichies in the total. In some cases the 
~uccessi\'e I,'horls are no't directly placed between the inter
vals of those just below or abOl'e them, but a little turned to 
one side, so that the tnird whor'! does not entirely coincide 
with the first as regards orthostichies but may anomalously 
do so with a pair higher up, This has been explained by, the 
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,'lupposition that the spiral is the only arrangement, that by the 
non-development of internodes the spiral arrangement becomes 
!partially condensed into the whorl. Thus if we suppose the 
-internode between the first and second leaves of the disti
.chous arrangement not developed, and ~imilarly that between 
the 3rd and 4th, we get the opposite arrangement of the verti
cillate type, In the anomalous case referred to above the 
.successive whorls might be arranged in a spiral manner with 
.regard to each other. 

II Arrangement of the leaves in the bud. 

\Vhile Phyllotaxis explains the law of the arrangement of the 
Jeaf on the stem, Vernation and Aesti\'ation explain that 
which underlies the different modes in which leaves are disposed 
in the bud. ,Naturally, as the space in the bud'is only limited, 
the leaves composing it must be packed in the way most efli
cient to economise space. Vernation, or Prrefoliation as it is 
also called, deals with the way in which leaves are coiled 
folded or otherwise packed per se and may be considered under 
Jwo heads:-

I. Where the leaves are folded; 
2. Where they are rolled. 
I. As to folding, a leaf is caJled--

(r). Reclinate or Inflexed.-When the upper half of the 
leaf is folded on the lower or the lamina on the 
petiole, as in the Tulip.-tree. 

(2), Conduplicate.-When the lamina is folded along 
the midrb, as in .i'vlagnolia. Fig. 100.1. 

(3). Plicate or Plaited.-When the lamina is folded 
several times like a fan along the several ribs, as in 
Fan Palms. Fig. 100.6 . 

. z. As to rolling, a leaf is called 
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(4). Circinale.-When the lamina is rolled from apex 
downwards to the base, as in all Ferns. Fig. IOO. 5. 

(5). Convolule.-When the rolling is lateral i. c. from 
one margin to another, as in Banana. Fig. 100. 2. 

(6). Involute.-When the lamina rolls up from each 
margin towards the midrib, the lower surface, only 
iJeing exposed. As in the vVater Lily. Fig. 100. 3. 

FiG. IOO. FIG. IOI. 

(7). Rev()Zute.-When the lamina rolls up from each 
margin as in (6) but with the upper surface external 
i, e. the rolling is backwards, l"ig. 100. 4. 

(8). Corrugate or Crumpled.-When, as in the floral 
leaves (Petals) of the Poppy, the leaf is irreg .llarly 
crumpled. 

So far as regards the individual leaves of the bud. 
Aestivation, on the other hand, deals with the arrangement 
of the leaves in the bud, inter se. The relative position of the 
different leaves composing the bud is here the subject. It can 
conveniently be divided into two parts :-

1. Cases where the leaves do not overlap, i.e. their margins 
remain free. 

z. Cases where the leaves overlap each other. 



First Case. 
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(a) When the margins of the leaves do 
not come into contact the Aestivation is called 
Open or Indeterminate. It is not very 
common hut is formed in the flower buds 
of Mignonette and in the whole family of 
plants known as Reseda. 

(b) Where the leaf margins just meet with
out overlapping, it is called valvate. Fig. 1OI.7 
Here the leaves are necessarily placed at the
same level on the:axis, in a circle. It is found in 
the flower-buds of the Grape vine, in many 
Mimosa; (Acacia,-the gum-plant; Lajja
baty-lata etc.) in the whole family of plants, 
ca~led Asclepiadacea; (Akanda, Anantmul etc.) 
in the sepals of Java flower (Hibiscus) etc. 

(c) When the leaves, being placed at 
Secolld Case. different levels on the stem, merely overlap 

by their margin~, the Aestivation is Imbricate. 
It is by far the most common form. 

(d) Where the leaves of an imbricate 
Aestivation become decidedly overlapping, 
so that the leaves appear to be twisted round 
the axis, it is called COllZ'olute or contoded or
spiral. Fig. WI. 9. 

Signifi.cance of Phyllotaxis.-If a large number 
of plants be examined with a view to studying the phyllotaxis, 
the significance of the different kinds of leaf-arrangement 
becomes apparent. As a general rule, it is found that the 
number of Orthostichies becomes smaller as the leaf blades 
become broader. If, as is generally the case in all :'IIonocots,_ 

-the leaves are large the phyllotaxis is never higher than ~ or ~. 
Broad cordate leaves of twiners and climbers follow this phyllo
taxis. As the leaves become more and more narrow as 
lanceolate, linear, acicular etc, higher phyllotaxis are met 
with. Kerner mentions cases of Salix (Willow) with circular, 
elliptical, oval and narrow linear lea\'es; in these it C<ln be 
plainly seen that the number of Orthostichies' increases in 
proportion as the leaves become narrower.' If should be-
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observed that the arrangement of the leaves on the stem is con
nected with their function. Ass unlight is one of vital require
ments of the leaves they are so arranged as to economise the 
largest amount of sunlight. Broad or cordate leaves if arranged 
in clusters would far more readily throw some of them in the 
shade than when they are kept widely though moderately 
apart. Again, narrow linear leaves growing at great distances 
on the stem will fall short of the strict economy which plants 
have necessarily to practise-for a large amount of sunlight 
available to the plant is then lost to it. If the leaves of the 
story which is rather low be separated by short distances, 
then, following this principle of economy, they will be small or 
narrow, for otherwise they would wholly throw in the shade other 
adjoining leaves just below; if the stories happen to be high, 
the leaves may be large or broad but always so adapted as to 
utilise the greatest amount of sunlight without hindering the 
function of other leaves. 

Leaf-Mosaic.-Inorder to be better adapted to catch 
the greatest amount of sunlight, leaves, as we have seen, 
become variously modified in shape; but this adaptation to 
environment becomes very clearly manifested in what are 
,called leaf-mosaics. The leaves of many plants growing in 
the shade of forests or under the leafy canopy of large trees 
are, inter se, so modified in shape and size as to fit in 
squarely in the notches or lobes or spaces left between the 
leaves, just as different coloured stones are fitted and set in a 
variegated marbled flooring. In the drawing (fig. 102) the 
relative position of the leaves of a species of Ivy carpeting 
the floor of forests is shown; it will be noticed that the 
5 lobed leaves have undergone manifold torsions and displace
ments, inorder that they may fit into one another and produce 
an almost continuous leafy surface. In the common Mirabilis 
Jalapa (Krishna-Kali) of our gardens a similar leaf arrange
inent can be observed. The dense foliage of this plant brings 
out in relief the contrast between the leaves of different sizes 
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FIG_ 102_ 

Leaf Mosaic: Ivy growing on the sh"de of a forest. 

that remain side by side, as if leagued in a combincd con
fideracy to snatch up as much light as they jlossibly can_ 
The ordinary leaves are broacl-m-ate or slightly cordate; hut 
a number of smaller lea\-es \\ith n() ycry strict and defin)te 
outline are found to occupy the spaces left bctween the abovc_ 
This inequality of size in adjoining leaves of the same plant is 
)lartic~Ilarly noticeablc in many shrubby plants living in "hach
situations_ The common Ja\-a (Hibiscus Rosa-Sincnsis), for 
instance, produces a hea\-y clustcr of leaves at the head; but 
interspersed among these l1l::ty be foum! a large number of 
leaves showing very fine shades of gradation _ from the 
ordinary broad-cordate leaf to one much ~mallcr and haying a 
yery simple outline and margin_ The gaps left between the 
larger leaves are generally filled and pluggecl with those that 
are small. 



CHAPTER V. 

Inflorescence or Anthotaxy. 

\~'hen th~ v~A~tati\'e org-ans of a plant are completely 
developed awl almost everything in the way of nutrition has 
been done, the time comes for it to work out the next most 
imjY)rtlI1t functi()n~that of reproduction. The reproductive 
org,lns, in the case of I'hanerogams, are cleyelopecl on 
specially rnollificll shoots callell flowers, amI the floral region 
of the plant as distinguished from the \'egetati\'e is called 
th~ injlores(,eJlce. The term denotes the arrangement of the 
flowers on the axis, specially \"ith regard to their relath'c 
p()SltlOn. An:! as the disposition of the foliage organs on the 
stem is denotd by the term Phyllotaxy, that of the floral 
oq;ans is similarly called the Anthotaxy (Gr. Alii/lOs = flower, 
taxis = orller) or Inflorescence. 

If, as it happens in a comparati\'ely fe\\' cases, the primary 
axis of the phnt terminates in a flower, it is calle~! an u'Nia.yiaf 
plant; usually, however, fl()\\'ers originate only after the 
complete de\'dopmenc of a complex branch system, that is 
after the formation of the seconclary, tertiary and other branche, 
of higher orders. Such plants are called bi,l.c·,;al, triaxial or 
p{llyaxial according to the degree of branching. 

In many cases, instead of a terminal flower, or a solitary 
axial flower which is the simplest case of an inflorescence, 
the reproductive region of the plant undergoes modifications 
not only with regMd to the le'wes hut also as to the mode of 
branching ane! the aggregation of a number of flowers on a 
common axis. In fact, it is to a collection of flowers borne 
~n an axis with its hranch system that the term inflorescen: e 
is properly applied in Botany. 
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In or near the inflorescence the leaves subtending the 
floral buds or the floral branches are modified into BRACTS 

(Figs. 103, 105-110.). In most cases these are like ordinary 
foliage leaves with but little modifications, but in others, the), 
are developed as special organs subserving funct:ons connected 
with reproduction. As a rule flowers originate normally from 
the axils of bracts and such flowers are called braeteate; when 
the bracts are absent, the flowers are ebracteate. It will be shown 
later on that the flower is a modified shoot, and as such, it is 
normally subtended by a structure which is' morphologically 
homologous with the leaf. Bracts, hO\yever have to carryon a 
variety of functions, and accordingly, their shape and texture 
and colour vary very much. 
Kinds of Bracts :-

I. In the Kutchoo (Coloeasia antiquorunz) there is a large 
yellowish leaf enveloping a fleshy axis on which is clustered 
a large number of sessile flowers. In Palms also, the whole 
inflorescence is enclosed within a large leaf-like structure; 
similar too, is the inflorescence of the male flowers of the 
Ketuky or Kea (Pandanus Odorotissimus). Such enclosing 
bracts, sometimes green, more often coloured, are called 
Spathes. Fig. 103. In the Banana plant the number of such 
spathes in the inflorescence is very great, and all of them are 
deeply coloured being scarlet on the inner surface. 

2. In the Sunflower (Surjamukhy-Helianthus anllUus), and 
all plants of the Marigold (Genda) family, the large number of 
minute flowers is surrounded at the base by a spiral collection 
of rather small green leaf like structures. So, too, the inflores
cence of the Carr"t (Gajur-Daucus Carola) is surrounded at 
the base by a rosette of such green leaf-like bracts. Such a 
whorl of bracts is called an Involucre. 

3. The individual flowers that make up the infloreScence 
of the Sunflower and l\Iarigold family, are subtended by dimi
nutive chaff-like bracts, on the fleshy receptacle. These are 
called Patea: (sing: palet). 
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FIG. 103. FIG. 104. FIG. 105. 

Fig. 1.03. Spathe (cut .open) and Spadix .of Colocasia; the 

"Circular dots represent the floweri. 

Fig. 1.04. A Typical Dichasial Cyme with the terminal ( central) 

Rower opening before the lateral flowers. 

Fig. 1.05. Inflorescence of Campasit;e (cut vertically), c, the 

convex receptacle of the Capitulum. f, the Ray-flowers; 2, the 

scaly bract - Pale;e; 3. the Disc·flower. 

4. Such chaff-like dry bracts characterise also the flowers 
of Grasses and Sedges, and are then called Glu17les. 

The varied nature of bracts is consistent with the variety 
of functions that they have to perform. Being in the transi
tional region between the foliage and the floral, their functions 
have necessarily not been limited to one kind. When the tran
sition is not too sudden and the bract is foliaceous, as in the 
inflorescence of the Bakash (7usticia) plant, it has to carry out 
the ordinary work of the leaves; when it becomes much reduced 
in form and texture and loses the green colour of the foliage, 
its function becomes mainly protective and sometimes it aids. 
the :dispersion of fruits and seeds. Not unfrequently, however, 
it rivals the high colouring of flowers and then its chief 
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function is to invite insects and bees to elect pollination of 
the flower. Yet, again, in a few cases, two or more of these 
f unctions are combined: thus, the spathe not only affords 
protection but also allures insects by secreting a sweet juice 
around the base of the flower-stalk; (the secretion is called 
!'.'ectar and the reservoirs for the reception of the juice are 
called Nectaries). An example of 

5. Petaloid ,bracts, as they are called from their high 
colouring, is in Bougainvillea specl:zbilis, a thorny climbing 
shrub used as an ornamental plant on our gates. The inflore
sconce consists of three rose-reJ leaf-like bracts bearing three 
tubular flowers. The whole cluster is apt to he mistaken for 
a single flower hy the beginner. Euphorbia splendens and 
E. Bojeri, two ornamen,al g,mlen plants naturalised in this 
cuuntr)', hav" elch a bright scarlet pair of connate bracts imme
di~ltely unJer the flow~rs \\"h'ch taken in themselv::s are only 
.an insignifiC:ll1t put of the showy structure. Again, in Lalpata 
(P,)ill.l'ettzLl pukherri1Jlz), another garden plant much favoured 
for its showy flowers that are rcally bracts, the latter are very 
large and vermilion-:olourecl while the flowers are small and 
colourless or have only a greenish tint. 

The followins term'; u-;ed with reference to the in~:brescence, 
may, with advantage, be defined here. 

1. Peduncle is the general term descriptive of a flower-stalk, 
or a stem which bears a flower or a cluster of flowers instead 
()[ foliage leaves. It is the axis of an inflorescence, and as 
such, is distinguished from the 

2. Pedicel, or the stalk of each indivi<;lual flower, forming 
an unit of the inflorescence. 

3. Scape is a p~duncle rising from the gound; it may bear 
a single flower as in Water Lotus or an infloresance as in 
Rajani-ganclha (Pol.Ylllthes luberosa). It is a typiC.l1 reproductive 
stem with no leaves on it, and is found normally in plants 
which have no aerial stem bearing foliage leaves but instead 
ha\'e got subteranean stem an:l radical leaves. 



- 4. Rachis is the main axis of inflorescence; it is the con
.tinuation of the stem or peduncle through an elongated flower
system; when it becomes short or flattened or globular it is 
called l{eceptacle or Head, as in the Sunllower. 

FlG. 106. FlG. 107. FlG. 108, 109. FIG. 110. 

Di"grams of R"cemose inflorescence. 
Fig. 106. R"ce·ne. Fig-. 107. Spike. Fig. 108. Capitulu m. 
Fig-. IOJ. Coryrnh. Fig. 110. U,nbel. 
Note that the lower flowers open first. 

Kinds of Inflorescence. The inflorescence is a modi
fied hranch or shoot anel as such it mainly follows the laws of 
hranch systems. If the main axis, the rachis or the peduncle, 
does not terminate in a flower at once but bears a number of 
lateral branches \"hich develop in acropetal succession, so that, 
the youngest is nearest the apex and the oldest is the furthest 
removed, it forms a monopodial amI racemose hranch system. 
If then, the lateral axes produce flowers in the same order of 
-Sl\ccession, so that, they gradually open from the base towards 
the tip of the main axis, the inflorescence is :\IONOPODIAL, Race
~!OSE, ACROPETAL OR IXDEFINITE. It is called INDEFINITE, not be
cause the main aXIS has an unlimited vertical gro\\'th,which it can 
never have in the reproductive region, but because owing to the 
acropetal development the growth of the lateral branches is 
arrested by the formation of flowers at the apex long before 
it is so with the main axis. The lowest flower buds are the: 
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first to open and hence are the oldest, and since the expansion 
proceeds regularly from below upwards, the inflorescence is
also called ASCENDING or ACROPETAL; likewise it is CENTRIPETAL. 
because when the flower stalks run up to a common level ( Fig. 
109.)the unfolding of the flowers proceeds from the circumference 
to the centre. In contrast to this is the Cymose or Definite 
inflorescence. Here, the main axis as also the lateral branches 
terminates in a flower which opens first an:d before the opening 
of the flowers lower down the axis. In the Gymose type the main 
axis always becomes outstripped in growth by the secondary 
axes (Figs. I 12.-116.), and these in their tur~ by the tertiary, and 
so on. It is called Definite, because the growth of the main axis is' 
arrested before that of the lateral axes, by the development of 
a terminal flower. It will be seen referring to Fig. I I 6. that the 
expansions of the flowers proceed down the axis when it is 
elongated and from the centre to the circumference or Centri
fugally when the axis is flattened. The simplest case is that 
of a solitary flower borne upon a peduncle. In some inflo
rescences of the Cymose type, the axis becomes a sympodium 
by the one-sided suppression of the branches and bracts as 
shown schematically in Figs. I 12-II 5. DEFINITE, CnrasE, 
CENTRIFUGAL and DESCENDING are almost synonymous terms, so 
far as regards this inflorescence is concerned. 

The Racemose or Indefinite type :-
Primary axis producing a number of lateral branches in 

acropetal succession, and capable of a stronger development 
than the lateral axes:-
I. Simple: Lateral a:l:es unbranched:

A. PRIMARY AXIS ELONGATED:-
I. The Raceme :-Flowers stalked (Fig. 106). Ex :-In 

Mustard (Sinapis dichotoma), Bun-bur-buttee (Phaseolus alatus). 
Ghantaruv1 (Crotolaria sericea), Kooch or Ratti (Abrus precato
rius), Shun2 (Crotolaria juncia), Palas3 (Butea frondosa) , the 

J. Beng. Peeyooli. 
Maduga. 

2. Teling. Chanamoo, Thunjhun. 3. Teling 
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Tamarind ( Tamarindus indica ), Chitra (Plumbago zeylanica) , 
Kantikari (Solanum jacquini) etc. It is the characteristic inftores- i 

cence of many families of plants, e.g., Crucifene (Mustard), 
Capparidacere (Hurhuriya-Gynandropsis pentaphylla) , Scro
phulariacere (Bhumi-nim--Gratiola sen-ata) , Papilionacex-' 
(Pea, Bean etc.), Ranunculacere (Aconite), Orchidacere etc. 

2. The Spike :-Flowers sessile, axis slender. Fig. 107· 

Ex :-In the common medicinal Bakash,Isupgool (Plantago Ispa
ghula) , Dulal-champa, Bhoi-champa (scapes), many Grasses 
etc. It is common in the Palms, Sedg-es, in the families 
Acanthacere (Bakash, Kanta-Kalika-Ruellia longifolia), 
l\Iusacre (Banana) etc. 

FIG. II I. A. I FIG. II I. B. 

Diagr1tms of Compound R"ct'mose inflorescence. 
Fig. I I I, A. Compound Or Paniculate Raceme. 
Fig. I I I. B. Compound Umbel with involucres and involucels. 

3. The Spadix :-,-Flowers sessile on a fleshy axis-usually 
spathaceous. Figs. 103, 118. Ex :-In the common Kutchoo. 
Banana, many Palms, Guj-plppul etc. In Ketuky or Kea 
the inflorescence is a male spike within a spathe. In the 
medicinal aromatic Bauch plant (Acorus calamus) the .. spldix 
is not provided with a bract or spathe. It characterises the 
family Aroidere (Kutchoo). 
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4. The Catkin or Ament is a pendent spike which falls 
.... 11 in one pie:::e after fbwering or fruiting. It is usually uni
,~ex:l1l. Su:::h a deciduous, spic.lte inflorescence of mlle flowers 
is cl1.ll acteri~tic of th:: Baru:! or Puni-juml tree anJ its bmily 
(Salix). 

5. The Corymb :-It is a raceme in which the lower stalks 
are elongated so as to bring all the flower~ to about the same 
level. Fig. lOy. Ex :--In Euphorbias, Jatropha, Rubiaceae etc. 

B. PRDL\RY AXIS NOT ELO),! JATED but growing horizon
.t llly, or irre3"uhrly so as to form a receptacle or He,d. 

Fr:;. IlZ. FIG. 113. Fr:,. 114. FrJ. I I). 

n:;t,g'rarn" of Cym()(H~ inflor",o;;:",pn~e. 
Pig-. 112-1 Tt\. Unin1.rnl1'-O CVln~. 
Fig" 110. Bip1r')tl .. Cvm-o. r,r nirh:t~;llm. 
Fig. 112-11. S '()rninicj T) liDHOIl' Cyme. 
Fig. 114-(5. Helicoid Unipuou5 Cyme. 

FIG. 116. 

0. Th~ Callitulum or He'ld :-Rachis glohular or, 
"cmical or hollowed out in the form of a cup: Flowers sessile: 
Ex :-in the Sun90wer '(Surjamukhi) and ?lTarigold family, 
the rachis is hollow; in the Kadamba or 'Kadam (Anthoce
p~alus cadJlIlbal, it is sph~rical an:! solid. Th~ Capitulum 
forms a distinguishing feature of the family of plants known 

'<!'i Composit~, to which the Sunflower, ;\hri~Jld, Koksim 
f vei-nonia cinerea), Kusum (Carthamus tindorius), etc., belong. 
:Figs. 108, 105. 

7. The simple Umbel :-Rachis extremely abbreviated. 
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Flowers long pedice\led and appear to spring from the apex of 
the peduncle, as in Fig. I 10. The stalked flowers are ca.lled 

rays of the umbel, as they resemble the rays of an umbrella, 
whence the name of the inflorescence. Ex :-In l'.Iudar 
.(Akanda-Calotropis gigalltea), Crinum (Shukha-darshan), etc. 

8. Hypanth::>dium :-'1'hi5 is an extreme case of a 
Inllowed receptacle and is the distinguishing feature of the Fig. 
(Ficus Carica), and Banyan (Bat or Bur-Ficus Indica) tree tribe 
(Ficus.) ~e diagram lFig. 120. ) represents a vert,ical section 
through the inflorescence. The minute flowers are packed closely 
,on the inner surface of the succulent hollow receptacle the top 
O()r opening of which is almost closed by minute scales. 

FIG. 117. F1G. 118. 

Fig. 117. Raceme of Rununclacea. 
Fig. 118. Sp.dix of .Arum. 
Fig. 119. Helicoid cyme 01 Digita lis. 

FIG. 119. 

II. Compound: La/eral axes branched. 
Any of the simple types of inflorescence referred to above 

may be compounded i.e., the Raceme may bear branches \vhich, 
intheirturn, are R:1cemes or Spikes; Umbels may be aggregated 
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together to form a compound Umbel, Capitula may be aggre-~ 
gated on an elongated axis to give the semblance of a simple 
Raceme and so on. In descriptive Botany the terms Capitulate 
raceme, Spicate raceme, Spicate capitulum etc., are much used 
to describe such compound inflorescence. But a typical com
pound inflorescene of the racemose type is found where the 
secondary axes develop branches in the same order as that in 
which the latter are formed on the main axis. 

Panicle is the ·term applied to a compound inflores
cence where the main axis is elongated, the secondary axes are 
branched, and the ultimate branches are in themselves racemes 
or spikes. \\There the lateral axes of a raceme at once become 
spikes it is callee! a Compound spike as in Wheat (Triticum vul
gare), Ryee, etc. Gooe! examples of Panicles are in the Teak 
(the well-known Timber plant-Tec/ona grandis), the :\Iango. 
tree, Khetpapra or Khetra Papra (Oldenlandiil bijlora) 
GancIha-Bane!huli (Oldenlandiil illata) and in many Grasses as 
in the Khus-Khus plant (Andropogon muricatus), lkshu-sugar 
cane plant (Saccharum officinarum) etc. 

Compound UmbelS, i.e. where the rays of a simple 
umbel themselves bear secondary umbels with a whorl of 
bracts called im'olucels at the base of the latter, as shown in 
Fig. I I I. B. form the characteristic inflorescence of the family of 
plants known as U mbelliferao (Carrot, Anise, Fennel, Asafceteda 
plant). It is far more common than the simple umbel. The 
secondary umbels are called umbellules. 

Compound Corymbs, i,e. a corymbose inflorescence with' 
the lateral peduncles bearing corymbs, are found in many 
plants of the Family Rubiaceao. Thus the inflorescence of the 
Rungan and the Kukurchura (Lrora) consists of crowded, or 
paniculate, or otherwise condensed compound corymbs. 

The Cymose or Definite type :-
Primary axis terminating in a flower and branching beneath 

this flower; lateral axes terminating in flowers and branching 
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like the parent axis-the development of each shoot being 
l:itronger than that of the parent from which it springs. 

FIG. 120. FIG. I2I. 

Fig. 120. Hypanthodium of the Fig (Ficus Carica) showing the 
fleshy lind hollow receptacle with minute sessile flowers o'n the int'er 
surface. 

Fig. 121. Verticillaster in the axils of two opposite leafy bracts. 

Cyme is the general name given to such a system of in
florescence, and the simplest cyme is that where the main axis 
terminates in a flower and the bracts lower down the axis throw 
up flowers from the buds potentially existing at their axils in 
centrifugal succession. (See Fig. 104.). 

I. Cymose Inflorescence with a Monopodial axis. 
Under this class fall all those flower-clusters of the definite 

type where a sympodium or false-axis is not formed. Two or 
more lateral axes are de\'eloped beneath each flower; these in 
their turn repeat the same order of development. 

1. The Dichasium :-Lateral axes in pairs, and on two 
sides of the primary. It appears to be composed of bifurca
tions, specially when the older terminal flowers of the primary 
and secondary axes, have fallen off. In many Caryophyllacea:; 
(the Pink family), this sort of inflorescence is common. In 
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Karavi (ll/erium odorum), Gualy-Iota (Cissus Pedata), Malaty 
(Echites cillyophyllata) etc, as also in many Euphorbias, we 
get good examples of the Dichasial Cyme. 

2. The Polychasium :-Lateral axes more than t\Hr. 
coming out beneath the terminal flower of the main axis. Wh2n 
an in lefinite number of such lateral axes originate, and over
topping the primuy axi::;, gro\\' in an irregular complex manner, 
it is called an ANTHELA. It is common in the fam'ilies Scirpus 
(Keysoor) and Cyperus OIootha). 

3. The Cymose Umbel :-In this form 8. whorl of three 
or more lateral axes arise,; from the prim~ll'y axi,;, from each 
of which, again, another similar \\'l!()rl is de\'eloped and in 
this \my the, branching proceeds. The system of branches 
resembles a true Umbel in form, hut differs from it in being 
developed centrifugally. In Jatropha 71l!t!lifidl', the Coral plant, 
such an umhelliferous Cymose inflorescence is formed. 

4. The Verticillaster (Fig. 121) is a condensed Cyme in 
which the flowers are almost, if not completely sessile. It charac
terises the large family of plants kllll\Yn as Lahiata:. (Toolsy-
()Cl'lllU17l; Lavendar etc), In the axils of the opposite leaves 
of these plants, the flowering buds are opened out, without the 
formation of a peduncle, into the form of a cluster of flowers. 
Two such clusters seated in the axils of the opposite leaves, 
gh'e the appearance of a complete whorl of flowers encircling
the stcm and form the YerticiIla.';ter. In Lal-Bichuty (J](I'hllleri,;· 
illtermptil), Lal-KuJull1 (Urtica globulifcra) and other plant, 
h210n::;ing to thc family U rticacea:, the flowers are arrangcl! 
like those of a Yerticillaster hut may not have any suhtencling 
leaf anel generally are more compact. Such a compact and 
dense cluster of flowers form~d by the con(!ensation of a Cyme 
is called a Glomerule. 

II. Cymose Inflorescence with a Sympodial axis, 

Here each axis which terminates in a flower bears only 
one lateral axis below it, A false-axis or sympodium result:-; 
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I 
from the stronger growth and superposlllon of the bJsal 
portions of the consecutive branches; the flower stalks being
displaced, appe:tr as lateral memhers. It may simulate a 
Raceme or Spike, but its true nature is revealed by the posi
tion of the hract leaves which always lie opposite to the 
flower-stalks on the main axis. It is also callell U niparou;l 
Cyme for this one-side(1 deyelopment of the branches. 

I. \Vhen the constituent axes of the hranch-system lie 
on the sane side, whether rig-ht or left, it is called a Heli
cDid Cyme. Fig. 119· There is ,1 reg-ular suppression of th~ 
axes that are collateol to those that are del·eloped. Example,s 

FIG. 122. 

Fi,g'. 122, CYme of Phlol!: rrummondii. 

Fig. 123. Cyme of Tphom<e;<. Bonrt·no"{ (1\111mi.lot,); thre~
~owered peduncles; to the right rt single flower. 

arc foun(l in the Borago family. Hatiso::Jr (HelioiropiulIl indi
cum), for instance, has sessile flowers arrang-ed in double To\\,S 

on the conxex side of a coiled axis. Borago indica ( Chota~ 
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kalpa), another allied plant common over most part of India, 
has a similar inflorescence with only one flowered peduncles. 

2. \Vhen the constituent axes arise successively on the 
right and left of the preceding axes, it is called ~corpioid 

-cyme. Fig. 113. Here the branches are not uniformly suppressed 
as in the above case, all on one side but alternately on the 
two sides. The fundamental form is sinuons or like the 
moving body of scorpion, as it is a helix or coil in the above 

-case; but a stronger growth makes the sinuous structure al
most straight, thus producing a sympodium. Instances occur 
in the Sun-dew (Drose!'a rotundifolia) family already referred 
to under insectivorous plants. It is difficult to distinguish it 
from the true Receme, particularly when the bracts also are 
suppressed. 

Summary and Definitions. 

1. Inflorescence :-~Iode of disposition of flowers. 
2. Bract :-The modified leaf of a flower-cluster. 
3. Peduncle :-The axis of a flower-cluster or of a soli

tary f1mver. 

4. Pedicel :-An ultimate flower-stalk; the stalk of a 
single flower of an Inflorescence. 

5. Rachis:-The main axis of an I'!-f1orescence; literally 
means the back-bone. 

6. Bracteate :-Having Bracts. 
7. Ebracteate :-~ot provided with Bracts. 
8. Involucre :-A circle of small leafy bracts subtencling

a flower cluster (Capitulum or Umbel). 
9. 111\'0lucel :-The inJ?er involucre of an Umbellet. 
ro. Pale::e :-Chaff-like bracts; found on the receptacle 

of the Capitulum. 

11. Spathe :-A very large sheathing bract; found III 

Spadix, Catkin or Spike. 
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12. Glumes:-The chaff-like bracts of the inflorescence of 
Grasses. 

13. Raceme :-An elongated flower-cluster of the indeter·· 
minate type with many one-flowered lateral pedicels which 
develop and open the flowers acropetally. 

14. Spike :-A flower-cluster of the indefinite type in 
which sessile flowers are arranged on an unbranched elongated 
axis. 

15. Corymb :-A flat-topped inflorescence of the inde
finite type with long pedicelled flowers opening centripetally. 

16. Umbel :-A flower-cluster of the indeterminate type 
with the pedicels springing apparently from one and the same 
point. 

17. Head or Capitulum :-An inflorecsence of the inde
finite type having a cluster of sessile flowers on a very short 
or flattened axis. 

18. Spadix :-A spike \yith a fleshy axis. 

19. Catkin :-A deciduous unisexual spike. 

20. Panicle :-An irregular compound inflorescence pro
auced by the branching of lateral axes in any elongated 
form of simple inflorescence. 

21 .Cyme:-An inflorescence of the definite or centrifugal type. 

22. Biparous Cyme :-A Cyme of two branches below 
each branching axis. 

23. Multiparous Cyme :-A Cyme producing several 
branches from each axis. 

24. Uniparous Cyme :-A sympodial Cyme having only 
one axis. 

25. Helicoid Cyme :-An uniparous Cyme with flower~ 
all on one side. 

26. Scorpioid Cyme :-An uniparous Cyme with two: 
ranked flO\yers arranged on alternate sides of the axis. 
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. CHAPTER n. 

The Flower. 

Its nature. It has already been stated that in the repro-
. ductive region of the plant the axis or the shoot is trans
formed into the inflorescence. Buds that appear in the axil 
of the bract-leaves do not open out in the form of foliage 
shoots but repoductire shoots. But the floral buds are mor
phologically homologous \yith the foliage buds, though physio
logically their functions are quite different. Flowers, hence 
are regarded as modified ~ho()ts, the leaves in which develop 
in special forms to carryon the essential function of reproduc
tion. For the same purpose, also, the floral leaves or at least 
some of them, become so far metamorphosed as to leave no 
trace of the leaf-character externally visible, and particularly 
defined is this metamorphosis in the essential organs of the 
flowers. The reproductive bodies themselves are called SPORES 

-micro-spores or the male organs, and macro-spores the 
female-and arc formed. chambers called SPORANGIA. The 
reproductive leaves of the f!mrer are:: singularisecl from the 
other floral leaves owing to their bearing these sporangia 
and arc hence called SPOROPHYLS. And as there are two 
kinds of spores,-micro-the male, and macro the female
sporangia and sporophyls are in their turn designated micro
or macro-(with these as prefixes) according as ther bear 
the male or the female sexual organs. 

Its parts. Besides the two es~ential organs for repro
duction or sporophyls, there are usually present in a n )rma: 
and typical flower other structures which, though not directl,\' 
concerned with reproduction, subserve functions which arc 
rather subordinate, but operate with the same end in view. 
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Thus, the component parts of a flower may be placed under 
two different categories each having a set of functions pecu
liar to it, namely, the axis and the appendages. The floral 
axis generally remains undeveloped so far as the lengthening 
of the internodes is concerned, and is called the TORus or 
the RECEPTACLE. The appendages borne upon this axis and 

FIG. 124. FIG. 125. FIG. 126. FIGS. 127,128. Fig. 129. 

Fig. 124. A typical Dicotyledonous Flower. In the centre the 
carpels. 

Fig. 125. Ground plan of the ~ame-of a pentamerous flower. 
Fig. 126. A petal. 127. A Stamen with Anthers bursting-the 

dots Rre pollen grains. 
Fig. 128. A Carpel cut through showing the Ovary with many 

ovules, the Style, and the Stigma. 
Fig. 129. Ovary cut transversely to show the chamber. 

disposed in general accordance with the laws of phyllotaxis 
are very early differentiated in the bud into an outer series 
of leaf-like expansions, occupying the lower part of the axis 
and forming the protective em'elope of floral leaves, and an 
inner series of delicate thin and elongated structures, crowded 
on the upper or terminal part of the torus, forming the 
essential organs of the flower. The floral leaves collectively 
are called the PERUXTH ; the essential organs, the SPOROPHYLS. 
The perianth, again, is usually divisible into two parts-the 
outermost whorl of green ~egments caJlcd SEPALS, forming 
the CALYX, and the inner whorl of coloured leaves or PETALS 
constituting the COROLLA. Of the sporophyls those that bear 
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the male sexual organs are individually called the STA~IENS an d 
collectively the A:-mRCBcIFm ; al1d those that bear the female, 
are similarly called the CARPELS and collectiyely the GYNCECIDI 
or PISTIL. 

Thus the parts of a typical flower arranged in a table 
are :-
I. Floral axis or Torus. 
2. Appendages 

(a) 

(bl 

( External "'horl-Calyx; its leayes 
Floral em'elope ~ arc sepals. 
or Perianth 'j Second ''''horl-Corolla; its seg-

\_ ments are petals. 
Rcproductivc ( :\I,alc sexual organs or Andrcc-
organs or , cium; its parts Stamens. 
Sporophyls "('. Fcma.le sexual organs or Gyncc

,Clum; Its parts Carpcls. 

The malc Sjlorophyls or Stamcn consists of a long and 
slender stCllk cCllled the FIL.UiEXT. and a swollcn portion borne 
upon it at the a;lex cClllecl the .'l.XTHER. The .'l.nther is really 
a collection tJf microsporangia callell pollen-sacs., Clnd consists 
of t\\·o, more usually four, chambcr,; in which the male IQ

producti\"(; Si)ores, lh~ pollen grains, are formed. ' 

The Gyncccium, or the collection cf macrosporophyls, that 
is, reproe!ucti\'e' I,ea\'es beClring female spores, usually forms a 
single hody by the congeniul union of its constiuent carpels. 
In such cases it is composed of three parts, namely, a hol
low inferior part seated on the torus, called the OVARY, 
a terminal part rendered sticky by secretions, callee! STImlA and 
a filiform stalk connecting the two, callee! STYLE. In the 
interior, the m'ary de\'elops generatiye surfaces called PLA~CEN
TAS from which the 1llilcrosporangia, the OVULES, origina . 
The gyncecium, again, may consist of separate carpels eac of 
which may then be differentiated into an Ovary bearing Ov, lcs, 
the Style and the Stigma. I 

Before going into the description of the floral part~ 
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further in detail it will be instructive to give here the evidences 
that have been brought forward to prO\'e that the Flower is a 
Modified Shoot. 

I. As to position :-Flo\yer~ generally occupy the place of 
ordinary leaf buds, i, e. axils of leaves which may be modified 
into bracts. 

2, As 10 pl!rllo/axis :~ The disposition of floral organs on 
the receptacle follO\\'s the same ]a,,' of distribution as that of the 
leaves on branches, The pans of the ilO\\'cr, particularly thc sepals 
and petals, are eithcr in whorb or in spirals: as in the case of 
leaves, their orcler of developmcnt is s:rictl~' acropetal i, c. as 

Fig. 130, Fig. 131. 

A B CDE". 

Fig. 110, FI"r;d leave< of Watpr Lily-,hO'vin" the gradual 
transi~ion from Petals to Stamens ( F, G" ~ 

FIg. 131 A monstrous Pe<tr showing the prolonO'~tion of the 
thalam1ls into a leaty shaat, " 

a rule, the sepals are formed before the petals, p:otals hefore 
\ stamens and these in their turn develop before the carpels, Yet, 

again, they follow the general rule of alternation, that is, the 
sepals alternate with the petals, the petals with stamens etc. 
H lines be drawn as radii from the centre of a flower, it "'ill be 
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found, that thc sepals and stamens are in one line, likewise 
the petals and carpels. This however takes place m the 
'typical idcal f]()\\'er \\'here, as explained, the stamens are 
.antisepa/()lts and thc carpel,; <llltipefalolls, 

3. As to transitioNal forllls:- The change from the lcaf 
to the carpel is indeed very \yil\e. Generally the succcsshe 
,changcs from foliage leaves to hract, and from hracts to the 
perianth scgments, and thcnce again to the essential organs. 
are quitc abrupt. But, in certain cases, thc transition is \'CIT 

gradual and shO\\'s the rcal morphological nature of thc t10\\'er. 
Thu~ for instance. in Water Lilics ( l'adma, Shalook, etc) it is 
foune! that the outermost sct of the serics of ,,-horls that may 
be taken as the Calyx is cOll1jJo,;cd of parts or Sepals that'are 
quite leaf like, 'Those next ab()\'(~ hecome partly colourcd. 
usually on the inside. and then ~Tadualh' hy \'cry slo\\' changes. 
pass into. the coloured Petals, The Petals, again, do not 
form strictly defined '''hoTls; for thcy also pass vcry gradually 
into thc Stamens thc outer most whorl of \\'hich arc petaline in 
texture \\'ith 'small Anthcrs at thc top. These tach c\~r\y 
prove that the Stamen is a metamorphosed Pc tal and that the 
lattcr is a mctamorphosell leaf, that in short, the flower is a 
metamorphoscd shoot. Similar petaline stamens can he secn in 
our ganlen plant Sarvajaya (Ca1llla Indica). .-\gain. in 
many cascs the caIn becomes highly coloured so that it \'ies 
with the corolla anel may usurp its function. An example of 
highly colourect petaline hracts bas already heen given in 
page 102. 

+. As!o !!lOlls/rOIiS (ZI/(/ pro/Verolls grm<'llzs :--13), long 
cultivation Illany f]O\yers have undergone a retrogression in 
the formation of its rcproductivc organs. In the Double Rose 

of our gardens tbe usual place of the stamens, and sometimes 
of the carpels also, is taken up by additional whorls of petals, 
Qr those that are mere degencrated carpellary or staminal leaves. 
In some European Apple trees the petals form minute green 
sepals and the outer stamens are converted into carpels. 
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Even in some of our garden Poppies, there are occasionally 
found some small stalked pistils taking the place of some of 
the stamens. 

ProlijicatiollS, i. e. abnormal growths in the shape of 
flmver within a flower, a shoot growing at the top of a fruit are 
not quite uncommon. Dr . .Masters has mentioned a case of 
flower coming out of the axil of a Stamen in a species of 
Water Lily (Xymphxa Lotus). Such cases point clearly to the 
fact that the floral p8.rts being met8.morphosed leaves, the 
apex of the Torus or Receptacle may grow out through the 
flmver in the form of a yegctatil'e shoot or that axillary buds 
from the b8.se of stamin8.l le8.I'es m8.r, 8.S in the 8.bo\'e case, be 
developed. 

The Floral Phyllotaxis :-.\clopting the doctrine that 
flor8.l organs are modified Ic8.\'cs, it is easr to understand that 
parb 6f the 1I00\'er 8.re ';Y!l1mctric8.11y placee! round the 8.xis : 
and that this i, due to phyllotaxis. Tn many flowers, notably 
in those of ?\ympkca (Shalool;:) and Xelumbium (Padm8.) the 
flor8.! members arc cle8.rly arranged spirally on the l\eceptacle ; 
such ilO\H.!rs are called 1II)'t/ie. "\gain, in those containing a 
a large number of members the ordinary ,~and { phyllotaxis 
of the shoot. also occur. Ilut in most f]O\\'ers the member,., 
arc arranged in I\'hor],.;, and consistent with the Iyhorled phrllo
taxis of foliage, they are a!l\'ays found to alternate, i.e. the 
\\ horI of petab al"'ays stanels ab()\'e the intervals of the Ivhor! of 
sepals ane! below that of the Stamens. This arrangement in 
the case of flora! organs is called c_yclic ane! is hy far the most 
common. Consequently the members of successive ,rhorls 
will be equal in number and such a flower is called Isomerous. 
In a cyclic and isomerous flower the Stamens are antisepalous 
and the Carpels antipetalous. 

The number of members in the different whorls though 
showing every stage of variation, is always typically three in a, 
Monacot, and five in a Dicot; but the number of whorls 
present in a complete flower, that is one containing all the four 
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floral organs, is typically five; one each for Calyx, Corolla, and 
Gyncecium aud two for the Andrcecium. This is expressed when 
we say that flowers are tri-merozts penta-C)'clic in :\lonocots 
and penta-merous penta-C)'clic in Dicots. As in Phyllotaxis, so 

.here,the arrangements of the floral leaves can be best represent-
ed by means of diagrams where the successive cycles or whorls 
are projected on a horizontal plane. Thus in the' diagrams 
(Figs. 124, 125) the Calyx lies externally; and the Gyncecium 
being the uppermost series of organs lies most internally. 

Floral Diagrams.-The relative position and arrange
ment of the parts of flmyer may be best shown in cliagram
matical drawings called Floral Diagrams. These represent 
vertical and trans\-en;e sections of the HO\\-er, and will, when 
properly drawn, sho"- the number, the form, size, xsti,-atioll, 

F](;, 132. FIG. 133. FIG. 13-1-. 

Figs. 132, IT1. I'entClmerolls Pent""yclic Flowers. (Dicots) 
Fig. 132. Diagram of Typical Flower with Obdiplostcmonous 

Stamens. 
Fig. 133. The same with Diplostemonous Stamens. 
Fig. 134. Typical Floral Diagram of Monocot-Tnmerous penta

cyclic. Diplostemonous Stamens. 

cohesion etc, of its part,;. As will be seen from the following 
figures, the trimerous character of the :\Ionocot Hower is kept 
up all through the number of whorls; but, as a rule, in 
Dicots the number of carpels is much smaller. As a rule, 
also, the l\Ionocot Andrcecium consists of two whorls of three 
stamens; and in Dicots the Andrcecium rarely conforms to 
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the typical two \,"horled character. The typical ;'l.nclrcccium of 
t\yO alternating whorb standing in front of the Calyx and 
Corolla respectiyely is called Diploste7110Il()IIS; \\"hen they do 
not alternate with the Calyx and Corolla regularly, i.e .. ,,-hen 
the first or outer whorl is opposite the Corolla aml tbe second. 
or inner \\"borl opposite the Calyx, the arrangement is callee! 
ovdip/oste1ll01l0lts. \Yhere, h()\\-eYer. it is formed of a single 
complete \\"horl, the .\_ndrcecium is HaploslclII{lIlOIiS. 

l'rIodifications of the Floral Structure.-
The T_qlical ;\ngiospermowi flO\\"er is-

(a). Trimerous in :'IIonocols ; 
Pentamerous in Dicots ; 

(h). Pentacyclic; 
i.e). Isomerous; and 
(ti). Diplostemonous. 

But the SJ'IIlJ/leli:r or rtglll(/ri~)' of a flower may he lost 
through yarions modificalions in the floral members. .-\ 
regular flo\\"er can be divided by ill!)' Yerlical section into 1 \\"0 

similar nalyes-that is. \,here one is the exact reflection of the 
other. The terms used in describing flO\\"ers \dth regard 
to tbe symmetry are,-

1. Actinomorphic IlmlTr is regular in the abo"e sense; 
it is also callee! mdial{J' .:)'/Il11/etriml for the different bah-es 
producecl by any longitudinal seclion arc all alike. 

2. Zygomorphic Jl~l"er can be dh-ided into t\HJ similar 
hah-es by only one \-ertical section. It is also called JIOIlOS),lJlIllC

Irical for there can he only one plane (1 -u 'Ill 111 eliy. as the clh-icl
ing plane is called. U neqllal or dissimilar halves arc produced 
when it is divided by other planes. 

3. Asymmetrical flowers arc those which cannot be 
di\"ided into similar hah'es by any plane \vhatever; as, for 
example in Canna (Sarvajaya; Teling :-Kristma-tamara). 

The various causes that have led to the countless diverse 
modifications of the flower may be arranged uncler the follow
ing heacls ;-
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., I. Abbreviation of the floral axis. 
2. Cohesioll of parts of a whorl. 
3. Adhesion of parts of different ,,'horls. 
4. Suppression of members of a whorl. 
5. JlIuitiPlicatio/l of members of a whorl. 
6. DisplacelJlent of parts of whorIs. 
7. E71aliollS or outgrO\\'ths. 
S. ;lId!l!llorplzosis of floral parts. 
Amplifications and examples of these will he found in the 

fo!1o"'ing chapters and floral diagrams. 

FIG. 135. F](;. 13(). FIG. 137. 

Floral Diagrams of Dic()ls:-
Fig. 135, Diagr:lln of PUFPY flower. Perianth Dimerous, consisting 

of two sepals and four pet3ls; stamens and carpels-a large number 
(multiplication). 

Fig. 136. Diagram of Orange: Stamens in 5 bundles, (Multip ica
lion or Splitting). 

Fig. 137. Diagram of Celosia (cockscomb) ,Perianth of 5 leaves in 
one whorl, the other whorl being suppressed: Stamens, one whorl of 5. 
Gyncecium of 3 coherent carpels (suppression or reduction and cohe· 
sion). 

FIG. 138. FIG. I39. FIG. '140. FIG. 141. 

Floral Diagrams of Dicot Flowers. 
Fig. 138. Diagram of Cucumber: Perianth-two whorls of calyx: 
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and corolla; pentamerous. Andrcecium suppressed. Gyncecium, of 
three carpels (Cohesion). (Of the female flower). 

Fig. 139. Diagram of SUlIflower ( Compositao ): Perianth-calyx 
almost su ppressed j represented by the dots j corolla pentamerous. 
Andrcecium pentamerous, haplostemonous, Gyncecium Dimerous, of 
two carpels ( cohesion and reduction ). 

Fig. 140. Diagram of the yasmilles ( Oleaceao ): Perianth tetra
merous. Andrcecium Dimerous ( 2 suppressed-shown by the dots). 
Gyncecium-dimerous, of two carpels ( cohesion and reduction). 

Fig. 141. Diagram of Mal1jeet (Rubiacece): Perianth-Calyx 
almost suppressed (only 4 notches, shown by the dots); corolla 
tetramerous. Andr;ecium tetramerous, hap lostemonous. Gynceciul1l 
Dimerous ( Reduction and cohesion 

FiG. I.J.Z. FIG. I.J.3. FIG. 1H. FIG. I.J-5. 

Diagram,; of ]\Ionocot Flowers. 
Fig. "p. Trimerolls pcntacyclic flower of Scirplls; Andrcecium 

haplostemonous. Perianth reduced. Inner whor.l of stamens sup
pressed. 

Fig. 143. Diagram of Canna. Trimerous pentacyclic. Andrce
cium-the :1 outer suppressed; the two inner modified into petals; 
only one fertile. 

Fig. 144. Diagram of Alpinia (Poon<lng champa or T"r<l). 
Andrcecium suppressed (the outer whorl of three) and modified' 
(two of the inner whorl): only one fertile. 

Fig. 145. Diagram of Banalla (Musrtc:e): with the exception 
of a suppressed stamen (matked X) thf' strllrtnrp. i .... tvnir::lllv trimprnT1"'

pentacyclic. 



CHAPTER VII. 

The Floral Members. 

The Floral Axis properly called the Torus or Receptacle 
but usually the Thalamus is the extremity of the floral stem, 
<>n which the floral organs grow in the same manner as 
leaves on the stem. The simplest form of the Thalamus is the 
conical, the internodes between the successive whorls of floral 
organs being but very poorly developed. Except in Conifers 
and Cycad,s where it is sometimes greatly elongated, in most 
flowers the internodes are rarely distinguishable on the 
abbreviated floral axis. In Magnolia, l\Iichelia (Champak); 
Strawberry and a few other cases, the elongated or conical 
form of the Thalamus is maintained. But it is deeply concave 
or bowl-shaped in the Rose (Fig. 135 ), Myrtle and other 
plants belonging to the families Rosace<e, Myrtacere (Jams :
Eugenia Jambolana, Jamrool :-E. Alba), and Umbellifer<e 
(Carrot, Dill etc). Between the elongated form and the 
hollow concave bowl, there are various gradations. 

Thus the arrangement of the floral organs on the Thalamus 
is calIee! 

HypogYJlOltS, when all the different parts of the flower stand 
freely on the conical, convex or at least flat receptacle in 
tiers. The term literally elenotes that the other floral struc
tures ::itanc! below the Gyncccium (Hypo = under) which 
occupies the topmost part. Fig. 1+6 

PerigYllollS, when a flat floral axis is sunk a little in the 
centre so that its sides grow up as a rim, making it look 
like a saucer and the Calyx, Corolla. and Stamens are borne 
on the annular margin with the carpels in the centre. It is so 
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called because the three outer floral organs stand not below 
but round about the Gyncecium (Peri = around) Fig. 147. 

£pig)'Jlous, when a deeply concave floral axis bears the 
Gyncecium in the cup, so that its sides become fused with 
those of the Carpels and all the other floral parts are inserted 
on the Gyna:cium. (Epi=upon) Fig. qo. The Carpels, 
which in the above case ( perigynous) form the whole wall of 
the ovary, l Fig, q7.) spring in this Cts," l epigynous) from 
the inner surface of the concave Thalamus, and only close up 

FIG. 146. FIG. Q7. FIG, q8. 

Fig. 146. Hypogynous. Fig. [47. Perigynous. Fig. 148. 
Epigynous Flowers. 

the cavity ahove where they develop the style and stigm'l. 
From the relative position of the ovary, it is called superior in 
the hypogynous flower, and inferior in the epigynous. 

Hypogynous flowers form the characteristic feature of a 
large number of plant-families, e. g. Papavirace::e (the Poppy
family) Ranunculacea: (the Aconite family) Nympha:acea: 
( Lotus family) and generally of all those that fall' under the 
great sub-class of Dicots-the Thalamiflor::e. Perigynous 
flowers characterise the families Rosace::e (the Rose family), 
l\1yrtacea:, Rhamnace::e (the Kul or Brar-Zi~yphus-familrt 
etc; and the Epigynous, those known as Umbellifera: (carrot) 

. Cornace::e, Rubiace::e (Ixora-Rungun, Kookur-chura ) etc. 
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Peculiar Forms of the Thalamus.-In some cases the 
potential internodes of the thalamus become developed into 
elongated structures. As regards terminology, 

I. Stipe is the general name of a stalk or elongated 
internode of the floral axis. 

Fig. 1.1-9. Fig. 150. Fig. 151. Fig. 152. 

Fig. 149. Concave hollow thalamus of Rose. Note the Perigy
nous Stamens. 

Fig. 150. Anthophore of Pink. 
Fig. 151. Elongated torus of Gerar.ium showing the mature fruit 

bursting away. 
Fig. 152 Fleshy flat topped torus of \Vate" Lily with carpels 

sunk in it. 

2. Gynophore is the stalk that is interposed as an elongated 
internode between the carpels and the stamens--it is the stalk 
of the Gyncecium. The term Gonophore is applied to the 
stalk which elevates the carpels from the stamens and both 
from the perianth, as in G)lllandropsis heptaphylla (Hur
hurrial. The grnophore of the Lotus (Fig. 152) is enlarged 
into a large flat-topped fleshy mass, on the upper surface of 
which a large number of isolated carpels are distributed. 

3. Carpophore is the elongated terminal internode of the 
thalamus, ,,-hich is prolonged between the constituent carpels 
of the gyncecium as a central axis, as in Geranium (Dopaty or 
Domooty), and in many Umbellifer~. 

4. A nthophore is' the elongated floral internode between 
the calyx and corolla, as in the Pink family, Fig. ISO 
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5. Gynobase is the short, thick stipe in the flowers of the 
-orange family, on which the gyncecium rests. 

The Perianth. 

The floral envelope or the Perianth consists of two parts 
-the outer whorl of green leave5 called Sepals and an inner 
whorl of usually coloured leayes called Petals. The whorl of 
sepals, whether free or united, is called the Calyx; that of 
the petals, the Corolla. In most Angiosperms the Perianth 
is differentiated into the calyx and corolla. But there are quite 
a number of cases where the calyx or corolla or hoth may be 
wanting. Thus.-

I. Achlamydeous flo\yers are those \\'herein the perianth 
is altogether wanting; the whole flower being reduced to the 
essential organs of reproduction. In the kutchoo and other 
Aroids, the spadix is occupied by clusters of minute flowers
of which the lower ones consist of female and the upper of 
male sexual organs only. The flowers are thus both unisexual 
and Achlamydeous. Polhos ojJicinalis (Guj pippul) another 
Aroid, has on the other hanel hermaphrodite flowers each with 
a perianth of six leaves. Again, in the ainentaceous flowers of 
the Pepper family (Piperacea: :-Chavica Betle, the Betle plant; 
Piper nigrulJI, the Black pepper or murich) the perianth is 
wanting, the flowers are unisexual and borne in the axils of 
minute scales. \Vhen, as in the case of Pothos, the perianth 
consists of leayes all alike without any distinction between 
calyx and corolla it is called 

2. Monochlamydeous. In snch flO\yers there is either 
a reduction or suppression or metamorphosis of the whorls
calyx or corolla. Flowers consi,.;ting of only one undifferen
tiated whorl of floral envelol)cs are found as a characteristic 
feature in many families; such for instance, as in Chenopo
diace::e (Palung), Urticace::e (the Fig family) etc., where the 
perianth is scaly or chaff like or not coloured. Coloured and 
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~orolline monochlamydeous perianth occurs in the families 
~yctaginacere, Amarantacere, Liliacere etc. Mirabilis Jalapa 
:he common 40·clock plant has flowers of variegated colours 
-white, crimson, yellow or a mixture of these or spotted. The 
perianth arises as a tuhe or funnel from the ax.i1s of a whprl 

FIG. 153. Fll;. 154. FIG. 155. 

Fig. 153. Unisexual Flowers of the Fig. The PeriRnth monb
chlamydeous. 

FIg. 154. Achlamydeous Flowers of Piper (cubeb). 
Fig. 155. Inflorescence of Euphorbia, the cup-shaped structure 

is not perianth but involucre ( Bracts ). r n. the centre a Female flower 
around which are the Male flowers. 

of 5 green bracts \\'hich must not be mistaken for a calyx. 
Basella-the succuleut dinlbing herb known in Bengal as 
Poin-shak-has a similar petaline perianth. In Celdsia 
(morugphul-the cockscomb) the flowers have very bright 
and coloured perianths which make the whole clustered and 
crested spikes appear as golden, crimson or purple coloured 
cock's comb. Petaloid perianth forms the characteristic 
feature of Liliacere to which our AIm (Ghrita kumari), Onion 
(Allium cepa), Asparagus (A. racemosa-satamuli) etc., belong. 
In Ricinus communis (the castor-oil plant) similarly, the 
perianth consists of only one whorl of sepaline leaves, the 
corolla being suppressed. 

3. Dichlamydeous flowers are those where the perianth 
is differentiated into calyx and corolla, as in most Dicots and 
in some Monocots. They are called heterochlamydeous 
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when the calyx and corolla stand out prominently as differently 
coloured whorls, and hOJ/lochlalllydeous when, as in Palms, 
the t\m whorls are almost alike in colour. 

Modifications of the Perianth. Deviations from the 
leaf-like character of the perianth segments occur in some 
cases. These are due to various causes which will be referred 
to subsequently. For examples, the imperfect perianth of 
Grasses consists of two or three dry scales called Lodicules; 
the calyx of Composit::e (Sun flower, Marigold etc) is usually 
transformed into a tuft of delicate threads called Pappus; in 
Aconite, N"asturtium, Geraniace::e (Dopaty or Doomuthy) some 
of the perianth members are modified into hood-like structures 
or tubular b~ak-like sacs. These are called ~Vec/aries on 
account of the sweet liquid secretion which is usually collected 
in them. 

FIG. 156. FIG. 157. 

Fig. 156. Dichlamydeolls flower of Rose. Thalamus hollow, 
from the surface a number 0; Pistils. 

Fig. 157. Dichlamydeous flower of Strawberry. Pistils on the 
dub-shaped receptacle. 

Fig. 158. Monochlamydeolls flower of Chenopodium. In the 
centre the Pistil. 

Union of parts.-Whether the perianth consists of one 
or two whorls, the members of each whorl may become fused 
so as to form a single body. Cups, bells, tubes, saucers and 
other analogous forms may thus anse from their union. The 
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prefix gamo-or 0'm-added to the terms petal and sepal incli~. 

cates the state of such an union. Thu~ a gamosepalolts Calyx· 
is composed of coherent sepals; a gamopetalolts corolla of 
coherent petals. In contrast to this state of union the free, 
ununited condition of the floral envelopes is denoted by the 
prefix pol_y-or apo; thus polysepalous calp:. and polypetalous 
corolia are those where the sepals and petals respectively are 
free. It sometimes happens, notably in :'IIonocots that two 
perianth whorls-those of the sepals and petals-coalesce into 
a single tuhular or funnel-shaped form, so that the distinction 
between calyx and corolla is obviated. In Crimtnl asialicltlll 
(Sookh-darshan), for instance the large white flowers have only 
corolline perianths with six segments in the border which 
speak of its coherent character. 

The Calyx -The constituent parts of the Calyx, the 
sepals, are almost without exception sessile that is they are not 
stalked. Primarily the Calyx is of two sorts-po!_ysepalous and 
gamosepalolts or, in other words a Calyx may be composed of 
sepals either all united into a coherent body or free. A 
pol_ypkyllous (i.e. composed of ununited phyllomes) Calyx is 
disepalolts, trisepalolls, tetrasepalous pentasepalolls and po!_y
.sepalolts, according as the number of sepals present in the 
whorl is two, three, four, five, or more. Thus, the Calyx of the 
Poppy and plants belonging to its family (Papaviracx) consists 
of only 2 sepals and hence it is disepalous. The Calyx of the 
.Mustard and other plants of the same family (Cruciferx) is 
.composed of 4 sepals and hence, tetrasepalous. In general, the 
Dicot calyx is composed of 5 sepals or is pentasepalous; the 
Monocot, trisepalous. And even when the Calyx is gamo
phyllous, little notches, indentations or lobes present on it~ 
border or open encl, indicate the number of sepals which has 
formed it. Thus in Rubiaceae (munjeet) the calyx is generally 
very small, cup shaped, and cut into 4 notches at the border; 
it is a tetrasepalous gamophyllous calyx. In .Malvaceae (] ava, 
.Simul, etc) the gamophyllous calyx is vah'ate in the bud and 
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when it opens out the border is seen to be five-cleft. Usually 
howe\'er the terms disepalous, trisepalous etc are not applied 
to the gamosepalous calyx which is better described as z-cleft. 
2-parted, 2-notched or by similar expressions. The part of the 
hramosepalous calyx widely incised at the border and just above 
the tube formed by the coherence of the sepals is called the 
throat or faux. 

The position of the Calyx deserves mention. In a 
hypogynous flower it is naturally below the ovary and other 
floral organs; it is then called inferior or free and the Q\'ary is 
superior. But in Epigynous flowers since all other floral 
members take their origin from the confluent head of the ovary 
and thalamus. the calyx is situated upon the ovary and hence, 
is called sttperior. the ovary being inferior. In perigynous 
Rowers, on the other hand, a gamosepalous calyx becomes 
generally fused \\'ith the thalamus and the walls of the ovary; 
when this takes place the calyx is said to be adherent. It is 
found, for example in the families Compositao and Myrtaceao. 

Duration of the Calyx. Like the leaves, the duration of 
the perianth whorls varies greatly in different plants. Thus 
the calyx is-

I. Caducous-when, as in the Poppy, it falls off as soon as 
the flower-bud opens. 

2. Deciduous-when it remains on the thalamus tiII the 
Corolla falls off. 

3· Persistent-when the calyx remains even after the 
corolla has fallen off. A persistent Calyx may simply remain 
as a crumpled dry appendage or may take part in the formation 
of the fruit: In Dillenia (Chalta) Plantain and Guava (Psidiutll 
guava) the calyx grows along with. the fruit and enveloping the 
latter forms a thick or hard rind. Such a calyx is called 

Marcescmt.-In PhYsalis (Tepari), on the other hand, it 
grows during the maturation of the fruit into a bladder-like' 
expansion which it completely invests and is then called 

Accrescmt.-Other examples of the persistent calyx we find~ 
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in Trapa (water chestnut-paniphal), \yhere the horns of the 
fruit are formed by the lignification of the Calyx teeth; in the 
pappus of Compositre, the persistent calyx is modified into 
scales, bristles or hairs or other feathery structures; in the 
Apple, Pear, \Yater melon ane! Cucumber the ad nate Calyx 
growing with the fruit forms a firm rine!; that is it is 
marcescent. I t should be obsen'ed that the accrescent calyx is 
outwardly not recognisable as ha\'ing once been a simple calyx, 
but in Guava, Dillenia and other fruits having a marcescent 
calyx the tube only of the latter becomes adherent and hard 
while the calyx-lobes or parts assume a shri\'elled and \\'ithered 
appearance. 

O. Operlltlate-\yhen, as in the case of the Datura 
(D. Stranl1lZlmiltlll-the Dhutra), the Imyer part of the calyx 
is persistent and remains attached to the fruit and the thalam us 
",hile the upper part separates h)" a trans\'erse and circular slit 
it is called operculate or calJ'pfrate. 

Forms of Calyx.-
I. When the sepals are free, the Calyx is pO{J'upalolts. 

\Vhen they are equal on size and form and are arranged 
.~ymmetrically about the axis or thalamus, the Calyx is regular. 

2. "'hen the sepals are united, the Calyx is ga1Jiosepalolls. 
A gamosepalous Calyx may he RE(;n.AR of which there are 
.,everal forms ;~. 

(a). Tubular-an elongated Calyx with side;.; running 
almost parallel. 

(h). Campanu/ate-i.e. a bell shaped Calyx. 
(c). In,!ulldifntli_form-i.e. funnel shaped. 
(d). Crceolate-i.e. expanded in the middle ane! narrow

ing towards base and apex. 
(e). inflated or globose~i. e. shorter than above and 

almost globular. 

3. Of the forms of the I RREGl"L\R Calyx the following 
.are the most important. 
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(il). Ga/eate or hf)()ded-i.e. one or more of the sepals 
form a helmet-like structure arching m'er the other 
parts, as in Aconite (Kat-bi,.;h.) 

(b). Spurred-i.e. one or more of the sepals of the 
polysepalons or a part of the gamosepalons Calyx 
prolonged dO\vnwarcls into a tubular process, as in 
the Garden Kasturtium. 

FIG. 159. FrG. r60. FHi. r6I. FrG. rh2. FIG. 163. FIG.164. 

Fig. 159. Bilabiate Corolla. A, the calyx; B, the lips of the 
cerola. A Bifid stigma below the upper lip. 

Fig. 160. An irregular ga!llopetalous corolla,-PersonMe. Note 
spur (c). (Of Scrophulariaceao). 

Fig. 161. Ligulate Corolla of sunflower. Calyx-pappos. Stigma
bifid. 

162. Campanulate or Bellshaped Corolla. 
163. Tubular Corolla of Composit;e. Calyx with pappus. ::'tyle, 

befld. 
Fig. 164. Urceolate corolla. 
A-calyx. 
Band C-Corolla. 

lC). Saccafe-i.e. pouched and dilated at the base, as in 
Salvia. 

(d). Gibbous-i.e. \I'ith a shallow pouch at the base, as 
in many Cruciferae. 

(e). Labiale or Bilabiale-i.e. irregular! r drawn out on 
each side so as to form t\\"o lips; it is gamo
sepalous and characterises the fam ily Labiatae', 
(Tools),: Pod ina : Salda etc). 
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The lea\'es of the Calyx, the Sepals, are usually exsti]lu
late; but in certain flowers, specially in those belonging to the 
Rose family (Rosacea::) the stipules of the sepals form a 
whorl. Such an outer series of small sepal-like structures. 
standing just below the sepal is called the .E'picalyx. An 
almost similar whorl is also imariahly found in the J aya 
family C\Iah'aceae :-Simul cotton, :'IIallow etc) ; but here the 
epicalyx is an aggregation of bracts as in the involucre. 

The Corolla :-It is the most attractive part of the flO\\'er 
O\ving to its often brilliant colouring. Its duration may be like 
that of the Calyx-thus, it is caducous in many poppies; but 
usually it remains so long as fertilisation has not taken place. 
Its main function is to protect the reproductive organs during
the early stages of their formation and to invite insects and 
other small \Yinged animals to effect pollination. In many 
flo\\'ers, ho\\'ever it forms only an insignificant part, for 
example, in grasses. Like the Calyx, the Corolla may 
be polypetalous or gamopetalous, regular or irregular. In a 
regular polypetalous Corolla the petals are equal in size and 
form and are symmetrically arranged on the axis, as in Poppy. 
Lotus, :\Iagnolia, R.ose etc. An irregular Corolla, whether 
gamopetalous or polypetalous, results from the unsymmetrical 
growth of its parts. Of the regular polypetalous corolla the 
following are the more important forms :-

A. Forms of Polypetalous Corolla :
REGULAR: 

1. Cruciform or crucillle,' a corolla of four similar petab 
arranged in the form of a cross; it is characteristic of the 
:Mustard family of plants (crucifera::). 

2. R()saceous: a corolla with roundish and spreading 
petals, as in Rose and its family. The petals are 5. 

3. Calyophyllaceous,' a corolla with 5 long-stalked petals 
which spread out their lobes above and are enclosed below 

• within a tubular calyx, as in the common garden Pink and its 
family (Caryophyllacere). 
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4. Liliaceous: a corolla of 6 perianth segments arranged 
on the thalamus so as to give the appearance of a funnel, as in 
the common Lily and Tulip. 

II lRREGl'LAR: 

5. Papilionaceous: it is the peculiar irregular corolla of 
the pea and all plants belonging to its family (Papilionacere). 
It consists of 5 petals, one large, called the T'e.yillulIl or 
standard, two lateral-zuillgs or ala', ancl t\VO lower, fused to 
form a boat shaped structure called the karina or keel. The 
name comes from its supposed resemblance to a hutterfly. 

FIG. I6S. • FIG. r66. 

Fig. InS. Papilionaceous Corolla of Pea. A, the vexillum. To the 
right the cross section. ..Estivation, vexillar. 

Fig 166. Cruciform flower of mustard. C, the c"lyx. A, the 
Corolla. 

Fig. 167. Caryophyllaceous Corolla, the petals are cJ.we~ (c) 
and spreading above (A). 

B. Forms of Gamopetalous Corolla :
I. REGt:L\R: 

I. Tubular: a corolla nearly cylindricaL as in the disc
flowers of many Compositre (Surjamukhi, Genda etc). 

2. Rotatf: a corolla with no limb or tube, but spreading 
widely from the very base, as in the Brinjal (Begun-Solanum 
.1Eelongena), Potato (S. tuberosunl), Tepari (Ph_),salis) etc. 

3. Campanulate or Bellshaped: a corolla rounded at the 
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base and gradually expanding out so as to appear as a bell the 
sides being slightly divergent; the length of the tube is not 
more than twice the breadth. Ex. in some Solanace:.e and 
·Campanulacca:. 

4. hifundibuljforlll or FUIl1lCI-shaped: a corolla having
the appearance of an im'erted cone, like a funnel, as in the 
Tobacco (}\Ticotiana Ta1JilrllJll). Here the sides of the tubular 
limb, gradually diverge al\'ay I'err I\'ideh' at the top, as in 
Datura (Dnutra - - D. stralllll/rmiulIl). 

5. J(ypocraterjforlll or sa17,er-sllilped: a corolla with a 
long narrow tube spreading out at right angles at the top like 
a saucer, as in the Kalmi-Iuta (Ipomea), Kunja-Iota (Asclepias 
<Jdoratissinza) , Goal fering ( I Tillka Rosell), the Indian ] asmines 
(] ui, ::'.fallika etc). 

6. Urceolate: a corolla sll'ollen in the middle and narrow 
at base and contracted in the month, as in many Ericaceze, 
specially in 1 (lccillUIll. 

J J IRRE(WLAR: 

r. Ligulate or slrap-shaped: a corolla tubular and narro\~' 
at the hase and opening out as a flattened expansion. The 
tube appears to split open on one side and diverge a\my on the 
other. The Corolla here is composed of three ur five petals 
all fused into a tube, the upper part only bearing. three or five 
notches which point to the gamophyllous character: otherwise 
it simulates a single petal. J t is common in the ray flowers of 
many Compositze as in Helianthus a1l111tS (Surjamukhy). 

z. Labiate, Bilabiale or Lipped: a corolla having its 
expanded portion didded into t\I'O lips (superior and inferior) 
Dne of which is generally more prominent. The upper or 
superior lip is usually composed of two fused petals and the 
lower or inferior of three, though the reverse is also found. It 
gives the name to the family of plants known as Lahiatze in 
which it occurs as a distinguishing feature. 

3. Ringen/: it is a biiahiate Corolla with the lips widely 
()pen, as in Bakash (:Justicia Adhatoda), Hule-Khusa (Phlomis) 
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and many plants of the families Labiat~, Acanthace~e al1,l 
V erbenace~. 

4. Personate or masked: it is a bilahiate corolla \\'ith the 
throat or opening closed b)' a projection of the lower lip called 
the palate. It is cOlllmon in the herhaceolls plants of the 
family Scrophulariace~e. 

5. Gibbous or Saccate : a personate or ringent Corolla with a 
pouch like expansion at the base, a~ in l'at!lUl'-Choor 
(Plectrallthus). 

Flli. 170. FIG. 171. 

Fig. 168. Longitudinal section through a tubular flower (epigy
nous). Stamens, epipetalous, 

Fig. 169. The same-Entire. 
Fig. 170. Longitudinal section through a flower of Java. Sta

mens monadelpholls and epipetalous. 
Fig. 171. Longitudinal section through a flower of Primrose. 

Hypogynous structure. Stamens, epipetalous. 

Modifications and appendages of the Corolla.-"" 
foreshadowing of these have already been noticed in the 
Labiate, Ringent. Saccate etc., corolla. Petals. in case of poly
phyllous corolla, and parts of the tube of the gamophyllou~ 
are frequently suppressed, transformed into pouch-like reser
voirs called Nectaries, where honey is secreted. or prolonged into 
spurs or hoods and modified in various other ways. A depar-
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ture from the usual sessile nature of thc floral lea\'es is found 
in the petals of Caryophyllaceous fiO\\"ers. The stalk of the 
petal, corresponding to the petiole of the leaf is called the 
Unguis \\'hich means a cla\\', and the flower "'ith stalkcd petals 
is called Gnguiculate. The expanded part of the petal al)(wc 
this cla\\" is the lim;'. Unguiculate corollas form the charac
teristic feature of many plants e.g.. in the Henna family 
(Lythracece--J:azl'sllIzill inermis--menthy or mend)"), and in 
the Pink family (Dialllllll.l· --Caryophyllace~\O I. In PassiHora 
(Passion flower--Jhumkolotal a whole serics of ligule-Iikc 
structures arises from the throat of the corolla. enhancing the 
beaut~· of the large hlue tlol\·crs. This is called the m/"mw. 

In thc Daffodil, Borago. and man.,' othcr plants hal"ing a 
gamopetalous corolla the throat is usually prOl'ided with scaly 
outgro\\"ths which, though not so very prominent as the corolla, 
undoubtedly are I'ery interesting things. for it is sometimes 
difficult to find out their true morphological naturc. 

The Preftoration or restivation of the Flower.·
This subject has alrcady been touched upon. (See page 90) 
The individual parts of the floral em'elopes \\'hich alone arc 
somewhat leaflike, may be folded. plaited, rolled etc, as in the 
case of leaf-\·ernation. But the relative position of the floral leaves 
in the bud or \\"hat is called the Preftoration is the more impor
tant question. Besides the three already mentioned, i.e. 7J017'ale 
illl;'ricale, and (()7zlor/ed, the :ollowing are the other important 
kinds of IEstivation :--

Induplicate.-it is a form of the vah'ate only; here the 
margins of the incliddual floral leal'cs are folded iml'ards on 
themselves. 

QuinclIllcia/, it is a form of the imbricate; there arc 
5 parts or lobes of which two are external wholly-two internal 
wholly and one partly internal, partly external. 

Ve.1-·illill)',-:--it also is a form of the imbricate; the term is 
particularly applied to the LEstil'ation of the flower of the Pea. 
and its f~milr. Fig. 165. In this a large petal, called the vexillum. 
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is folded over the others of which the two lower unite into a 
bOlt shaped structure, and the two lateral partially close upon 
the sides of the latter. 

Plailed inz'olule, plaited com'ollle. etc .. are peculiar :rstiva
tions found commonly in the Potato family (Solanaceze)
Datura, for instance. belonging to the same familF has a 
tubular corolla (which is really formed by the congenital 
union of the 5 petals), the component parts of which are 
folded or plaited in the bud. 
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CHAPT}:R VIll. 

Tha Essential Organs of Reproduction. 

The sporophylls, as has already been observed, are differen
tiated into the male and the female sex-bearers. In the great 
majority of Dicots and :\Ionocots these tl\"O organs are 
cleyeloped in the same flo\\·er. But there are many other cases 
where one or other or hoth of the sexual organs may be com
pletely absent, just as it happens with the Perianth. Sinecure 
ilmyers haying no sexual organs are not at all reproductive 
themselves but may h~lp in bringing about the reproduction 
in other flowers.. They occur characteristically in the peri
pheral zone of the Capitulum and are called "Yet/fer. 

I. When both the sexes are present in the same flower, 
i.e., the Andrcecium and the Gyncecium are formed in the 
same flower, it is called Bisexual or Hermaphrodite or :\1ono
dinous. It is the rule in Angiosperms in general. 

2. When male and female organs i.e., the Andra:cium 
and the Gyncecium are developed on different flowers, they 
.are called Imperfect, Unisexual or Diclinous. Thus in the 
Fig. the Castor-oil plant (Ricinus), the Willow (Salix lelras
perllla-Barun or Pani-juma), the Nutmeg (Jfyristica _fragralls 
-Jay~phal), Crotons, in the Cucumber family of plants, the 
stamens and pistils are formed on different flowers. 

3. Unisexual flowers may be Staminate when they bear 
only the male organs or stame115, or Pistillate when they bear 
the pistils only. Ther are called 

4. ::\Ioncecious, when staminate and pistillate flowers are 
borne on the same individual plant, as in the families Arum 
(kutchoo), Ficus (Fig, Banyan etc), Urtica (Lal-Bichuti-
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If. interrupta), Amaranthus (~otya shak-A. Oleracens), 
Cocos (~arikal-the cocoanut), Pines (Deodars), Crotons, the 
Cucumber and other plants of its family (Cucurbitace~) etc. 

5. Dicecious, when staminate and pistillate flowers are 
formed on different individuals-one producing only male and 
the other the female organs; as in Willows, Pandanu'l (Ketuky 
or Kea,) Cannabis (Ganja, the narcotic-C. Sativa,) Smilax 
(Topchini), Dioscorea, l\Iyristica l~utmeg~Jar-phal), Phcenix 
(the Date Palm-Khejjoor) etc. 

5. Polygamou.~, when the same plant bears hermaphrodite, 
staminate and pistillate flowers, as in many Palms. 

FIG. I7l. FIG. 173· FIG. 174. FIGS. 175, 176. 177, -FIG.I78. 

Fig. '72. 
Fig. 173. 
Fig. 174. 
Fig. 175. 
Fig. 176. 
Fig. 177. 
Fig. 178. 

Anthers. 

Monadelphous Stamens of Malvacea:_ 
Monadelphous Stamens of PapiJionace:e. 
DiadeJphous Stamens of Pea. 
Syngenesious Stamens of Composit:e. 
Syngenesious Stamens of Cucumber. 
One anther (Sinuous) of the same. 
Cross section through same showing 

The Andrrecium. 

the sinuous. 

The collection of male sporophylls or Stamens is called 
the Andrcecium, Its universal position is between. the 
Perianth on the outside and the Gyncecium on the inside. It 
is, however, hypog-ynous, perigynous, or epigynous according 
at it stands below, around or above the ovary. The ,:ord 
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Andrcecium comes from the Greek andria (=man: meta
phorically used to signify the male stamens) and the terms 
descriptive of the stamens of a flower are formed by prefixing 
a suitable numeral before the term. Thus;-

JIZOllalldrOllS flower has only one stamen; 
Dianrirolts has two; Triandrolls, three; 
Tetralldrolls, four; Pen/mltirolls. five; 
He:'mndrolJs, six; Hepfamirolls, seven; 
Octandrous, eight; .Ellileanrirous, nine ; 
Decalldrolls, ten; Dodecanrirolts, twelve; 
Polyandrous, any indefinite number. 
A typical stamen is segmented into three parts-filament, 

:anther, and connective, The filament is the stalk of the 
stamen and corresponds to the petiole of a leaf. The Anther 
js the club shaped sac corresponding to the blade of a leaf. 

The connecti \ c is the part which connects the filament 
to the anther and is homologous with the midrib of a leaf. 
Before going into a detailed description of the parts of the 
stamen it will be convenient to give here the other descriptive 
terms that are usually employed. 

Diltl'llamOlis Stamens: where there are four stamens of 
\vhich two are short and two long. Fig. 198, 

I e/rari),nalllOItS Stamens: where there are six stamem; of 
which four are long ami two short. Fig. 199 . 

.I.1£olladelpholts Stamens : where the filaments of a wltorl of 
stamens cohere to form a single body or tube. Similarly 
diadelpholts, triadelpholls, po(yadelpholts etc. are term&. denoting 
the number of such united tubes or bodies, being two, three, and 
many respectively in the three cases. 

S},ngenesiolts Stamens: where they cohere in their anthers, 
the filaments remaining free. 

Gynandrous Stamens; where they arise uJ;lOn the Pistil
being an extreme case of Epigyny. 

In the following table examples.of the different kinds of 
stamens are given. 
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l\Ionanclrous... Dulalchampa (Hed_whiunl Corrmariumj_ 
Chandra-moolika (K rrmpfiria Galanga). 
Bhooi-champa (K. rotunda), Turmeric (Cur
cuma), Ginger (Zil/giber; etc. 

Diandrous... Shephalika,the Jasmines, Bakash, Bhoomi-
nim (Gratiota, Serrata) Punarnava (B!rrhm'ia 
procumbens) and many other plants belong-
ing to the Families Oleaceze. Acanthacea~_ 

Scrophulariacex, Labiatze, etc. 

Triandt:ous... Cyperacex (:\Iootha), many Grasses, as 
in Khus-kush (Alllir(!pogoll), Sugar-cane plant 
(Saccharum), Durba (Pa71iCUJIlI, \Vheat 
(Triticum z'ulgare), and in many other Cra
minx (the Grass family.) 

TetrandrQus... }Ianjeet, Rangun, ([xora) , and malll-

Pentane!rous., . 

Rubiaceze : Isupghul (Plantago), Water chest
nut (Trap a Bispinosa). Gandha bandhuli 
(Olden/al/dia; etc. 

(This is most common). Kalmi, Sakar
kant! aloo (Com'oh'u/us) ; Kadamha, Gambir 
(Cncaria GaJllbier I and many other Rubiaceze : 
Potato, Brinjal, (Solallum), Datura, and in 
almost all Solanaceze ; Kool (Ziz),phus) , Do()-
patr (Geranium), Banana, etc, etc. 

Hexandrous... Sookh-t!arshan (Crilllllll), Onion (A/lium 
cepa) elatchandal (Gl()riosa), Satamuli 
(Asparagus), Rajanee-Gune!ha (Po[J'{llllhes). 
Bamboo (BambI/sa), ane! III many other 
l\Ionocots. 

Heptanclrous... JOllesia Asoka Ir\soka or Usok). 

OctancIrous... Bakul or }Iulsari (Jfinzllsops e/engi) .. 
l\Ieth)~ or Henna U:awsonia inermis), Pan
l\Iurich (PO/J'gOlllllll), etc. 
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Enneamlrous... Tejpata (~<lur/{.I' Jialabllriw) , ~'\.kash~ 

\'alli, the parasite (Cas.f_)'tilll ji1lfor7llis). 

Decandrous... Kanchan or \'ooga-patra (B<lltilillia), 

Soondali (Cassia), Kalkashinda (Selina), 

:U adhabee-lota (lIiplllge JliukbZo/a), Sajeena 
(ilforinga ptCl:l'go"perl7la\':-\im ("l£eIiIl),Badam 
(Ter!llillalia Cataf>j>a) etc. 

Dodecandrous... Xooniya or Looni),a shak (Portulam I, 

Shij -Tekata shij (Euphorbia). 

Polyandrous... euaYa (Psidiltnz) , Kag-phanee (Cactus. 
(;ulah-jam, J amholan ( Eugenia) T)arimho 
(Fzmi{'a), Xashpati (PJ'rus) Gaub (lJiospJ'rlts ,
Acacia, Lajja-hatl'-lota ,:\limosa), Poppy, 
Lotus, and in many other Dicots. 

l)laynamous... Pollina, Layendar. Toolsy, many-
Acanthacea:. Labiat::e, Scrophulariace::e, etc. 
Til (SeSilS/JIUlIl orienlale), Begonias, etc. 

Tetrad)'namous :'Iustard family (Crucifer::e), as Sarisha, 
Cabbage, ;,[oola etc. 

iVfonadelphous l\IallO\\' family (\Iah·ace::e-Jaya. Cotton 
etc), Ulat-kamul (Abrol7la augusta I, Kllnak
champa (Ptersopermum) etc. 

Diadclphous... Tamarind, Sissoo, the Timber plant 
(Dalbergia sisso) , : Palas (Butea _frolldo,ra) , 
Shun, Ratti and all plants of the pea family 
(Papilionace::e). 

Syngenesiolls... . All plants of the family Composit::e such 
as SunftO\\'er, Genda, Kusum (Carthal7lu" 

Ti'ncldrizts) Somraj (Serratlfia Alifhellllilltiae)_ 

Gynanclr6us... In all Orchids and 111 Eshar .:'11001 
(Aris/oll'){/zia Indica.) 

The Andrcecium is composed of the male sexual organs. 
or Stamens. Each stamen usually consists of two pairs of 
pollen-sacs at its upper end beneath the apex, .which are inclu
ded under the term Anther, ami a slender and ofte]1 yery long 
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stalk called the Filament. The two halves of the ,\nther are 
united and at the same time separated by a part of the filament 
called the Connective. But the filament and the connective 
are not the essential parts of the Stamen; they ma\- be absent. 
And a leaf bearing pollen-sacs only may as weli be called a 
Stamen. 

FIG. 179. FIG. 180. 18I. FIG. 182, 183,184,185, 186. 

Fig. 179. Diagram to show the formation of Anther; a, the s~('s. 
Fig. 180. The same in cross section; a, a, the sacs, showing 

the partition walls intruding. 
Fig. 181. The same to show the bags of pollen grains. 

Quadrilocular anther. 
Fig. 182-185. Attachment of anther to filament. 
Fig. 182. Innate. Fig. 183. Adnate. 
Fig. 184. Dorsifixed, 
Fig. 185. Versatile. 
Fig. 186. Unilocular anther of Java splitting transversely: a, the 

anthers. 

The Filament, though usually slender and filiform, may 
in some cases be .fiat and leaf-like. In normal fiowers what 
are called petaloid filaments are matters of common observa
tion. In Nymphrea and Nelumbium (Lotus family) such 
fiat, leaf like and coloured filaments form a characteristic 
feature. In Canna, again, the filament is petaloid and bears 
the pollen-sacs at the tip of the leaf. On the other hand, in 
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many degenerated flowers knOl,-n commonly as DfJuble jlowers 
e.g, double Rose, double :\fallow etc, the otherwise slender 
stalk like filaments of normal flowers are degenerated into 
flat and expanded and often highly coloured leaf like structures. 
In many of these cases the doubling results from the complete 
transformation of the stamen into a petal. 'Vitness, for exam
ple, many flowers of Aparajita (Clitoria ternatea), ] ava 
( Hebiscus ) etc. 

At first sight, in ordinary cases the filament would be 
regardell as the homologue of the leaf-stalk. the stamen being 
a metamorphosed leaf. But the petaloid stamens point rather 
to the fact that the filament corresponds to the leaf-blade, 
But as these are rather abnormal cases the general view held 
is that the filament corresponds to a leaf-stalk and the Anthe,' 
to the lamina. In Wheat, Rye, Rice, :\Taize, Flax, Bamboo, 
Cyperus, Scirpus and in many other cases the filament is 
thread-like, long and slender. But departures from the 
filamentous character are more often obsen-ecl. Thus besides 
the petaloicl filament referred to abOl-e, it is generally very 
broad in Asclepiadace:ce ( Akanda-Ca!olropis giganlea ; kunja
lata-Pergularia odoratissllla etc I. and :\pocynacere (karavy
Nerium oleander; Taugor~ 7ilberna'1110Iliallll ; Gool-phiringhi
Vinca rosea; etc)_ In some of them it is hooked or prolong-

ed above the anthers as a projection. Such appendages are 
also found in many other cases and are particularly noticeable 
in the stamens of AlliulIl (Onion, Garlic etc). Fig, 191. In 
Ricinus romnlltllis ( the castor-oil plant) the Stamens are much 
branched. Fig_ 190. In Cucurbita (cucumber family) there are 
five ~tamens at the inception but later on they are fused pecu
liarly so that the stunted filaments cohere into a columnar boely 
on which the anthers grow very rapidly forming yermiform 
coils. Fig. 192. 

The Anther.-It is the apical portion of the blade of a 
staminal leaf. Imagine the right and left half of the lamina 
infolded towards the midrib, as shown in Fig. '79, and we 
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get the typical /7f'()-/oclilar Anther \vith the midrib 8S the 
CO:-;XECTIYE. The chambers or sacs (technically called 
THECA) are in their early stages divided into t\\'o by a p:utition 
wall \vhich stretches from the c::mnecti\·e. throuCih the cavity. 
to the opposite wall. (~ee Fig. 180). The young ;\nther 
is thus composed of 4 cells in each of \yhich pollen grains are 
produced. The 'lltariri/(Jclt/flr .\nth~r thus form.ed. becomes 
however t\\'o locular at maturity. hy the disorganisation or 
absorption of the partition wall formed within the chambers. 
But in :'Ilallo\\' ancl its family (:'IIalvace::e--J<l7'1l etc.) the two 
chambers become confluent and produce only one polliniferous 
cavity. The Anther becomes then ['nilomlar. In the 
Anthers of the :'IIimose::e (:\cacia-Bahla; :'Ilimosa-'-Lajjahaty 
Iota etc.) the pollen sacs are "ery curiously formed. There are 
usually as many as eight chamhers formed by the de\'elopment 
of partition walls within each of the 4 cavities of the quadri
locular anther. In each of these loculi pollen grains are pro
duced in large numhers. 

Form of the Anther.--The sinuous 7Jertlli/(Jrlll Anther 
of Cucurhita has already been mentioned. Generally Anthers 
are more or less rounded, 07'(11 or elliptical, as in the .\Imond. 
In man~' Grasses they are linear ane! forked at each extremity 
so as to resemble the letter x in form. 

Variations in the form of the Anther are sometimes due to 
the dimensions of the connective and pollen-sacs. Thus in 
Ranunculace::e (Aconite family). Magnoliace::e (Champaka). 
Nymph::eace::e (Lotus family) and Papavirace::e (Poppy 
family) the connecth'e is large and broad and the pollen-sacs 
form only narrow linear horders. In Salvia (Lahiat::e) the 
connective assumes the form of a har or lever running trans
versely at the top of the filament. In Grasses, many Lilies 
and Gentians the connective is very small and delicate so that 
the Anthers are left freely to move as if on a pivot. In 
ilfirabilis Jalapa (Krishna kali) the pollen sacs are hulky and 
the connective is slender. (See Fig. 189), 
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The attachment of the Anther to the Filament 
:may be principally in three different mocIes. Thus. it is 

J. Inllate or basijixed ~Fig. 1~:l2). when the Anther is 
.fixed directly on the top of the filament so that the lobes or 
pollen-sacs are on the two sides of the connective. 

2. AdlZate (Fig. 183/. when the connective appears to 
.be a direct prolongation of the !lament; as in :\Iagnolia and 
Water Lily. 

3. Dorsijixed (Fig. 184) when the filament is attached 
.10 the back of the .\nther so that it is immovable. 

4. Versatile (Fig. 185). when the .\nther is attached at 
some point of its back or front to the tip of the filament, so 
.that it can move freely as on a pivot; as in all Grasses, Lilies 
etc. 

FiGS. 187.188, FJ(;. 18y. FIG. 190. 1"1<;. I':)!. Fw. 1':)2. 

Different kinds of anthers and filaments. 
Fig. 187. Anthers of Cacao. Fig. 188. Stamen of Aconite. 
Fig. 189. Anther of Mirabilis (krishr.akati) 
Fig. 190. Branched stamen of Ricinus (castor oil) 

. Fig. 191. Flat stamen of Onion (Allium) with appendages. 
Fig. 192. Sinuous, convolute anthers of Cucurbita. 

Again with regard to the direction to which an .\nther 
faces. it is called 

Exlorse when facing outwards or away from the :axis ane! 
towards the perianth, as in :\Iagnolia. 

Illtrorse whel). facing inwards or towards the axis of the 
flower as in the Lotus family. 
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The Dehiscence of Anthers is accomplished in yarious 
ways. At maturity, the pollen grains remain simply heaped 
in the pollen sacs ami they are discharged by the bursting of 
the sides of the anther. Openings or chinks that are thus 
formed usually extend from top to bottom of the Anther and 
are called Sutures or ,",illes 0/ delziscence. There are four 
different ways in which Anthers shed their pollen grains : 
these are-

I. Longitudinal or Sutural Delziscence. This is the usual 
mode. Here each Anther lobe is split open by a longitudinal 
slit along the sutures. 

2. TranszJel-se delziscence. Here the Anther is cut hori
zontally or transversely. It is common in unilocular Anthers 
as in l\Ialvacere (Jaya, Simu!:etc). Fig. I86. 

3. Valvular Delziscence. Here semicircular slits arise in the 
Anther walls and open out in the .form of \"ah'es or trapdoors.. 
(Fig. 200). It is of rare occurrence but is met with generally 
in the Camphor (Cinna11lollllt!ll Camplzora) ane! Dalchini (Cill1U1-

7Il011lU711 Zc.ytaniC1lm) trees, ane! in many species of Berberis. 
4. Porous delziscence. Here small round or irregular 

'pores or openings are formed on the anther walls and the 
pollen grains are ejected out through them. It occurs in 
Solanum, Senna, Pol~"galas, Euphorbia and many other 
plants. 

In the Cacao plant (Tlzeoorollla Cacao) a curious aperture 
is opened out at the top of the four cells of the anther. 
In many plants of the family Curciferre the anthers are 
spirally twisted after dehiscence. In some Liliaceous plant~ 
the longitudinal opening of the linear anthers result~ in the 
formation of a globular structure after the dehiscence. In 
many cases the discharge of the pollen is accompanied by a 
moyement of the stamen. In Mulberry, for example, the 
filament uncoils like a spring at the moment of dehiscence of 
the anthers, and the pollen grains are thus forcibly ejected 
and dispersed. 
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In Grasses the versatile anthers swing freely in the air and 
dehiscing, allow the very light and dry pollen-grains to he 
driven before the wind. 

The Pollen grains. -The pollen is produced from a 
layer of generating cells (archesporiulll) lining the interior of 
the Anther chamhers. 1t consists of separate grains, the size 
and shape of ,,,hich. though uniform in the same plant or 
species, differ in different species or families. It is generally 
oblong or (}\'al hut may as \Yell be polygonal, crested, angular 
grains and so on. In versatile Anthers and in many other cases 
ther are powdery: in many others, on the contrary, ther are 
viscid, sticky glutinous and aggregated. They are usuall)' 
formed in fours from the mother cells (archesporium) in the 
interior of the Anther chambers, and as they complete their 
growth the inner walls of the Anther become in most cases 
obliterated. It is during this stage that the lines of suture 
and pores are formed on the external walls of the Anther. 

~-\ pollen grain has two coats,-the inner ~oft membrane en
Closing the actiYe and generati"e protoplasm (Sper1llatoplaslll), 

FIG. U)3. 

Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 

193· 
194· 
195· 
196. 

197· 

FIG .. 197. 

Pollen of Cucumber (with circular lids!. 
Pollen of Taraxacum (Hexagonal). 
Pollen of Gentian (Oval). 
Dotted pollen of cirsume. 
Pollen of Circa!a alpin a ( triangular ). 

called the in/ine: and a rather firm exterior coat enveloping 
and pr'?tecting the young pollen, called exline. It is on this 
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extine wall that the infinite I'ariet}' of excayations and sculpturings 
which giYe the pollen the peculiar appearance when seen under 
the microscope, is formed. On the pollen roundish grains of 
:'Ialvaceous plants, for instance, there is a large number 0'1' 

hriskly projections. In .\lagnolia and \Vater Lilies, a single 
furrow runs over the sUI'face from one end to the other of the 
oval or elongated grain. In Poppies, Roses, Almonds, many 
Solanaceous plants I Potato, Bringel etc), in Gentians, many 
Papilionace~, Scrophulariace~ etc, there are three, occasionally 
more, groo\'es like the ahol'e. The pollen grains of Basella 
(Poin-shak) are cubical or prismatic. Crystalline pollens are 
the characteristic feature of the plants of the Pink family 
\ Caryophyllace~) and in COJ11posit~. In the Passion-:loll-er 
(Passiflora) and Cucumber family (Cucurbitace~) the large 
round grains are provided with little lid-like processes on 
the extine, \\'I'1ich may be pushed out by corresponding 
projections of the illtillf. The term perim is sometimes 
applied to the external laye~ of the pollen grain from which 
the protuberances etc, arise. 

The ahol'e are exam pIes of cases where the grains remain 
isolated and free. But in ce~·tain other cases they are agg-re
g-ated in small colonies. Thufi in Pines (Deodar), as Iyell 
as in Onagracere (Kesaradam--Jussieull repells; Panphal or 
Singhara-Trapa bispillosa) , the pollen consists of three Of 

four blended cells. Coherent masses of innumerahle pollen 
grains blended together by a viscid secretion into what appear 
like bunches of grapes, form the characteristic feature of ,the 
Orchids and Asclepiads (Akanda-Calolropis gigalltea). These 
are called Pollillia; while the aggregates .of four pollens in 
the Onagraceous plants are called tetrads. 

Under favourable conditions of moisture and warmth the 
pollen grai~s emit tuhes called po//en-Iubes. These result 
from the grOlrth and elongation of the intine through the 
opening, or excavations Of lids of the extine. The proto
plasmic mass filling the interior of the grains is collected 
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.at the adyancing tip of the pollen tube and is the sole' agent 
by means of \\'hich the female is fertilised; for the tube is 
formed normally when a ripe pollen falls upon the. ripe 
stigma of a Carpel. 

The Gynrecium or Pistil. 

The Gyncecium is the terminal part of a flower. It 
makes up the whole flo\\"er in some Aroids \\"here it is Achla
mydeous and pistillate. It consists of one or more 
metamorphosed leaycs called Carpels. It may bc J£OIlO
carpella!,)" when there is only one carpel; Dicarpellan', l'ricar
peilalY, Tetracflrpellan', Pe!l/a{drpellary etc, \I'hen there 
are two, three, four and Ihe carpels respectively, or may be 
Po/vca1pell<lr}" where there is an indefinite number. Synony
mous Ivith these are the terms il1oftogvllous, lJi/;J'fIOUS, Tri
g_'VfIOUS etc. 

FIG. ly8. FIGS. Iyy, 200. FIG. 201. 1.'1(;5. 202, 203. 

Fig. 198. 
Fig.!199· 
Fig. 200. 
Fig .. 20r. 

Fig. 202. 

Fig. 203. 

Didynamous stamens. 
Tet~adynamous st. mens. 
Stamen of Laurus-Anthers opening by valves. 
A carpellary leaf. 
A ('arpel formed. 
A carpel leaf cut through to show the ovules. 

The Gyncecium may be simple ot· compound. A simple 
Gyncecium consists of either a solitary or a number of carpcls 
em aining quite free, and is called Apotarpous. A Compound 
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Gyncecium consists of t,,"O or more carpels united together 
into a single structure, and is callee! Syncarpolls. A l\Iono
carpellary Gyncecium is necessarily simple or Apocarpous; a 
dicarpellary Gyncecium may be apocarpous or syncarpous, 
depending on whether the carpels are free and ununited in the 
first case, or united into a coherent hody ill the second. 

The essential parts of the Gyncecium whether apocarpous 
or syncarpous, are-

I. A closed Ovary in which m"ules are developed" 
2. A Stigma or receptive surface upon ,,,hich pollen grains 

are receh"ecl and develop pollen tubes for fertilisation" 
3. A Style or stalk that supports and carries up the stigma 

so as to keep it in a better position for the reception of pollen. 
The Carpels.-That the Carpels are specially modified 

leaves is evidenced by the occurrence of degenarations in \"hal 
are called double j!owers. In many Rose, ;_Iallow and in 
Aparnjita in particular, the staminal and carpellary leaves arc 
developed in the form of petals. The formation of the Pistil 
from a leaf may he best understood if we imagine a 
carpellary leaf fIolded along the midrib so that the hlade thus 
incurved lengthwise becomes fused by its margins-thus 
producing a closed sac, the Ovary. Figs. 20l-3 show schemati
cally the. formation of a simple pistil from a leaf. Imagine, 
again, a whorl of carpellary leaves arranged symmetrically on 
the thalamus; the margins of each leaf infolded along the 
midrib may become separately fused, so that each leaf 
produces an m"ary; or all the margins of the different leav~s 
may be fused together so as to form a single ovary. In the 
first case, ,,'e get the apocarpous Gyncecium ; in the second, 
the syncarpous. The prolongation of the apex of the leaf 
thus forming an ovary is the style, and some portion of this 
growing out sometimes in the form of a head, more generallr 
in a forked manner. forms the stigma. 

The carpellary leaf being thus involute, the suture or line 
of junction of the margins fac"es towards the axis or centre of 
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the flower. It is called the illllCr or Ventral suture as opposed 
to the ouler or Dorsa! suture i.e. that corresponding to the 
midrib of the leaf. The ventral is the only proper suture of 
the carpel but the suture-like appearance at its back has brought 
in the other term in use. 

The following points lead us to the conclusion that the 
.carpels are modified leaves. 

1. The ~Iono-carpellary pistils of the Pea and other plants 
of the family Leguminos~ possess externally the ordinary 
characters of lem'es, except that they are folded into a sac 
like cavitv. 

2. In Java, Aparajita, Roses anel 111 many other flowers, 
the carpels often re\'ert to ordinary leaf-like expansions by 
doubling. 

3. In some slIch 'cases the monstrous carpel lea\'es 

exhibit in their margins rudimentary ovules, a" have been 
occasionally observed in some flowers of .Crucifer~. 

4. The production of ovules on the margin of the Ovar." 
is analogous to the formation of adventitious buds on tbe 
margin of foliage leaves, Bryophyllum (Pathur Kuchi) for 
instance. 

5. The venation in the carpel is generally like that of the 
1eaves, as evident from the ripe coat of the Tamarind. 

The typical Dicot Gyncecium should consist of five carpels, 
and that of the .:\Ionocot, three. But as a rule, the pentamerous 
Gyncecium of Dicots is found far less commonly; while 
deviations from the trimerous condition occur in only a few 
l\Ionocots. The simplest case of the apocarpous pistil is 
where there is only one carpel in the flower; as in Peas, Beans, 
all pulses, Aparajita, Kalkashinda, Babla, Lajja-baty-lota etc. 
The .:\Ionocarpellary pistil forms one of the distinguishing 
features of the Leguminos~-a family to which the above 
plants belong. In Lotus and Water Lilies the Gyncecium 
consists of several separate carpels seated on little depressions 
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on the flat-topped fleshy receptacle. It is polycarpellary and 
apocarpous. In 'Vater :\Ielon and Cucumber it is syncarpom. 
In the Potato and Datura the syncarpous Gyncecium results 
from a fusion of two carpels. In Poppy there is a large number 
of carpels united together to form a syncarpous Grncecium. 
The following classification will help the student to remember 
the structure of the Pistil in almost all the plants he has 
occasionally to deal with. 

CL I\SS I. Apocarpolls. 

CASE I. CARPEL SOI.ITRY ;---

Examples.-Leguminosze, :'Ilyristicaceze (JI_I'rislic([ .frag
ralls-~utmeg-. Jayphall, Combretace~-e I Terlllinalia Cala
ppa-Badam. T. chebula--Haritaki. T Bellerica-Bahera) , 
some Rubiaceous 'plants (e.g. Peach·-AIIIJ'gdafis. Apricot-
PrtIllIlS). some Anacardaceze I:'IIango-J['llIgifera illdica). 

CASE 2. CARPELS TWO OR MORE, SO)lETDlES )L\1\Y-

ALL FREE: 

Examples.-Ranunculace::e (the climhing garden Clemati.\' 
Aconite-the kat-bish plant), :\[agRoliace::e (champak), l11agoll
fia, Illicium (the star Anise), ~ymJlhzeaceze I,Lotus family), many 
gosace:.e (Rose. Bramble 1, many aquatic plants (e.g. the Pond
weed--Pofamogelf)Jl, the water plantain-,SlIgitfaria). etc, 

CLASS II, Syncarpous, 

CASE 3. CARPELS TWO. F;\ITED:-

Examples.-Solanace:.e (Potato, Brinjal, kantikari. Datura). 
Scrophulariace~, (Bhumi nim-Ora/iola serrcl/a). Gentianace::e 
(Chiratta), Apocynace::e (Karavy-.'I/erium, Karmch3;-Carrisa) 
Asclepediace::e (Akanda. Ananta-mul, Doorlh-Iota, Kunja-Iota,') 
Oleace~ (the Jasmine family) Bignoniaceze (the Parul), Pedalia
cere (Ti\-Sessanzum iildicum), COlWolvulace:.e ~Kalmi-Shak). 

Boraginace:.e (Hatisoor), Acanthacea: (Bakash), Labiatze 
(Toolsy, Podina), Verbenace:.e (the Teak tree), Cruciferze 
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(Mustard, Cabbage), U mbellifer~ i Carrot, Anise), Rubiace~ 

C\Ianjeet), Composit~ (SunfiO\\'er), Bixace~ (Xutklln 01' 
Lutklln~Bi.m O!emJltl), Caryoph)'llaceao (the Pink family.·,\ 
:\Iyrtacex \]ambolan, elO\'e) urticac~ (the fig family) etc. 

C.'SE 4 C"IRPELS THREE, n,ITED:-

Examples,--Dipterocarpe~~ (Shal--Shorea roousta', r ,inacec'e 
(Linseecl----l:illul1l C,i/atissillllllll l , :\Talpighiacex (:\Iadhaby-Iota 
--Hipf'lge llfadhohlo/a), CucurbitaceClo (the cucumber family), 
Euphorbiacex (castor-oil plant, \'eranda, Shij, Crotons), 
Palmacex (the Palm family), Dioscoreace~ (the. Yam-family·, 
Liliaceao (Onion, Garlic, Aloe), Scitaminx (the ginger and 
Arrowroot family), Amaryllidacex Crilllt/JI), Cyperacex 
(]\Iootha), Graminze i the Grass family), etc. 

CASE 5. CARPELS FIYE, {'XITED: _. 

Examples.--:\Talvacea~ (J a\'a, Colton plants, Sthal-padma 
Hiuiscus ;TIlt/a u i/is, Dharous, Bhindee or Ram-torai H, es
ClIientusl, Sterculiace~ (Kanak Champa--Petersoperlllul/l 

Aceri/'oiia I the chocolate ane! cocoa plants-( TheoUrolll!!l. 
Tiliacere (the J ute-Corchorus Capsu lar is, Phalsa---Grell'l<1 
Asiatica), Geraniacere Amrul Shak-O,mlis, Dopaty--II1l
patiens), :\TeJiaceao (~im~:\I. AZel,liracta, the :\Iahogany 
Sw/{:ietenia), Primulacere (the primrose famiI)'), PIlImbaginaceze 
(Chitra-Plu17lhago Zelanica) , etc. 

It should he observed that in the majorit,· of Dieot plan ts 
the Gyncecium is dicarpellary or pcntacarpellary, and that it is 

almost universally tricarpellary in :\Ionocots. Polycarpellary 
Pistils occur, however, in not a few Dicot plants; thus, in Sapo
tacere (Bakul-JzilllltsoPS Elengi I the syncarpous Pistil is 
composed of eight carpels; in Di(}sp_vros IGaub) there are 
again eight carpels; in Rh,)t!odencirons there are no fewer thlll 
ten; in Rutacere ( Orange, Lemon. Bilva ) there are as many 

as ten, twelve, or an indefinite number of carpels cohering to 
form the compouud Pistil. Similarly the Pistils of Papavir
acere (Poppy family) Annonacere (custard apple-Ata-
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Anona squamosa ), and Dilleniacea; (chalta-Dillenia indica) 
are formed by the union of quite a large number of carpels. 

Syncarpous Pistils may be either completely united, or as is 
far more common, may be united only at the basal part consti
tuting the ovary. In the Pink, for example, the dicarpellary 
pistil is united at the base to form the ovary while the style 
and stigma are quite distinct. In Java and :'IIallows the union 
extends to the style but the stigma is five cleft. In most syn
carpous Pistils the stigma is more often than not divided into 
parts corresponding to the number of carpels concerned. Thus 
in the Labiata; and other Dicarpies the stigma is bi~cl or two 
cleft; in Euphorbiacea; and many :'IIonocots it is trifid and so 
on. In Primrose the ovaries, styles and stigmas are all united. 

The Ovary.-Whether compound or simple, the omry is 
usually sessile on the thalamus; but where, as in the case of 
Pink, and Gynandropsis, it is stalked' or supported on a 
cushion or projection of the thalamus, it is called Stipitate. 
( See Gynophore). The form of the t.halamus and the calyx
tabe often determines the position of the ovary-it is called 
Superior or illferior, according as the other floral members are 
hypogynous or epigynous on the receptacle. In a monocar
pellary Pistil the shape of the ovary is generally irregular, as in 
the Pea family; but where there are many carpels, they, as a 
rule, are arranged symmetrically around the thalamus even 
when the flower itself is irregular and unsymmetrical; such, for 
instance, as in Labiata;, Verbenacea;, Acanthacea; etc. 

The number of carpels involve,d may often be found out by 
examining a cross-section of the ovary. For the carpellary 
leaves when uniting to form a syncarpous ovary, often cohere 
by their margins in a central axis~thus making as many cham
bers as there are carpels. The chambers, thus formed are 
called cells or loculi and the partition walls separating the cells 
,are called dissepiments. For instance, the Pistil of the Canna, 
Palms, Lilies and of many other iVlonocots is syncarpous-the 
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:ovary is tri-locular or three celled and there are three dissepi
ments. Besides these normal or true dissepiments, there are 
'formed in saine cases, other false' or spurious partition walls 
which divide the ovary into a large number of loculi making it 
multilocular. In Lab iatl£ , Bomginacel£ and other families the 
·dicarpellaty ovary becomes divided into four chambers by the 
formation of spurious dissepiments. More often, however, 
the dissepiments are absorbed during the stages of maturity of 
the ovary; for instance, the Poppy plants develop a syncarpous 
ovary which is multilocular when young, but the partition walls 
break down as it grows old when it is cll1lilocular. Even in 
some monocarpellary ovary as in Cassia Fistula ( Soondali or 
Suvernuka~Hind, Vmultuss) such spurious dissepiments 
occur. 

, In many syncarpous ovaries there is only one loculus 
'formed. In such cases the margins of the carpels do not 
become confluent in the centre but unite towards the circum
ference of the whorl, the margins being but partially folded 
'inwards. The number of carpels involved here may be told 
from the separate styles or stigmas or from the midribs run
ning over the outer surface of the ovary. The unilocular 
trigynous Pistils of Orchids, Cucumber, Cyperacere and' the 
Bamboo are cases in point. In Compositre ( Sunflower family) 
there <l;fe two _carpels forming an unilocular ovary-the stigma 
being bifid. The formation of the unilocular ovary of the 
Poppy has already been explained. 

The Placentas;-Generative surfaces are always normally 
,developed on the interior of the ovary and are called Placentas. 
The placenta is the surface on which ovules are borne. It is a 
,cellular outgrowth from the confluent margins of the carpels. 
\Vhere thete is only one carpel, as in Leguminosre, it is formed 
on the inner surface corresponding to the ventral suture. 
Sometimes in syncarpous ovaries it projects into the interior of 
the ovary as a thick mass of tissue. The placentas are variously 
distributed in the O\'aries of yarious families of plants but in 
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each family, genus, or 
disposition is constant. 
manner in which they 

species their mode of formation ancf 
The term Placmtation denotes the 
are developed and distributed in the 

ovary. 
Kinds of Placentation.-
I. In apocarpous ovaries, the placenta normally arises at 

the inner side of the ventral suture through its length. A" 
there are two leaf margins at the suture, and as the placenta 
is an outgrowth from the leaf margin, the ideal placentation in a 
monocarpellary ovary would be along two parallel lines in the 
ventral suture. This however is rarely met with. The 
placentation in the above cases is called J£argillal. 

2. In syncarpous O\'aries we can distinguish three kind" 
of placentation. Thus it is 

(a). A.-dle.-When in a multilocular compound ovary the 
carpellary margins become confluent at a central axis and 
develop placental surfaces here, so that the ovules originate 
from it and remain inclosell in each of the loculi or cells. 
Here the marginal placentation of the first case has been 
shifted towards the centre and hence is called axile. . It is the 
only placentation of syncarpous many-celled oYarits. 

FIGS. 20+, 205. FIGS. 206. 207. 

Diagrams to illustrate Placentation 
Figs. 2u4, 205. Parietal 
Figs. 206, 207. Axile. 
Figs. 208, 209. Free central. 

FIGS. 208, 20y. 

Figs, 204, 206, 208. Cross section of ovaries. 
Figs. 205, l07, .209. Longitudinal section of ovari~s. 
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(b). Parietal.-When the ovary is syncarpous and uni
locular the placental surfaces are developed on the fused 
margins of the lea\'es towards the periphery. Gradations 
between the parietal and axile placentation occur, as, for ex
ample in Cactus (C . Indica-N agphanee) where the ovules are 
seated directly on the wall or parietes of the ovary; in Passi
flora and Cucurbita, where the placentas protrude into the cell 
of the ovary and finally in Poppy, where the incomplete 
dissepiments bearing the ovules run almost to the centre of 
the ovary. In the last case had the placentas united in 
the axis and produced ovules on it the Q\'ar)" would have 
had axile placentation. 

(c'. Free Central-where there is a central column or 
generative surface in the interior of the ovary and ovules are 
borne upon it quite unconnected with the wall or sides of the 
cavity. It also is connected with unilocular Q\·aries. A section 
cut transversely through the ovary of a Caryophyllace~ or 
Primulace:.e wi\[ show up an unilocular ovary with a central 
isolated qxis on which the Q\'ules are borne. 

(d) Basa!-It is a modification of the jree centra!. Here the 
placenta is at the base of the m'ary, and it single m'ule is borne 
upon it. 

Examples of Placentation. 
1. JIargillal :-1n Peas, Beans and almost all plants of 

the family Leguminos::e, ,,·here the ovary is monocarpellary; 
in many Rannuculace::e and in other apocarpous ovaries. 

2. Axile :-In almost all syncarpous multilocular ovaries. 
e.g. in Lilies, Plantains, Datura, Tobacco, and other plants 
belonging to the families Solana5e~, Scrophulariacea:. 
l\Iyrtace;e (Guava, Pomegranate, J ambolana) Lythracea: 
(Henna or ~Ienthy), Linace::e (Tisi--Linum L sitatissimum I, 
l\Talvace::e etc. 

3. Parietal :-In Papavirace~ (Poppy, Shealkanta-Arge_ 
mone Jlfexicana), Cruciferre (the ~Iustard family), Violacea: 
(the Violet family), Cactacea; (Nagphanee-Cactus Indica.) 
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Orchids, Cucurbitace~ (Cucumber family),.- Passiflotace.:£ (the 
passion flower family), Papayace~ (Papaey-Caric;J. pa\"paw), 
etc. 

4; Free Central ;-In Caryophyllace~ (the Pink family), 
Portulacace~ (Portulaca jlferidiana-I,doniya or Nooniya
Shak), Santalacere (Chandan-San/alum Album}, Prim~lacere 
(Primrose family), Plumbaginacere· (ChitTa OT Ranghchit.ra:
(Pu1Jlbago Zeyianica) , etc. 

5. Basal ;-In Polygonacere and Compositre. 
The mode of attachment of the ovules to the plancenta is 

called pendulous, as in :\Iagnolias, Geraniums, Oxalis, etc; it 
is ered, as in Composit~, Anacardiacere (:\Iango, Pistachio,:, 
nut), etc. 

The Style.-It is the pro)ongation of the midrib or 
summit of the carpel and arises usually from the centre of the 
upper surface of the ovary. In some Rosacere (Strawberry, 
for instance), however, one side of the ovary grows faster than 

FIG. 210. FIG 211. FIG. 212. FIG. 213. 

Fig. 210. ApocarpOlls Gynrecium of 'Aconite. 
Fig. 211. Syncarpous Gyncecium of Primrose. 
Fig. 212. Gynrecium of Flax. 
Fig. 213 •. Cross section of ovary of Cucurbita. 

the other and the style becoming thus displaced appear to be 
laler(11. This displacement and the consequent obliquity is 
,ometimes \'ery pronounced, so that the style appears to arise 
from the .base and then is called basilar. Again in Labiiltre 
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and Boraginacere, the style appears to originate from a deep 
depression in the centre of the syncarpous ovary, which is 
j'mbedded in the thalamus, so that the style appears to arise 
from the latter. Such an arrangement is called G)'nobase, and 
the ovary in such cases is called Gynobasic. In Geraniums, 
however, the thalamus itself is prolonged through the pluri
carpellarr ovary and the styles becoming confluent with it 
form what is called the Carpophore. 
, In form the style is usually cylindrical, filiform or 

columnar and sometimes prism-like. In Crocus (J afran) it is 
long, divided into three parts above which attain considerable 
size, and sometimes becomes hollowed out like a cup. 
Si.milarly in some Euphorbiacezc, the three parted style 
bifurcates once morc in the segments, so that the upper part 
of the style appears to be divided into six parts. The style 
mar be hollow, as in many Lilies, Viola and Agave: Some
times it is vcr}' small and thick and in Vitis particularly appears 
to be a mere constriction of the upper part of the ovary. 

The Stigma.-This is that part of the style where pollen 
grains, when received, produce pollen tubes, and form th~ 

receptive spot of the carpels. \Vhen mature and ready for 
receiving the pollen grains it is generally covered with a viscid 
secretion and usually with short hairs \vhich are mere secret
ing glands. It is developed as a cellular structure originating 
from the inner part of the style. Its surface forms the entrance 
to the open channel of the style. In Grasses the stigmas are 
prm'ided with a large number of hairs and are called feathe1)'. 
In Composit<:e, where they are bifid, each part is linear and 
oeset with small glandular hairs. In Papaviracere and in 
Nymphzcacere the sessile stigmas appear as many-rared stars or 
radiating ridges on the top of the flattened ovaries. In the 
Cucumber family they are thick and globular and may he 
called lobed. In syncarpous Gyncecium the stigma is often 
divided-thus it may be bifid, or trifid etc, or bilohate, 
triloQate etc .. 
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The Ovule. 

The ovules arise from the plancenta as conical bulgings. 
These soon become enlongated into oval or elliptical bodies 
and are in most cases supported on stalks, called .funiculus. In 
Plumbaginace<e the funiculus is very long while in some 
Grasses it is completely wanting. It is the macro-sporangium 
of Angiosperms. The bulk of the oval body supported on the 
funiculus consists of a soft cellular structure called i.Yucellus. 
This soft structure is really the vital part of the Ovule, for it is 
in it that the ovum is developed. Usually the Nucellus is 
protected by two coats or integuments' which grow up round 
it from the base of the funiculus and ultimately enclose it 
leaving a little space at some part exposed. The exposed part 
thus left by the coats forms a short canal called the 
micropyle. In most of the higher Dicots (Gamopetalous) 
there is only one integument; ::\Ionocot ovules, as also those 
of the apetalous and polypetalous Dicots have two integuments. 
1_,' suaJly a third coat arises on one side as a ridge or as a 
small cup, as in many ::\Iyristica. This is called Aril and is 
generally formed subseljuently to the other integuments. The 
part of the nucellus from which the integuments arise and 
which stands just in front of the funiculus is called chalaza 
The point \vhere the body of the ovule is attached to the 
funiculus is called the Ilillim. Of the integuments the outer 
coat is called the primine which in the ripe omle or seed 
forms the testa; the inner coat, the secondine or legmen. 

The micropyle or .foramen forms a short canal passing 
through both coats. But in many cases the openings of the 
t\VO coats do not correspond i.e. are not in one line : the 
portion of the canal that passes through the outer coat has been 
distingiushed as e.,·oslo7lle ; and the orifice of the inner, as the 
eJldostome. 

Forms of Ovules.-The different parts of the ovule, as 
noted above, seldom become so disposed as to make it straight 
\vith the parts symmetrically disposed. FIG. 2 I 4. On the other 
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band" various bendings and curvings and displacements may 
occur. Of the se\'eral forms of the oyule the following 
are the most important ;-

I. Orthotropous, atropous or straight, as shown in 
FIG . .2 14. Here the ovule is perfectly straight and vertical; 
at least the separate parts are symmetrically arranged. Thus 

Fig, 214. Diagram 
to show parts of ovule. S, 
the befid stigma with the 
Pollen grains P, a pollen 
producmg the pollen tube. St, 
the style; M, the micropyle 
N, the nucellus; I, the 
'integuments ; E,the embryo
sac; a, the ovary; ch, the 
chalaza; f, the funiculus. 

beginning from the placenta from which the funiculus arises ,YC 

have successivelr-
the funiculus, 
the chalaza, 
the integuments, 
the nucellus, 
the endostome and 
the exostome. 

1t should be observed that in this form the micropyle is 
exactly opposite the chalaza in one straight line. Orthotro-
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pOUS' ovules characterise the Polygonacea! (Panimurich
PolygofJum barbafum) and Piperacea! (the pepper family
Black pepper-Piper 117igru1Jl; the Betle plant-Cha7Jica 
Betle; Pipul-C. Ro.t·burghii. Cubebs etc). Fig. 215 

2. Campylotropous. Here the nucellus is bent upon 
itself-in the form of the letter U. The curving of the ovule 
in this case is due to a much greater development of the upper 
or convex side. The micropyle comes near the funiculus, 
being almost in contact with the chalaza. Fig. ;!I7. This form is 
comparatively rare but characterises the Grasses and the Pink 
family ( Caryophyllacea:). 

3. Anatropous. This is the usual form of the Angios
permous ovule. Here as shO\\'n in fig. 216 the nucellus together 
with its integuments is inverted bodily, so' that the micropyle 
faces the point of origin of the funic-ulus from the placenta 
( Hilil-711). In this case,' the microrlyle, nucellus and the 
chalaza are in one line; but the funiculus runs up the side of 
the ovule aIle! coalescing with its surface forms a ridge ~aIled 

Raphe. Examples :-in many dic0ts, as the Apple, Cucumber. 
Sunflower, Lily etc. 

4. Amphitropous. This is a form intermediate between 
the last two. In it the body of the 'ovule' i;S straight but turned 
and twisted so that its longitudinal axis is,,~t right angles to 
the funiculus. It mar be seen in the ovuld of the. Poppy. 

ThefNucellus :-It is the kernel of the ()\·ule. In it the 
macrospores are developed. As a rule, only one macrospore 
-the embryo-sac. is formed in each nucellus. The entb/J'()-sac 

is developed as a large sac or cell towards the micropylar end 
of the nucellus. Three sets of small cells are found to occupy 
the interior of the Embryo-sac. Of these the upper set or 
that which is towards the micropyle contains the OZ'1l1/l or 
egg-cell. The morphological mture of the ovules has not yet 
been settled beyond doubt. As a rule, the); are marginal huds ; 
that is they are borne upon the margins of the carpels. They 
always originate laterally ane! have seldom been foune! to. be 
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the terminal structure of a flo\\'er. Relying on these facts 
som,e Botanjsts hold that the omle is either a metamorphosed 
leaf or a lobe of a leaf. But in some cases as in Piperacea; the 
ovule is actuarIy the terminal part. 

FIG. '215' FIG. 216. FIG. 217. 'FIG. 2IS. 

Diagrams to illustrate the different forms of ovules. 
FIg, 215. ·Orthotropous. 
Fig, 216. A natropous. " 
Fig. 217. Campvlotropous. 
Fig. 218. Diagrammatic section th~ough ovule of Lily. 
(a), the Nucellus; (b). embryo-sac; (d), integuments; (m), thl! 
micropyle; (el, the chalaza. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Reproduction and Phenomena incident thereto. 

It has already been pointed out in the Introduction that every 
existing vegetable life derives its existence from ancestral forms. 
Reproduction and'~Iultiplication, then, are the essential vital 
requirements of every existing plant species .. " In the life 
history of every plant. there is a stage where it is rejuvenated 
in order to prociuce a ne,,' offspring; and as death ensues, 
sooner or later, the rejuvenated part, the offspring or its germ, 
must, as a matter of neces~ity, separate from the parent. But 
as the conditions of existence for a delicate germ or embryo, 
are far too uncongeniai for such living matters,' and as there is 
a continual str~ggle for existence, plants akays take the safe
guard of producing a large number of these rejuvenated parts, 
so that. one or other or some of them may live through the 
struggle and' hecome independent organisms. This is the 
!Significance of multiplication, or the production of a very large 
number ,of seeds or buds or spores. . 

Thus, the essential requisites of reproduction I are the 
Rejuz'enatioll, 'Separation and ,,lfultiplicalion of the individuaf 
species. In order to carry out these functions of reproduction 
everr plant. or family or class of plants has adopted contri
,'ances most suited to square with its mode of existence. The 
infil)ite diversity of forms of-reproduction, we may best encom
pass under two distinct classes :-( I) Vegetative, :Ylonogenetic 
or Asexual; and (2) Sexual or Digenetic reproe! uction. 

Vegetative Reproduction.-In the lower Cryptogamia. 
the asexual is the chief mode of reproduction ;' a part of'the 
plant protoplasm rejuvenates, becomes more', condensed and 
separating from the parent takes a fresh, staI!t in: life. These 
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reproductive bodies ~re variously named in the various 
dasses ; but are collectively included under the term SPORE 

In higher pla.nts, on the other hand, a more or less 
:specialised part is. separated off from the vegetative region of 
the parent and produce directly a new plant which is, in 
'almost an cases, an exact reflexion of the parent. These 
reproductive bodies are called. Buds, examples of which we 
have already got under Bulbils (P. 48). The cultivated 
Banana .plant, for instance, is never raised from the seed; it 
propagates asexually by. buds which remain under ground; 
indeed in some varieties of Banana the seeds are never 
produced. Again, many DioscoreaCetE no longer reproduce 
themselves in the sexual manner, cultivation having stereotyped 
their habit of reproducing vegetatively. In the Garlic, Lotus 

:and some water plants small reproductive bulbs are formed 
instead of flowers; and these separating from the parent and 
falling in the soil give rise to new plants. 

IQ higher plants, reproduction by flowers is, of course, the 
rule; but cases abound where, due to inhospitable situation or 
other threatening environmental causes flowers are not formed 
and are replaced by small buds or bulbs. The development 
of bulbs in the inflorescence of Globba has already been 
mentioned (P. 48). l\Iany annuals have been known to pro
duce reproductive shoots-Suckers, Bulbs etc, when their 
flowers are artificially removed by pruning,-the shoots thus 
formed reproducing the annual from year to year, which thus 
become, in effect, perennials. 'What is called "Sprouting"
a phenomenon familiar to agriculturists,-is due to the 
development of the embryo while it is still within the fruit. 
It happens in the cereals, when they are thoroughly drenche(1 
by a too heavy rain just before the harvest. 

One necessary factor for the production of flowers in 
Phanerogams is the scarcity of water. Too much water, as a 
rule, prevents the fotmation of flowers. ~Ianr Pond weeds (e.g. 
Pota7llogeton,) and water plants (e.g. the American Elodea 
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Canadensis) have scarcely been found to flower, still they 
choke up the whole watery surface by reproducing themseh'es 
vegetatively by buds. Water plants, as a rule,' fructify in 
seasons when the water is at a low level i.e. in winter, or just 
before or after that. 

Further examples of plants reproducing chiefly asexually 
by vegetative buds, are in the European Lesser Celandine 
(Rammeulas jiearia), the Coral-root (Den/aria bulbifira) and 
in many Lilies. One remarkable instance is in the Alpine 
Lilium bulbifirum. Here the small flowers that are formed, 
have lost all reproductive properties, unless they are revi\'ed 
by insect pollination. These non-fruiting plants produce a. 
large number of bulbils from the axils of the leaves; and these· 
are light enough to be disarticulated in autumn and dispersed 
by the wind. 

Since in many case's, the sant; 'plant exibits the two modes 
of reproduction-sexual, and asexual, there must necessarily 
be a Significance of sexual reproduction. As a matter 
of fact, it has been observed that vegetative reproduction
repeats the character of the parent in the offspring in 1(l1(}. 

Plants raised from cuttings, Bulbs, Tubers and Bulbils 
resemble the parent entirely. In many of the lower plants 
( Alg.e and Fungi), it has been definitely ascertained that a 
sudden change in the physical surroundings occasions the 
development of sexual organs. The present theory is that 
the descendant resulting from a s\xual union can withstand 
hetter the multifarious conditions of the terrestrial surface 
with all its gradual modifications, than that produced vegeta
tively. Plants are necessarily called upon to \'ary with the 
yariation of temperature, moisture, etc, of their environment. 
Hence vegetative reproduction, repeating as it does the 
ancestral character in gross. would be ill-suited to produce 
descendants that can exist in harmony with the changed 
conditions of their em·ironment. Sexual reproduction. hO\\,
ever always ends in producing offspring sharing characters. 
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somewhat intermediate between those of the male and femak 
parents. Of a large number of seeds, varying ever so little l 

from one another, and dispersed over a.wide area,"some at l 

least may outlive any yery great climatic or other environ- l 

mental disturbances; and thus, while maintaining the main 
characters of the parents would not altogether be deaf to the 
call of environment to adapt themselves to their immediate 
surroundings. Descendants, however, "do not exhibit a 
uniform mean between the parents, but some may resemble 
the father, others the moth er. Variations appearing in single 
individuals \\ ill, unless they are of an absolutely dominating 
character, become modified and ultimately lost by crossing 
with ordinary individuals. In such a case sexual reproduc
tion tends to maintain the constancy of the species. In other 
cases, as when both parents tend to vary in the same direction, 
the deviation from the ancestral form may be increased by 

sexual reproduction as two systems of waves may reinforce 
one another if their periods coincide "* 

\\'hile vegetath'e reproduction by buds, bulbils etc., arc 
almost exclusively found in many herbs or herbaceous water 
plants, it is in no wise rare in many trees and shurbs, though 
Conifers and Palms are altogether devoid of it. The winter 
buds of [//ricuiaria and Pis/ia, the leaf buds of Bryophyllum 
produced in the marginal indentations, the latent buds of many 
Begonia leaves are further examples. Instances also occur in 
many Ferns (e.K. A.l'plmiu1ll riz1iparunt, A. bulbf/erufIl, etc.) 
which normally produce reproducti\'e buds from the lamina. 

Sexual Beproduction. 

It should be observed that while stress of physical condi
tions may call upon a dying plant to reproduce itself \'egeta
tively, the labour of reproduction is normally divided between 
two distinct masses of Protoplasm. The union of the male 

* From Stras3ur6er, Text-Book o[ Botlny, E .. g : Trans: SccJnd 
Edition, P. 275. 
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and female. sexes thus differentiated: is called fertilisation; 
and. the task of initiating a new plant devolves upon the struc
ture formed by such union. 

In some of the lower Cryptogams both the ;,exual organs 
are motile and. similar (Gametes). But in throughout the 
higher Cryptogams the male sexes alone are motile, while the 
fenlale remains stationary as an inviting organ. Even in the 
Gymnosperms, the male sexes a~e motile and search out the 
female, and then fusing with it produce the seed. The actual 
union of the sexually differentiated cells is a rather simple 
phenomenon in. the lower plants; the motile male cells are 
naked, while the female cells are enclosed within a sac, 
{;alled Archegollia. In Phanerogams, however, the reproduc
th'e protoplasm remains enclosed in specialised structures-the 

. essential organs of reproduction. The male fertilising subs-
tance, called spermatoplasm remains within the pollen grains; 
the female, called ooplasm, is developed within the embn'o-sac 
of the ovule. The double walled pollen grains of Angiosperms 
do not mo,'e about in search for the female ovules like the 
spermatozoids of cryptogams, but are carried by external 
agencies as wind, water, animals etc. The ovules, similarly, 
do not expose themselves freely, but are protected by the 
ovaries in which they arc produced. In contrast to the non
motile male cells and the covered ovules of the Angiosperms, 
the Gymnosperms have motile spermatozoids and naked ovules 
i.e., without any investing layer of ovary. Sexually, then, in 
the scale of complexity, the Gymnosperms occupy a place 
intermediate between the lowly-differentiated Cryptogams and 
the highly-differentiated Angiosperms. 

It should be observed, here, that the Doctrine of Adap
tation to Environment, may with advantage, be applied in 

,explaining the diverse phenomena of sexuality. Living as 
they do in what we may call humbler situations, as stagnant, or 

. clear water, shady places, etc, the lower Cryptogams do not 
.produce very complex mechanisms for effecting their sexual 
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reproduction. Thc mot:le spermatozoids can very readily 
swim in the water, and attracted h\- certain sug-arv excretions t . U • 

from the female organs, finally reach them, and perforating-
their walls become fused with the female Ooplasm. The \\-atcr 
and other em-ironmcntal factors of the media in which they 
Ih-e render all these possiblc_ The same process, hmYc\-er, 
could not go on in the higher plants; for they are in a great 
mcasure lansl J1lants, or at least have habitats \Yherc the struggle 
for existe_nce is hard. Sudden changes of temperature, of 
moisture; \\-inti and other physical agencies are much too 
frequent; and add to that the mutual struggles between plant 
and, plant on one hand and bet,,-een plants and animals on the 
other. ~ecessarily, they fashion their aerial reproductiye 
organs in a varicty of ways, and adopt contrivances in harmony 
with their environment. The flower is such an adaptcd 
structure and it becomes more and more complex as the plant 
organisation riscs in the scale of complexity, and as its 
response to environment is more and more called forth_ 
Protective mechanisms against climatic and other similar 
catastrophics. enyeloping- sheaths to limit exccssi\'e loss of 
water, im-iting and attracti\-e structures for ensuring the safe 
transport of pollens and their deposition on the stigmas, can 
always be observed in the hig-her Phanerogams, \yhere there i" 
xrial fertilisation, while they arc uni\-ersally wanting in plants 
fertilised uncler \\-ater. .\,11 those modifications of the flower 
that giye rise to the different forms of the Corolla, the Stamen, 
the Pistil etc, are produced solely as a result of the adaptation 
to environment of the floral organs. The colouring of petals. 
the union of petals, the distortion in the symmetrical shape of 
the Corolla, the lengthening of the stamens, the curvature of 
the filaments and styles, the formation of nectaries and 
glands-all these operate \yith the same end in vie\\-, and are 
essentially dependent upon the ways and means by which 
different plants become fertilised. 

I2 
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Adaptation for the Protection of the Sexual Organs. 
The simple male cells of Cryptogams, as has already been 

observed, are naked and motile. Many water plants, specially 
those that remain submerged-Zostera, for instance-develop 
their pollen as long filamentous bodies without the protective 
layer of extine. They are merely carried by currents of water, 
until they are intercepted by stigmas of ovaries of other plants 
of the same species, and then they fertilise. Higher plants, 
however, are mostly aerial, or subaerial, or at least, fertilise 
and fructify above water. In plants having a habitat in water, 
the opening of the flower and t~e fertilisation go on over the 
surface. In most cases pollens are never dispersed under 
water; while in many, the contact with water or moisture 
results in their death, or in rendering them functionless. It is 
with regard to affording this protection against water and mois
ture that the manifold contrivances in the flower are resorted to. 
It is to be emphasised here, that every floral part is, directly or 
indirectly, in relation to fertilisation and fructification. 

LT nlike the pollen of some submerged aquatic plants, all 
the great Phanerogamous plants have their pollens protected 
by an additional coat of extine. The markings and excava
tions on this coat and their significance will be refered 
to later on. As a further safeguard against the injurious 
action of water the grains are generally provided with a hairy or 
waxy coating. But these are quite insignificant things so far 
as protection is concerned. 

In cases where the floral enveloping leaves are not develop
ed. special leaves in the form of Bracts or foliage, are employ
ed to serve as protective organs. In spathaceous flowers, for 
instance, the roofing of the spathes not only prevents rain 
drops from wetting the stamens and the pollens but diminishes 
radiation from the structures heneath. In all l\ roids (Kutchoo, 
etc>, in the Banana plants and many spathaceous Palms, the 
c1w;tered flowers are always protected during their maturity by 
long and smooth Bract leaves. They protect the whole cluster 
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with its secretion of nectariferous juices till fertilisation takes 
place, and then detach themselves and fall to the ground. 
Rain drops pattering heavily on the imbricated bracts of the 
Banana, on tITe thick smooth and hoodlike spathe of the 
Aroids, have but little chance of moistening or drenching the 
flowers. Instances may be multiplied of plants in which the 
green leaves act as sheathing or covering and protecting; 
agents. In many such cases, so long as the flowers are 
unopened and in the bud, the axillary stalks that bear them 
remain short; but as soon as the flower begins to open the' 
stalks elongate and bending downwards place the flowers 
under the shelter of the leaves. The latter drain away the' 
rain drops, and prevent excessive loss of heat by radiation or of' 
water by evaporation, from the flowers. 

Remarkable as it may seem, it is curious to find that all 
plants in which the flowers are fully developed and gloriously 
coloured do not in general produce any conspicuous bracts; 
and that these latter are always associated with Achlamydeous 
flowers. The gamopetalous corollas of Scrophulariacere, 
Campanulacere, Convolvulacere, Boraginacere, etc, always 
droop downwards presenting their 'open faces to\yards the 
earth. Their silkr and smooth surface tl"hile draining out rain 
and moisture allow free entry to winged creatures who come 
in search after honey, and unwittingly carry the pollen on their 
shouldets, to be deposited .on other flowers that they visit. 
l\Iany irregular corollas have their parts so disposed as to 
ensure the stamens and pistils safe protection against rain and 
wet. Development of some of the perianth leaves as hood
like coverings occurs in the Ranunculacere, Scrophulariacere and 
in many bilabiate corollas. Personate corollas ha \"C their 
queer structures adapted fully to protect the reproductive 
organs enclosed within. Lipped corollas protrude their 
upper lip and roofing over the stamens afford them protection. 
Campanulate, rotate, and funnel shaped corollas of many 
gamopetalous plants are pendulous. Salver shaped corollas 
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though open to the sky are so contracted in their throat as to, 
prevent rain drops from entering into the tube below where 
the essential organs lie enclosed. Any drop of water that 
may fall on them will no doubt close their orifice but the next 
blow of wind will surely shake it off. Papilionaceous flowers 
are so constructed as to keep their sexual organs always 
enclosed in the boatshaped lower petals with the vexillulll 

arching over them. 
All these contrivances for pollen-protection, correspond 

howe\'er mainly \Yith the adaptations for pollen-transport; and 
we shall have occasion to revert to their consideration. But 
as a clear e\'idence of adaptation and the importance of pollen 
protection. we may, mention the following cases where a 
movement of the perianth takes place normally on the approach 

of danger. 
The large flowers of the Water Lily (/'{Ylllphcra) spread out 

their beautiful floral leaves and become the centre of attraction 
for insects hovering round, onl~' so long as the sun shine; 
resplendent on them. But as soon as the sun goes down and 
dew drops lurk behind, or when a cloudy or rainy day 
threatens, the flowers close-the petals are folded inwards and 
the st,lmens and pistils thus saved from a thorough drench, 
In many :'IIagnolias a similar closing of the petals occur, 
:\Iany garden Poppies bend their flower stalks on the approach 
of night. so that, the bright flowers opened during the day 
face the sky. and droop down pointing towards the earth 
during the night. In this way they prevent the deposition of 
de\\' drops on sexual organs. A similar movement takes place 
in the capitulate stalks of many Composita:. The far famed 
Surjamukhi (Helianthus) is a singular case in point. Whate\'er 
be the direction of the sun, it nods its flower stalks so as to 

present its capitulum always towards the sun. In other 
composites as in the :'Ifarigolcl (Calendula), Dandelion (Tara
xacum), Lettuce (Lactuca) etc, the rar flowers of the capitula 
open out in fine weather as golden rays. The sun shining 
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fully on them make them visible from a great distance a~d 
render them objects of common attraction. But in bad 
weather and at night the ligulate florets of the periphery close 
and cover with their strap-shaped corolla the whole centre of 
the capitulum. The inconspicuous tubular flo\\'ers of the elise, 
thus get protecti\'e services from the strap-shaped flowers of 
the margin. 

}Iovements of the corolla resulting in the complete closing 
of the open throat or encl, on the first scent of a rainy weather 
or c1ewy night, occur also mo"t conspicuously in tubular, 
funnel-shaped, rotate and other forms of gamopetalous flmvers. 
Thus, in Datura, the infundibuliform corollas are fully opened 
in a bright dar; but in the evening and night and in moist 
weather, they close up by a twisting movement. They then 
take up a form almost exactly as they had in the bud. The 
rotate flowers of the Potato, similarly, are widely open during 
the day, but fold up and take up a drooping position in the 
afternoon-a position \vhich they maintain while the night lasb. 
Twining 1)lants of Com'olvulace<e and Acanthace<e, commonly 
used on garden railings, and gate-fronts have their very beautiful 
hell-shaped or slightly irregular flowers hanging freely in the air 
with their open mouths pointed to\\'ard the earth. But as a chill 
wincl or one laden with moisture blows, indicating the near 
approach of a shower, the expanding ends of the corollas 
t\\"ist round and securely close the opening. On being once more 
,,'armed up by a clear slIn they expand again and hold out 
afresh their charms to the insect world. 

Dispersion of Pollen. 

The transport of pollen to the female sexual organs, i.e., 
to the stigmas, is called Pollillation. From the construction of 
hermaphrodite flower~ it might be supposed that the pollen 
fertilise the ovary of the same flower. As a matter of fact, 
ho\vever, it has been definitely ascertained that flowers usually 
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cross, i.e. the pollen of one flower is carried by some agent to' 
the stigmas of other individuals of the same species. In the 
former case the flower is said to be Self-pollinated or Self
f'ertilised or Autogamous; in the latter, it is Cross-pollin(lied or 
Cross:fertilised or AIZogamous. In the language of Darwin 
"]\ature abhors perpetual self-fertilisation." As a result of 
the most profound investigation, Darwin came to the conclu
sion that plants produced from cross fertilisation had the 
ad\'antage over those produced by self-fertilisation in being 
more hardy and 1)etter able to withstand vicissitudes of environ
ment. 

The main agents for pollination are (a) the \vind and (b) 
the insects. Phanerogams. accordingly are called AllfJlu>philolls 
or wind-fertilised, and EIl/olllophiloltS or insect-fertilised plants. 
In a few cases, where water is the medium in ,,-hich the plant 
lives, it acts as the carrier of pollen; and such plants are on 
that account called Hydrophilous. 

Adaptations for Anemophily. -As pollination by wind 
depends upon the nature of the agent, an enormous amount 
of IXlllen is produced in \\-ind-pollinatecl flowers. And in 
order to he hetter adapted to be shaken off the anthers and 
carried hy the wind, the pollen grains here are dry and light 
Connected \\ith this mode of dispersion is the rudimentary 
development of the perianth and the separation of the sexes. 
Anemophilous plants are mostly dicecious or monc:ecious; amI 
even when they are hermaphroclite, they ripen their anthers 
and stigmas at different periods. Thus all these contrh-ance, 
are for inter-crossing. The cloud of pollen dusts is a very 
remarkable feature in many Pine forests. Flowers suspended 
in catkins a5 in Willows, Conifers, etc, are all wind-pollinated; 
so also are all other amentaceous trees. In Grasses and 
Sedges the \'ersatile anthers remain pendulous, and playing 
\"ith the winc! use it as an agent for conveying their pollen, 
In many Conifers, besides the pollen grains being dry, there are 
little sac-like protuberances on their surface, which make them 
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still more buoyant. K ectar and other sweet secretions of the 
flower are as a rule absent. The perianth segments do nothing 
more than afford protection against rain and moisture: 
hence they are not otherwise adapted to make them attractive 
to insects and birds. 

In keeping with these conditions are the different 
forms of the stigma to be cO\'ered by these dusty pollens. 
In hermaphrodite wind-pollinated flowers, the stigmas and 
anthers rarely mature at the same time :-\Vhile the pollens 
of one flower are being discharged. the stigmas of the same 
flo\\'er are withered or may be quite immature. In function 
then, if not in form, these flowers are moncecious or clicecious. 
Apart from the time of maturity the form of such stigmas is 
significant enough. ln Grasses the stigmas are dissected into 
a large number of feathery parts; they catch like a spider's
weh the pollen-dust that must be carried past them. In other 
cases, the stigmas are globular or flat or otherwise expanded 
to net in the tiying pollen grains. The stigmatal surface, again, 
is often sticky so that pollens once caught can not easily be 
shaken off the stigm:t again by the wind. 

Fl(~. 219. 220. FIG. 221. F[(~ 222. FIG. 223. 

Adaptations for Entomophily.-By far the great 
majority of land plants pollinate through the agency of insects, 
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birds and other small animals. In the rich South American 
climates. it is the humming bird that is f<lstened upon as a carrier 
of pollen. Plants that pollinate through such birds are called 
()rnifhophilous. In all these cases of Entomophilous and 
(lrnithophilous plants the quantity of pollen grains formed i~ 
not so large as in the anemophilous plants; for instead of 
haying the plant-energy spent in the production of an 
enormous quantity of pollen. here \ye have got an extra adapta
tion for enticing winged animals. and thus,for ensuring the safe 
transpor~ of poilen. Brightly coloured perianths. odoriferous 
secretions, sweet and luscious honey exuded in Xectaries. nour
ishing poll€n grains. etc are some of the devices which allure 
insects and birds. The pollen grains are further adapted by 
being smeared \\'ith a sticky and sugary secretion, and by the 
formation of burs. iidges. and other forms of sculpturings, 
so that they are easily attached to the bodies of wingecl 
visitors of the flower. In some cases the adaptation of the 
pollens for transportation takes the form of their being joined 
by t71in threads of mucilage; in Asclepiadacea: and Orchi
dace::e. the pollen grains form cohering masses called Pollinill . 
. \11 these are. no doubt. conlrh'anccs for detaching the pollen 
from their reservoirs and tying them on to the heaci, limb or 
boely of insects. Correlated \\'ith this sticky, glutinous or 
armed character of the pollen, is the roughness and glutinosity 
found as a 'common feature of the stigmas of these plants. 
:-IIany insects are knO\\'I] to lh'e in the interior of flowers 
clustered in an inflorescence. In their mo\'ement to and fro. 
they pollinate stigmas that could not otherwise have been 
provided with the pollen. This is best seen in the hypantho
(\ium of the Fig and other allied plants ( Ficus). Small beetles, 
flies and insects are known to take shelter in the comfortable 
and warm interior of campanulate. funnel-form ,md similar 
large flO\\'ers. In their daily entrance and exit they necessarily 
become the \'ehicle for transporting pollen from flo\\'er to 
flower. 
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Beside s these small winged insects and birds, large 
animals also take part in pollen transport. Thus the foul 
stench of many species of Arum and other spathaceous 
~Ionocot herbs is the attraction for many creeping animab, 
such as snails. The creatures living ordinarily on decaying 
ane! putrid matter find a yery pleasant and warm home in the 
interior of the chamber of the spathe, and as they travel from 
one plant to another carry the burden of pollen on their 
shoulders. 

Adaptations for Intercrossing. 

In allogamous or cross-fertilised flowers, the pollen of one 
flower is transferred to the stigma of another. \Vhen 
crossing takes place bet\yeen different flowers of the same 
species, it may happen between neighbouring flowers of the 
same plant, or between those of two different individuals of 
the same species. The former mode is called Geitonogamy, 
and the latter Xenogamy. Anything beyond the latter, as 
\"hen crossing takes place between two different individual 
species, is no true crossing but hybridisation. 

Flowers must necessarily he (rossed when they are uni
sexual. The existence of moncecious, dicecious, and poly 
gamous flo\l'ers points clearly to the adaptations for crossing. 
But though sexual isolation can only result in inter-crossing, 
it must not be supposed that it is the only mode by which 
allogamy is attained. I t is ho\\"eyer in many hermaphrodite 
flowers that the adaptatons for inter-crossing become 
more striking, and add more weight to the proposition 
"Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilisation." .\utogamy or 
self fertilisation can only strictly happen in hermaphrodite 
flmyers; but they are necessarily crossed in by far the great 
majority of cases where colour, odour, nectar and other 
agents for alluring insects are developed. "~s further 
adaptive contrivances for crossing, many hermaphrodite flowers 
mature their sexual organs at different periods in point of 
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time. In some the stigma may be ripe while anthers of the 
same flower may be quite immature; so that, the ripe stigma, 
while quite free to recei\'e pollen from other floll'ers where 
the anthers having attained maturity are shedding the pollens, 
preclude any possibility of being fertilised by the pollen of its 
0\1':1 flower. In function though not in form, these flowers are 
unisexual. 

FIG. 224. FIl;. 225. FIG. 226. 1"1<;. 227. 

Figs. 224, 225. Heterostyled flowers of Primula. Fig. 226,227, 

Protandrous flowers. Fig. 226, Anthers bursting; Stigma immature 
Fig. 227. Filaments recurved having done their work; Sligma
mature and bifid. Th" arrow indicates the path of a flv brushing the 
Anthers of one flower and the Stigma of another 

This contrivance in a hermaphrodite flower of intercrossing 
by maturing the sexual organs at different times has been 
called Dichogamy by Conrad Sprcngel who first noticed and 
descrihed it. Dichogamous hermaphroditism is indeed an 
ach'antage o\,er dicecism. as all flO\vers and all plants are 
ahle to produce seeds in such cases. The term pro/alliin' 
is used to denote the fact that the anthers of a dichogamous 
flower mature and shed their pollens hefore its stigma is 
ripe for the reception of pollen; similarly. FrotogYIIY means 
that the stigma attains maturity before the stamens. 

Another contri\'ance connected with dichogamy is the inter
cl¥tnge of position of stamens and stigmas. Protandry being 
the more frequent form of dichogamy, many gamopetalous 
flowers de\'elop their stamens as long protruding structues 
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with the anthers standing out prominently before the showy 
flowers and discharging their load of pollengrains to the 
wind and insects. Later on, when the function of the 
anthers has been carried out, the stamens coil or other 
wise shrink back, and the stigma now attaining maturity is 
brought forwan! by the growing style to the same place 
occupied preyiously by the ripe anthers. Since this position 
is directly in the path of insec s and bees as they come 
to visit the flO\\·ers. the pollen brushed away from the 
discharging anthers of one flower are tmnsported to and 
deposited on the stigma of another. Figs. 2 I 9, 220 show 
the relatin: pOSItIOn of the stamens and strles in the 
dichogamous flowers of the Bhant (or Bhantaka or Chentu 
- Volkallleria illfoT/lillil/a R.l. The plant grows generally 
under the shade of large trees. and flowers about FebruaIT 
in llengal and Behar. The flowers are pretty large and 
white with a tinge of red. The long filiform stamens and 
style enrolled in the hurl. straighten out when the flower 
opens: the filaments remallllllg straight discharge the 
pollen. while the style is recur\"ed downwards; soon after 
they roll \!o\Yl1\yards and the style then grmys upwards and 
the stigma opens out in the form of two long lips. The 
recepti\'e spot is now de\'eloped and the stigma is ready 
to receiYe pollen, 

In many othcr spccies of \'olkamcria and Cleroclendrons 
and othcr \'erbcnacious garden plants the same pheno
menon can he ob<.;el"\'ed. l'rotanc1ry abounds also in many 
flO\\'ers of Gl'lllilll/<lC(If'. nlll/paull/acme. CleraJliace(Te, Jlfalz'll

{eae, Scrophu/ariareae etc. Liliaceous and U mbelliferous 
plants are slated to be all protandrous: and generally the 
flowers of Composita:. Labiat:£, Caryophyllacere and Papi
Iionacere. so far as has been ohserved, are protandrous. 
Figs. 221. 222 illustrate the war in which the protandrous 
Compositre flowers effect their pollination. Here, it should 
be observed, the stamens are short and united by the 
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anthers ( sygenesious) which form a tube through which the 
style protrudes out. The pollen grains being discharged by 
the ripe protllldrous stamens, on the surface of the still 
elongating and immature style and stigma, are carried 
aloft by the latter. The stigma thus pushes the pollcn 
hefore it out of the tubc of the anthers and holds it in 
the path of insects ,,-hich tra\'cl over the surface of the 

flat inflorescence in "'hich the flowers are aggregated. 
In their way, they visit other flowers where the stigma 
is ripe br this time, and transfer the pollen. The stigma 
which carried the pollen upwards now bifurcatcs, and 
diverging, develope,; the receptive surface in the inner 
face while the pollen grains are on ils m,lter surface. 

Protogynous flO\\'ers arc less frequently met with. Here 
the stigma receives pollen beforc the anthers of the same 
f!ol1'ers are ripe: so that. fertilisarion takes place by the 
pollen of older flowers. In the :'Iustanl family ( Crucifer", ), 
for instance, the pistils are mature before the stamens. 
In Scrophularia. again. the slightly irregular corolla is ap
proached by bees from the front, and there they meet the 
protruding and mature stigma "'hile the stamens arc still 
coiled within being yet not fully de\·eloped. As further exam
ples, the Solanace"" Rubiacex along with the Crucifcr", are 
exclusively protogynous. In many species of Plantago the 
flowers are clustered in spicate infloresccnces. The upper 
flowers protrude their styles and stig-mas \"hile still unopened 
and receive the dry and dusty pollen broug-ht in by the wind 
from other flower-clusters. The lower flowers next open out 
in acropetal succession, and the filaments now come out and 
dangle in the air with their versatile stamens which discharge 
their pollen to the wind; the style and stigma of the flowers 
gradually fall away haying performed the \\'ork, and the open
ing of the flowers proceeds from the base up to the top, long after 
they have been fertilised by pollens brought from other flowers. 

All these instances of dichogamy are pregnant with 
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significance. For it is a well-known fact that all flowers of a 
species, living in similar conditions of environment do not 
open on the same day. still less at the same time. \Yere all the 
flowers on an inflorescence opened at the same time and \\"ere 
all of them protandrous or protogynous. xenogamy would he 
the only thing that could occur and the next step to hybricli
sation would not be yery far off. Plants, howe\"er, haye little 
tendency to run into hyhrids; and they try to avoid to run 
into the other extreme of self fertilisation. The only legiti
mate crossing can take place by Xenogamy and Geitonogamy, 
and dichogamy is an adaptation to carry out these forms of I 

fertilisation. 
Another contrh"ance for bringing about intercrossing is the 

production of styles and stamens of different lengths in differ
ent incli\-idual species. This heleros(r[r, as it is called, has 
been proved by Danvin to he a potent factor in effecting 
crossings in plants where it occurs. Fig. 225 shows a long 
styled Primrose (Pri~/Ula); Fig. 224, a short styled one. 
The pollen grains of the latter are larger and the stigmatic 
outgrowths shorter. than \\"hat we fine! in the former. As a 
result of experiments, Darwin who investigated the matter fully. 
came to the conclusion that fertilisation is most successful 
when pollination of the stigma takes place by the pollen of 
stamens situated at the corresponding height. The position 
of the different kinds of stamens and styles, is so adapted 
that insects visiting the flo\\"e .. s touch correspondingly placed 
sexual organs with the same portions of their body. The 
pollen grains, again. in many such ca;.;es of heterostr1y, 
have been found to he less potent on the stigma of the same 
flower than on that of another. Closely connected with this 
Dimorphic Heterostylism, where. as in the above 
case, the sexual organs are of two different lengths, is the 
production of three forms as to the reciprocal relative length 
of stamens and styles-called Trimorphic Heterosfylism. The 
classical example is in Lythru711 Salicaria, for a full and 
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detailed description of which the student is referred to 
Darwin; Forms of Flowers: Chapter IV. 

Some irregular flowers present very curious mechanisms 
for cross pollination. They are not dichogamous or dimor
phic. By far the majority of such flowers falls under the two 
families Papilionacea: and Orchidacere. In the former, the 
pollen grains carried by the insects are in separate grains, 
though each is adapted to stick to the bodies of insects and 
-other winged pollen carriers. In the latter, the pollens are in 
masses-coherent bags of pollen are formed as a result of 
the very sticky secretions given out from the stamens in their 
anther-cells, besmea:'ing and em-eloping the pollen like 
jelly. 

The adaptation of the Papilionaceous flowers for pollen 
.transport consists essentially in this :-the diadelphous ten 
stamens discharge their pollen within the boatshaped petals 
and on the hairy surface of the style just below the stigma. 
Winged creatures, allured by the bright corollas, alighting 
on the wing like carina of the flower, depress by their weight 
the keel in which the sexual organs lie bidden. In their 
attempt of sucking up honey at the base of the corolla
tube, they besmear, their bodies, especially the abdomen with 
the pollen. In visiting other blossoms in succession, they 
brush the stigma with their pollen-laden bodies and thus 
~ffect pollination. 

In the common Bean plants the adaptation is still more 
remarkable. Here the keel enclosing the sexual organs is 
prolonged into a narrow twisted coil. The coiled style bears 

-an oblique stigmatic surface, and a little downwards the hairs 
for carrying the pollens are- developed. In the untouched 
flower the pollen and the stigma and their carriers are con
cealed from view, but as soon as the karina is weighted with 
the pressure exerted by an alighting insect, the style projects 
up, comes to view, touches the body of the insect and 
become pollinated. A more obstinate pressure will bring 
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the hairy part of the style with its load of pollen grains in contact 
with the insect and thus transfer them over to its body. Thus 
a bee seeking honey, will alight upon the petal-wings and 
pressing it shift some of the pollens upon the stigma and carry 
some from it. 

It is in the Orchids, however that the most exquisite 
adaptations are to be observed in their infinitely diversifi(\d 
forms. 

A utogam,. or Self-fertilisation. 

In Wheat, Barley, Canna, Flax and many other plants self-fertilisa
tion takes place either exclusively or in conjunction with cross-fertilisa. 
tion. Drawin held the opinion that the cross is the only kind of 
legitimate sexual union in plants, and autogamy is injurious to a certain 
extent; but Kerner maintains that where inter-crossing fails, .. utogamy 
"assumes an importance of its own, and the contrivances which have 
been observed to bring about autogamy are no less numerous than those 
which favour cross pollinatio',l'" Figs 228-32 show the discharge of 

FIG. 228. FIG. 231. FIG. 232. 

pollen upon the stigma of the same flolver. Soon after th~y come out 
from the bud the flaments are diverging, but as the Rnthers become 
mature they curve inwards, and bring their ripe anthers almost in contact 
with the ripe stigma upon which the grains are dusted ;See fig. 230)_ 
Soon after the pollination, the anthers drop off, the filaments and the 
decapitated stamens roll inwards in the form of coils. (Fig 231 ). 

-Certain composit<e flowers growing in situations rarely visited by insects, 
b.ees etc, bend their revolute split stigmas downwards on to the dissected 
and hairy calyx. Here pollen grains already carried by the style during 
its elongation, and sprinkled down over the pappus, have been 
cau&ht, and now become attached to the sticky stigmatic surface thus 
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bent dawn. Fig. 223. In Argemane Mexicana (Shealkanta) the wide 
open petals catch the discharged pollen grains during thE" day, and 
clasing over 3.t night, bring some of the grains in contact with the ripe 
stigma, thus effecting its fertilisatian. I" what are called Cleisto
gamic flowers, i.e. those whkh never open ! literally "closed up"), 
the adaptlltion for self-fertilisation is unmistak.ble. These are very 
small, inconspicuous flawers, farmed generally an ar near the graund 
and adapted by self-fertilisatian ti) carry an repraductian when inter
crassing fails. 

To. sum up, it may be stated, 
(1). That in the more showy flowers of plants living in sunny and 

lively localities, crass pallinatian gaes an almast exclusively. 
(2). That where insects rtnd other flawer-visiting creatures are 

rare, self-pallination is the rule ar at leClst, prepanderates; though it 
takes place more frequently than Darwin bad reason to thin'k. 

(3). That in c1eistogamaus flowers self-pollination is all that can 
take place. 

The effect of Pollination, or the transport and deposition 
of pollen on the stigma, is fertilisation. The result of polli
nation is seen to he the \\'ithering, shrivelling and turning 
brown of all structures outsi~1e the ovary. The result of ferti
lisation is fructification or the formation of the fruit. 

Soon after the proper pollen falls upon the praper stigma, the former 
produces the pollen tube which makes its way down to the ovary; and 
there meeting the ovule; penetrates into it and fertilises the Ovum, The 
spermatoplasm of the pollen tube fuses with the Ooplasm, and the 
result of this fusion is the Em brYo. 

The effect of fertilisation is not restricted to the produc
tion of the seed; but other parts of the flower also undergo 
moclificatiOJls to carry out new functions, such as protection 
and dissemination of the 8eed. Hence the product of the 
changes induced by fertilisation, either in the flower, flO\\'ering 
axis, or the inflorescence is the FRUT. 



CHAPTER X. 

The Fruit. 

It is hard to define the Fruit-for here also, as in all other 
similar morphological questions, we have to face a large variety 
of structures that are undoubtedly Fruits-for here also, com
plications and metamorphosis and modifications of a typical. 
an ideal structure, make it difficult for us to cover the descrip
tion of the thing under a generalisation. For in the gradual 
{;ourse of development of the flower we come to a final stage 
where all further progress ceases, and the changes that have 
been induced in it by fertilisation of the ovary, become perma
nently unalterable in the shape of a fully grown, mature 
structure, called the Fruit. Hence, it is no new morphological 

o part of the plant-it is only a fertilsed ovary with which have 
been incorporated those persistent parts of the flower that have 
undergone changes consequent upon fertilisation. The flower, as 

, will be remembered, is only a metamorphosed shoot,so modified 
as to carryon the physiological function of reproduction, and 
the Fruit, similarly, is a shoot where the modification has been 
carried a step further, so that another particular physiological 
function may be carried out effectively-that is, the 
preservation and protection of the seeds and their dispersion to 
the best advantage. 

The above statements are very clearly borne out from a 
consideration of the composition of a few typical Fruits :-1n 
the fruit of the Pea ( :-'Iatur ) the progressive development of 
the carpel can be traced apparently with ease; what was before 
merely an elongated carpel in the flower has, in the fruit, become 
,more capacious to give accommodation to the moules which 
haw 'matured into seeds, leaving onlr the style and stigma to 

13 
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die down ane! \vither away.-Here then the fruit is simply a 
mature ovary-a seed vessel, \dth the wall of the carpel 
developed into a rather strong an (I hard coat, which we call 
the Pericarp, ane! the ovules matured into see(ls. Xot so 
,implc is the case \vith the Cocoanut fruit or the :\Iango. For 
though 'vc can distinctly- recognise the seed that is in the 
Cocoanut or :'IIango, it goes without saying that the pericarp 
must have undergone some remarkable change, ultimately 
culminating in the fleshy coat in one case, and a fibrous one in 
the other. The Apple, the Orange and the :\Ielon present still 
more difficult c'W;os; for though the seeds are there all right 
within, the pericarp is curiously separable into two parts, and it 
is not easy at first sight to determine to what floral part they must 
he referred to. A still more difficult ,rase we get in the Jack 
fruit and th,e Fig. In none of the t\\·o latter plants do we get 
flowers of any appreciable dimension, but, instead, a very large 
number of scaly flowers aggregated togetHer on the fleshy 
and swollen mass of the main rachis, forming aIf inflorescence, 
the peculiarity and structure of which have marked it off from 
all other sorts. The Infiof(;scence then, in these cases, has 
fructitied into an Infructescence, and we look in vain for any 
trace of the Pericarp. If we cut straight longitudinally through 
the Jack fruit we find· the central fleshy rachis very clearly 
marked out from the rest of the pulpy mass ,,·hich consists 
of a promjscuous mixture of floral leaves, bracts and carpels of 
all the flowers rendered succulent and fleshy, The number of 
flowers C~)1 be told from the number of seeds present, and the 
pulpy mass adherent to each seed represents the carpel. 

The Fig fruit is similar in composition though a little 
different in form and texture. The fleshy rachis here, instead of 
being central, as in the Jack fruit, forms a hollow but closed 
cup, or funnel, and inside, on the surface of the wall of the 
cavity (j.Te found very small seed like structures. 
, The fea fruit ranks first in our consideration-almost unri

viHecl for its siJllplicjty of structure, ap.d conspicuous for its 
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common Dccurrence, the \ray in which it works out the function 
allotted to it is still more simple. \Yhen it is quite mature and 
too old to imprison the seeds within itself. it simply bursts at 
it,; two sides and thus lets go the seeds. 

Closely allied to the abo\'c, but differing as regards the 
number of seeds present and of the opening faces, is the fruit 
of the Champak-better known in Bengal by the name Kantali 
Champa (JIic!lelia ClzallljJaca.) The free carpels of the flower 
mature into plum shaped fruits hanging in bunches from a 
short branch, and each fruit splits when ripe on one face only 
and gives out the seed within. In contrast to the mode of 
dehiscence of the Pea fruit, the dehiscence in this case is only 
,on one side-the margin or line along which the splitting takes 
place being called the suture. In both the above two cases the 
dehiscence is sutural. And if we recall the structure of the 
{;arpel it will be apparent that formed as it is by the infolding 
of a metamorphosed leaf along its midrib, the simplest carpel 
can have two sutures-one along the line where the margins 
of the leaf become fused-the ventral, and the other along 
the midrib-the dorsal. In the case of the Pea fruit, it 
<1ehisces by both sutures, while in the Champaka, only tlhe 
ventral suture opens out. 

Next, take the fruit of the mustard plant. If we 
examine the ovary still unripe, we find that it is made up 
of two carpels, united at the margins, and bearing a 
number of ovules on the placentas that originate along these 
lines of union. The ripe fruit bursts along these lines 
which must hence be called sutures, and the pericarp 
splits out into two parts which diverge away from the apex forming 
what are called, the two valves. It presents an apparent analogy 
to the Pea fruit-for in both cases the pericarp is divided into 
two almost similar halves ;-but note that, in the Mustard 
fruit, the seeds are attached to a membranous partition wall 
called the replum, in the median plane between the two valves, 
and this is always wanting in the Pea fruit; that the latter i.i 
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apocarpous, whereas the former is syncarpous; and that the
dehiscence though sutural in both cases, occurs by the ventral 
suture only in the former and by both dorsal and ventral 
sutures in the latter. 

Next examine the Datura fruit. It also is syncarpous. 
It also is dehiscent. Here also we find two carpels united 
together in the very young ovary, but during its ripening into the 
fruit, a false partition wall-false because it is of later growth
is interposed into each of the two cells of the maturing ovary, 
making it appear four celled. When at maturity the fruit 
dehisces, four valves open away from the centre leaving 
there the vestige of the placerttas and the seeds. Other cases 
of dehiscent syncarpous Fruit we get in our common Cotton 
plant (Gossypium), in the Malva or Mallow Family, as for 
instance, in the Rukta Java (Hibiscus Rosa sinensis) and Ram
toroye ( Hibiscus esculentus ), and in the elastic fruits of Gera
nium (Dopati : Impatiens Balsamina), a common garden plant 
all over India. 

It is to be remarked here that, in all the above cases, the
dehiscence is always sutural i.e. regularly along the lines of 
junction. But it may not be quite regular or sutural,-it may 
be irregular. And this irregularity may happen either by a 
transz'erse splitting of the fruit into two halves,-one upper 
and the other lower, or by the formation of openings called 
pores on the whole surface, or only a part of the pericarp of 
the fruit. The transverse or cicrcuJllscissite dehiscence as the 
former mode is called, occurs in the minute fruits of the 
Coxcombe (Celosia) and Amaranthus. The Coxcomb, com
monly known in Bengal as :\Iorogphul, is a rather showy her
bacious plant producing flowers "'hich arc individually HolT 

small and inconspicuous, but very showy in the clusters in 
which they are always aggregated. Each flO\ver produces a 
small fruit, the pericarp of which is thin and hard, and splits 
into two parts, the upper falling away as a cup or lid from the 
lower-and in the cup-like hollow of the latter is to be found 
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.only one small hard and hla:::k seed. .'\n excellent ex
.ample of the second kind of irregular dehiscence, generaIl," 
going by the name of porous riehis(ellCe is in the Poppy 
fruit (of the Opium tree). Here the fruit is synGHpow; . 
. and it has parietal placentas, though these instead of remaining 
quite over the inner surface of the ovary extend towards the 
centre in the form of projecting walls anel on these the seeds are 
borne. The fruit, however, does not open by valves, but 
numerous openinw'. like \\'inc!O\vs, are thrown out from the 
upper flat surface of the fruit, and it is through them that 
the seeds are dispersed. Thus 

The Modes of Dehiscence are 
l. Sutural or Regular or ::\" ormal-when the pericarp breaks 

.up along either the \'entral or dorsal or both sutures. 
2. Irregular or almormal---\\'hen the dehiscence is not 

sutural but mar be either (a) transverse or circlll1lscissile, or (b) 

]Jorous. 

Kinds of Sutural Dehiscence :--
1. S'ePficidal lJdzisce}l(c :--where in the case of a syncarpous 

fruit the septa or partition walls of the cells are cut through, 
.thus dividing the pericarp into as many parts as there are 

Fl(i.233· FIG. 23+. FIG. 235. FIG. 230. 

Diagrams to illustrate the Dehiscence of Fruits. 
Fig. 2.~3. Septicidal-each partition-wall cut in two-consti-

1;uent carpels separ~ted and opening by the ventral suture. 
Fig. 234. Loculicidal-each loculus opened by splittings of the 

·constituent carpels along the midrib or dorsal suture. 
Fig. 235. Loculicidally septifragal. 
Fig. 236. Septicidally septifragal-septa or partition walls 

.. emaining intact-valves only falling away. 
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carpels and then each of these parts dehisces along the ventral 
suture as illustrated in the diagram Fig 233. Here the placentas 
are in the central column \yhere all the margins of the carpellary 
leaves have become confluent. and \yhich, at dehisccnce leh 
go the carpels, each in its turn to he opened out along the 
ycntral suture. In the whole :'IIaIIO\\' famil)' (Ramtoroye or 
Bhinclee or Dhanrosa. Java, Sthalapadma, Cotton etc) this is 
very clearly seen. But in certain cases each of the split 
carpels mar dehisce again by both the sutures. 

2. Loculicid'll deli isct'llC'e--\yhe re the pericarp opens 
along the dorsal suture of each carpel·-the septa or partItIon 
\\'aIls remaining ullSplit and attached to both the central 

• placental COIUI11~l and the carples as in fig'ure 234. Thus, each 
loculus or cell of the fruit is split only at the back and 
othenyise remains intact. Examples, in man\' fruits of the 
l\Ialiow Family. 

3. Septifragal dehiscCllce-·where the septa or partition 
walls remain intact attached to the central column and the 
val\'es or the parts of the split pericarp fall away from them. 
If, in case first, we suppose that the splitting of the pericarp 
into carpels does not extend right to the central column by 
the bipartition of each septum but stops short at the outer 
edge of the septum, and if the \'all'es then break a\yay from 
the walls, the dehiscence becomes septicidally or better 
marginicidally septifragal. Similarly, if in case two, the parti
tion \yalls remaining attached at the centre let go the valves. 
the dehiscence becomes Zoruliritia!(l' septifragal. The dehis
cence of the :'IIustard fruit is a case in point. Since the two 
valves break a\\'ay from the margin .of the septum which is 
left behind with the seeds attached to it (replulIl), the dehis
cence is of the marginicidally septifragal mode. 

It will be possible now to give a tabular view of the 
different modes of Dehiscence of the Fruit-
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\Ye haye been dealing.~o far exclusiyely \yith dry e1ehbcent 
fruits. The Pea fruit. the :\Iustarcl fruit, the Popp)' fruit, and 
those of the Colton. Cehiia and Champaka differ widely from 
the :\lango. or Lichi. or \Yater mc]on, in the fact. that the former 
have. all e1ry and clehbcent pericarps, whereas the latter is 
fleshy or succulent. But there arc fruits that are dry and still 
indehiscent. \\'itness for example. the fruit of the Rice or 
\Vheat plant. c\J1(1 fleshy fruits arc naturally indehiscent. 
\Vith reference to the texture of the pericarp, then, fruits may 
be fleshy or elry; and with reference to the dehiscence, fruits 
may be clehiscent or indehiscent. Here at last \\'e have 
found the threads of our classification-we may divitle 
Fruits as 

1. Dry { 
Dehiscent 
Indehiscent 

{ 
Dehiscent 

2. Flesh}' Indehiscent 

We mar ncxt proceed to classify and name the diffcrent 
kinds of fruits .falling under each of these types. But it 

should be noted. h're. that the terms referred to above apply 
only in the case of what are called Simple Fruits, i.e. those that 
result from the ripening of a single Pistil, and that there are 
fruits more complex in structure such, for example, as what we 
get from the ripening of a number of Pistils either be!ohging
to one flm\'er or different flm\'ers on a receptacle. Hence there 
are:-
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I. Simple Fruits-resulting from one Pistil. 
(aJ Dry Dehiscent. 
(0) Dry Indehiscent. 
(c) Succulent or Fleshy. 

2. Aggregate Fruits-resulting from a cluster of 
separate Carpels belonging to one flO\\'er, united 
together into a mass. 

3. :\Iultiple Fruit--resulting from a cluster of 
separate Carpels belonging to different flO\\'ers 
on a common rachis, united into a mass. 

Take a supposititious case, c\ long rachis bear, a number 
of. sa\', sessile flowers in each uf which the Gyncecium is 
composed of a numher of carpels. ::'\C)IY if the Gyncecium he 
syncarpous, that is, if the' Carpels be all united together to form 
one O\'ary then the resulting fruit \\'ould be clearl~' a simple 
one. B~;t if the Gyncecium be apocarpous, that is, if the Pistils 
he separate and not united so that a number of O\'aries 
is formed, then the resulting fruit would naturally be 
many from each flO\\'er, all clustered together on a yery short 
stalk. The number of Fruits in the first case, the number of 
clusters in the second case, would no doubt correspond to the 
number of flowel's that \\'as on the rachis, The secone! case 
is one of the aggregate Fruit. i\ext, suppose the rachis com
pressed down to form not an elongated axis but a globular or 
flat or holIO\\' structure. The flowers naturally would be 
clustered now, and if the fruits of all the flowers being thus 
aggregated adhere to one another either by becoming fleshy 
or by being simply superposed, then the resultant structure 
would be a multiple Fruit. 

\\'e next come to the nomenclature of the 

Dry Dehiscent Fruits or Pods. 

A. ApocARPoL:s-that is, from a single carpeL 
I. Follicle-is an apocarpous and monocarpellary pod 

dehiscing by only one suture (generally the yentral). In the, 
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Champaka alread~' alluded to a!Jm·e,.the Fruit is aggregate and 
is composed of Follicles. In Magnolias, where the flowers 
are large, beautiful and odoriferous, as also in 'the .-\col1ite 
or katbish plant of Darjeeling ancl in the :\Iadar Cakanda) the 
fruits are Follicles. 

\ 

~ ,~~ 

FIG. 2-1-0. 

Fig. 237. Legume of Pea; seeds att·ached toward the ventral 
surture. 

Fig. 23R. Silique of Mustard. Below, a Silicle or Silicula. Note 
the two valves and the replum. 

Fig. 239. Capsule of Poppy. Note the pores formed like 
windows below the spreading top. , 

Fig. 2~O.· Capsule of COttoll, bursting into five valves.-.\i ate 
the h~iry seeds. 

2. Legume-is an apocarpons ancl monocarpellary pOt! 
dehiscing by both sutures, being thus didded into two \·ah·es. 
In all the great Pea family of plants Legumes are characteristic. 
The different pulse plants, the sensitive plant (Lajjabati lata), 
the thorny Babla tree, the Hemp plant, the Indigo plant, the 
Dhak (Palas) all have legftmes and all come under the very 
hig family called Leguminos<e-indeed the term Legume is 
restricted to the fruits of this family. 
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3. Loment-is a legume which has become transversely 
jointed abO\'e and below each seed-thus there is always a 
constriction of the pericarp bet\\'een t\yO seeds. .\s for 
example, in the Soondali 1 Ca,\'sia fistu/a ) "'here spurious dis
sepiments running bet\yeen the seed's make the fruit many 
celled. It is sometimes not dehiscent as in the Tamarind, 
Sisso, Santa I \yood, etc. 

B. SVXC\RPol's-that is, from a compound ovary . 

.j.. Capsule-is an one celled or many celled syncarpous 
dry dehiscent fruit. It may dehisce in any of the modes of 
dehiscence -regularly or irregularly. septicic\ally, loculicidally 
or septifragally. It may c;onsist of t)yO, three or more carpels. 
The fruits of the .\fah·a, the Java, the Poppy, the Cotton plants 
are all capsules. But t\YO special kinds of the Capsule ha\'e 
received substantive names,-these are :-

5, Silique-is a narrow two valyed Capsule with t\YO 

parietal placentas from \yhich the \'ah'es separate in dehiscence. 
It is a capsule of 2 carpels "'ith marginicidally septifragal 
dehiscence. Fig. 238. Examples, in the .\Iustard, the Radish, 
the Turnip plants. The Silique is the characteristic fruit of 
the family of plants known as Cruciferze just as the Legume is 
of the Leguminosze. It is generally of an elongated form, 
like the Legume; but in some Cruciferous plants the fruit 
is flat, short and compressed. These are called $ilicula 
(diminutive of Silique). 

'6. Pyx is or Pyxidium-is a capsule \rith irregular 
circum,cissile or tranS\'erse dehiscence as in Celosia (coxcomh
morogphul), Amaranthus etc. 

7. Diplotegia.-I nferior fruits are usually inclehiscent 
(see Pepo, Cypsela); but in some cases they become capsular. 
These inferior capsular or clehiscent fruits are called Diplote
gias. Thus of c1ehiscent syncarpous fruits, those that are 
superior are called Capsules; those that are inferior, 
Diplotegias. 
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Dry Indehiscent Fruits. 

In these the pericarp neyer dehi~ces, but mar be either hard 
and bony, or membranous; and when membranous it may 
either be closely applied to the surface of the seed enclosed 
within, or may remain I()o~e) only as a bladder-like cO\·ering. 
Indehiscent dry fruits are generally one seeded and this 
precludes them from dehiscing and thus disper~ing the seeds. 
But in some cases, special appendages are c1e\'eloped on the 
pericarp. \\'hich help in the disjJersiol1 of the fruit by making 
it more light ami ready for transport. Of these the following 
are the most im portant. ._.-

r. Samara-is a dry indehi"cent one seeded winged 
fruit. In the Sal la big Timber plant-Sh()rea rO!Jl/s/a) Fruit. 
for instance, five large wings are attached to a cluster of 
five one seeded indehiscent pericarps. In the .:'IIadhabilota 
(Hiptage III adlwbl()/a ) plant, the Fruit consists of three capsules 
each provi(led \dth 3 long \"ings. Fig. 2.p. The function uf 
the wing is to make the Fruit lighter and more buoyant, and 

FIG. 2.p. Fw. 242. FIG. 243. 

Fig. 241. 
Fig. 242. 
Fig. 243. 
Fig. 244 

Achene of Sunflower with pappus of two scales. 
Samara of Madhobylota with three' Wings. 
Winged fruit of Sal-of five winged Achenes. 
Fruit of Umbelli/erce-a Cremocarp. 
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thus to facilitate the dispersion by wind. ~\ similar function is 
carried out by the tuft of hairs so conspicuously present in 
the small compressed seed of the :'IIadar (akanda) as to 
make it a matter of common obsen'ation about February in 
Bengal. But such tufts of hairs are also formed on the top of 
small one seeded indehiscent fruits called 

2. Achenes as in the marigold (genda) and sunflower 
(Surjamukhi). The .\chene in such cases results from an 
inferior O\'ary, and the calL'( being ad nate hecomes incorpo~ 
rated \\'ith the fruit and forms at the tOJl a tuft of hairs, or 

.a set of teeth or scales only, called l'appus.-In other cases 
as in the t\yining- Clematis, the Buttercup and other Ranun
culaceous plants such hail'\' appendages are not found and 
the fruit is not inferior. Hence \yhether originating from a 
superior or an inferior ovary,' one seeded, hard, dlT. indehi
scent seed-like small fruits are calle(l ,\chenes. The term 
Achene, ho\\'e\'er is more particularly applied to l11onocarpellary 
fruits; \Yherea, 

Cypsela is the name gh'en to an achene with an aclnak 
calyx and dcri\'ed from a bicarpellar'y Pistil hadng a ",l'llCarpous 
ami unilocular mary. It is the chamcteristic fruit of the 
('ompositao, and is alwa vs inferror. 

3. Nut is a hard one seeded indehiscent achene-like 
. . 

fruit but much larger and produced from a s,l'l1carpous 2-3 
celled Q\'ary containing 2~3 m'ules, only one cell and one 
seed being left in the Fruit, the rest heing turned aborti\'e. 
Such fruits are commonly found in many plants belonging to 
the Cupuliferao specially in Oak, Hazel and Beech. When the 
outer coat of this, fruit becomes fibrous it is called a fibro 
drupaceous Nut, as in the Cocoanut, the Almond, the Betelnut 
,etc. 

4. Caryopsis is the fruit of the Graminao-the Grass 
family, e.g, of Wheat, Rice, Barley etc. It is a superior one 
celled one seeded syncarpous fruit with a ,'ery thin membra
nous pericarp adhering and conforming to the seed. Of all 
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ruits this is most likely to be mistaken for a seed. It may be 
defined as an Achene in which the pericarp of the fruit and the
testa of the seed are fused together into an inseparable mass. 

5. Schizocarp is a dry syncarpous fruit which at matu
rity separates into two or more dry inde hiscent one-seeded 
parts. A particular kind of the Schizocarp is the fruit of the 
Umbellifene, called Cremocarp. Fig. 244. The latter is compos
ed of two united carpels with one seed in each, and splits at 
maturity into two parts, called lllericarps, joined to a common 
central axis called carpopllore. 'Vhen the Schizocarp is many
celled and splits up into a number of dry indehiscent I-seeded 
fruits, it is calleel Carcerule; as an many :.\Iallows and 

FIG. 245· FIG. 246. FIG. 247. 

Fig. 245- Vertical section through a Schizocarp of Umbellifer(l! 
Fig. 246. Transverse section through same. 
Fig. 247. Fruit of Lotus, showing carpels embedded in the flat-

topped receptacle. 

Geraniums. Fig. 151. In Ricinus (castor oil) and some 
Euphorhias, the syncarpous fruit bursts with elasticity into the 
separate constituent carpels (usually three). This form of the 
schizocarp is callee! Regma. and the constituent parts-one
seeded, oue-celled, dry anel indehiscent, are called Cocci. The 
schizocarp differs from the capsule in heing indehiscent, so far 
as the dispersion of the seeds are concerned; the Capsule by 
hursting lets go the seeels, the Schizocarp by bursting lets go 
the constituent carpels only. 
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Succulent Fruits.-The wall of the ripe ovary oecomes 
the wall of the fruit or the Pcricarp. In Lcguminosa,: ami other 
apocarpous plants the Pericarp is dry and membranous and 
leaf like or _foliaceous; so also i~ it in many dry fruits. But in 
sllcculent fruits it exhibits three layers or regions, the tissue:.; 
of \\'hich arc de\'(oloped differently; the outer one or the 
external coat is then called the Epi(lrp or Exomrp; the 
middle, the Jfesorarp, anel an inner, the EI/(lomrp. The 
inner layer in some cases becomes harll and is then calleu the 
Puta1l/eJl or Siolle; the mesocarp \,hen fleshy, soft and 
succulent is called the Si/uocarp. 

Succulent or fleshy fruits are naturally indehiscent ; they 
are generally either fleshy throughout or homogeneous in 
texture; or provided with a cartilaginous or any firm rind on 
the outside and a hard stone inside i.e. heterogeneous in 
texture. But in some cases, as in the \Valnut the succulent 

. fruit is dehiscent. . Hence we ma.\' classify succulent fruits 
under two heads. 

A. Succulent Ir:dehiscent Fruits :-
1. TExTFRE HETEROGEXEOl·S.-

1. The Drupe or Stone Fruit. Here the. peri carp is 
differentiated mainly into two j,ZlnS : the inner hard Endocarp 
or Stone or putalll~n within a fleshy. mesocarp or sarcocarp. 
On the outside the sarcocarp is enveloped by a thin coat, the 
epicarp. The endocarp encloses only one seed with a 
membranous testa. The fruit of the :\Iango, the' Peach, the 
Plum, and the Apricot are' typical examples. The Cocoanut is 
also a Drupe but it is better described as a fibro-drupaceous 
Nut. In tjJ.e Almond, similarly, the fruit is Drupaceous; the 
seed is enveloped by a thin woody shell-the endocarp-which 
in its turn is surrounded by green covering layer formed of 
the combined epicarp and sarcocarp. If a stone-fruit happens 
to have a firm undifferentiated layer on the outside, it passes 
into the Nut. 

2. The Pome. Here the endoc,up is cartilaginous, the 
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Fig. 2+8. Fig. 2+9. Fig. 250. 

Fig. 24R. Vertical section through a Pome. showing the carti
laginous endocarp and the fleshy mesocarp enveloped by a thin 
·exocarp. 

Fig. 2~9. Vertical section through R Drup~. K, the seed within 
a hard endocarp. 

FIg. 250. Transverse section through Apple, (Pome), showing 
the five cells and the cartilRginous endocarp. 

rest of the texture being like that of the Drupe. It results 
from two or more carpels of a bony or cartilaginous texture 
enclosed in a succulent and ad nate calyx and receptacle. 
Hence it is an inferior fruit. As a matter of fact, the term is 
specifically applied to the Apple, the Pear, (Naspati-P}orttS 
Communis). the Quince and the Loquat (jJfespilus Yapollica). 
In the Apple the superior cup-like calyx tube encloses 
the five imperfectly fused carpels which are seated in the 
hollow cup-like thalamus. The carpels finally fuse with the 
cup and form on ripening an almost homogeneous mass. The 
succulent mesocarp is hence derived from the calyx or the 
thalamus, and the carpels enclosing the seeds become bony 
and parchment-like. It is the characteristic fruit of one section 
of the family Rosace:.e (Pome:.e); the Drupe characterises 
another section ( Drupace:.e ). 

3. The Pepo or Gourd-fruit, is the name given almost 
exclusively to the fruit of the Cucumber or Gourd family 
( Cucurbitace:.e). In texture, it is almost the obverse of the 
Pome. That is, here the exocarp is cartilaginous and the 
endocarp and the mesocarp become blended into a sarcocarp. 
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The fruit is inferior, the exterior rind being the further 
development of the adnate calyx which becomes completely 
incorporated with the inferior ovary. It is normally one 
celled with three parietal placentre, but may become supriously 
three celled by the projection of the placentre to the central 
axis where they fuse. The seeds are always attached to the 
revolute placental surfaces. The structure anq formation of 
the placentre can be very well seen in the Cucumber, the 
;'Ielon etc. The Papaw fruit resembles the pepo in many 
respects, but it arises from a superior ovary and hence mar 
be called a Superior Pepo. When the external covering or 
exocarp is not cartilaginous the Pepo becomes a Berry-i.e. a 
fleshy fruit having a homogeneous texture. 

4. The Hesperidimn. It is a term applied solely to the 
fruits of the Orange family, as Orange. Lemon, Lime etc. It is. 
a superior fruit with a leathery rind. The Orahge, for instance,_ 
is a multilocular compound or syncarpous fruit with an axile 
placentation. The epicarp, mesocarp, and ~artly the endocarp 
forms the leathery skin which is peeled off and thrown away. 
The edible portion is formed by the papillar outgrowths from 
the placentre, which fill up the loculi along with the seeds. 
The walls of these loculi are made up of a thin and membra
nous endocarp. 

II. TExTcRE HOMOGENEOlJS.~ 

5. The Berry. It is a fleshy fruit wherein the peri carp 
is fleshy throughout.. The Grape, Banana, Tomato, Tepari, 

'Brinjal etc, are examples. The pulp here is produced from the 
parietal placentas which develop as a large fleshy mass; the 
seeds, howevcr, are small and many, and dispersed loosely in 
the pulpy mass. (d. the Pepo and Drupe). The term 
baccate (fr. Bacca = Berry) is used in describing any fruit of 
a pulpy naturc. The Date, it should be observed, is easily 
mistaken for a Drupe; but it is not so; it is a Beny; for 
th,e stone is not the Endocarp but the testa of the seed. The 
outer skin is the epicarp; the pulpy mass underneath, the 
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mesocarp or sarcocarp and surrounding the stone is a 
thin membranous endocarp. In many varieties of Banana the 
seeds have disappeared through long cultivation. The Berry 
is distinguished from the Drupe by the absence of a hard 
endocarp and usually contains more than one seed which 
is generally provided with a hard testa. In Drupes, the 
stone is the endocarp, while the testa forms a thin and 
membranous layer investing the seed within this hard 
endocarn-

FIG. 251. 

Fig. 251. TheFig-lruit-Syconus. 

B. Succulent Dehiscent Fruits. 

1. THE SCCCl'LEKT CAPSl·LE. As the name indicates. the 
Capsule here is fleshy, as in Balsams. 

2. THE DEHISCENT DRt:PE. In \Yalnut the outer succu
lent layer bursts. The endocarp is stony and surrounds a 
thin skinned seed exactly as in the Drupe. 

3. THE DEHISCENT BERRY. :'Irany Cucurbitaceous fruits 
remain succulent during- maturity and bursts while ripe. These 
may be called Dehiscent Berries. 

Aggregate Fruits.-These result from the simultaneous 
ripening of a cluster of carpels belonging to ore flower and 
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crowded on the convex or club shaped receptacle. The best 
-example is in our Champaka (}Iichelia champaka) where the 
aggregated carpels imbricate over one another and each 
become a ripe follicle. The best Englhh name for an aggre
gate fruit is Syncarp. But the term is not very strictly usee\. 
In }Iagnolia, Rose, and many other families such aggregate 
fruits are formed; in all such cases the thalamus is conical or 
elongated and upon it the carpels are disposed in a spicate or 
capitulate form. \:Vhen the thalamus itself becomes fleshy and 
becomes organically united with the fruit, it becomes an 

Accessory or Anthocarpous Fruit.-_\s the term 
denotes, here some conspicuous part of the fructification 
belongs to the floral emelopes or the rachis. In Krishnakali 
(}Iirabilis), for instance, the lower part of the pcrianth remains 
enveloping the fertilisec1 pistil when the upper part has fallen 
hy a transverse splitting, and grows ,,:ith the fruit as a thick
ened and indurated mantle. In Tepal;i (Physalis), the calyx 
though n')t forming an organic part of the enclosed fnlit, is 
accrescent. In the English Blackberry or Bramble the com'ex 
receptacle bears a number of Pistils on its surface, ami on 
ripening becomes succulent and almost homogeneous with the 
latter. 

In Multiple or Collective Fruits, on the otherhand, 
the floral members are necessarily acc~ssory. Here an in
florescence becomes a fruit. In }Iulberrr the fleshy balls 
are not the ovaries of a single flower but belong to different 
flowers; so also in the Jack fruit and in the Fig. The fruit 
of the :'IIulberry and the Pineapple is called a Sorosis ; it is 
formed from a spike. In the latter the fleshy axis becomes 
fused \vith the sessile Pistils. In the former, the axis remains 
slender but is rendered succulent along with the Pistils of the 
'Sep:lrate flowers that are borne upon it, the perianth also 
re:1nins hehind ane! becoming fleshy, unite them into a com
pact fleshy and succulent mass. In cmtrast to this spicate 
form of the infructescence, the Fig-fruit is oiled a Syconus. 
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It results from the ripening of a hypanthodium. The female 
flowers borne upon the hollow surface of the concave rachis 
ripen into achenes, popularly regarded as seeds. 

FIG. 252. FIG. 253. FIG. 254. 

Fig. 2.,\2. A Pine Cone. 
Fig. 253. Galbulus. 
Fig. 254. Fruit of Taxus-Baccate. 

The Strobile or Cone (Fig 252) is a scaly collective fruit. 
It characterises the fruit of the Pines and other Conifers. Here 
naked seeds are borne upon the upper face of each scale. It is 
-generally conical in shape and the scales become usually very 
thick and hard. In Hop the scales are membranous and the 
little seed-like fruits_are achenes. In many Cypresses and 
Conifers the strobile becomes rather globular and it is 
then called a Galbulus. The scales here, also differ from 
those of the Cone; for they are more broad and peltate at the 
outside. (Fig 253). The number of scales again, involved in 
the galbulus is much smaller than that in the Cone. Another 
kind of Gymnospermous fruit is shown in Fig 253. It is the 
fruit of the Yew (Taxus baccata). It appears to be a berry, 
but it consists· simply of a naked:seed surrounded by a fleshy 
·cup with an opening at the apex. 
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Natural Orders and their Characteristic Fruits. 

:\A1TRAL ORDER 

Ranunculacere 
(Aconite family) 

;_Iagnoliacere 
(Champaka family) 

Papaviracere 
(Poppy family) 

Cruciferre 
(.\Iustard family) 

Caryophyllacere 
(Pink family) 

Malvacere 
(Cotton or Mallow 

family) 
Geraniacere 
(Geranium family) 
Rutacere 
(Orange family) 

Vitacere or Ampelidere ... 
(Grape-vine family) 

Leguminosre 
(Pea family) 

Cucurbitacere 
(Cucumber family) 

Vmbelliferre 
(Carrot family) 

Compositre 
(Sunflo\\er family) 

A sc1epiadacere 
(:Uadar family) 

Graminre . 
(Grass or Grain family) 

Coniferre 
(Pine family) 

FRUITS 

Achene, or Follicle (Aconite), 'or 
Pods. 

Follicles. 

Capsules-.\Iultilocular-ex:> Seeded. 

Silique or Silicula. 

Capsule·-U nilocular-oo Seeded. 

.\Iultilocular Capsule or Clrcerule. 

s-CeUed Capsule bursting with 
explosion, or Regma. 

Hesperidium in the Oranges 
(A urantiea) or Berry with a 
hard epicarp (Bael,Kathbel etc.) 

Berry or Drupe. 

Legume or Loment. 

Pepo or Succulent Berry (rarely). 

Cremocarp. 

Cypsela. 

Follicles ( A pair of ). 

Caryopsis. 

Strobile, Galbulus or Berry. 



CHAPTER XI. 

The Seed. 

The fruit, as has already been sa~_ __Ie results in some 
very extensive changes in the ovule. The embryo, the direct 
consequence of fertilisation, undergoes a period of rest after 
it has attained a definite stage of differentiation; during this 
period of embryonic developement, the m·ule becomes 
greatly modified in size, shape, texture, etc., to form the mature 
seed, 

In the ripe ovule or seed, the outer ovular coat becomes 
-the testa as a firm, usually hard coat. The testa may be 

. applied to the surface of the seed conforming to it, or may 
remain quite free. But the tegmen or endopleura-that corres
ponding to the inner ovular coat, is, when present conformed 
to the seed and envelopes the kernel. 

Thus ~ the essential parts of the seed are the coals and the 
kernel. The coats arc variously appendaged 

The 'Appendlges.-These are formed as outgrowths 
during the ripening of the ovule. 

(a) '[he Caruncula is an outgrowth formed from the outer 
{)p~ning ~f the ovule i.e. the micropy Ie of the seed. It forms 
a small Fidge or handle in the seed of Euphorbia, Ricinus 
(castor-oil plant) etc. A protuberance of the raph e or at the 
hilum of the seed receives the name of a strophiole. 

(b) The Arillus is an incomplete seed covering formed as 
a cup around the seed between the time of fertilisation and 
its ripening. In Lotus such an outgrowth developes from the 
top :of the funiculus and growing into a sac-like covering. almost 
entirely encloses the seed. In many Euphorbias, and in 
Ricinus, a similar covering originates from the micropyle and 
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grows downwards oyer the testa; this is called an Arillode or 
false Aril. 

(c) .. Wing-like appendages of the testa are deyeloped in 
some seeds, as in many Bignoniacex (e. g. Parul, Paral or 
Patali-BigtlOllia sltaz!eolus) and in Conifers. Sharp edges on 
the seed are found in Sajina (:'IIoringa pterigosperma). 

(d) Coma is the tuft of soft hairs formed at some points 
of seeds. In akanda and in many other Asclepias, the coma 
is formed at one point only. In the cotton plant, the seeds 
are completely cm'ered \\"ith yer)" long and soft hairs. 

:'IIarkings on the surface of the seed are formed on 
many plants. In the poppy seed, and in that of tobacco, for 
instancc, small ridgcs or projections can be :iC:;1 I'cry distinctly. 

The Kernel of the seed consists of the EII/bl)'o and a 
nutritious food for it called ALBUMEN. 

r. THE ALBl::ilEx.-It is a tiss.ue filled up with starch, oil 
and many reserve food-matters which provide nourishment to 
the Embryo. In all seeds, thc Albumen is present during 
thc growing stages of the Embryo. Usually however, in 
many Dicots, the embryo feeding upon the Albumen absorbs 
it entirely. Such seeds are called e;mlbuminolls. Examples 
are in the Pea, Tamarind, Almond, etc where the seeds con
sist of only the testa and the embl)'o. In what are called 
albuminous seeds, this food' material persists, and is subse
quently utilised, not during the grElwth of the embryo, but 
during the germination of the seed. In all Grasses, Cercals, 
Poppies, Cocoanuts, etc the seeds are albuminous. 

After the fertilisation of the ovum, the embryo-sac becomes 
filled with a resen'e food-material called Elldosperm. It is 
this endosperm \yhich nourishes the embryo during 'its early 

stages. Food-material formed in the seed outside the embryo
sac, in the nucellus, is called Perisper1ll. Both these kinds of 
food are, howe\'cr, collectil'ely called the Albumen. In 
exalbuminous seeds, thc endospcrm and perisperm are both 
absorbed; in the albuminous seeds, both may persist: In 
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Lotus (Nymphlca) both endosperm and perisperm persist;. 
in Poppy, Oat. and in many other plants, the embryo is en
closed within the endosperm; in the Date the endosperm 
forms a hard stone; in Cocoanut, it is a hard tissue ; in Coffee, 
Castor oil ane! in all umbelliferous seeds, the endosperm is 
oily. In Canna, the albumen is all perisperm. 

The texture ot the albumen varies in different seeds. 
Thus, it is called 

I. farinaceous or meab', when it can be readily pulverised 
and consists essentially of starch; as in the Cereals. Grasses, 
etc: 

2. Oi[J', when saturated with oil; as in Poppy, ::\Tustard, 
etc: 

3. h(}r1~J', ,vhen it is hard and bony; as in most Palms: 
4. mucilaginous, when it s\vells up readily in contact with 

water; as in l\Ialvaceae : 
5. ruminated, \vhen it presents sinuosities in a cross 

section, being folded irregularly upon itself; as in Custard 
Apple, and many Annonaceous ane! :.\Iyristica plants. 

FIG. 255. FIG. 256. FIG 257. 

The Embryo. As sho\\n in figs 255-57 the fertilised omm 
soon undelgoes divisions and subdivisions and develops into 
the Embryo. At first the ovum is divided into two cells, which 
by repeated divisions again become dfferentiated into two 
parts-the elongated part (fig 256) IS especially adapted to 
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suck up nourishment from the outlying tissues of the nucellus, 
and is called the SUSPE:liSOR. The other part is more like a 
globe (fig 255), and becomes differentiated, generally before 
the seed is ripe, into one or two Co~yledons or seed leaves, a 
radicle and hypocolyl. The constant number of Cotyledons in 
Angiosperms is one in l\Ionocot~, and t\\"o in Dicots; in 
Gymnosperms there is no constant number; it may be two or 
several. 

The l\Ionocot embryo is often a cylindrical body. The 
Cotyledon lies at the upper part and is usually split on one 
side to lodge the plumule or initial bud; the lower part is the 
blunt radicle. In Dicot embryos the Cotyledous are relatively 
large, equal, and lodge the plumule in the notch between 
them. 

The radicular end of the embryo is always directed towards 
the micropyle of the seed; the Cotyledons point to the 
opposite end. 



CHAPTER XII. 

Dispersion of Fruits and Seeds. 

If all the seeds of a large leafy plant fell vertically dmm 
over the ground within the small circle of which the boughs. 
are radii, the conditions of life offered to them are far from 
favourable. For the soil on which so many seeds have fallen 
has probably been robbed of its many nutritious thing8 by 
the parent, and the scanty remains would not be quite sufficient 
to feed all the seedlings. }Ioreover, the large canopy of the 
parent while affording shelter is inimical to the seedlings in 
as much as it cuts off sunlight and the free play of air. The 
struggle for existence between the seedlings, again, would be 
too keen, and all of them mar die in consequence. Hence, 
in the economy of plant-life, dispersion of fruits and disse
mination of seeds bec~)lne an unh'ersal necessity. Thus; the 
fructification and the ripening of the seed are usually accom
panied with the development of structures that help. 

j 
dispersion. 

All those contrivances which operate to disperse the pollen 
are also employed for the dissemination of seeds. The agencies 
through which this takes place are accordingly, (1) wind. (2) 
water, (3) animals, (.J.) tissue-tension resulting in explosions, 
and (5) acci(Iental transport through railways and steamships. 

'Where the wind is the dispersing agent, special appendages 
n the form of wings or hairs or at any rate, structures cal

culated to increase the buoyancy and lessen the weight of the 
seeel or fruit are formed. The winged seeds of the Begrmias, 
the appendaged seeds of Jforillga, the COUlose seed~ of Gossy
piUlil ( Cotton) and Asclepias, the pappose 'achenes of many 
Compositx, the lYing-like l>Grsistent calyx of the Shoreas (sal) 
amI Dipteromrpuses, the flying capsules of Hiptage madhobI0!a, 
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ti1e Pine seeds with theIr attached membranous bracts, are 
all adapted to be dispersed by the wind. Some of them are 
more or less fla,ttenecl and lie in the same plane as the wingecl 
expansion. In this way their centre of gravity is so placed 
that they always present the broad side to the direction of 
descent, and thus they float lightly in the air in an almost 
horizontal position., In the garden Clematis, the small achenal 
fruits are provided with long feathery styles. In Dandilion 
and many other composites, the hairy pappus closes in moist 
air, and when dry, opens out' \yieldy making the fruit more 
buoyant. 

Buoyancy is also a requisite contrh'ance in fruits and seeds 
elispersed by water. The Aril of Lotus, for instance, leaves 
always a film of air interposed petween the testa and the outer 
'aril. Like a cup floating in wateT, the arillate seeds of the 
Lotus float and are carried by currents of water. The fruits 
of many marsh-plants, such as, the Sedges (carex), \Vater 
Plantains, Sagittaria, etc, are provided with a membranous 
and dry utricular covering. The enclosed air within the fruit 
makes it, in such cases, light ehough to be carried by currents 
of water. In some fruits, large water-tight tissues enclosing 
large air-spaces are developed in the pericarp. The COCOIlIlUt, 

for instance, and many Palm-fruits are thus provided with 
floating mechanisms, and they have often been known to be 
,carriecl by Ocean currents to distant parts of the world. The 
appearance of Palms on the isolated and uninhabited Coral 
Islands of the Pacific is thus explained. 

\Vhere animals are the disseminating agents the contrivances 
adopted are infinite in their diversities. A few of these only 
,can be mentioned here. In the dehiscent fruits of 
the :'IIagnolia, the coloured and attractive seeds remain sus
pended in midair by fine threads; they are thus rendered 
visible frol11 afar, and birds carry them away. In Berries and 
other succulent fruits, the edible pulp affords a valuable food to 
.birds and animals, and the small seeds escaping mastication 
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<:ome out with the excrements. l\Iany such small seeds remain 
attached to the beaks of birds, and in their act of wiping 
the beaks against boughs of trees, they involuntarily di~perse 
the seeds. Hooks, beaks, hairs, burs, bristles, feathers etc, 
developed on the fruits or the seeds, attach them to the 
bodies of many animals who thus involuntarily act as agents 
of transport. 

Certain fruits dehisce \vith a sharp explosion. The ex
plosive action necessarily ejects the seeds with some degree of 
force, and they are thus scattered over a comparatively wide 
area. One curious instance is in the Sqirting Cucumber (Ecba
Ilium Elaterill711). The end of the stalk on which the young 
pepo is borne projects into the interior of the fruit like a stopper. 
When it is ripe the fruit is detached from the stopper-like 
stalk which thus leaves an open mouth on the bottle-shaped 
fruit. As it falls, the seeds with a mass of mucilage are squirted 
out with considerable force, through the opening. In Geranium 
a similar explosion takes place during the fruit-dehiscence; 
and so also in many species of Oxalis. In Acanthace::e 
(Justicia, Acanthus etc, ) and in Euphorbiace::e (Ricinus) the 
bursting of the fruits amounts to a regulation detonation. In 
many Legumes of :\Iimos::e and Papilionacere, and in many 
Capsules of ?lIalvace::e and Sterculiace::e, the opening of the 
pericarp is almost simultaneously followed by a spiral twisting 
of the split-parts of the fruit. 

Any traveller who has forced his way through grassy 
meadows or other thickets, can hear witness to the manner 
in which many dry fruits and seeds adhere to the clothes. 
What applies to man, of course applies none the less forcibly 
to animals or other inanimate objects of locomotion. In 
these clays of extensive travel and commerce it is not to be 
wondered that not only the useful plants have heen distributed 
\\"ide~r over the earth, but that \reeds even have found new 
places of growth where they were never known before. 





PART II 

MORPHOLOGY 
(INTERNAL) 

ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

General Considerations. 

Anatomy (Gr: ana + temnein c: to cut) in its wiclest 
'sense denotes the science which deals with and studies the 
'Mternal structure of organic bodies so far as dissection helps 
us in understanding it; and Vegetable Anatomy is better 
designated Phytotomy (Gr: phyton = plant + temnein = to cut). 
But the more particular microscopical examination of the 
internal structure of organic bodies and the tissues of which 
they are composed, followed by a study of their behaviour 
and reactions with microchemical stains and reagents is the 
specific province of Histology (Gr: istos = tissue + logos = 
knowledge). 

The revelations of the microscope which came to be 
applied to the study of the internal structure of plants and 
animals at about the last decade of the 17th century were 
startling for their novelty. The Italian l\Ialpighi and the 
Englishman N. Grew, the founders of vegetable Histology, 
were the first to point out that all plants or parts of plants, 
when examined under the microscope, appear to have a honey
-comb-like structure; that they are built up of a great 
number of "cells", some empty, some full of a certain viscid 
matter; and that, distributed in this honeycomb-like mesh of 
cells, there is a number of little tubes and fibres in various 
modes of aggregation. It was not until after the lapse of a 
century and a half that Hugo V. Mohl discovered that the 
viscid substance found in the interior of cells is the pri
mordial living essence of plants; that it is to this slimy 
substance that all vital functions are in effect to be 
attributed. Accordingly in 1846 he gave the name of 
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Protoplasm to the substance of which the cell contents are' 
composed. With the discovery of the Protoplasm and its re-· 
cognition as the basic principle of life begins an era of the' 
most unparalleled activity and progress in the study of the 
Biological sciences. 

Subsequent investigations have shown that the chambers 
called cells are reilly the products of the protoplasm. Being 
the only living entity of a plant it produces during its growth· 
and development a countless number of organic substances 
which go towards the building up of the whole vegetable 
mechanism. The most important of these is a matter having' 
the same chemical composition as cellulose. This is secreted 
by the protoplasm at first as a thin enveloping membrane',. 
and then subsequently developed and differentiated in various. 
ways in accordance with the functional requirements at different 
parts of the plant. Thus, the protoplasm is not only the 
starting point of vegetable life, but it is also the creator of 
all vegetable structures. The membranous layer alluded to' 
above, called the cell-wall, is developed by the protoplasm, 
at the expense of its own energy and matter, and finally 
usurping its place forms the sole physical constituent of 
the plant. \Vhile the protoplasm grows, its substance is dimi
nished and transformed into other more permanent 'particles 
of matter: at the expense of vital. forces inherent in the 
protoplasm inert lifeless masses of matter are produced; and 
these only are left behind to testify to its miraculolls po\ver 
when dying or being removed, it closes the cycle of a plant-life .. 

As has been noted in the Introduction (p 5) it is possible 
for the protoplasm under certain conditions to exist for a time. 
without an investing layer of cell-wall, but as a general rule, it 
always secretes almost uniformly over its ollter surface particles 
of cellulose matter which hardening or uniting form a conti-· 
nuous protective coat. In the growing points of stems and. 
roots, in every multiplying part of plants, in fact during all the' 
embryonic stages of a plant, this cellular membrane remains 
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nither as a thin and delicate film investing a highly active 
colourless protoplasm. But this thin membra:he gradually 
undergoes remarkable changes in growth and development by 
the addition of matters continually formed by the active pro
;topla~m. As a result of this the individual cell-cavities in some 
..cases become elongated, and the cells are shaped like rods 
or tubes. In others, again, the encroachment on the cavity of 
;the cell becomes so pronounced by the thickening of the 
.original walls that the protoplasm and the cavity itself become 
.almost unrecognisable. Again, deposition of certain organic 
substances resulting from the activity of the same vital principle 
renders some of the cell-walls stiff and rigid; and others thick, 

.impervious, and tough. When a collection of such cells grows 
ltogether, their cor.1::1Unity of origin and development leads to 
their physiological union, and they then carry out in concert 
specific physiological functions. Cells thus aggregated to

gether, following a common law of growth, form what are 
.called ti~sues; and the tissues form the true frame-work of the 

I 
. \ 

,j> ant orgamsm. . 
:\Iore than in any other department of Botany, in Histology 

we are impressed with the fact that development means 
differentiation. As in :\forphology, so here, there is a gradual 
progression of differentiation as we rise from the Simpler to the 
more complex or higher plants. 

It has been shown already that the morphological charac
lters of an organism arc connected with its position in the 
plant-kingdom. The history of the genealogical develop
ment of a plant, or its Phyllogeny, can not be studied so 
thoroughly as Ontogeny, or the history of individual deyclop
ment. In attaining its permanent mature structure, a plant has 
to pass through successive stages of development. The study 
.of this ontogenetic devlopement shows that in the embryonic 
stage of a plant, it consists of a number of similar cells each 
.contammg an undifferentiated protoplasmic mass. This 
homogeneous tissue then grows, and with growth differentia-
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tion sets in. Different cells grow along different lines, cells. 
become modified variously, the protoplasmic contents of cells. 
manifest an endless variety of heterogene'ity, histogeneti~ 

elements for carrying different functions take their origin from 
these altered cells, and lastly the tissues originate. From the 
origin of the tissues to their final development, the history is 
a mere repetition of the same laws of growth and differehtia-· 
tion. 

Thus the history of individual development repeats in a 
plant-life the history of the genealogical development. From 
the embryo to the plant, the history is one of continual 
change from the si.mpler to the more complex structures, from 
the simple cells to the most complex tissues. And this 
progressive change t~vards complexity is also recognised as 
the fundamental principle in the genealogical development of 
plants, as eridenced by their gradual ascent in morphological 
complexity (p. 7). Hence it is often said that the ontogeny of 
a plant repeats its phyllogeny. 

The two points about which the whole fabric .of Histology 
or rather Phytotomy is woven are (I) the Cell, and (2) the 
Tissues. The ultimate histological unit of higher plants is the 
tissue; but the starting point of all phytotomical studies is the 
cell. But these so-called units are artificial and merely 
conventional; mere attempts at simplification in the nomen
clature of collective ideas. For, it will be shmvn later on, 
in the chapter on Ecology, that tissues are nothing more 
than expressions of adaptations of the protoplasmic masses 
to requirements called forth by external forces i.e. factors 
peculiar to the particular environment of plants. The internal' 
organisation of each mass of protoplasm is considerably 
modified by the forces at play about it in Kature. Responsive 
to the call of the outer world the protoplasm always conforms 
to, and produces structures and substances in harmony with 
the forces of the physical part of Nature. A plant exists 
under such and such circumstances, conditioned mainly by 
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the existence of forces associated with them; it is something 
like a resultant expression of the interaction of forces within 
and outside the protoplasm. For instance, a plant living in 
the deserts will have its members, organs, tissues, cells etc., 
developed in a way widely different from what we find" 
when it grows in an ordinary soil A submerged water-plant 
wholly unable ever to see the light of day, and one living in 
the rich alluvial debris of lowlands will undoubtedly develope 
their structures along quite divergent lines. The significancei

l 

of these different laws of development will be studied in a'. 
subsequent chapter of this part, but it may be pointed out 
here that development and dIfferentiation of structures,-Mor
phological and Anatomical-is regulated by (aJ the mode of 
Nutrition of the plant, as determined by its htlbitat or environ
ment, and (b) by the specific internal constitution of the 
protoplasm. Thus physiological necessity being the main 
predisposing factor, histological structures arise in response 
thereto; and when once the anatomical frame-work of a 
plant is thus built up, the qu(!siion of the formation of mor
phological members is but a step in advance. 
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the microscope, will show up the living and dead cells and the 
protoplasm contained in the former. The thick-walled cells 
forming a ring about the axis of the stem do not contain 
any pr~oplasm and are elongated longitudinally; while the 
thin-wa~d cells towards the circumference and immediately '. 
surrounding the above ring are lined on the inside with a 
granular substance, the protoplasm, with one or two vacuoles 
in. the centre. Hairs on the surface of stems and leaves of 
Cucurbita plants (e.g. Gourd), peeled off epidermis of many 
leaves, particularly of the fleshy scales of Onions and other 
b\llbs, also show up very clearly the protoplasm and the vacu
oles, within a thin cell-wall. (For directions for mounting 
see Appendix). 

FIG. 258. ~G. 259. 

Fig. 258. A v"get.ble Cell-( Diagrammatic, after Strasburger), 
A, nucleus; .B, nucleolus. ::.hows the Iluclear membrane, the linin 
threads and the chromatin granules. C, the ·Cytoplasmic matter j D, the 
Cell-wall; F, the Chromatophores. 

Fig. 259. The same after the formation of vacuoles, A, the nucleus; 
B, the tonoplast layer lining the vacuolar cavity. C, a big vacuole. 
D, the Cytoplasm. 

The functions of Primordial cells are simply reproductive; 
those of the living cell.s are vegetative, and in many cases 
also reproductive; while those of the dead cells are either 



CHAPTER XIV. 

The Cell. 

The term cell has been indiscriminately applied to a. 
mass of protoplasm, or this substance contained within a.. 

, -chamber walled with cellulose. or simply an empty chamber 
·of cellulose or its modifications. Accordingly there are 

(a) Primordial cells, such as spermatozoids, oospheres, 
gametes, zoospores etc., each of which is simply 
a mass of protoplasm without the cellulose pro
tective membrane; 

(h) £iz'ing cells, i.e. those ordinary cell~ of plants where 
protoplasm and cell-wall are both present; 

(c) IJead cells, such as cork-cells, wood-cells, etc., which 
remain simply as mechanical supports or carry 
on other subsidiary functions. 

It is, however, with the living cells of the second sort 
that we are more particularly concerned here. In such a 
typical cell, three parts may be distinguished :-

(a) the cell-wall ; 
(b) the protoplasm with its differentia ted parts; 
(c) the ZlaCitoles, or cavities formed within the pro

toplasm during its growth, and filled with a watery 
solution, called cell-sap. In an old and large cell 
these vacuoles coalesce into a single cavity 
occupying its centre; this is known as the S.\P 

CAVITY. 

Such cells normally compose the soft and succulent parts 
{)f plants, as the cortex, the growing points of stems and roots, 
the leaves, the succulent parts of fruits etc. A transverse 
section through a one year old stem, when examined under 
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the microscope, will show up the living and 'dead cells and the 
protoplasm conntined in the former. The thick-walled cells 
forming a ring about the axis of the stem do not contain 
cany pr'A,oplasm and are elongated longitudinally; while the 
·thin-walld cells towards the circumference and immediately 
surrounding the above ring are lined on the inside with a 
granular substance, the protoplasm, with one or two vacuoles 
in the centre. Hairs on the surface of stems and leaves of 
Cucurbita plants (e.g. Gourd), peeled off epidermis of many 
leaves, particularly of the fleshy scales of Onions and other 
'bulbs, also show up very clearly the protoplasm and the vacu
-oles, within a thin cell-wall. (For directions for mounting 
.see Appendix \. 

FIG. 258. ~G. 259. 

ig. 258. A vpget~ble Cell-( Diagrammatic, after Strasburger). 
lcleus; B, nucleolus. ;,hows the lJuclear membrane, the linin 

,threads and the chromatin granules. C, the "Cytoplasmic matter; D, the 
'Cell-wall; F, the Chrom"tophore~. 

Fig. 259. The same after the formation of vacuoles. A, the nucleus; 
B, the tonoplast layer lining the vacuolar cavity. C, a big vacuole. 
D, the Cytoplasm. 

The functions of Primordial cells are simply reproductive; 
those of the living cells are vegetative, and in many cases 

.also reproductive; while those of the dead cells are either 
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to afford protection, or to act as agents of transport of 
nutritive materials, or to maintain the rigidity of the nlant 
structure in which they occur, 

SECTJOX I. 

The Protoplasm. 

The Protopla~m is a generi<; term applied to the collective 
aggregate of those substances which form the physical basis 
of life. It is in its essence the sale huilding material or living 
principle ot' all Ii ving organisms. This fundamental material, 
out of which the 5t_res of plants (in fact of all living 
organisms) arise. is norra single or simple substance either 
chemically,or physically. As the peculiar living essence of 
the cell, it :is constantly c~afi~ing its physical-al*! chemical 
characters, and ~cting ah\'ays in response to stimu~i from the 
outer \\"orl("-I; This" property of irritability to exterllr{ stimuli 
is one of. its main functions consistent with its organisation. 
But what the specific comfitution of the protoplasrh1 is. in' 
different plants, or in the different parts of a plant. is more than 
\yhat modern science can te1l "us. --All that we kn6w is that 

It should he remarked here that at the hase of all protoplasmic 
structures ther" is 'I hyaltne, colourless, homogeneous substance which 
alune can cl"im to be the ultimate basis of life. The minute particles. 
of matter distributed in this hyaline mMrix, which makes the cytoplasm 
appear granular, are really either finely divided food-materials in the 
process of being assimilated within the protoplasm, or are differentiated 
parts of its body. Collectively these granules are called microsomes, 
and the hyaline protoplasmic matter, the Hyaloplasm. The supreme
importance of this hyaloplasm is borne O'lt stIll more clearly by the
fact that chromatophores, nucleus, microsomes all lie imbedded in it ;.. 
even around each Vacuolar cavity there c~n be found a very thin, but 
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(a) physically, it is soft, colorless, tough but plastic, inelastic 
but susceptible of great extensibility; (b) chemically, it is a 
combination of various albuminous matters with a considerable 
amount of water and small quantities of inorganic mineral 
substances; and (c) physiologically, or more properly speaking 
vitally, it is capable of carrying on the functions of growth, 
nutrition. reproduction, and in many cases. of movement, 
indepenuently. Hut. these can never be taken as the deter
minating factors; for in many cases (as in seeds) it is' stiff 
and brittle, in others it is gelatinous: in still others it contains 
a large amount of oils and carbohydrates, and more often il is 
granular in appearance. 

Fw. 260. FIG. 261. 
/ 

)1-d 
•• ~. _ .. 

~ 

I( 
Fig. 26,. Very young cells from seedling of Maize, showing the 

thin Cell-wall and the Protoplasm differentiated into Cytoplasm, Nucle
us and Chromatophores. 

Fig. 261. Growing cells of same, showing the origin of vacuoles and 
the cytoplasmic strands. 

nevertheless a tough, hyaline and colourless layer of protoplasm which 

acts as a boundary between the watery fluid inside and the general cyto
plasmic mass on the out.,ide. This vacuolar wall may thus be regarded 
as the undifferentiated protoplasm or hyaloplasm. But since this wal! 
has a greater tenacity of life and reglliates the pressure of the' cellsap 
contained in the vacuole, it hrts been "ailed the Tonoplast. A similar 
layer, rather tough, homogeneous and colourless, and apparently serving 
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Besides the above-noted attributes of the protoplasm:_ 
attributes that are to be regarded as merely the outward 
expression of a too complex set of internal forces at play 
within it-there is another most important vital property, 
that of its differentiation. In all living parts of plants, the 
,constituent cells contain masses of protoplasm essentially 
differentiated into three parts. These are ;-

(I) the Nucleus :-the organic centre of the proto
plasm formed by the accumulation of its more 
essential particles and their condensation into a 
globular structure harder, and more refractive than 
the ground substance, called 

'2) the f;_ptoplaSlll :-which is actually the nutritive 
field of the protoplasm; and 

(3) the Chromatophores or the pigment-bearers. These 
are coloured or colourless roundish bodies distri
buted in large numbers in the cytoplasmic layer 
around the ~ucleus, and carryon functions corre
lated with nutrition. 

·as a protective skin to the whole protoplasmic structures is als 0 found on 
thE' outside of the cytoplasm betw~en it and the cell-wall. This has been 
designated as the Ectoplasm. I II origin, form, consistency, and function 
.the ectoplasm and the tonoplasm are. related. Wha t the tonoplasm is to 
.the vacuolar cavity, the ectoplasm is to the whole protoplasm. Again, in 
·contrast to the den<er hyalin" layer of ectoplasm, the less dense, inner, 
granular layer of the protoplasm is distint.:wshed as the Endoplasm. 

Thlls, leaving aside for ~ moment the lise 01 the generic term pro
toplasm, we see that the physical basis of lite, the hyaloplasm, is an 
undifferentiated, hyaline and colourle.s mass' of plasma. It hOlVever 
·becomes always differentiated into parts according to the functions that 
,have to be carried out. The ectoplasm, endoplasm and the tonoplasm 
mark the first 'ta~e of its differentiation. The functions that necessitate 
these differentiations are (I) protection against the outer world being 
afforded by the rather tough ectoplasm, (t) protection against in
.urious products of vital actions' which are stowed away in the 
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These three are the constant constituents of all proto
plasmic substance. In fact, the term protoplasm is applied 
to designate all these collectively, with also the other living 
constituents of the cell. They are characterise!i by the fact 
that they never arise de 1107'0 but always multiply by division. 
There are other and equally differentiated parts of protoplasm 
which never originate by division but Ilre produced by one or 
other of the above three protoplasmic substances. 

F,G. 262. FIG. 263. FIG. 264. FIG. 265. 

Primordial cells; showing the cilia and the Cytuyiasmic miisses. 
The dark spots are the Nuclei. 

If a thin longitudinal section through the growing point of a 
plant be examined with a high magnifying power of the micros
cope, it will be seen (Fig. 260), 

(a) that it consists of nearly rectangular cells separated 
from one another by very delicate and thin layers of celhYaII; 

(b) that each ceIl is full of a dense protoplasm in which 
Vacwjlar cavities do not occur ; 

(c) that the protoplasm is highly granular and differen
tiated at about the centre into the more refractive Nucleus; 

(d) and Jhat distributed in the ground substance (the 
cytoplasm) and arranged round the Nucleus are a few smaller 
refractive bodies, the Chromatophores. 

vacuolar cavity lined with the protective layer of the tonoplast. and (3) 
preparation of plastic form!ltive materials, which goes on in the endo •. 
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A similar examination of a section, taken a little lower down 
the stem, will show that a large number of cells have become 
elongated and thick-walled, some have lo~t the protoplasm, 
and that in still others the cells have simply increased in size 
with the cell-wall forming a more prominent boundary line 
and the protoplasm restricted to a thin layer lining the wall. A 
big sap-cavity occupying the centre of the cell may be seen 
in most of these latter cells; or at isolated parts of the 
protoplasm smaller cavities may be found to have developed. 
The cytoplasmic layer is thus found to be in actual contact 
with the whole inner surface of the cell-wall, so long as the cell 
is living; while in old cells it frequently becomes reduced to 
a fine coating-sometimes thin enough to elude observation. 
Huge v. Mohl described such a thin peripheral layer of cyto
plasm as the primordial ulricle. Fig. 226. 

From a comparison of the above two cases it will be seen 
that the protoplasm in the embryonic stage is dense, granular 
and not very highly differentiated-not, at least, into more 
parts than the three mentioned already. As it grows, however, 
and thus leads to the growth of the cell-wall, it becomes less 

>Iasm and its differentiated parts. Now of all these, the function thrown 
lpon the endoplasm being too complex and multifarious, it undergoes 
lnother differentiation into three parts viz. the nudeus, the chromato
>hores, and the cytoplasm. 

As a matter of fact, however, these differentiated parti; are present 
mly in very weli~developed cells. I n the lower plants, in many fungi, 
or instance, the essential constituents of the {'ell are the Nucleus and 
:he Cytoplasm. But in other very low plants as in Bacteria and 
7yanophycea, the protoplasm does not apparentlv contain any 
iUcleus. In ,he naked primordial cells alluded to above, the 
ytoplasm is the re.d principle while the nucleus mayor may 
lot be present. Still in all these ca'e of undifferentiated protoplAsm 
he two layers of ectoplasm and endoplasm remain as well-marked 
ut portions. The cell-wall bei ng absent the ectoplasm carries on 
he protective function. 
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granular a!ld more clear, less dense and more thin. and watery 
spaces eventually appear in its very mass. The differentiation 
advances also pari passu, as will be shown presently; the cell 

, wall becomes more and more prominent, and in proportion as 
(the cell grows physically the protoplasm decreases, until at last 
it is reduced to the lining layer of the primordial utricle, or as 
-in the case of dead cells it may be quite lost. 

FI(i. 266. 

Fig. 266. Showing the prilllordialutricle; the protopl.sm being 
··contracted by Glycerine. 

Fig. 267. Hairs showing movement of protoplasm. (After Sachs). 

The parts of the Protoplasm. 

The Cytoplasm.-
I. In appearance, it is granular in young active cells; 

rather clear and colour1ess in old ones. 
2. In consistency, it is a viscid tenacious matter and 

though of the nature of a fluid physically it is never a fluid. 
Cohesion is one of its physical characters; thus on being 
freed from the cell-wall by artificial means, as by treating the 
cell with a dilute glycerine or salt solution, it tends to 

;.assume the spherical form. 
3. In structure, it exhibits, when very highly magnified, a 
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form more or less like a honey-comb; and sometimes 
fibrillre can also be distinguished. 

4. In shape, it always conforms to the cell-wall; one,_ 
two, or many vacuoles may be present; and in the last case 
it appears to be broken up in its centre into a number of 
strands or threads which become woven together as they 
intersect. 

5. It exhibits, also, a peculiar mode of locomotion, 
which we shall refer to later on. 

The Nuc~eus.-
I. As regards . its position, it occupies almost the geo

metrical centre 'in young cells, while in old cells it ~ay have any 
position; either enclosed in one of those networks of cyto
plasmic bands alluded to _above, or imbedded at One part of 
the peripheral layer of the cytoplasm. It is always (!nveloped 
by .a thin and hyaline layer of protoplasm called nuclear 
membrane. -, 

z. .-\s regards its structure, it is made up of colourless 
threads (called Linin threads) twisted together into an anasto
mosing net-work in which lie imhedded quite a number of 
small granules (called Chromatin granules). One or two· 
bigger bodies, called Nucleoli, occur in this net work. The 
nuc[ear net work lies within the nuclear cavity filled with the 
nuc[ear Sap. Thus the differentiated parts of the nucleus 
correspond with the differentiated parts of the protoplasm. 
In form and function the linin network may be compareel 
with the cytoplasmic fibrillre, the chromatin granules with the 
chromatophores, and the nucleolus with the nucleus of 
the cell. 

3. In external appearance the nucleus looks like a 
punctated ball with so:ne deeper excavations on its surface. 
This aspect is due to the formation of small cavities within its 
body, exactly as the vacuoles are formed in a well developed 
cell. 

4. With regard to the number of nucleus present in a cell, . 
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I 
it lS a general rule an<l one to which no exceptions have yet 
heen known, that the cells of all higher plants (Cormophyta) 
are uninuclear. 1 n some of the Thallophyta, on the other 
hand, e. g. in all Fungi and in some /\ Igae (Siphoned'), the cells 
are as a rule multinuclear. 

5. .\s regatds its form, the usual shape of the nucleus is 
~pherical. In certAin case~, howeyer, it becomes ellipsoidal or 
tl:Htened or may have irregular shapes. But these are either 
transitory or abnormal. 

The Chromatophores :-
These are the plant-plastids, or differentiated parts of the 

pr()t()pla~m charged with various functions connected with 
nutrition. In the embryonic cell, parts of protoplasm around 
the nucleus are differentiated into small colourless and highly 
refractive h:)(lies--tbese are called pigll/Cllt bearers (chromato
p!j(Jres) on account of their frequently containing colouring 
matters, when fully de\'eloped and differentiated within a rather 
\\';:Il-;.{ro\\'n cell. Tbre~ kinds of Plastids arc known. These 
are :--

(I)' The lell«(}jJt,[slids or c:)lourless chromatophores 
found in parts of plants where light can not 
penetrate; their function being the formation of 
starch grains as a resern: food-material in Bulbs, 
Tubers, Corms and other underground parts 
of plants. They often turn green (ef. Chloroplas
tid s) \\'hen exposed to light. 

(2) The ('/Iro!l/oplasliris or recL yellow or otherwise 

colour"d chromatophores foul1l1 in coloured parts 
of planh, 1'. g., fiO\\'ers, fruits etc. They are unlike 
the other tlYO plastids \\'hich are globular or lliscoid. 
frcquc:ntly of a triangular, neeJle-shaped, or other 

cry'italline form. 
(3) The Clz!orop!asliris or the green chro:n.ltophores foune! 

innrhhly in vegetative p:nts of plants exposed to 
light; it i, to their presence in the cells that the green 

16 
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colour of leayes and stems IS due. In shape, 
these are flattened ellipsoidal granules and occur 
freely distributee in the cytoplasm. The Chloro
phyll-body, as the undeyeloped chromatophore of 
this kind is called, is fundamentally colourless; 
the green colour is due to the deyelopment of 
drops of oily matters which hold in solution the 
green pigment called Chlorophyll principally. 
These oleaginous drops are called Grana. 

The plastids are also named with the suffix plasts in text bouks ; 
thus we find chl,)roplasts, leucoplasts and ciJromoplasts The 
chloroplastid~ are also poplliarh called the chlordphyle·granules Or 

corpuscles. 
The pig-ment present in chloroplast ids can be readily dissoh'ed 

out by alcohol. The solution obtained is green, but the colour is 
soon discharg-ed owing to the decomposition of the culouring 
matters thu~ extracted. The protoplasm of the cells tlllI' {rped 
from them now contains the colourless basis of the chloroplastids. 
The alc"h. ,Iic extract of green leaves contil ins four different kinds 
of pigments; of these. t\\"o are green and "re known as chlorophyll 
and at lochlorophyll, and two yellO\y known as chrysofJhyll and 
xanthoohyll. These two set-; of pigments may be qualilrllively 
separated by shaking the alc,)holic solution with Benzole; on 
standing, the latter rises t,) the su;;face as a green layer while the 
lower "Icoholic layer is left p·llow. The pigment chlorophyll 
however forms the greilter part of the green droplets :1lre.ady 
referred to ilS grana. . 

I n a few exception;" cases, Assimilatory organs, such :'IS leil\'es, 
are not green. This is due not t. the absence of chlorophyll 
from the plastids but to ils being ma,ked by otherpigtnents rel"ted 
to chloJ"Ophyl1 Sllch for instance, ilre Phycoerythrine, a 
red colouring matter present in Ihe chlor0i->I<1sts of the red se<1-
weeds-a kind of Alga: Phycopl/{zin. <1 brown pigment pre'ient 
in the brown Alg<le (Ph:'leophyceae). In S"prophytes, ho\;·ever. 
<hloroplilsls are not developed. 
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As differentiated parts of the protoplasm, the chloroplastids 
only of all the chromatophores play the most important part 
in plant nutrition. That is, (I) they can produce organic sub
stances (starch grains) like the leucoplastids and thus function 

FHi. 268. 

Cunjugating filaments of Spirogyy,z, showing the 
cillorophyll-bands; the sll1«1l rircie.; are Pyrelloids. 
Nucleus-one in each cell-surrounded by strands 
which radiate towards the celhval L 

as an amyloplastic organ, and (2) they can under 
of light absorb and decompose carbon dioxide 
and thus function as an assimilatory organ. 

soirally coiled 
Note also the 
of protaplasm 

the influence 
from the air 
\ 

Chemical Properties and Reactions of Protoplasm. 

In microchemical studies a distinction must be made 
bctween living and dead protoplasm. Various chemical and 
mechanical means may be employed to kill the protoplasm; 
indeed most chemicals kill it as soon as they are allowed to 
react. The following, however, is only a summary of some 
of the various tests and reactions of thc protoplasm. . 

In some of the green AI!5~e the chrolllCltophores have very peeu 
liClr f","ms. In SpirogyrCl, they form grec'n spiraily"clliled bands or 
ribbons in which one or more spherical thickenings also occlIr. 
T"ese spherical bodies are called pyrenoids. and apparently are the 
only starch-forming corpuscles. Fig. 268. 
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I. Living and active protoplasm generally gives an 
alkaline reaction. It is never aciel unless indeed it is killed. 

2. It coagulates at a temperature between 50°C to 75°c' 
although in spores or seeds \yhere it is in a state of dormancy 
it can endure a still higher temperature without coagulating. 
Coagulation \yhich means death, takes place also when 
it is treated with alcohol, ether, mineral acids etc. Coagu
lation sets the protoplasm hard by abstracting the elements 
of water. 

3. Coagulated or othenyise 
gives the ordinary proteid reaction. 

dead protoplasm ahY,n.' 
Thus :-

(a) When incinerated. it gives off fume~ of ammo
nia. 

(h) When trea'ted \lith a dilute watery. solution of 
Iodine, it takes a yellowish-brown colour, (lodim 

rmdio1l) . 

II) \\'hen treated \dth strong :\itric acid and then 
again \I'ith Ammonia. it becomes orange or yellow, 
(Xallthoprotein readioll). 

(d) \Vhen ,aturated \yith a solution of co\)per sulphate 
and then treated \I'ith potash. it becomes ,·iolel. 
\Riuret reaction). 

I,e) \\'hen treated \\ith solution of the acid Nitrate of 
mercury. it takes a brick-red colour. ("1fi!!oll.\' 

rear/ion). 
4. It becomes dissoh'ed. or disorganised and ultimately 

rendered soluble b\' Potash or Potassium hypochlorite 
(Eau de Javelle) solution. 

The Movements of Protoplasm. 

It has already been said that one property of Protoplasm IS 

that it can, under artaill {irwlI/slallces. move about. \Vhere the 
protoplastic body is not provided with a cell-\yall, as in the 
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primordial cells of many Fungi and Alg::e. it can easily move 
about in the medium (which is water) in which it lives. Ih 
the Amceba and Mp:omycetes. protuberances of the protoplasl 

mic mass, which constitutes the whole organism, are thrust\ 
out; and these finger-like processes draw after them the 
rest of the mass, and in this way creep over the substratum. 
Such movements are called Ama'boid movements. In many 
reproductive spores. e. g. the S\\'arm spores of Alg::e and 
Fungi, a similar bodily transport of the protoplasm takes place 
by means of delicate threads or cilia which act like whips, or 
rather propellers, in water, The cilia, or flagella as they are 
also called, are threads of protoplasm formed as outgrowths 

The ciliary movement of swarm-"pores and other similar naked 
m~sses of potoplasm is really a combination of lashing and rotatory 
motions. The movement may thus be compared to that of a rifle bullet; 
in both cases the forward movement is in the direction of the longi
tudinal axis of the moving hody, and round this axis there is also a 
rotatory movement. 

The whole work of the protoplasm in exhibiting all the aforesaid 
kinds of movements con-ists in absorbing nutriment, increasing its 
own activity and vegetHive vigour, maturing the offspring, and 
searching for plilces where the struggle for existence is less hard, and 
the environment is in harmony with its organisation. It will be 
understood thilt the milterial disposition of the particles floating 
in the hyaloplasm, hrought about by circulatory and rotatory move
ments, is directly connected with the origin and growth of the different 
structures which eventually arise from the protoplasm. 

The best material for observing circulation is the epidermal hairs of 
of the common Cucumber plilnt. The preparation for microscopical 
study may he made by scraping a lew hair; from the epidermis and 
placing them in a drop of water on a slide. The "streaming" 
may be accelerated by placing a drop of wilrm water on the preparation, 
or heating gently one end of the glass slide. The large nucleus will 
appear at the centre endosed within the cytoplasmic ,trands that run 
from the peripheral layer; a few green chloroplasts will also be seen 
distributed in these strands. 
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of the ectoplasm; they lash out in water, and drive the 
whole mass forward in definite directions which may be altered 
by the action of stimuli. Such movements are called Ciliary 
~r Flagellary movements. Again many Bacteria are motile; and 
spermatozoids are known exclusively to approach female. 
organs by executing Borne very remarkable movements. 

It is, however, when the protoplasm lives within the cell

wall that the movements become specially attractive. This 
sort of movement is distinguished as streaming and is known 
in Botanical technique as ·cyclosis. It may be studied in the 
epidermal cells torn from the inner fleshy leaves of Onion and 
other bulbes, in the epidermal hairs on stems and leaves of many 
plants, and particularly in the cells of the water-plant Chara or 
Vallisneria. These movements become very clear under 
the microscope when the cells are large, and the cell-wall thin 
and colourless.. Occasionally they are accelerated or started 
by external injury or heat, these being the stimulating agents. 
In very young ells, however, cyclpsis apparently does not 
exist. Incleed not usually after the vacuole has been formed 
does the protoplasm show any tendency to execute the move
ments. In fully grown cells of Yallisneria, for instance, the 
protoplasm is studded with minute dark granules-the microso
mes-and also a large number of the green chloroplastids. 

The best material for observing Rotation is Vallisneria spiral is, a 
common water plant inhabiting our ponds and ditches. For observation, 
a strong leaf is select~d; laid flat on the index-fingure and sections 
taken from it midway between the two epidermal tissues. Too tl"in 
sections should be avoided; and one havi ng elongated cells should 
be chosen. The section is laid un a slide, preferably with the epidermis 
downwards and covered with a drop of water. A very gentle warming 
of the slide will not only remove some of the air bubbles which 
alw~ys become enclosed when a cover gla·s is used, but will also 
enhance the movement. Under the high power green chlorophyll bodies 
are seen to be troeping past in rapid succession from the field of view 
of the microscope. Proper focussing will however enable the observer 
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The movement of the protoplasm ,vhich in itself is colourless 
and hyaline is rendered e"ident from the fact that the granules 
move forward in one dir-ection, like particles of mud in turbid 
water. In this particular case, as well as in water-plants 
generally, the protoplasm-mass of the mature cells withdraws 
to the cell-wall, encloses a single vacuolar cavit)" exhibits a 
continuous flmv of the granular suhstance imbedded in it along 
the endoplastic layer enveloping the vacuole, and keeps the 
direction of this current constant This kind of protoplasmic 
movement is distinguished as ROTATIOX, in contrast to what is 
called the movement of CIRCl'LATIOX. This latter is observed in 
the epidermal hairs of many land plants. The protoplasm-mass 
in these hairs encloses a large sap-cadty which, however, is 
traversed by a number of cytoplasmic strands which again meet 
at about the centre and may enclose the nucleus. Thus the 
single vacuolar cavity is divided into a number of separate 
sacs or chambers. In these strands, thus stretching across 
the sap-cavity, the granular substances flow in streaming move
ments which are ne,'er constant in direction. Granular 
currents often run in opposite directions, now uniting. 
now dividing, or again, at some convenient part the opposing 
currents may coalesce to form a neutral non-motile zone. 
In circulation. the nucleus ,vhich remains in the centre of the 

to notice that the granules ahVilYs moVe in a constant direction, 
:hat this translocation takes ploce in the part of the cytoplasm 
!butting up:)r the vacuole in the cent;", and that there is always a 
"neutral b"nd" of protoplasm towards which the motion is less 
·"pid. 'This r.eutral band" i, the immediate lining layer of the 
)T<)topl:<sm and is by many reg.rded as the ectoplasm. 

The ectoplastic layer or the neutral band in the cells of Villlisneria 
nay be best studied by applying some reagents which will cause ~ 

:ontractio" of the protopl"sm. Concentrated solution of Sugar ('r 
::1lycerine when added to the water in the above section, causes the 
)rotoplasm to recede from the cell-wall. The contraction is due to the 
lbstraction of the elements of water from the thin protoplasm, and 
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,'acuolar net-work. or in the parietal layer of the protoplasm, 
usually remains stationary: for the cytoplasmic strands are 
tightly stretched and keep the nucleus pinned at one point. 
But when there is any considerahle mO\'ement in these s' rands. 
the nucleus is often displaced and looks as if it 'I'ere ··to\\ed 
about like a ferry-hoat by ropes .. (Hanstein ). 

SECTI01\" II. 

The Cell-Wall. 

It has been mentiuned already that the cell-\mll is a product 
of the protoplasm; that at its inception it originates as a thin 
membranous layer from the ~ecretion of cellulose matter by the 
protoplasm on its surface: and that during the growth of the 

this phenomenon is known ;" Plasmolysis. The receding protoplasm 
squeezes out water from the vacuole and becomes itself globUlar ill 
shape. When not too greatly contracted the movement goes on as 
u,ual and then it can be demonstrated th"t the outer layer of tilt' 
protoplasm takes no part in the movement, remains firm, clear ~ nd 
hyaline. This layer is the fc/oplnsm. If the contraction is too great, 
cyclosis stops, but the protoplasm can again, in most cases, be revived 
by washing the dehydrating medium in which it is placed, and 
remounting the section in w"ter. During this proce" of I:~vi\'al the 
contracted ball-like protoplasm expands again by taking up the lost \\'ater, 
and may again show the movements, At this stage the slowly ad, an("ing 
layer of the colourless and hyaline ectopla,m become' most clear "nel 
can be studied with advantage. 

It should be remarked that Plasmolysis takes place only in li"ing 
cells. If sections be trented with alcohol, and the protoplasm thus killed, 
it not only cloes not contract (with gIY"erine and recede from the cell
wall, but on the other hiind, takes Ilf' readily colouring matters presented 
to it. Thus living and active protopla'm is usually not stained with 

watery "oilltions of eosin, methyl green et". for the ectoplasmic layer 
prevents the entrance of these stiiilling flllids; but as SOOn as it is 
killed with alcohol or by any other similar agent, it beccme, capable of 
absorbing and retaining a comparatively large amount of the colouring 
matter. 
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cell, it becomes gradually differentiated into laycr, cxactly like 
what happens in the protoplasm. and finall,'" may abo he altered 
considerahly in its chemical naturc. Hcnce \\"e ha\'e to 
consider 

1. Thc growth and del'clopmem of the cell-\,'all ; 
2. Its diffcrentiation and modification in chemical com

position. 
I. The Growth of the Cell-Wall. In the cmbryonic 

parts of plants, e, g., the punctum ,'egetationis (p. z<j), the 
cmbryo-sac of O\'aries, the seedling etc the component cells 
are scparated by ycry thin cell-walk Thc rapid increase in 
size \I'hich follOlYS immediately after this stage is due to the 
l{r()wlh ill sIll/ate of the cells. The growth of the cell is 
really a \'ital function of the protoplasm. for thc cellulose matter 
is formed 1l1" it. 1\ em this superficial gTOIyth may take place 
in [1'"0 wa I'S : --

ta) by the introduction of cellulose matter, continuousl.,· 
formed by the active protoplasm, into the substance 
of the cell-wall. i. e. \I·hat is technically called, by 
illlllssuscepliml ; 

,,(b) by the deposition of layers of cellulose on the 
surface of the original cell-wall, i.e. by appositioJl. 

[magioe a rubher bladder fully stretched by pumping air 
llithin it and broug-ht to about the bursting-point. The 
resistance required to he g-iyen by it to the increasing force of 
air within ma," be best attained by strengthening the material 
particles alread_\' present; and this strengthening 'I'e can hal-e 
In' increasing the component particles. and b.,· gil'ing the 
hladder additional coatings of rubber-matter. In the cell the 
constantly growing- protoplasm stretches the cell-wall to its full, 
and it intercalates particles of cellulose within those alread,' 
existing in the original cell-wall; simultaneously ne\y layers are 
added. Thus strengthened the cell wall is enabled to extend 
further; and the same processes being then repeated the maxi
mum _'owth in size is attained, Thus, again, so long as the cell 
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gro\ys in surface the cell-wall remains thin, delicate, colourless 

and undifferentiated, although. it receives large additions from 
the protoplasm. 

The next step, in the grmYlh of a cell \yhich has attained its 
maximum size, is the growth ill thicklless and differentiation of 
the cell-wall. The former takes place by the method of appo
sition ; new layers of cellulose are laid down on to the surface 
of the older ones. Thickened cell-\yalls when examined under 
the microscope always exhibit a layered appearance. This 
layering, or .rtratijicatir)1Z as it is called, is due to the deposition 
of successive thickening layers of cellulose. Thicker dense 
layers alternate \yith thinner less dense ones, and thus light 
passing through is transmitted more readily by the latter, 
while the former-the denser ~nes-appear as dark lines in 
contrast. 

After the growth of the cell is complete, differentiation of 
the wall sets in. In strongly thickened cell~walls three distinct 
layers can frequently he distinguished. In physical and chemi
cal properties, they always differ considerably. The primary 
layer is that \\'hich is towards the outer surface of the thickened 
wall, anc! the tertiary that which faces the cavity. The 
secondary layer, intermediate between these, is the most strongly 
del'eloped and prominent part. 

The grO\yth of the cell-wall is rarely uniform. When 
secondary, tertiary, etc deposits of lamell~ take place they 
are applied not on the whole surface of the original mem
brane, hut parts mar be left Yacant i. e. without the apposition 
of layers. This is obviously connected with the acti\'ity of 
the protoplasm. So long as the protoplasm is in the embryonic 
state, i. e. not well differentiated, the vital activity of the 
protoplasm in producing cellulose mar be supposed to be 
uniform over its outer surface; hence a continous cell-wall is 
the result. But gradually as the protoplasm passes tl'irough 
the stages of differentiation its activity is mainly directed to
wards is own differentiation, so that the function of producing 
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cellulose is located at hut isolated or limited parts of its 
surface. Thus in old cells, where the protoplasm has to 
work out functions other than that of producing cellulose. 
the cell-wall exhibits what are called pits or pores or chinks. 
evidencing that at these points cellulose matter has not been 
produced and applied. Thus arise the PITTED CELLS, as these 
are called. Pits may be comparee! in a way to the cabin port
holes closed hy thin plates of glass (which may be taken as 
the original almost transparent and delicate cell-\\·al]). The 
part of the thickened \mll just surrounding a pore is elevatecl 
to form a ring-like border, and sometimes arched over it, so 
that the upper opening is contracted. Pits with the thickening 
layers arching over the original unthickened spot of cell-wall 
are called Bordered pits and are functionally the most important. 

FIE. 2n9. 

to illustrdte Burdered pits. (Fro:n ~achs). F. A cell-wall 
ShOWIng [ne arched thickennings; W, the original membrane (Torus). 
0, the circles represent the inner and ou:er openings of the pit. C shews 
the formation of the borders. 

Differentiation of Cell-walls. 

Discontinuous surface-growth results in different forms of 
cells. Thus cells that are round or tabular or polyhedral in 
their embryonic stage may become subsequently cylindrical, 
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conical, tubular, star-shaped etc. Again, discontinuous growth 
in thickness results generally in the sculpturing of the surface. 
\Yhat is known as striation often arises as superficial markings, 
and is due to the alternation of bands of thicker denser 
cellulose with those of less dense ones. It may be obsen'ed 
in the form of two systems of parallel lines crossing each 
other at an angle. 

I he further differentiation anel change in the substance of 
the cell-wall take place in rather old cells. There is always 
a chemical change, attended also by a change in physical 
properties, which mark out the thickened cell-wall into 
concentric layers differing from one another in their beha
viour towards chemical re-agents. Three such changes mar 
be noticed 'here as the most important and common :--

1. Cutinous change. This consists in the impregnation 
of a substance called ndin within the particles of cellulose 
matter. It takes place generally in the outer cellwall of parts 
of plants exposed to the air. such for instance, as the 
epidermis of trees and shrubs. 

2. Suberof{s change. This corisists in a similar deposition 
of a substance called suberin in cell-walls. Corky cells are 
examples par e .. tnllance. The outer layers of the thickened 
walls of pollen grains and spores are similarly SIIberised. 

3. Ligneous change. Here the impregnated substance is 
Lignin. It is found in the woody cells of plants. 

4. ilfucilaginolls change. This, unlike the above three. 
is not due to the intercalation of any foreign matter, but a 
mere conversion of the cellulQse into a substance capable of 
·imbibing water to a large extent. 

Where Lignification or SlIberisatioll takes place, it is parti
cularly the secondary layers that receive the lignin or suberin 
substance; the tertiary or internal layer as also the primary 
or outer layer remains of cellulose. In Cufinisation, especially 
in the cuticle of the epidermis, the outer layers are parti
cularly affected. Lignification while increasing the hardness 
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of the cell-wall and thus diminishing its extensihility, renders 
it more pervious to water. Hence lignified wood cells not 
only act as mechanical tissues for the support of the plant 

FH; 270. 

\ 
Epidermal cells of a desert plant, showing stratification. The 

onter layers of the cells of the first row are cutinised. N ote th~ 
middle lamella in the lower cells. 

hut also transport \yater in the plant hody. Cutinisation or 
Sllherisation of cell-wall, hO\\'e\'er, makes it impervious to 
water but does not affect the extensihility and elasticity--
inherent properties of the cell memhrane. 

For,n S ;'If Cells. 

Primordial cells, as also isolate_! ma,;ses of protoplasm, are 
sp!lCrical ; while where cells arc united to form groupings 
called tissues, the form of the constiuent cells \'aries greatly. 
A;pin, young cells; for instance tho'ic that are in the growing 
or multiplying scage (cells of the punctum \'e:;etationis etc), 
are g,"nerally in intimate union and thus are either polygonal 
or tahLllar or cubical. The ultimate form of many old cells 
is also polvgonal. These regular forms depend upon the 

. uniform production of cellulose from the protoplasm. But 
more often the protoplasm is active in producing cellulose at 
certain points or places only of its surface. The origin of pits 
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has already been referred to as due to this want of uniformity 
in the growth of the cell-wall. When the protoplasm produces 
cellulose matter at a few points only, necessarily the growth 
and further elongation of the cell-wall take place at these 
points. In this way, star-like and elongated cells arise. 
Star-like or stellate cells are irregular in outline, and un-

. symmetrical. Elongated cells are those where the cell-wall has 
grown at two points only in a straight line which is in general 
vertical, and are of various forms. Thus:--

I. Sclerenchymatous cells are fibre-like pointed cells 
with the walls much thickened. The mature cells lose their 
protoplasmic contents and show diagonal pits on their surface. 
Their function is mainly to act as mechanical supports for 
maintaining the rigidity of a jJlant. 

2. Tracheids are similar ceqs but are not pointed, are 
comparatively more wide, and provided with conspicuous 
round bordered pits on their surface. They contain no living 
matter and their chief function is to conduct water. They 
are, as a rule, lignified and hence hard. According a.s they 
are very narrow or very broad. and sen'e merely as mechanical 
structures in the former case or as water-carries also in the 
second. tracheids are called :fibrous or lJascular respectively. 

3. Latex cells, or milk cells or Laticiferous cells are, as 
the name denotes, tubes of inordinate length having simple 
cellulose cell-walls, rather thin and smooth, and containing a 
milky sap of gums, resins and other matters of plant excretion. 
They contain a peripheral lining layer of protoplasm. They 
are found in plants which readily exude a milky juice when 
injured. Such for example as in the Fig family, the Papaw 
family,. the Euphorbias, Asclepiads' etc. 

These are the three most important varieties of elongated 
cells. It will be seen that they differ not only in form but in 
function as well. Cells that are not elongated may also be 
referred to the following types when there is a marked 
variation from the ordinary polyhedral, tabular or cubical form. 
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4. Stellate or star-like cells occur in the stem of many 
water-plants. They are proyided with simple cellulose walls 
and contain a rich and acti\'e protoplasm. 

FIG. 271. 

A B 

1/ 

! 

Diagram illustrating I he more im
portant elongated celts. 

A. Sclerenchyma fi ~res ; note th., 
diiigollal pit,;. 

B. T,"cheids with hordered-pits. 

C. Part of Vasiform triicheid with 
spiralrhickening,;, ~Iso with sn1'11 pits. 

D. Part of " bra nched Latex cell 
containing minute granules in th.,. 
milky sap. 

5. Scleroids or Slerotic cells are strongly thickened. hard 
and lignified cells (stone cells a, they are called). containing 
ferments and similar substances. They are abundant in the 
stones of fruits (Date, for instance). 

6. Collenchyma or Collenchymatous cells are living cells 
with the cell-walls thickened considerahly at an isolated point. 
more usually at the corners. They often occur in the sub
epidermal tissues of plants. and contain crystals. 
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The growth in thickness and the kinds of Pits. 

(a). Thickening layers are usually formed cp.ntripetally. If the) 

are strungest ~t cert~in points knobs or spines or ridges project 
inwardly. In elong.lIed cells specially the ridge-like projections may 

form reticulate figures, or coiled, or spiral, or annular hands. Thus 
tr.cheids, more particularly the vascular tracheids are very often provided 

with rings or spiral bands widely separated fro m one another, and with the 
interlllediate purtiuns 01 the cell-wall r~maining thin and almu,t un

changed. 1'racheids with Itnticu lar bo,dered-pits m"y be seell in 

longitudinal sectiuns uf almost all woody Hructures. If a thin longi
tudinal section of a m"tch stick be examined under the higher power 

of a micro~cope, they shew up their structure :nost beautifully They 
are mure abulld~nt ill Conifers than in Dicots or Monucots. But spirally 

thickened cells ur thuse provided with ring-like or reticulate thickenings 
are observable mOre commonly in Angio.spermous ,.t"ms. I n Fern, 

the tracheids have their border~d-pits elongated horizont"l!y ; the large 
nUlllber of surh elUl.gated pits arranged closely one above the other 

give' them the appearance of rungs of' a ladder. Such tracheids are 

ctl:ed SmlaYl/oym trachl'ids. 

F!(;. 272. FIG. 273. 

Fig. 272. Vessel WIth annu18r thickening-rings (al, from the wood of 
Maize (After Sachs). 

Fig. 273. A ~ieve-tube from the stem of Cucumber showing the 
:" ie'o'e-plt" in the Sieve-plate (·sp); tel the left is a COIl'panion cell. 
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Reactions of Cell-walls. 

A. Of Cellulose walls. 
I. Dilute acids and alkalies have no action upon cellulose 

cell-walls. 
2. Concentrated Sulphuric acid, allowed to react upon 

a simple unaltered cell-wall for some time, converts 
it into a kind of sugar (Dextrose), and thus causes' 
first a swelling and then dissolution. 

3. Sulphuric acid followed by Iodine solution in water 
colours cellulose layers a beautiful blue. crest). 

4. Treated with Iodine solution simply. cellulol3e becomes 
only faintly yellow. 

5, Treated with a solution of cupric hydroxide in 
ammonia (cuper-ammonium oxide), cellulose swells 
and is then dissolved. 

6. Treated with Chlor-Zinc-Iodine. it turns blue or violet. 
7. It is stained by variQus Aniline and other colours, e.g. 

Carmine stains it red; Hrematoxylin, violet; Methylene 
blue, blue etc. 

B. Of Lignified walls. 
I. Dilute acids and alkalies have no action upon lignified 

cell walls. 

(b) Kinds of Pits :-
I. Pits widened towards the primary layer of the cell-wall Rnd 

found in the epidermal cells of many tendrils have been called by 
Strasburger TACTILE PITS. They contain protoplasm, and probably 
receive the stimulus for coiling the tendrils. 

2. BORDERED PITS have already been described, as also the' elongated 
bordered-pits of ferns. The original or primary membrane of bordered 
pits is thickened at the centre to form the TORUS. The latter acts like 
a valve, for by curving to one side or the other, it may close the opening 
of the pit (halo). 

3. SIEVE PITS are very fine pores which pass perforating the sieve
plates of sieve-tubes. The cell contents of these tubes are thus enabled 
to pass easily from one cell to another th~ough these pits. 

Y'T 
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2. Sulphuric acid followed by Iodine causes swelling and 
turns them brown. 

3. Chlor-zinc-Iodine stains lignified membranes yellow; 
so also does Iodine. 

4. Aniline chloride or sulphate solution (acidulated) 
stains them bright yellow. 

5. Acidulated solution of Phloroglucin colours them red 
or violet. 

6. Treatecl with Phenol and Hydrochloric acid and 
exposed to light. they take a beautiful green colour. 

7. Safranin, Fuchsine, and many aniline colours readily 
stain them almost permamently, but Carmine or 
H~~matoxylin has no lasting action. 

C. Of Cutinised or Suberised walls. 
I. Dilute acids and alkalies have no dissolving action. 
2. Strong Caustic-Potash and similar alkalies impart a 

strong yellow colour. Boiled with Caustic Potash 
suherisecl cell-walls become dissolved, and yellow 
drops of ceric acid exude; Cutin withstands the action 
of boiling Caustic Potash better than Suberin. 

3. Iodine solution colours cutinised or suberisecl walls yellow. 
4. Chlor-zinc-Iodine gives the same reaction. 
5. Strong Sulphuric acid has no action. 
6. They are not particularly affected by Carmine or 

Hzematoxylin, but are stained a lasting pink or red 
. with Fuchsine. 

D. Of 2\J uciJaginous walls. 
I. They swell considerably in water, Potash and many 

other reagents. 
2. They are not affected by Iodine solution, or prepara

tions of Iodine (as Chlor-zinc-Iodine). 
3. They are stained deep red with Ruthenium red, and 

pink with Corallin soda. 
4. Methylene blue and some other aniline colours also 

stain them. 
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SECTION III. 

The Cell Contents, 

Under this head it is usual to describe all those substances 
that are found inside various cells, some included in the 
protoplasmic substance, some left in solution in the cell-sap 
of the vacuolar cavities, and a few others distributed here and 
there in the cell. They are not living bodies like the proto
plasmatic bodies, neither are they the integral parts of the cell. 
They may be best classifiecl on the following basis: 

I . 1'1 I' lnorg-anic ( (. I I ,I , :-;O!( " ','. \.. ar)o lyurates. 
( (_)J gamc . 'lb . . I . 

II. 

. ( :1c UmlllOl( s. 

Liquid, ~'InOrganiC 
or 

in solution Organic I' Carbohydrates. 
( Albuminoids. 

I. Solid Inorganic cell contents.-(ai. The most 
important of these is calcium oxalate which occurs in the form 
of crystals. Few plants are devoid of such crystalline bodies. 
In many :\[onocots, as in Liliacaa;, Orchidacea; etc, long 
needles of Calcium oxalate crystals occur in compa~t bundles 
imhedded in mucilaginous sap cantles. These are dis
tinguished as Rap/lilies. In other cases, ,he oxalate crystals 
are formed in another shape; thus, quadratic octahedral 
crystals may often be seen in the ,mp-cavities of Begonias, 
Phaseolus (the pulse known as :\Ioonga) and many other 
Dicots, especially in the cells of the leaves. 

Very fine crystals of calci urn oxalate can abo be observed 
in the hairs of man)' species of cucl/rbita. 

While the oxalate crystals found in the Angiosperms occur almost 
exclusively in the cell cavity, in Gymnosperms, on the other hand, 
they often appear in the mass of the cell wall. Numerous granules of 
unreco.:nisable shape can thus be seen in the cell walls of Bast fibres 
in the Ahietinere and a few other Gymno~perms. 
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(b) Crystals of calcium carbonate also occur as the 
cell contents in many plants, though they are not so extensive 
as those of the oxalate. Plants of the families Acanthace:;e, 
U rticace::e, Cannabinace::e, abound in such crystals. They are 
aggregated together into what in appearance may be called 
bunches of grapes, with the stalks attached to the outer cell 
~all of the cell. They often occur in the epidermal cells of 
the plants mentioned and sometimes also in the cortical cells. 
In a few cases they take np all the space in a sap cavity and 
thus form its sole occupant. Such stalked collection of 
calcium carbonate crystals are called Cystoliths. The epi
dermal cells of the leaves of the India rubber or Bat or 
Aswatha (Ficus) plants afford a very good view of these bodies. 

Cystoliths arise from the protuberance of the cell-wall into 
the cavity of the cell; on the thickening layers that thus 
protuberate the protoplasmic matter deposits additional layers 
of cellulose and then the mineral crystals as well. In this way 
the clustered club shaped form is attained. 

In the cell-walls of mR ny marine Alg~ (Acetabularia. Corallina etc) 
and in ehara. the carbonate crystals are deposited in such a fine state 

. of division and profusion thRt the structure becomes stony and brittle. 
Other inorganic mlltters are also deposited in the old cell-walls of 

many plants. Thus, in Gramine~ (Grass family), Equisetums, 'and Dia
toms Silica is abundantly formed in the superficial walls. 

2. Solid Organic cell contents,-
(a) Carbohydrates :-Starch grains are par excellana 

the most important structural constituents of the cell. '1 hey 
arise within the chloropla~tic bodies as very minute granules, 
almost undistinguishable even under the microscope, except 
with the aid of chemical tests. They are the first visible 
products of the assimilation of inorganic matter that are 
carried to the cells of the leaves. As these small granules 
always arise during assimilation in leaves, they are distinguished 
as Assimilation Starch. In contrast to these, are the bigger 
granules found as Reserve Starch in Bulbs, Tubers and other 
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subterranean and aerial structures which act as reservoirs of 
reserve food-materials. The assimilation starch has a transi
tory existence; for they are continually transformed into 
soluble sugars as soon as they are formed in the leaves; the 
liquid sugar-solution then travels through the conducting 
strands of the leaves,- then through those of the stem and 
root, and reconverted into the bigger granules of reserve 
starch by the 'lction of the leucoplasts. They are found in 
abundance in, and extracted for economic purposes from, the 
rhizomes and roots of perennials, tubers of Potato and seeds 
of all cereals. 

In form starch grains are oval, elliptical, lenticular, rounded 
etc. They always exhibit a stratified appearance; for as in 

FIGs. 274, 275 . 

• 
Fig. 27~. A cell of Potato showing the elliptical starch grains. 
Fig. '75. A single starch grain-showing the stratifications-the 

small circle at the ',entre of the narrow end is hilum. 
Fig. '76. A compound starch grain . 

.. Fig_ 277. A half-compound starch grain. 

the case of cellulose cell-wall so here, thicker denser layers 
alternate with thinner less dense ones. The organic centre 
round which these layers are formed is called the hilum. The 
difference in the distribution of water, which is the immediate 
cause of stratification leads to the growth of the grains by 

. intussusception; that is new particles of starch-substance are 
. intercalated between those already existing in some of the 
layers; by which means, again, the difference in densities 
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becomes more pronounced. Generally when young and small, 
the grains are spherical, but as growth proceeds this shape is 
almost always lost. Thus. the fully developed grains of potato 
are e({entric i.e .. the hilum does not correspond to the centre 
of the grain. Those of cereals on the other hand are a little 
flattened and the organic centre corresponds with the geometri
cal centre. 

In chemical composition starch is a carbohydrate similar in 
percentage composition to cellulose; but its molecules are 
comparati\'ely less complex. It is chemically represented by 
the chemical formula I CG HlO (5)n where the value of 11 is 
still unknowll. It is readily detected by the following re
actions ;---

(a) When treated with an aqueous solution of Iodine. it 
takes up a very beautiful blue colour which however 
disappears on boiling and reappears on cooling. 

Though as a rule starch i~ formed in all green plants and green 
parts of plants, in Onions and in the green Alga Vaucheria it is absent. 
On the other hand, it is absent from all plants that are not provided with 
the green chloroplasts. 

As an organised substance,it should be remembered that a starch grain 
is not a simple and pure chemical substance,much less as the protoplasm 
and cell wall are. It really consits of ,a) water, (b) mineral substances 
and (c) starch. But the starch itself occurs in two modifications:
Amyloid or Granulose which gives the usual blue colouration with Iodine, 
and Farino",!' or Amylodextrin which takes only a wine red colour 
with Iodine. The latter is more related chemically to ('ellu)ose than 
the former. Although star"h grains are specially rich in amyloid, in 
many cereals, ... s for instance OrYI5a, Sorghum etc, amylodextrin usually 

predominates. 
In structure starch grains are of three principal tvpes :-
1. Simple grains are such as have ollly one hilum round which 

the a!ternating layers are arranged either concentrically as in cereals), 
or eccentrically ( as in pohto ). 

2. Compound grains Are those in which there are two or more organic 
centres (hilum) round which the layers are sep"rately distributed, e. g. in 
the seedlings of Phaseolus and th" cort"x of C!<curbita. 
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(b) When treated with Sulphuric' acid, or Potash, or 
when boiled \yith water, it s\yells and ultimately runs 
into a paste, 

(c) When treated \dlh chlor-zinc-Iodine, it swells and 
stains blue at the same time. The stratificatiom 
come out \dth remarkable clearness \dth this 
reagent. 

(d) \Yhen roasted ·i. e, heated \yithout addition of water. 
it is transformed into a kind of sugar (Dextrin), and 
in this state is more disgestible. 

(e) When treated with aniline stains, it c10es not take up 
the stain and remains colourless. 

FIG. 278. 

Fig. 278. Seetion through the cotvledon of common Pea-The large 
concentrically stratified grains are Star~h grains: the smaller grilnules are 
aleurone grains; the triangular spaces are intercelluar spaces. After 
Sachs. (X 320). 

3. Half·compound groins are marle up of two or three individual 
grains with a hilum for each, and. few 1 enveloping layers surrounding 
the whole cluster. The separate grains thus appear to be enclosed 
within the layers of the mother gr"in. 

In Rice and Oats all the grains are compound; indeed in some of 
them the number of individual grains varies from 4 to 100. Both the 
compound Rnd half-compound grains can however be observed in potato 
in conjunction with the simple grains. 
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(b) Albuminoids :~Like tbe starch-grains, Proteid matters 
are reserved in the cells of seeds and other similar reservoirs 
of food-substances in the form of solid grains of definit; shape. 

They are known as Aleurone grains and originate in 
vacuoles specially rich in albumen. The grains are formed by 
a condensation of the albumen which rna}" during the progress 
,of hardening, enclose crystals of calcium oxalate or small 
round bodies called Globoids. The latter are inorganic salts, 
and have been shm\'ll to consist of a double phosphate of 
calcium and magnesium. Aleurone grains are present in 
almost all seeds, but the}' are particularly rich in oily seeds and 
sparse in those that contain starch. In Pea they may be seen 
as very small roundi~h grains lying in the same cells that 
contain starch. In Wheat (Fig. 281) the first layer of cells that 
lie just below the pericarp are particularly rich in small 
aleurone grains of indefinite shape, while the rest of the tissue 
forming the major part of the fruit, is stuffed with a large 
amount of starch. 

Crystalloid5 are really masses of protoplasm adapted for a dor
mant condition and are rarely found in cells with watery saps. In the 
cells of potato-tul'ers they remain imbedded in the protoplasm; but 
in oily seeds they are invariably enclosed in the aleurone-grains. The 
best method to observe them, in the potato, is to take thin sections 
from the sub-epidermal tissues. They occur as cubical crystals in 
the parenchymatous tissues just below the skin. The crystalloids of 
the seeds of the castor-oil plant (Ricinus) can also be best seen on 
mounting thin sections in water when the surrounding granular 
substances are partly dissolved and the crystalloids become ~ll the 
more prominent For, all crystalloids, unlike the aleurone grains, 
are insoluble in water :. generally they are colourless, but in some 
cases they occur in petals and other floral parts as vehicles of colouring 
matter. Like all proteids, they are capable of swelling under the 
influence of certain chemical substances, as potash. 

Aleurone grains occur only in the outec layer of cells of all cereals. 
In such cases they do not contain any inclusions-either of crystalloid 
or globoid. They are capable of imbibing water to a great extent: 
indeed some are wholly solublo in water. In chemical properties they 
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CI'ystalloids are solidified proteid matters either enclosed 
in the aleurone grains (as in most oily seeds), or remain singly 
distributed in the matrix of the protoplasm (as in potato). 
They are so called because they assume the geometrical shape 
of crystals. Aleurone grall1S containing enclosed albumin 
crystals (crystalloids) are seen with very good effect in the seeds 
of castor-oil (Ricinus) and many other Euphorbiaceous plants. 

All these grains and crystals of albumin are proteids, and 
behave exactly like the protoplasm towards chemical reagents 
(see reactions of protoplasm). 

FIG. 279. FIG. 280. 

Fig. 279. A cell from the endosperm of the Castor oil plant, show
ing the crystalline aleurone grains. the roundish globoids and a crystall
oid in the grRin towards the right. After sachs. (X 300). 

Fig. 280. Sphere-CrystAls of Inulin. 

do not differ from Crystalloids; thus, with a trace of caustic pota~h in 
water, they all swell and dissolve. On account of their very small 
size and globular shape they may be often confounded with oil-globu
les. But Rll proteids are absolutely insoluble in alcohol, ether, 
benzol or chloroform; these reagents would always dissolve oil. 

In oily seeds the matrix in which aleurone grains are imbedded 
consists of II mixture of oil and protoplasmic matters. Globoids, 
when present, may be distinguished from their being dissolved when 
sections containing the grains are tre"ted with very dilute acids. 

If a thin section of a Ricinus or almond seed be treated with 
benzol, the oily matrix surrounding the aleurone grains is dissolved, 
while the small grains themselves are left behind. Treated with an 
alcoholic solution of Alkanet, the oily matrix is stained deep blood-
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3· Liquid cell-contents.-
The \I'atery fluid which saturates the whole cell and its 

contents-~cell-\YaJJ, protoplasm, >;tarch, etc.-is called the 
waler (:/ organisation. The function of this water is two-fbld: 
first, it enters into the composition of all organisecl substan
ces, it is indispensable for the g-rml-th of the whole cell; and 
sfcondlj', it is the vehicle of transport of food-materials within 
the cell and is the general soh'ent of solid food-substances. 
The cell-sap, however is a concentrated watery solution of 
various substances formed within the cell-either in the \'acuole~ 
or the bigger sap-cavities. The sap usually gives an acid reac
tion, and holds in solution not only sugars, as glucose, cane
sugar, grape sugar etc, amides, such a~ G lutamin, Asparagin etc, 
but also acids such as malic, formic and oxalic acids. Of inor
ganic salts that are present, nitrates, sulphates, and phosphates 
are the chief. 

In the root-tubers of many compositaeze plants a peculiar 
form of carbohydrate allied to starch is found dissolved in the 
cell-sap. This is Inulin. When cells containing inulin are 
treated with alcohol it is precipitated in the form of small 
granules; so too when they are placed in glycerin. The graml
les crystallise out and arrange themselves in the form of 
sphere-Clystals--i. e. the crystalline elements are disposed in a 
radiate manner. I"hey are not stained by Iodine but are 
converted. like starch, into glucose when treated with boiling 
Sulphuric acid. 

Besides the above the other liquid cell contents are 
(a) various tannins, alkaloids and glucosides dissolved in the 
cell sap ; (b) fats, oils, resins dispersed in small drops; and 
(c) certain colouring matters to which the sap sometimes owes 
its colour, called an'fhocianin. Thus:-

red. If the oil be removed by alcohol and the aleurone grains by 
potash solution and then the section treated with dilute Iodine solu
tion the matrix that is left behind forms yellowish bands enclosing clear 
spaces-those previously occ~pied by the grAins. 
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Fig. 281. 

Fig.:z8,. Part of a cection of a wheat.grain. The outer part (p) is com
posed of disorganised dead cells and constitute the Pericarp. In the 
first row of cells the small granules (a I) are aleurone grains; i" the 
next row of large cells, the ch:ef cell contents are starch grains. (am). 
After strasburger. 

I. The inorganic contents of cell sap are-salts, t. g., 

nitrates, phosphates. 
2. The carbohydrates Me--glucose, grape sugar, cane 

sugar, inulin etc., 
3. The complex organiC substances are-amides such as 

glutamin, asparagin; tannins, alkaloids and gluco
sides such as thein, amygdalin, strychnine, nicotine 
etc; organic acids; fats, oils, and resins. 



CHAPTER X\' 

Cell-Formation. 

Before going into the description of tissues, it will be 
necessary to discuss the, different modes of eel! formation. 
Each cell takes iti origin from a pre-existi 19 cell; and as 
it is broken up into a number ot new cells by the ;;ubsequent 
development of partition-walls of cellulose, a tissue is formed 

The nucleus being the organic centre of the protoplasm, 
al! sorts of cell-formation are generally preceded by some 
peculiarities in the nuclear behaviour: again, cell-formation 
is really dependent upon protoplasmic redistribution. The 
'different ways in which this redistribution takes place may 
be reduced to the following three important types :-

I. The Rejuvenescence of a cell: that is the formation 
ot a new cell from the renewal of constructive activity in a 
mass of old protoplasm already in existence: in this process 
only one new cell is formed from a'll old one. 

z. The Conjugation of (generally) two cells; that is the 
fusion of two (or more) protoplasmic masses into a new 
cell. 

3. The l1,fu/tiplication of a cell; that is the formation 
of t\\'o or more cells from the protoplasm of one mother 
cell. 

I. Rejuvenescence is connected \yith reproduction; 
for in this -process no new cells are formed, only the proto
plasmic actIvit}' being revived. It occurs almost exclusively 
in the filamentous cells of the simpler Algce (e.g. CEdogonium, 
Stigeoclonium). The process consists in the contraction of 
the protoplasm from the cell-wall, elimination of water 
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m its mass, rupturing ot the cell-wall, and finally the 
cap' 0\ 'h' con"""d ,,,",opl,,' in a glohul

M 
and u«,ally 

)tile masS. Fi.g. 2 83 showS a rejuvenated swarm-shore. 

Conjugation of spirogyra 

swarm-spore. Fig. 284. Form"tion of pollen grains-cell form"ti
on 

by roundi"g 

oft (Jf the protoplasm of mother cell-(After Sachs). 

Fi\!. 282. 

Fig. 283. 

Rejuvenesce nce of (Edogoniunz : to the right " resting 

2. Conjugation is another mode ot reproduction. It 
is by tar the most common, and takes place either by the 

fusion of tWO similar cells, as in the lower thallophyta, or by 
the impregnation of a female by a male cell. Where the 
conjugating cells are sexually undifferentiated, i.e. are physi
cally alike, they are called GAMETES. and may be motile or 
non_motile; in the latter case they are distinguished as 
PLANOGAlIIETES. Sexually differentiated, i.e. dissimilar con
jugating cell;:: are known as the OOSPHERE, or the female. 
and the SPKR)[ATOZOID, or the male cell. These reproductivE 
cells are generally not provided with cell-walls, and originatl 

by a contraction of the protoplasm of the mother cell" 

which recedes from the walls. 
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The filamentous green Alga Spirogyra offers the best material for 
the study of conjugation by non-motile gametes. It grows commonly 
in shallow waters in large flocculent green floating masses which feel 
slippery to the touch, and have often a frothy appearance. Conjugation 
can be observed in midsummer; the following is however a some
what detailed account of the process. Each filamE'nt consists of a 
row of tubular cells containing a mass of protoplasm with a big 
~ap-cavity in the centre. Preparatory to fusion, two filaments which 
lie almost side by side, give out short protuberances laterally from two 
opposite parallel cells; wher. they eventually touch, the partition wall 
is absorbed, and then a channel is formed running from one cell to the 
other. By this time the protoplasmic masses of these cells have 
receded from the cell-walls, and contracting and squee"illg out a pArt 
of the 'sap-water become almost rounded off. One of the masses 
however, contract more than the other, and then pass over, through the 
channel already formed, to the other. The coalescence that then 
results gives rise to an egg-shaped or rounded cell, called the zygote; 
from this ~ zygospore is formed by the development of a firm and 
thickened cell-wall, which after undergoing a period of rest, more par· 
ticularly to tide over the winter, germin~tes into a new filhment. An 
almost exact mode. of reproduction takes place, in the Desmids, 
unicellular microscupic organisms allied to spirogyra. 

FIG. 285. 

Fig. ~85. The process of conjugation in spirogyra; the lateral walls 
have bulged out. 

In CHLOROPHYCElE, another class of green Alg;e distinct from the 
class CONJUGATEA': to which desmids and spirogyra belong, conjugation 
takes place in some cases between motile gametes or planogamet,s. 
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The~e are ciliated primordial cells, which move in water for some
time, and in Ulothrix specially are provided with cilia. Conjugation 
takes place in pairs; the resultant Zygotes draw in the ciliR, round 
themselves off, and becoming invested with a thick c~II·wall form the 
zygospores which may germinate into new filaments. exactly as in the 
case of spirogyra. 

In Bryophyta, Pteridophyta, and many higher Thallophyta, repro
ductive cells are formed by the conjugation of sexually differentiated 
oospheres or egg-cells and spermatozoids. The spermatozoids a;e 
mostly coiled or spirally twisted masses of protoplasm provided with a 
number of cilia which enable tht:m to lash out in water. Impregnation 
consists, in these cases, esspntially in the complete fusion of the 
nuclei of the conjugating sexual cells and the rest of the cytoplasm. 

In all these cases of cell-formation, it should be noted 
that there is no actual increase in the number of cells formed. 
It is also important to note that reproductive cells (as in the 
above cases) are always preceded by a contraction of the 
protoplasm of the mother cell before they actually are 
separated from the parent. 

3. In the third process, that of cell-multiplication, 
the greatest variations occur. Cells that are destined to be 
reproductive are always produced by a contraction and 
rounding off of the prot0plasm of the mother-cell. Vege
tative cells, however, al\Yays originate by a bipartition of the 
parent-protoplasm, preceded by a very complicated nuclear 
division, and followed by the deposition of <,\ellulose matter 
in the median plane of the t\Yo daughter protoplasmic masses. 
This latter process is knmnl as CELL DIVISION; while the 
phenomena of nuclear bipartition is called KARYOKINESIS. 
Chief among the various kinds of cell-multiplication coming 
under the first category is the Free cell-formation, so very 
common in the Fungi and in the embryo-sacs of Phanero
gams. 

In the ascus of the AscoTllocytes (a group of Fungus), 
for instance, there is only one nucleus; this together with 
the cytoplasm of the mother-cell (ascus) becomes disorganised 

18 
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for the time being, and the contents of the cell assume a 
frothy appearance. Eventually eight daughter-nuclei appear, 
and round each of these new centres the protoplasm collects 
and thus forms eight new cells, each being limited by a thin 

. and clear peripheral layer of protoplasm which ultimately 
forms the cell-wall. I he eight daughter cells are not in 
(:ontact with each other, a part of the original protoplasm 
i~ left behind unused and distributed around the new cells. 
Later on the wall of the ascus ruptures and the eight spores_ 
(called ascospores) come out and multiply the species. 

Cell division is the most important of all processes of cell
formation. It occurs universally in all growing parts of plants 
and in all vegetative organs. In the uninuclear cells of 
cormophytes,the actual division of the cell starts first, with the 
nuclear splitting, and secondl), with the interposition of a cellu
lose wall in a plane at right angles to the plane of division of 
the nucleus. Contraction or rounding off of the protoplasm 
never hlppens. Th~ process of nuele.!r division, or karyo
kinesis, as it is called, involves the following changes in the 
nucleus :-

'I, It first becomes broader and thus appears to be a little 
,swollen; at the same time the IiI/ill thread becomes thicker 
and shorter and less entangled. 

2. The chromatin next increases, and the granules then 
range themselves in parallel discs along the linin thread. 

3. By this time cytoplasmic strands come to be applied 
over the nuclear membrane which is raised at two opposite 
points forming the polar caps. The linin thr~ad now divides 
into a number of segments called chromosomes. 

4. The chromosomes then arrange themselves in a plane 
·called nuclear plate, and each then undergoes a longitudinal 
splitting-thus originate the daughter chromosomes. 

5. The daughter chromosomes then travel in opposite 
directions towards the t\\'o poles; there they fold up like the 
letter V and eonverge towards a point facing the polar cap. . . 
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6. The V shaped chromosomes hecome then entangled, 
fused, drawn in and thus form two daughter nuclei. 

FIG. 286. FIG. 287. FIG. 288. FIG. 289. 

Successive stages of Nuclear division. 

Fig. zR6 Shows the swollen Nucleus and the unravelled lini", 
thread. (I J. 

Fig. 287. SholVs formation of Polar Caps and the division 0' the 
linin. (3). 

Fig. 2"8. Chromosomes travel to the po1<-s. (5). 
Fig. 2g9. Chrolnosornes reunite to from drtughter-nuclei. 

( Diagrammatic, after Kerner ). 

Fig. 290. "h()ws how each Chromosome split up into the daughter
chromosomes ( After Strasburger ). 

The formation of the cell-wall then takes place by the 
deposition of cellulose matter at the equitorial plane between 
the daughter nuclei. See Fig. 289. 



CHAPTER XYI. 

The Tissues. 

It has more than once been pointed out that aggregates of 
cells following a common law of growth and development 
form a tissue. This aggregation is only a necessary result of 
cell-division. And the particular la,," of development followed 
by a particular group of cells is defined by their position and 
function in plant-economy. Tissues are really the expression 
of difterent physiological wants in different plants and at differ
ent parts of plants. 

In Algre and Fungi, a necessity for the physiological 
division of labour does not arise; hence true tissues are not 

differentiated. But in the massive Fungi (mushroom~agari(s) 
anel Lichens, cells are merely juxtaposed ant! grO\v indh'idual(y 
along paraHellines. The resulting structure simulates a tissue 
·in form and function; but it has been distinguished as false 
tissue, though the.re is no sharp boundary line bet\yeen the 

false and true forms of tissues. 
In the plant-kingdom true tissues make their first appear

ance in the Bryophyta in a very rudimentary state. In this 
class, groups of cells originate by repeated bipartition of a 
mother cell, but they are not much altered in the composition 
of their cell-walls; i.e., the tissues are simply cellular and they 
remain so throughout the life of the plant. 

It is, however, when we come to the higher plants, from 
the Pteridophyta onwards, that the tissues are exhibited in their 
endless varieties. In these cases, the tissue forming the embry
onic part of the plant is called Meristem. It should be 
remembered that, as in all plants and the cells of plants, so 
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in tissues there are several ~tage~' of differentiation. 
Differentiation of tissues into completely' developed organs 
for carrying out distinct plant functions accompanies the 
de\'elopment of a part to maturity, and is immediately due to 
cell division. The repeated division of cells, which goes on 
always in the embryonic parts of the plants, thus gh'es rise 
to a cell-mass-the lIleristelil. In the growing point of a. 
Pteridophyta (excepting Lycopodium) there is, for instance, 
a single cell, of a tetrahedral shape, termed the apical cell. 
From this a series of cells are cut off, which then undergoing 
a process of repeated and recurring division forms a meriste
matic tissue. The cells of a meristem can be distinguished 
as an uniform layer. separated from one another by very deli
cate and rather homogeneous membranes of cellulose, and 
contain finely granular protoplasm with nucleus, but with no 
further evidence of structural differentiation. A similar meristem 
also occupies the apex of the phanerogamous plants; here, 
however, the apical cell does not exist, its place being taken 
up at once by a multicellular meristem. 

As growth proceeds, cells or groups of cells formi,ng 
constituent parts of the meristem hegin to grow along different 
lines, till by subsequent mctannrphosis they come to have a' 
stable and p:;rlll1nent form at 1111turity. Thus. the mature 
tis'iues which are derived from the meristem are distinguishe(l 
'as permanent or fixed ti~sues. Intermediate between the 
main meristem of a growing part and the permanent tissues 
of the mature part of a plant, occurs what is known as the 
prilllary meristem i.e., the first foundation of the fixed tissues 
where they have already been adumbrated a" recognisable 
forms. 

During the growth of cells from the meristematic to the 
pernllnent, great increase in \'olume, and consequently also 
changes in form and structure take place. In certain cases 
these are attended with a partial loosening of the cells them
selves hy a splitting of the original cell-membrane into tW() 
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parts--each part forming a boundary of a cell. In this way 
Interc~J.l~lar spaces arise. They are mere cavities filled 
sometimes with gases, sometimes with secretions (c.f. Glands), 
left between the component cells of a mature tissue. In 
land-plants. in general, small angular intercellular spaces 
occur at the angles of the soft-walled cells (Cortex), and 
cqrnmunicate with one another to form a continuous ventilating 
apparatus for t»e plant. 

The development of intercellular spares is schizogenous, when 
they originate by a simple splitting ot the original cell-wall; or 
lysigenous, when a disorganisation And dissolution of certain 
transitory cells result in their formation. Such Iysigenic spaces occur 
in the stems of Equisetums, Grasses (Cneals, Bamboo etc.), Cyperace:e 
(Keyso()r, mootha), Umbellifer;e, in the internodes and petioles of Onion, 
Lily, etc, in the form of l~rge hollow 'lir-containing canals. In a croSs 
section, they can be observed with the naked eye in many of the 
above cases. In the central wood of the aerial roots of m~ny epiphytes 
similar air-containing lysigenic spaces may be observ.ed. In all these 
instances, the wall of the lysigenic space is liS a rule covered by the 
torn remains of those cells from the disorganisation of which the space 
origi nates. 

Schh,ogenic air-containing spaces occur in the vegetative members 
of almost all water and marsh-plants, e. g. in Musilia (Sho()shny shakl 
Ponted,\ria (Ndelotpaia), Lotu> faln;l), etc Such schi~ogenic spaces 
are always bounded by the smooth walls of the cells that surround 
them. 

Though the bigger cavities, whether lysigenic or schizogenic, 
contain gases, in a large number of cases the smaller spaces serve as 
resin passages or as reservoirs of secretion. Such passages may form 
elongated tubular canals extending through the tissues, as for examples, 
the resin-passages of Pines and other Conifers, the mucilage and 
gum-passages of many Lyropods, Cycad~, Aroids etc. The oil-ducts 
which form the characteristic elevated m~rkings (Vitt;e) on the fruits 
of Umbellifers (Anise, OUI, Asaf;eteda etc.) are schizogenic sp~ces. 

On the <?ther hand, the small roundish glands that store ethereal oils 
in the plants of Rutace:e (Bilva, Lemon, Citron, Orange etc.) are 

lysigeniC' in origin. In all such secretorv reservoirs the intercellular 
passage, cavity, or space is generally bounded by a layer of thin walle ( 
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Proceeding with the history of development of the ti~sues> 
then, we find that the progenitor of all permanent tissues, the 
meristem, becomes differentiated into three layers or groups of 
cells each having a distinct law of development and division. 
These three layers, called by HA"STEIN ./Jer11la/ogefl, Perib/~"t 

and Plerome respectively, pass down gradually by differen.tiation 
into the three primary permanent tissues-Epidermis, Cor/ex, 

S/el(. The component cells of all these meristematic tissues, 

FI G. 2lp. 

Diagrammatir longitudin'll section of a stem, 
1-3, Parenchymatous cells of the cortex (3) and epidermis (I). 

4· ~ndodermis. 5. Prosenchymatous fibres. 7. Sieve tube. 9., Pitt
ed Xylem vessel. r 1-12. Spiral and thickened Tracheids. 13. Cells 
of the Medulla. 

cells which from their soft texture, thin walls, close contact to form 
a continuous lining layer, and' active secretion may be distinguished 
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:hough arranged diffaently in the different layers. are all young, 
lctive, multiplying and growing cells. They always contain a 
V"lscid granular protoplasm and a thin, almost transparent, cell
wall of cellulose. 

The Dermatogen layer originates as a peripheral group 
of closely packed tabular cells which at their maturity become 
tpe cells of the Epidermis. In general, it remains a single 
layer of cells the division of which takes place by walls at 
right angles to the surface. The \Va Is, again, of the individual 
cells show a tendency of special differentiation and growth on 
the outside, i. e. the side exposed to the atmosphere, parti
cularly in the stems of land plants. 

The Periblem layer lies immediately surrounded by the 
Dermatogen; it is a zQne of tissue lying between the Derma
togen and the Plerome. The cells though closely packed at 
first, soon become rather loose, and freq~ently show irregular 
transverse or longitudin.I divisions. In the pel manent form it 
becomes the cortex. 

The Plerome layer, or rather cylinder, forms the centre 
of the system of primary meristems. Even at an early stage 
the cells of this cylinder are longitudinally elongated, and 
thus appear in strong contrast to the two other layers. The 
mode of division in this case is essentially longitudinal, and 
so also is the growth When mature it forms the Stele or the 
central cylinder of woody stems and roots. . 

Before going into the developmental history of these 
tissues more in detail it will be necessary here to introduce the 
terms Parenchyma and Prosench)'nla, used with special refer
ence to the forms of permanent tissue. 

from the neighbouring- tissues a, Ebitheiiltm cells. They are very neatly 
seen in almost all the c"ses cited above. 

In Composita: (sunflower and marigold family) oil.passages occur 
very frequently in the roots; while the large mucilage-pRs,ages of 
many species of Opuntias contain large crystals of calcium oxalate. 
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A Pa.renchymatous tissue is typically one which is com
posed of thin-walled cells expanded almost equally in all 
directions and containing abundant living matter. 

A Prosenchymatous tissue is one which is composed i 

of usually thick-walled and elongated cells which mayor 
may not contain any living matter. The distinction between 
these tissnes depends upon the f()rm of the cells: in the first 
case, they are is()diamelrical; in the second, they!are el()ngated 
or fibrous with blunt or pointed extremities dovetailing with 
one another. 

Thus, it will be seen, that while prosenchymatous tissue 
elements preponderate in the Pie rome and the Stele, the 
cells that compose and result from the differentiation of the 
Dermatogen and the Periblem, are on the whole, parenchy
matous. It should not he supposed however that there is any 
genetic relation subsisting between parenchyma and prosen
chyma on the one hand, and the three primary meristems on the 

Diagrammatic cross section through a Dicot Stem. "ULC LIIe one 
layered epidermis. The elliptic.l or wedge shaped structures are the 
Bundles. Outside this :tone is the Cortex; and inside, the Medulla. 

Dther. Both the Perihlem and the Plerome, for instance, give 
rise to elongated and not-elongated tissue-elements, although 
it may be said with a fair degree of accuracy that parenchyma 
preponderates in the cortex, and prosenchyma in the stele. 

A little lower down the growing ,point of a plant we find 
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that the cells lose their meristematic properties and become per~ 
manent in the form of the epidermis, the cortex,and the stele. The 
progressive development of these tissues will now be discussed. 

The differentiation of the Epidermis from the Dermatogen 
is a comparatively simple process. During this process, the 
cells receive thickening layers on the outer walls which thus 
become strong, and lat~r on also cutinised. Hairs arise from 
the stronger development of some of the epidermal or under
lying cells; and intercellular spaces breaking the continuity of 
the layer originate at certain points. These spaces, called 
stomata, thus serve as breathing pore s of the plants, es tablish
ing, as they do, communication between the gases inside and 
outside the plants. Thus a fully differentiated epidermis has :-

(a) the thickened OI!ter layer called the cuticle. 
(b) the appendages, called trichomes or hairs. 
(c) the intercellular spaces, called stomata. 

The mature Cortex which results from the differentiation 
of the Periblem is in most cases (stems and roots) divisible 
into three distinct parts or layers. When the periblem is 
traced downwards, the changes met with are these :-the 
cells which in the meristerri were an in contact now become 
separated at the corners giving rise ~o the cortical intercellular 
spaces; the growth in the size of the cells still leads to iso
diametrical cells in the greater part; but some of the rows of 
cells abutting immediately upon the stele or central cylinder_ 
or lying just below the epidermis may be developed quite 
differently from the rest. 

In certain cases some of the sub-epidermal cells (belong
ing- to the cortex) become thickened at the corners (collenchy
ma). In a few other cases, such cells are greatly elongated 
into fibre like structures. Such differentiated parts of the 
cortex formi,ng the subepidermal tissue are called Hypoderma. 
Next to this the soft-walled parenchymatous cortex follows. 
But the inner most layer of the cortex-that which abuts 
immediately upon the stel~;-forms a continuous covering layer 
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of tissue-one cell thick-with the cells in close contact like 
those of the epidermis. This part is called Endodermis. 
When, as in some cases elongated, lignified, hard, tapering 
cells occur at the inner parts of the cortex, they form the 
sclerenchymatous tissue. Thus, besides the ordinary paren
chyma the cortex may also contain ali, or some of the follow
ing as differentiated tissues:-

(a) Hypoderma, either as collenchyma or sclerenchyma; 
(b) Endodermis; and 
(c) Sclerenchyma sheath. 

The Plerome, it will be remembered, consists of longitu
dinally dividing cells. In attaining maturity, some may be 
greatly ~longated longitudinally, others may remain simple. A 
meristem or generating tissue which gives rise to prosen
chymatous permanent tissues, NAGEL! terms a cambium. 
Very early in the development of the Plerome isolated groups 
of cells belonging to it become differentiated as prosenchyma, 
forming generating tissues or Procambium strands. From 
each procambium a Bundle results. 

Indeed, we can divide the plerome into two parts-a 
parenchyma generating tissue, and strands of prosenchyma 
generating tissue or procambium. 

From the first is differentiated the stellat parenchyma, and 
from the second the bundles or the elongated elements. 
The stellar parenchyma forms, as it were, the ground substance 
in which the Bundles are distributed or embedded. In most 
cases, it is cut off into two or three zones or layers, by the 
Bundles. That part of it which remains outside the Bundles, 
just enclosed by the endodermis, is called the Pericycle,-it is 
the outermost part of the stele. Enclosed within a ring of 
Bundles, again, a part of the stellar pa~enchyma becomes a 
separate tissue called the Medulla or Pith. When strands 
or bridges of parenchyma stretch out from the peri cycle to 
the medulla through the intervals between the Bundles, they 
receive the name of the Medullary rays. 
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The tissues that develop from the procambium strands· 
are typically prosenchymatous, but may be conveniently placed 
under two distinct categories, viz. Fibr()us and Vascular. 
Fibre-like cells with little or no protopla~mic matter occur 
for the most part; while the transverse partition walls of 
some of the longitudinal rows of cells become absorbed, 
or pierced by pores. A \'essel is such a structure. Bundles 
are hence also called Fibrovascular Bundles. During the 
development and maturity of a Bundle one part of it becomes 
lignified, i.e. the cell-walls of one side receive the deposit 
of lignin. This part is called Xylem; it is very hard and is 
popularly known as the Wood; it contains tbe fibrous and 
vascular elements which contain no protoplasm. and a little 
parenchyma. The other softer part of the Bundle is called 
Phlrem; it is likewise composed of vascuhr, fibrous and 
parenchymatous tissues. The vascular Xylem tissue is dis
tinguished as Trachere ; the vascular Phlcem is Sieve tissue. 
These are the permanent mature tissues of all Bundles. But 
in many cases they contain a part of the mother procambium 
left untransformed between the Xylem and the Phlcem-this, then. 
genetically is a cambium, since it produces more elements of 
Xylem and PhiCBm; but to distinguish it from the other kinds 
of meristematic tissues it is called Fascicular cambium. 

The above is a connected history of the development of 
all the Primary tissues. Development and differentiation of 
tissues do not stop here, but proceed with the formation of 
what are called secondary structures. Before we go on with 
these it will be instructive to give here the genesis of the 
primary structures schematically in a table. 

N \(iELI who first I"id the f(lund"tion ()f a systematic classification 
of the tissues drew a distInction between the generating and the 
perm'lnent tissues, and divided e" .. :h into parew:hy,n 1 and pro'enchyma. 
The parenchymatous g~nerRting ti"ue he called the primlry meristem, 
and the prosenchym~to"s generating ti<sue the cambiu m. Permanent 
tissues derived fr0m the pr.,imary meristem, he called Protenchyma ; 
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I 1 
Cuticle 

THE SECONDARY TISSl'ES. 

Meristem 

\ 
Dermatogen 

+ 
Epidermis 

I 
I 1 

Promeristem 
Prir"ry meristem t, 

Hairs Guard cells 

28 5 

1 1 1 
Hypodermis Cortex proper Endodermis 

\ 

1-----1 --, 1 
Pericycle M. Rays Medulla 

I 
Xylem 

I 
I 

Vascular 
X or P. 

I 
F. Cambium 

1 

Prosenchyma 
X or P. 

The Secondary Tissues. 

I 
Phlcem 

I 
1 

Parenchyma 
X or P. 

In parts of plants that grow contilluously {rom year tc 
year (e. g. stems and roots) secondary tissues are formed 
immediately after the differentiation of the primary structures. 
Groups of cells forming part of the permanent tissues 
later on revive their multiplying power, and in this way 
secondary merislems originate. They then undergo almost the 
same process of differentiation as indicated in the foregoing 
pages and lead to the formation of secondary tissues. 

Thus, in a two or three year old stem of a Phanerogam, the 
epidermis generally gi\-es place to another skin or co\-ering 

those from the cambium, Epenchyma. Permanent tissues which lose 
their protoplasmic cell.contents, as the cork and the tracheal elements, 
SACHS distinguishes as Kenenchyma. These terms are, however not 
in use. 
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.called Cork. A part of the sub-epidermal tissue belonging to 
the cortex becomes so modified that the component cells begin 
to divide regularly. The secondary meristem that thus arises 
is called Phellogen or cork-cambium. It gives out layers 
of cells on the outside i. e. towards the epidermis; and these 
form the cork. Cork cells are empty and dead, and are strongly 
subensed all through their walls. In many cases the phellogen 
produces layers of cells on the cortical side which behave 

FIG. 29~. 

Fig. 29J. Fonnrttion of Cork-(I) the Epidermis. (2) the Cork 
cells. (3) the Ph·,}logen. 

exactly like those of the ordinary primary cortex. This secon
dary cortex thus replaces that part of the primary cortex at the 
expense of which the phellogen was formed, and is distinguished 
as the Phelloderm. The Phellogen however does not remain 
long active; it soon dies or loses its meristematic character. 
The dead permanent protective tissues that thus originate 
from the Phellogen on the outside are called collectively the 
Periderm. 



THE SECONDARY TISSUES. 

It is, however, in the stele that secondary tissues become 
conspicuous by their constant and abundant formation. The 
structure of a thick and growing stem or root is composed 
almost entirely of secondary tissues. The characteristic 
growth in thickness of Dicot plants is to be attributed solely 
to the origin and development of these. The particular cases 

Fig. 294. 

Diagrammatic <:ross sertion through ~ Leaf. E, the epidermis with 
the cuticle on the outside. P, the palli"de parPJlchyma. ~p. the 
spongy parenchyma. The elliptical structure in the centre is a Bundle. 

will be dealt in detail later on. The following however is a gene
ral descriptinn of the mode of origin of secondary tissues in the 
stele. 

Soon after the complete maturation of the fibrovascular 
bundles. isolated parts of the stellar parenchyma revive multi
plying power-in this way plates or groups of secondary cam
l:>ium arise. Where these are develC\pecl between the primary 
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bundles in the medullary strands (as in Dicots), they receh'c 
the name of inteljascirular ({[mhiuJIl. Like the procambial 
strands these cambium layers throw out new cells on their 
two sides, which become ultimately permanent in the shape 
of secondary xylem and phloem. The fascicular cambium 
also joins hands, and thus a perennially active cambium is 
left behind in the plant to continue its unceasing activity for 
tissue formation. It is usually during the initiation of these 
changes that the phellogen and the tissues genetically 
connected with it originate. The secondary xylem and the 
Phloem are tpe correlate of the primary ones, not only in 
form, consistency and structure, but in function as well. 

It should be noticed here that during all these changes, 
the true genesis of which we have traced from step to step, 
there are other cognate but not genetically related changes 
which give rise to other tissues or groups of cells. A coa
lescence of thin-walled elongated cells may take place in the 
form of latex tubes; irregular growth in certain cells differing 
from their neighbours in form, structure, function and contenls 
may follow; and new anomalous groups, plates, tubes etc 
of tissues may originate. But all these structures arise very 
late. In the younger parts of plants a thin-walled, soft
textured parenchyma with aimndant protoplasmic contents 
preponderate. In as much as all the subsequent complex 
tissues either arise from the cells; of this parenchyma 
or lie embedded in it, it is regarded as the Fundamental or 
the Ground-tissue sytsem. Again, as strings, vessels, fibres, 
plates and similar other complicated tissues continually arise, 
and as the primary structures are gradually replaced by those 
of the secondary, different groups of tissues ordered out for 
the performance of some function jointly, become prominent. 
Thus arise the Tissue-systems. These are collections of 
tissues of whatever sort or rank, which are mutually continuous 
and run together for long distances. Unions of cells, fusions 
of cells, or groups of ce,lls calculated to promote a common 
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object form tissues; and simIlar unions, fusions, groupings 
etc among the tissues themseh'es result in the formation of 
the systems of tissues. The persistel1t parts of eyery higher 
plant ,,,ill, when examined, show up the structure as being 
roughly made up of tlll'ee tissue-systems--viz,the Tegum~ntarr, 
the Fundamental, and the Fibromscular. For instance, a stout 
stem can be dissected out into three layers, or rather regions 
-the out'.:]' dry and dead mass of tissues composed of the 
torn epidermis, cork, periderm and probably also of bark, 
forming the protective ~ I egumentary) system of tissues; 
the innermost hard woody part forming the tibro-yascular 

. tissue system; and the intermediate zone ,,,ith the medulla 
or pith, forming the soft parenchymatous part, being cleriyed 
from the Fundamental tissue-system. 

Hence for the better description of tissues ,ye shall divide 
the subject into three parts ;-

TISSl'E SYSTDIS 

1. TE(;l')IEXTARY 

2. Fnm.DIENT.IL 

3, FIBROLISCl'LAR 

A, PRDLIRY B. ~ECONDARY 

Epidermis ('ork, Periderm, 
Bark. 

Cortex etc :-;econdarv Cortex 
Phellode;m etc. 

Primary Bundles Secondary Bundles 
Secondary \\' ood 
and Bast 'etc, 



~ECTlOK II 

The Functions of Tissues 

It has more than once been hinted that the differentiation 
of tissuc:s is dependent upon the Physiological diyision of 
labour; that they are to be regarded as groups of cells 
,;pecialised for distinct purposes. The "'hole complex 
ph)'siological question of living may be regarded as parcelled 
out into seyeral parts \dth each of \\'hich a particular tissue 
is concerned. Hence, it, 'is important to set forth here the 

-different works that the different tissues han; to carry out. 
The main categories of physiological functions. so far a& 

tissues are concerned arc. it will appear. the follO\\'ing :
I. :'\utrition. 
2. Protection. 
3. ~ecretion and excretion. 
4. l\I aintenance of rigidity. 

Of these the process of nutrition is most com plicated and 
, iiH;ludes the following cognate processes :-

(a) That of absorption of raw food. 
(b) That of transmission of the raw fooel matters to the 

leaves. 
(c) That of prepal:aTlon' of complex organic matters 

by the assimilation of the raw matters. 
(d) '1 hat of distribution of the prepared and assimilated 

food to the different parts. 
(e) That of storing the same for future use. 

'Each of these tasks is thrown upon a tissue or tissue 
system. Before \\'e enumerate these tissue-organs it will be 
instructive to give concise accounts of the physiology of 
nutrition, of protection etc .• 
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i , 1. Process of N'utrition.-Plants derive their food from 
the media in which they live. A water plant gets all its food 
dissolved in the water. A land plant has to depend partly 
upon the atmosphere, partly upon the soil. The essential 
plant-foods (in green plants only) are (a) water, which as we 
have seen, forms an {lTganic part of protoplasm, celb'all, 
starch etc, (b) certain inorganic salts, such as phosphates, 
nitrates of certain metals e. g. Potassium, Magnesium, Iron 
and, Calcium, and (c) Carbon Dioxide from the atmosphere. 
The inorganic salts are to be found abundantly in· ordinary 
soil. Now plants cannot absorb solid food; hence roots 
ha~'e to absorb the crude salts dissolved in the water 
present in the soiL The epidermis of the younger parts of 
all roots produce very fine rool-hairs. By the combined 
cl:leJ11ical activity of these hairs and the atmospheric oxygen 
entangled between the minute grains of the soil, the latter are to 
a great measure dissolved in the water by which they are 
en>.:e)oped. The very active and young hairs .are especially 
,adapted to absorb this nutrient salt and send it, away to the 
interior of the root whence it is distributed to the (: ifferent 
,parts. Thus, the epidermal tiss,;!e of roots carryon the 
,function of absorbing ra\\' food from the soil. All the food
e\~plents excepting only carbon, are thus absorbed from the 
soil. The element carbon which forms the bulk of ail 
green plants is obtained from the carbon dioxide of the air. 
Only the green parts of plants can absorb the carbon clioxide. 
and the leaves are eminently fitted, for this function. The 
.dilute nutrient water drawn up from the soil is j th~n brought 
up to the cells of the leaves which alone, from their; containing 

.-chlorophyll, are enabed .to prepare complex organic food. 
The leaves, or better the chlorophyll-containing cells of leaves, 
are the assimilatory organs, and so also. is the green Cortex. 
These cells have, GY virtue of their chloroplast, the inherent 
property of absorbing a part of the solar energy,when sun light 
falls upon them, and thus may be co~pared to a furnace in 
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which raw matters thrown in are welded up into complex 
products. In fact, they are the organs in which complex 
organic matters are synthetically prepared. But ill order 
that these matters may be formed. the raw food substances 
must be hrought in first. This is done by the xylem part of 
the Bundles. The function of the xylem is to pump up the 
nutrient sap sucked up from the soil. and distribute it to the 
parenchymatous chlorophyll-containing cells of the leaves by 
its ultimate branches-the small \'einlets. Thus it is a tissue 
for the transport of crude food. But the assimilated substance 
i. e. the synthetically prepared organic compounds formed 
in the leaves must be transferred to those parts of the plants 
that are growing, and hence are in need of plastic material; 
for instance, th~ growing points of stems and roots. This 
transference is effected through the Phloem or the seive
tissue. In short, the Bundles form the conducting strands
the conduit pipes for the plant. 

The products of assimilation are chiefly two, namely 
starch and albumens. Starch is a carbohydrate having the 
same percentage composition as cellulose; and albumen is a 
nitrogenous substance allied to protoplasm. During the 
process of transportation. however. oth starch and albumen 
are converted into soluble compounds such as sugars, acids, 
glucosides etc. 

In periods of _ strong assimilatory activity, spring for 
instance, more substances are formed than can be used up 
by the growing structures. Again, growth is almost at a 
stand--still in severe winter. Hence the influx of unused 
-assimilated food must be removed from the conducting 
strands lest they choke them up entirely, to certain reservoirs 
for reserve material. The tissues that thus function are the 
parenchymatous elem~nts of the Fibrovascular system and the 
cortex i.e., the endodermis, the pericycle, the medullary rays etc. 
-T-be assimilatea sap which descends from the leaf-cells-the 
'little laboratories of th~ plant-are retransformed into starch, 
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albumen etc when they come to be thus stored for a certain 
period. 

~ow, it may be asked what happens to the large amount 
of water which is sucked up by the roots? Is it all used 
up in the synthetic process? No: a large part of it is evapora
ted through the pores of the epidermis caBed stomata. The 
function of the absorbed water is twofold; first, to enter 
into the assimilalory acti\'ity and form part of the organised 
structures-being then called the water 0/ organisation; and 
secondly, to act as the mere \-ehicle of the soil-constituents
the crude plant-food. 

z. The Function of Protection. The tegumentary 
system is par exrellallce the protective tissue-organ. The 
Epidermis, the Cork, the Periderm and the Bark are best 
adapted for this purpose; for not only are they mostly dead 
cells in the latter three cases. but they are also impervious to air 
or water on account of their thickened and suberised or 
cutinised cell-walls. The epidermal cells undoubtedly contain 
protoplasm in most cases: but then this protoplasm shows 
the least nutriti\'e activity in aerial parts. When hairs and 
other trichome structures are developed, the living epidermal 
cells show that they are rather adapted to produce structures 
that would afford protection, For the cuticle and hairs formed 
on the aerial epidermis of land plants are contrivances for 
giving additional protection against the injurious influences 
of the almosphere, That the endodermis is also partly a 
protective tissue (the protection in this case being afforded 
to the young stele) is borne out hy the fact that like the 
epidermis, it is a single layer of cells in uninterrupted 
lateral contact having the radial walls thickened and 
impregnated with cutin. 

3. The Function of Secretion. As in the animal 
so in the vegetable kingdom. nutrition is inevitably followed 
by the formation of waste matters. Not that these matters 
in plants are waste in the same sense as in the animals, but 
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they are best stowed away to specialised tissues removed. 
from the immediate vicinity of the nutrith'e tissues. They 
are' known as Glandular !,issues, and may occur at any part 
of the three fundamental ones. ~ubstances of the nature 
of gums, resins, mucilage, or milky emulsious of these and 
a host of similar matters--all more or less degenerated 
products of plastic materials-are stored either in Sacs, 
Glands, Laticiferous vessels or similar tissues, or in the inter~ 
cellular spaces, (see p. 278). The structures in which ,uch 
storage takes place are accordingly designated secretOl),
resen'oirs. Perhaps the most imp'Jrtant of these are, the 
risill"passages of Conifers (Deodar pine, for instance), 
gum-passages 0/ Cyca(1s and l:mbellifers. They consist 
essentially of hollow tubular spaces surrounded by small, 
well titting secreting cells known as Epit heliulll cells. In all 
Pines, it is well-known, how copious the resin is. Siniilar 
too is the abundant mucilage found in the mucilage-containing 
sacs in the parenchyma of the :\Ialvacere, Tiliacere and 
Cactacere, and in the tubers of Orchids. It will be quite out of 
place, here to mention all the minute points, and we may safely 
dismiss the subject with the remark that in almost all the 
families of higher plants, glands, glandular tissues, or some 
forms of secretory reservoirs are liberally distributed. But 
two particular cases must be touched upon here on account 
of the ovenvhelming importance they bear to the formation 
of tissl1es. 

I. Laticiferous vessels deserve first mention. They 
attain maturity as vascular tissues by the rupture or disorgani
sation or dissolution of the transverse walls of a longitudinal 
row of much elongated cells. (See Latex cells, p. 254). 
In many cases they also fuse laterally, and thus form what are 
called S)'llcytes. TheiT contents are usually milky but may 
also be watery. In Banana and other i\Iusacere such syn< ytes 
contall1lng a watery sap' often run parallel to the Bundles. 
The' milky opaque fluid, • called latex, consists partly of water 
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anel partly of numerous small bodies suspended as in an, 
emulsion. The latex is yellowish in the Papayiraceao, milky 
or white in Papayace::e, watery in :\f usace::e and .-\roide::e, and 
in the latter two cases specially tannin has heen detected. The 
walls of these tubes are a!\\-ays soft; and though sometimes 
thickened, ahyays give the cellulose reaction. Protoplasmic 
matter there is none, and when it does occur It forms a dead 
and disorganised mass of small granules. These \-essels and 
the Iaticiferous cells often permeate the whole body of the plaut 
anc] thus act as the drainage system. 

Closely allied to these \-essels or syncytes, both in form and 
function, are the Latex or Laticiferous cells. These are 
merc)y much branched cell" with similar cell-\"all", al1(l, 
contents. They occur in the Euphorbiace::e l Croton tamily), 
to rticace::e (Fig family), .'1. pocrnacea~ and Asclepiadacea~. 
The latex, for instance, \\'hich oozes out from the cut 
surface of the India-rubber plants, He,'ea brasilimsis and 
~l[allihot (;t,lzim'ii, dry up when exposed to the sun al1\1 
form a sticky substance~the crude rubber. The latex cells 
are formed from initial cells of the meristem, ,\~hich g-ro\\' 
so as to form 10ng-branche~1 sacs. passing- het\\'een the other 
tissue elements. It is ,dth regard to this point about orig-in 
and de\-elopment that the two latex-containing structures differ. 

2 Clandular tissue .. '1. Gland is a sharply differentiated set 
of cells, the inten'ening septa of which become absorbed so that 
a single cavity is formed filled with matters of secretion. I t is 
a tissue, since it is a product of a group of cells, ,and hence 
must be distinguished from secreting- cells, latex cells etc. 
Examples are in the large transparent dots in the fruits of 
the Orange and Lemon and in the leaves of the :\Iyrtle 
(:\Iyrtaceao--guaya, jambolin) and Citrus famIlies. The dots 
are large cavities filled ,,,ith drojls of oil. 

-1-. The Function of Maintaining Rigidity by the, 
mechanical tissues for plant-support. One of the physiological 
necessities of a. plant is to maintain its structu~e-:-:-upright or 
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otherwise-permanently. The great weight of the foliage, 
which has to he horne by the slender stems of Palms, that 
of the infructescence of the delicate culms of Grasses, 
U mbellifers etc, will necessarih' demand a !.!Teat deal of streno-th' 

,I '-' b 

and elasticity on the part of the erect structures. Commou 
ohservation shows us that grasses and reeds, thinner stenis and 
hranches of shrubs, bushes. and also of trees, and palm caudices, 
;tre constantly bent dO\\"ll a considerable distance, or at least 
far away from their centres of gravity, but are never permanent
ly displaced, much less are fra~tured. The tissues that gi\"e 
resistance to bending, strain, pressure etc, and thus secure for 
the plant the requisite amount of rigidity with elasticity are 
called mechanical tissues or siereollle. Chief among these are:-

(a) The lignified elements of the Bundles or the xylem. 
Lignification, it should be remembered, sets the 
cells hard. The resistance offered to tIle knife when 
a section is cut is proof enough of the hardness and 
rigidity of the xylem. But as an additional protec
tion, the elements of the secondary phloem become 
long ·thick\\"alled empty cells \vhich are extra
ordinarily elastic. The:;e Bast fibres, when they are 
present. run always parallel to the xylem. and hence 
are eminently adapted to strengthen it. They are 
not lignified and hence cannot transport \vater; they 
contain no livin~ matter and hence cannot carryon 
nutrition; they are empty elongated pointed cells, 
and hence do not carryon the work of the phloem. 
Thus they appear to form a tissues which has only 
an architectural \"alue, viz. to act as a stereome. 

Again. the dispdsition of the fihro-vascular bundles and their 
subsequent .development are also ":ontrimnces. For the hard 
structures ahays grow centrifugally; and they seldom occupy 
the central axis of the plant. 

(b) The sclerenchymatous tissue is another kind of 
stereome. It 5=onsists essentially of thick-,,"alled 
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and pointed cells which mayor may not be lignified. 
It is generaUy formed towards the periphery of 
an erect stem either as separate strands. or as a com
plete ring of hypoderma.or as a sheath to the bundles. 
Where hard bast is absent, as in the bundles of 
::Uonocots they occupy its place. The bundles of 
Grasses, Palms etc are generally protected by q. 

thick sheath of lignified sclerenchyma. 
(C) The thickenell and permanent stereome tissues 

are to be found in mature parts of plants only. In 
an acth'ely gl'O\\'ing young part, such strutures are 
not formed. Consequently some of the li\'ing 
parenchymatous. and probably also nutrith'e cells 
are al;l\lpted to meet this demand. Such cells form 
the Collenchymatous tissue. It is characterised 
by being composed of young cells that are irre
gularly thicken.cd at the corners and are capable of 
further growth, This latter property prevents them 
from being broken or torn, for they are extensible. 
Thus they ha\'e ,t distinct advantage o\'er the other 
forms of mechanical tissues. 

The subjoined table gi\'es a birds-eye \'ie\\' of the tissues,' 
and the work they ha\'e to perform i,e. their functional signi

ficance. 

1. 

2 

3, 
4, 

Tissues that act as organs of-

Absorption of food-Young epidermis of \mter plants; 
Epidermal root-hairs of land plants. 

Transport of nutrient water-Xylem tissue (lignified) of 

the Bundles. 
Assimilation of raw food-Parenchyma of leaf and cortex. 
Transport of assimilated (elaborated) foocl~Phloem ti~sue 

of the Bundles. 
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5. Storage of resenoe fooel-Parenchymatous tissues of the 
stele (pericyle etc), ane! those of the mner :ortex 
(endodermis etc). 

6. ~torage of secretion-Hairs, epidermaJ ghtnels, epithelium 
tissue, latex tissue etc. 

7. l)rolectiol1- Cuticle of epidermis. Cork, Bark, Periderm. 
8. :\[ echanical support--Xylem, hrue! Bast, Sclerenchyma, 

Collenchpna, ~c1eroicls. 



CHAPTER XYll 

The Tissue System '. 

A PRD-1ARY 

1. The Epidermis can he divided, for thy sake of conve-
,nience of description, into the follo\ving three parts':-:-;-

1. The epidermis proper. 
2. Hairs and other similar appendages. 
3. The slolllata and the guard-ails. 
tn all higher plants, from the Pteridophyta onwards, the 

whole body of the plant is co\'ereel by a protective mantle of 
tissue which (in its younger stage) is the epiderm is. The term' 
howeyer, is more strictly applied to the part pertaining to the 
shoot; that belonging to the region of the root being callee! 
epiblelil. It persists as the surface of plants till the beginning 
of the formation of cork, when it is ruptured and displaced b}'~. 

the latter. ;\ s a tissue its characte ristic strLctural peculiarities 
are :-

(I) that it is a continuous layer one cell deep; 
(2) that the external cell-walls of this layer are always 

thickened, and wholly or partly cutinised; while the 
internal and lateral walls remain of unthickened 
cellulose. 

(3) that though typically parenchymatous, its cells do not 
contain chloroplasts; the protoplasm is not nutritive 
but is adapted to produce protective structures. 

(4) that hairs and stOmata are fQund only in this system. 
~The"e arc only the general characters, in fact those that 

are bound up with the. environment, ?f; plants. For~ the great 
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majority of them are land plants, and hence the aerial parts 
are so developed that the tissues may act in harmony with 
the natural forces working around them. Thus, in plants that 
are not ~rial, e.g: water-plants, and in parts of plants that are 
underground, e.g. roots, the epidermis varies \yidel), from the 
above. In such cases the outer cells are neither thickened 
nor cutinised, stomata do not develop, and the cells themselves 
are positively nutritive. A~ain, the epidermal cells of water 
plants, most Ferns and Selaginellas do contain the chloroplasts. 
So also, in a few exceptional cases the epidermis is lIlanJ'-lqyered 

such, for instance as in Ficus and Begonia, the velamen of 
. Orchids and ArGids. 

The cell~ of the .epidermis are in close contact on all sides; 
the only intercelluler spaces are those of the stomata between 
the guard:cells. These latter are specialised cells of the 
epidermis, and unlike its component cells are nutritive and 
contain a rich protoplasm with chloroplasts. The epidermal 
cells have, as a rule, undulating cell-walls, and thus the adjoin-
jng cells are firmly interlocked. 

In roots, long internodes,and leaves of :'Ionocots, the epider
mal cells are usually elongated and hence the sinuous contour 

'of the side walls is more or less lost. In Dicots, generally, 
the cells are isodiametrical and rect angular; in leaves they are 
broadly tabular. 

The outer thickened and cutinised layer can be easily 
peeled off in most cases, and is known as the Cz;ticle. In 
aerial parts of land plants the cuticle extends over the whole 
surface and is strongly contrasted with the underlying layers 
of cell. So strong is the resisting power of this cuticle that 
even strong sulphuric acid can not dissolve it ; but in boiling 
potash it gradually undergoes dissolution. Iodine, with or 
without the addition of sulphuric aGid, turns it yellow or 
yellowish-browa, and the same colouration is given by chlor
zinc-iodine. 

In some of the Gramine~, Equisetums, in Magnolia grandi-
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tlora, Tectona grandis (teak tree) and many other plants. the 
epidermal cells are highly silicified on the outside. In Equi
setums the impregnation of silica is so great that the surfaces 
can be used for polishing like sancl-paper. In Palms and a 
few other plants, however, the leaf-epidermis is very hard but 
not silicified. 

Of inorganic matters that are deposited in the epi
dermal wal:s, carbonate and oxalate of calcium are im
portant. (See p 260). On the submerged parts of water plants, 
ehara, for instance, calcium carbonate is deposited in rather 
thick layers. 

An epidermis more than One layer of cells thick arises by the 
division of the epidermal cells by t~ngenti~1 walls In most of the 
instances in whir.h such structures have been witnessed, they occur in 
the leaves In II few Piperacere and BigoniRs the number of epidermal 
layers varies from 4-16. In many of our native Ficus trees e.g. F. 
Carica (Fig), Ficus bengalensis (Indian Banyan), F. elastica 
etc, there is an additional peculiarity in the development of the 
epidermis; for while most of the original epidermal cells divide 

into a number of cells so liS to form R many layered ti~sue. a few 

original cells rem.in undivided, but nevertheless grow into large 
sacs projecting inwards into the low~r epidermal layers; soon after, the 
outerwall of such an intruding cell sends down perpendicularly a peg
shaped process the blunt end of which swells .into a knob. This projec
tion is nothing but the subst"nce of the cell· wall, on which are deposited 
very fine grains of calcium carbonate. They are called Cystoliths. 
They occur quite irequently in the families Urticace;e and Acanthacea:. 
(Sf'e p. 260.) 

In cases where the epidermis is many layered, the lower layers are 
composed generally of large thin-walled ('ells with contents as clear as 
water. Hence they are known as Aqueous tissue. 

The many layered epidermis of the ;erial roots of epiphytes is thus 
described by SCHIMPER-

'-The cells of this tissue (velamen) which is usually composed of 
several layers, resemble tracheids, are provided with spiral bands, 
and in dry weather contain air. They are bounded within by an 
endodermis (exodermis), some of whose cells are differentiated as 
passage-cells. If water reaches the root it is sucked up by the vela-
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me'n as ii 'by bl.oltirg paper and fill~ the ceil-cavities. Thence it 
passes mOre .. slowly through. the pass"ge-cells into the interior of 
the root." 

~. Hairs or Trichoroes art epiderm"! oUlgrowths .arising either 
fr:om single or groups of epidermal cells. EMER(;E~CES a.e mere 
appendages of the epidermis. They originate mainly as transversely 
growing parts of the tortical lissue and rt'ceive a clothing of the 
epIdermal cells. Examples of emergences are afforded by the prickles 
ahd glandular hairs of Roses, sticky tentades of Dro,era .( p. 87 ), 
tubercules "nd knobs On many fruits. e.g Datura, Ricinus etc, All 
these structures are not strictly epidermal and though they simulate, 
are not TrichomE" morphologically. 

Hail's arise is most cases from single epidermal cells. In almost all 

'high_er plants .they are 'prest'nt in one form or olher ; the root-hairs 
'form a constant feature of young root-structures, In ;er;al parts of 
plants hairs occur in the noust diverse manner; and when they are 

. ent·irely wanting, as for instance, in the whole faillilies uf Equisetunls, 

- Conifers, and Lemnace;e ,( small floating water plants of ponds, ditches 
etc) and from the leaves and stems of a rew other .. lants, the h~irless 
structures ~re termed !(labrolls. According to their form and function 
the following' is a classifkatior. :-

(1). Papilla!, the simplest form of epidermal olltgrowth, are mereljy 
. cell, thilt have h'llged out extetn;!}ly in a coni,'al form. They.occur 
often on showy parts of a flower-the velvety touch of pt>t"ls etc,;';s. due 

to their presence. 
(2). Fibrous hairs are long unicellular structllres;; e . .K., th~ c.ptton 

fibres, which are very long single cells containing only air. 
(J). Stinging hairs, are simila.rly unicellular'; they arise as protuber

ances of single epiderm,,:! cells and. are .proteetive organs, for as the 
name denotes, they give a very unpleasant bu.~ning. sensatio!) when 

; touched or brushed past .. They cOnt"iri· poison OilS cell contents which 
• are irritating to the skin. Ex" mrles ;n many species OfJJRTIC.\ (U. infa

rupta or Bcehmeria interrupta-Lal 13ichute; U. hl'fnophyl/a) • 

. (4), Glandular hairs are stalked ~lands They are multicellular 
bodies with the ternllnal part forming a swollen vescicle in which resin 

-'~r ethereal' oils collect as secretions: They occur abu nd. ntly in the 
"Labiat<e famdy and in the Primulace;e. TM aromatic 'odour 
"gi~h out hy the leaves aIm stems of these plants, more particularly 
'",vhen they ate geritly :crushed between the fingures, is due to the 

presence- of 'atotflatic oils j:n the hairs. 
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, ", 5'.' Sf'C0i nairs are flattened leaf-like out- growths. They are best seen 

,on the rhizome of Ferns. 
(6). Covering hairs, as they are called for \~;!llt of a suitable techr.ical 

term, form a, thick protective clothing on the surface of many plants. 
Instances are in the downy leaves of many species of Gnapp"lium (a 
high-land genus of Composit~), of Crucifer", and Malvace,e, of 

. El,eagnus (Beag: Guara--the Oleaster". in those of Akanda (Calo/ru

pis gigantE'a) and other Asclepiads, in Til (Sesalllum illdiculII) etc. 
Such cov·cci ng hairs tOl'm sometime, pelt ate scales on the upper 

su~face of leaves, apd In this way ;;ct as shields against too much loss of 
heat and moisture on the part of the leaves. They characterise the flora 
of hot, dry, sandy, or highldnd places. 

3. The Stomata form the only intercellular spaces in the 
epidermal tissue and occur chicH), in the lea\'es and stcms that 
are aerial. As a rule they are found in grecn parts only bllt 
arc sometimes also founc! on Roml lea\·cs. 

Flc. 21)5. 

" 'S~ction of a Le'tf: showing- the epidermis tE) with the Cuticle on 
the outsidf'", the stoma (S) with the' g!lard-cel!s, and the Respiratory 
-~avity below,the stomaV -; .' 1, .. , '.. , 
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Each stoma 'forms a slit between two special epidermal 
cells called guard-ails. The guard-cells, unlike the common 
epidermal celts, are functionally nutritive and contain fully 
dey€Ioped chromatophores in the protoplasmic cell contents. 
In surface yiew the stomatal opening is elliptical, like an open 
human eye. In particular cases, however, they may have 
other forms, such as circular, narrow, cornered etc. The 
guard-cells are so articulated to the adjoining cells that they 
can moye as if on a hinge. They open out widely, leaying the 
passage iJ'ree, when sunlight falls upon them ; and in dar kness 
or night they close up the orifice. In form. the guard-cells are 
peculiarly different from the other epiderma' cells; the 
cell-\\"alls are not thickened in the usual manner; for ridge
like protubera.nces jut out above and below each stomatal 
passage; midway between these ridges the lateral walls remain 
generally unthickened. 

The function of the guard cells is to keep the stoma open 
or closed alternately with day and night. Through this air
passage as it is also called, atmospheric gases come \vithin the 
plant and carbon dioxide is thus secured. Immediately below 
each passage is a wide intercellular space belonging tc the 
cortex, in which gases 'are for the time being stored; this is 
termed the RESPIRATORY C.WITY. The thin walled parenchyma 
which surrounds this cavity is the actual laboratory of the plant, 
and intel:change of gases regularly takes place between this 
tissue and the respiratory cavity. 

As a rule, in herbacious thin-skinned plants the stomata lie on the 
surface; and in thick-skinned, leathery or hairy plants they are 
generally depressed. Depression of the guard-cells is a protective 
adaptation against injurious climatic factors, snch as too great heat, dry 

. air etc. In desert plants, or those livil1g on sea-shore, and mountain 
heights, the guard-cells are considerably sunk in the thick-cuticled 

epidermis. 
Besides the guard-cells, a few epidermal cells abutting upon the 

stoma and surrounding the former are peculiarly developed in a way 
intermediate between the ordinary cells of the epidermis and the guard-
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cells; not unfrequently they resemble the latter closely. Such cases 
characterise the epidermis of many leaves. These peculiar neighbouring 
cells of the stoma are termed the Subsidiary cells. 

As to the distribution and number of the stomata, they are 
most abundant on leaves; and more so on the under than on 
the upper surface. In leaves that are alike on the two surfaces 
the stomata are equally distributed. In floating aquatic leaves. 
as in water lily, marsilia (8hooshn)" shak), they occupy the 
upper surface only. Stomata are, as a rule, absent from roots 
and underground or submerged' parts, though exceptions 
occur. They are absent from just above the veins of leaves; 
and where strands of sclerenchyma occur as hypoderma in the 
cortex, they are absent from the ridges corresponding to these. 
Firm, horizontal, shiny leaves as those of Ficus, Begonias etc, 
have their stomata distributed almost entirely on the lower 
surface. 

In contrast to these air-pores which fm'm the ch:va.cteristic 
mechanism of gaseous exchange in plants, there are in a few 
flowering plants \VATER STOMATA or PORES which serve as points 
of exit for drops of water. The cells that abut upon these 
passages, (corresponding to the guard cells) arc immovable, 
and the o,Vening is really many times larger than a stoma. 
Being immovable, the guard cells in this case keep the opening 
always open. The water-pores are always situ,ated over the 
ends of the vascular bundles, near the margin of the leaf, on 
the teeth. In the indigenous Colocasia (kutchoo), drops of 
water ejected from the apices of the leaves are a matter of 
common observation. Similarly, in many other Aroids (to 
which colocasia belongs) large water pores give outlet to 
the water within the plant in drops. In some Fuchsias, 
U mbellifers, Primulas, in Nelumbium speciosum, Papaver 
somniferum (opium poppy) and generally in Saxifragas and 
Crassulas one, two or many water pores occur in the lea.f
epidermis. 
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B. SECONDARY. 

I. Formation of Cork.-When the soft and succulent 
parts of plants are injured, and the eJ:iidermis thus torn from 
the surface, the wound which brings the softer inner parts of 
the plant in contact with the atmosphere, is gradually healed 
up by the formation of a layer of cells having the same physi
cal properties as the epidermis,:and is:known as CORK. It 
thus takes the place of the epidermis as a protective tissue. 

FIG. 296. 

Formation of Cork in 

an one year old stem. (p), 

hair; (e), epidermis j (pr), 

cortical parenchyma; (k). 

cork-cells; (c), the phello

gen ; (pd).the phelloderm. 

Part only of a transverse 

section. After Sachs. 

Cork-formation always originates from the continued 
division of the epidermal (rarely), or more: generally, of the 
sub-epidermal parenchymatous cells. Th.e rupture of the 
epidermis may take place from external causes, as physical 
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wounds, or from internal causes, a~ continued internal growth 
of tissues resulting in a continuous stretching of the epidermis 
and in its final rupture. Cork tissue thus appears speciaIly on 
stems and roots of most Dicots and Conifers and a few 
l\Ionocots which have a long-continued growth in thickness. 
And though in such cases it arises when the thickening 
members are several years old, it is formed even before the. 
destruction of the epidermis. As simplest examples we may 
mention the light yellow scale of Potato tubers and the scales 
of the common Guava tree. 

The history of development of cork is in short this: The 
stimulus of a \yound or the strain put upon by the increasing 
internal growth in thickness initiates cell multiplication in 
some of the layers forming the outermost zone of the cortex. 
This multiplication giYes rise to radial rows of cells which now 
become meristematic. By their lateral union and similarity of 
development, a layer of cells capable of division, or a meriste
matic tissue, is formed parallel to the surface of the organ in 
question. This is the PheUogen or Cork-cambium. Exposed to thE' 
injurious dessicating action of the atmosphere, the row of ceIl~ 
that are cut off from this phellogen externally, die and 

. the cell walls are wholly suberised. This dead suberised 
layer of cells is cork, By progressive development ultimately 
the phellogen encircles the whole organ (stem, say) throwing 
out externall.,· cork and internally other cells that are like those 
of the cortex. Thus the development of cork is in great mea
sure centrifugal; and as the older outer layers die off and peel 
away, new and fresh layers are renewed from behind by the 
zone of phellogen. 

Like the epidermal cells, cork cells always remain in unin
terrupted contact with one another. In shape, the cells are 
hollow parallelopipeds ; the walls are generally thin or at least 
homogeneously delicate, strongly impregnated with suberin, 
and the cell content in the mature stage is only air; treated 
with Iodine, and Sulphuric acid the characteristic cellulose 
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blue colour does not appear. The reactions of the cuticle 
however may to some extent be repeated. 

2. The Periderm.-A mass "f dead cork consisting of 
several layers of cork cells resulting from the continued 

FIG. 297. 

Part of a transverse section of Potato tuber, showin oo the cork cells 
(at the upper part) forming the periderm. '" 

activity of the phellogen together with the latter tissue when it 
has stopped its meristematic power is designated Periderm. 
Some writers use this term in a different sense; but all the 
same, it is essentially a complex cork tissue affording protection 
to the plant. Perhaps its most striking character is that 
it exhibits differentiated layers,one consisting of large rectangu
].ar cells alternating with anothel" of smali tabular cells and 
so on. 

In some cases, with tIle centrifugal formation of cork there 
goes on also a centripetal development of the cortex by the 
formation of living cells on, the inner side of the Phellogen. 
The secondary cortex thaUhus arises is called Phelloderm. 
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3. Formation of Bark.-In most stems, branches, 
and roots of Dicots and Conifers the outer protective system of 
tissues undergo profound anatomical changes which lead to 
the formation of what is called the Bark. In such cases, 
new periderm layers originate in the interior of the members 
deep down in the cortical tissues, and thus cut off all the.outly
ing part from the nutrient solution of food-matters travelling, 
in the centre. Consequently all tissues that lie outside this 
inner periderm die and form the Bark. 

As the epidermis is replaced by the periderm, so later 
on, when growth in thickness becomes excessive, this is 
replaced by the bark. In the first one or two years a stem 
is covered by the epidermis; in the next few years probably 
by the periderm; while when it has attained the dimensions 
of a stout trunk the bark forms the tegumentary system. It 
must not be thought, however, that these tissues always 
follow one another through the successive years; there are 
cases, where no bark is formed even in stout tree trunks, and 
others too where the stem though comparatively slender 
develops bark. 

The formation of bark is thus described by SACHS in his 
Text Book. "Layers of cells which can extehd through the 
most different tissues of the cortex are changed into cork
cambium, which ceases to be active after the production 
of thicker or thinner layers of cork. These layers of cork 
cut out, so to speak, from the cortex, scaly or annular pieces 
of the surface; everything which lies outside them becomes 
dried up; and since this process is constantly repeated on the 
outside of the stem, and new layers of cork continually 
intrench further on the growing cortical tissue, a mass of 
dried up portions of tissue, constantly increasing in thickness 
bocomes separated from the living part of the cortex; and 
this is Bark." 

The Indian plant ~Vrelaleuca leucadendron (or Callicarpa 
Incana-Bhurja patra-the cajepl~ty-oil tree) is well-known 
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for its thin ane! smooth bark which in former times was used 
as a substitute for paper; and so also is Ficus Balkala where 
the bark is gooe! enough to be made up into a rough cloth. 

Lenticels.-As the epidermis is gradually replaced by 
the periderm, so the stomata or the epidermal pores are 
replaced by Lentieels or Cortical pores. They mark 
.the {:oints at which the cork c.ells are interrupted. II) func
tion, they form loose cellLllar passages for gases CCf. stomata). 
In almost all cork-forming Dicots, they appear as yellowish 
specks on the still green epidermis of branches that ~lre not 
yet one year old. The appearance of these roundish yellow 
spots indicates the first formation of cork or phellogen; for 
lenticels precede the phellogen layers. Each lenticel takes 
its origin from II few parenchymatous cells below each stoma 
generally. These cells divide into rows of cells which on 
the outside become corky; in fact, a phellogen arises in 
this way below each stoma, and while gro\\th goes on loose 

Formation of Lenticel. I, the ruptured epidermis; 2. the phellogen 
giving rise to the loose cells that pack up the opening: 3. cortical cells. 

cork are cells given out towards the stretched stomatal opening 
which is thus plugged before the epidermis next splits at 
this point. And when the epidermis is ruptured, these 
loose dead cells bulge out. The phellogen layer thus pro
duces not only a periderm of cork but intercellular passages 
as well, through which excpange of gases can take place. The 
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phellogen which gives rise to the lenticel may be just below 
the epidermis or far down in the cortical tissue; consequently, 
the form and depth of the lenticel \ __ iIl depend upon the 
depth at which the phellogen originate s. In some plants 
(as in Apple, Pear, Jasmine etc) the lenticels arise in the 
epidermis itself, as in these cases it is' the epidermis that 
initiates the division for phellogen-formation. But in the 
Grape-vine, in the genus Rubus etc, the phellogen is situatec! 
in the pericyclic layer-rather too deep for lenticeI-formation, 
ane! hence Ienticels are not formed in these instances. 
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The Fundamental System. 

The Fundamental system of tissues is essentially parenchy
matous. In lower plants (cellular), it forms the sale tissue. 
Even in higher plants there are cases where the distinction 
between the different tissues is forced and far-fetched, for 
instance, in the leaves of the water-plant Hydrilla. * But in 
the majority of higher plants the tissues surounded by the 
epidermal system form the ground structure of the whole plant, 
through which the bundles run. T,hus the fundamental 
tissue is of supreme importance, in as much as its component 
parts can be adapted into new structures in accordance with 
functional requirements. Thus also the different secondary 
structures originate mainly from this tissue. The develop
ment of phellogen and the formation of the bark has been 
shown to take place at the expense of a part of the funda
mental tissue. vVhere new and secondary bundles arise 
they do so almost entirely from the cells of this system. 
Further examples of new groups of cells forming tissues 
adapted to certain physiological necessities are in the epithelium 
cells of resin-passages, laticiferous tissues, hypoderma, scle 
renchyma, secondary wood, medullary ray etc, almost all of 
which owe their origin to this system of tissues. 

Genetically consid'ered, the fundamental tissue consists 
of two parts-corresponding to two 4jJrimary meristems. 

That part which is differentiated from the periblem is com
monly called the cortex. But in view of the fact that 
the cortex itself is not usually a homogeneous tissue, it is 

• Hydrilla verticillata is a submerged water-plant, common in ponds 
'"tit small verticillate leaves and axillary unisexual flowers. 
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better called the exira-stellar ground or fundamental tissue
the more so as it forms a zone surrounding the stellar tissues. 
The other part, that which belongs to the stele and is differ
entiated from the plerome is, for a similar reason, called 
intra-stellar ground tissue. 

Hence for the convenience of description, we shall divide 
the fundamental tissue into, 

1. The extra-stellar ground tissue.
(a) the hypoderma, 
(b) the cortex proper, 
(c) the endodermis. 

2. The intra-stellar ground tissue.
(a) the pericycle 
(b) the medullary rays 
(c) the medulla or pith. 

It should be noted here that the distinction between intra
stellar and extra-stellar tissues is possible only in the roots 
and stems of Dicots and Conifers and the Equisetums of the 
Pteridophyta, where the fibrovascular bundles are arranged 
in a ring. In all other plants, e.g. in Monocots, and Pteri
dophyta, and in all leaves generally, this distinction can not 
be made out. In these cases the fundamental tissue, 
however, admits of suh-division into the hypoderma, the 
general ground-tissue being the preponderating mass, and 
a sheathing tissue immediately enveloping the bundles. In 
ordinary leaves particularly, the fundamental tissue (mesophyll.) 
is generally divisible into two parts; one immediately under 
the epidermis, ormed of rather close rectangular cells, called 
the pallisade parenchyma, and the other filling up the rest 
in the form of loose cells with abundant intercellular 
spaces forms the spongy parenchyma. See fig. 295. 

Cortex.-This is the general name given to the paren
chymatous tissue lying outside the ~ystem of bundles. The 
most constant character of the cortex (of the aerial stem) and 
one that differentiates it from the rerst is the presence of chlo-
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rophyll in its cells and consequently also of starch. It forms the 
organ of assimilation, and is the store-house of elaborated food~ 
matters. The cells are always living i.e., contain protoplasm 
which is nutrithoelyactive. When, as in Illany stellls, it 
forms a thick zone, .the outer part, (i.e., a depth to which 
sun light can penetrate) only is green, the rest being colourless. 
,In this colourless part leucoplastids occur in abundance. 
Cortical cells are always thin-wallet! and made up only of 
cellulose. The characteristic blue colouration with Iodine 
and Sulphuric acid come out best here 

Hypoderma.-In cases where the stem bears well 
developed foliage leayes, the outer cort~x generally consists 
of thickwalled closely united elements which add supporting 
strength to the other tissues. The elements may form either 
elongated fibre-like sclerench)!lJlatolts tissue, or thin walled 
angular cells with the angles strongly thickened with cellulose 
or collenchyma tissue. In the angular stems of U mbelJifers, ::\1al
vaceao, Labiatao and many other families, the collenchymatous 
hypoderma is massively de\Oeloped at the corners only, while 
between them lies the ordinary parenchyma of the cortex. 
It is, as a rule, absent just below the stomata. 

In Pt&idophyta, stems of Cyperaceao and many Palms, the 
hypoderma generally forms a continuous layer of scherenchyma. 

In many Mono'cot roots, the hypoderma is but feehly 
developed-being only of one layer of cells cutinised but 
partly. This layer is the exodermis, and characterises the rerial 
roots of Orchids and Aroid, particularly. (See Velamen). 

In herbaceous Dicots, collenchyma frequently appears 
in thick bands just under the epidermis extending a 
little way into the cortex, in stems, 'petioles, and veins or 
ribs of the leaf. The collenchymatous cells are angular, 
contain protoplasmic. matter with chloroplasts, and may, 
unlike the other hypodermal elements, divine under certain 
conditions. 

E ndodermis.-It is. a protective sheath formed of 
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one layer of closely united cells. It forms the innermost 
limiting layer of the cortex and surrounds the vascula~ 

bundles. Intercellular spaces are never developed between 
the component cells. It is a typical parenchyma being 
made up of active live cells. In stems of Dicot5 and in all 
roots generally, where there is but a single' stele, the endoder
mis forms the single vascular-bundle-sheath. But in Ferns 
and other Pteridophyta where there are more than one stele, 
each stele gets a separate sheath of enclodennis. 

The cells of the endodermis generally remain thin walled, 
but the radial walls are often suberised. In the rhizomes 
of Cyperace<e, in palms, and in many other cases, the cells are 
more strongly thickened on the inner side; and cases are 
not wanting in which they are thickened all round. However 

FIG. 299. 
Diagrammatic CrosS section of a 

Dicot stem (Gulancha-Tinsporoa cor
dijolia ). 

Epidermis 
2 Outer green Cortex 
3 Endodermis 
4 Pericycle 
.5 Bundle 
6 Fascicular CambiL m 
7 Xylem 
8 Protoxylem 
9 Pith 

10 Xylem r.ys 
I I Medullary rRys 
12 Phloem. 
Note the wedge-shaped bundles; 

the complete ring of cambium passing 
through that of the bundles, being 
composed of fascicular (in the bundles) 
and interf~scicular(between the bundles) 
ca!Ylbium. 

in all cases they are living cells and on account of their 
frequently containing a very large amount of starch, the 
·endodermis is sometimes calledc the starch-sheath. They 
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contain leucoplastids in plenty and in some Equisetums they 
even contain chlorophyll. • 

The Pericycle.-The intra-stellar ground tissue is 
differentiated from the plerome in conjunction with the 
bundles; hence it is also called the CONJUNCTIVE TISSUE. 
The peripheral layer of this conjunctive tissue, investing the 
vascular cylinder, is the PERICYCLE. In general, it forms a 
c~ntinuous layer of varying thickness. In the roots of most 
Angiosperms it consists of only one layer of cells. In the 
roots of Gymnosperms a~d of some Dicots it is more than 
one cell deep. In a few water-plants it is entirely absent. 
In the stems an~ petioles of land p.lants, the pericycle is most 
conspicuous; in such cases it generally consists of thin
walled slightly elongated cells which in special cases 
become fibres. 

The Medulla.-In plants provided with a ring of bundles 
the centre of the vascular cylinder is filled up with a soft 
parenchymatous tissue-this is the central conjunctive tissue 
in contrast to the pericyle which is the peripheral. This part 
is called the MEDULLA or PITH. In many plants the cells of 
the pith become disorganised or torn: consequently they die 
and leave a hollow .space. The hollow stems of Labiat~, 

U mbellifer~, Grasses are examples. In. the polystellic 
Pteridophyta, in Lycopodium, and also in the l\Ionocots, the 
pith does not form a differentiated tissue; in the first two, it 
is entirely absent. In Palms (Monocot) there sometimes 
exists a central parenchymatous tissue which is better called 
the fundamental tissue; for. the three conjunctive tissues, 
the pericycle, the medulla and the medullary rays pertain 
specially to Dicots, where as a rule, the bundles are arranged 
to form a closed ring. 
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The\Fibro-Vascular System 
i 

\ A PRIMARY. 

The Stele.-The stellar tissue traverses the fundamental 
'tissue in solid strands. It differs from similar solid strands 
(sclerenchyma) in being fibro-vascular in composition. Its 
components are the bundles and the intrastellar ground tissue. 
The stele is the permanently differentiated tissue of the 
plerome. According to the different ways in which this primary 
meristem is differentiated, we get the following cases :-

I. In Dicots, 1'.10nocots and Conifers the shoot is 
traversed by a single axial strand-the stele. Hence 
it is called a monostellic stem. In such cases the stele 
is composed of a number of bundles forming a compact 
structure surrounded by a soft parenchymatous stellar tissue 
called the Pericycle. In Dicot 'Lnd Conifers, the bundles of the 
stele are armnged ill a ring; the fundamental tissue bounded, 
by the bundles is divided into two parts-the axial tissue 
,known as the ::Uedulla and the strands or plates of tissues inter
posed between the primary bundles, known as the medullary 
.rays (primary). In 1\1onocot8 however, any line between the 
.medulla and the rays can not be drawn. 

2. In Pteridophyta generally, the bundles do not ongmate 
by differentiation of the plerome at the same time. The stem 
is traversed by two or more steles which in the period of deve
lopment have very likely followed one another. Such stems 
are hence called polystellic. The steles that are thus formed 
do not contain any intrastellar ground tissue, because they can 
not enclose any. In Ferns polystely is common. 

3. In certain Pteridophyta ,the plerome tissue gives 
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rise to separate steles by splitting into separate parts. Thus. 
the steles are genetically different here. This state is called 

FIG. 300. 

Cross section of stem of Selaginella, showing the polystelli~ 
. character and the concentric arrangement of the bundles. Note the 

thick walled hYP'jderma and the cell contents in the inner cortex. 1/1 
each stele the central dark part is xylem, surrounding which is the 
Phloem. (After Sachs.) 

schizo stelly. Examples :are in some of the schizostellic 
stems of a few equisetums. 

4. When separate steles, as in the ahove case, again fuse 
later on to form a single stele the structure is called gamo
stellic. It occurs in l\Iarsilia (shooshny shak). 

Each stele is delimited from the cortical tissue by a layer 
of endodermis, and consists typically of.-

(a) a few layers of soft-walled parenchymatous cells. 
enveloping the whole, called pericycle ; 

(b) the hard traversi~g strands of bundles; 
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(c) and another soft-walled parenchyma whleh may be 
variously developed. 

FIG. 3or. 

Cross Section of a Root (Acorus calamus) showing the stele bounded 
by the dark endodermis (s). The Bundles are radial-ph, phloem; g, 
the bigger vessels of the xylem; m. the medulla. Surroundidg the stele 
are roundish cortical cells. (After Sachs). 

The individual strands of bundles that pass out to the 
leaves are called meriste!es. 

The Bundles The two constant elements of a bundle 
are (a) the lignified xylem, and (b) the non-lignified phloem. 
The way in which the different parts of a bundle are disposed, 
as also its relative position in the stem, varies greatly in 
different plants. 

(I) As to the disposition of bundles in the stem;-In 
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Dicots and Conifers, they are as a rule arranged in a ring round 
the medulla. In Monocots, they are scattered. (Fig 303). In 
Pteridophyta, they are merged into the stele (see ante). 

(2) As to their shape :-The Bundles of Dicots are as 
a rule wedge-shaped. Those of Monocots are elliptical or 
Jound. In Ferns they have no very strict outline. 

(3) As to their composition :-Bundles are said to be (a) 

open i. e. containing a layer of undifferentiated meristem-the 
cambium, as in all Dicots and Conifers generally; and (b) 
dosed i.e. containing no such cambium layer, as in all 
Monocots and Pteridophyta. 

(4) As to the relative disJ;losition of the xylem amp phloem 
bundles are :-

(a) collateral i. e. with the xylem and phloem ~ide 

by side in a radial line, the xylem facing the inner axis of the 
plant structure, as in all Dicots, Conifers and l\Ionocots ; 

I b) concentric, with the phloem entirely surrounding 
the xylem; or vice versa, the xylem surrounding the 
phloem. In Ferns, Selaginellas and Lycopods, each 
-stele is generally formed by the fusion of two or more 
bundles; and the fusion takes place in such a way that the 
xylem forms the centre, and the phloem an encircling layer 
investing the former. A concentric bundle with the xylem 
in the centre is rare in phanerogams; but the other kind, 
i.e,. a concentric bundle with the phloem surrounded by the 
xylem, characterise quite a number of our higher plants. 
For instances, in the stem of Dracena (the Dragon's blood 
tree-Beng: Khttn kharapi Lidar), in the rhizome of Cyperus, 
Carex and a few other :Vlonocots in the central bundles of 
Rklnus, Piperace~, 

(c) Bicollateral, i.e., with the phloem on the two sides of 
xylem in a radial line. Plants of the families Cucurbitace~, 

Solanacere (Potato family), Asclepiadacere (madar family), 
Apocynacere, Cichoriacere and a few other Dicot plants an~ 
characterised by such bundles. In a cross section of :the stem, 
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they app2ar as irregularly elliptical bodies with a layer of 
phloem on the inner (medullar) as well as on the outer 
(pericyclic) side of a central layer of xylem. 

(d) Radi,d, i.e., with the xylem and phloem layers forming 
separate strands alternating ... with each other. This arrange
ment obtai'1s generally in all roots and is connected with 
monostellic development. In,a cross section of any root, if 
radii be drawn from the centre towards the circumference, 
each radius will pass through either a xylem or a phloem 
layer, ancl not through both, as will be the case in a stem. 
In contrast to this kind of bundle the foregoing ones are 
termed conjoint bundles. The latter always consist of xylem 
alld phloem; the former exclusi\'ely of xylem or phloem. 

Tile d~tfcrm!i(ltioll 0/ the prrmllllOiuJJl into a permanent 
11llnJIc starts from two places in opposite directions-one 
facing the centre of the stem and the· other at the opposite 
end to\YMds the cortex. From these two points the differentia
tion starts, successive procambial cells being transformed into 
the pernnnent elements of the bundle. The Phloem first 
originates ,1S bast cells (prosenchymatous) at the part of the 
procamhium ne~t the pericycle and thence ,the differentiation 
proceeds towards the centre; the xylem, 'similarly, is first' 
·differentiatec\ as a lignified tissue at the medullar face of the 
proc.amhiu;n and thence proceeds towards the phloem. Thus 
in cGlbteral bundles the development of the xylem is cmtrij'u
~f[a!, that of the phloem is alltripetal. The first formed elements 
of the xylem arc termed PROTOXYLDI; those of the. phloem, 
PROTOPHLOElII. 

Ele;nents of the Bundles.-Each bundle consists of 
two parts; a hard lignified part, and a soft non-lignified part. 
The former is distinguished as ,,'00)), or XYLE)[, or HADRO)n:, 

and the latter as BAST, or PHLOE)[, or LEPTO)IE. Each of these 
tissues consists (generally, in the case of higher plants) of 
three kinds of elements, viz., the vascular, the prosenchymatous 
and the parenchymatous. Thus :--" 
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1"1(;. 302. 

Cross Section of a l\Ionocot bundle (Clo,ed) .. Highly magnified. 
The bundle consists of Xy IClll (g. g. s. r t.), Ph loem (v. 7'. v), a nd the 
Sclerenchymatous bundle-sheath (the thick-walled ,ells lorming a dark 
layer) surrounding the Xyle1n and Phloem, p, thin walled parenchyma 
of fundamental tissue. The Xylem consists of g. g. two large pitted 
vessels; s, spirally thicker:ed vessel; r, annul.r ve'sel, 1, an air contain
ing cavity, and the smaller xylem parenchyma. The Phloem consists of 
V, 71, the S'ieve tubes, and the s'lJ.aller companion-cells. After Sachs. 
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(1) Xylem.-
(a) Tracheu; or T-essels are the largest xylem structures; 

ther arc cell-fusions and havel spiral, annular, 
reticulate, or other, kinds of thickening layers. 

(b) Trllcheids arc elongated wood cell,S, and like the 
above, contain only air and water. 

(c) WDod parencll),lIl!7 arc living wood cells. 
(2) l'hloem.-

(a) Sil'7ie-tubes are the phlocm vessels. They conduct 
nitrogenous food matter. 

(b) COlJlpanioll celh, or elongated phloem cells, often 
accompany the siel·e-tuhes. The companion cells 
arc the sister cells of the sieve-tubes. for both arise 
from the divio;ion of the same mother cclI. In 
most ::\lonocols the phlocm is almost exclusively 
com posed of siel'c-tuhes and com panion cells. 

(c) Phlot'lll j)(lrellchY711il often occur besides the above 
two phloem-elements in most Dicots. 

Of these the most important are the trachea: and the 
sieve-tubes. 
may he:

,\.ccording to the nature of the thickening, there 

(I I ~pirallr thickened trachea~. or spiral z'l'sse/s. 

(2) Annularly thickened trachex. or aJlllular Tesseh. 

(3) J{eticulately (irregularly) thickened trachezc or 
reliotiaie ,'essels. 

(.J.) Trachex with simple bordered pits, or smaller pits, 
PiliI'd z'esse/,I'. 

(5) Trachex \yith elongated pits. or ScaiarijilJllI ,'esseis. 

The Course of the Bundles. The fibro-vasclilar bundles 
run in solid strancls in the stem and the root, and ultimately 
ramify in the leaves. \\' e have seen already that the arrange
ment of the bundles differ in the stem and the root (p. 32 I) ; 

we have no\\' to see the relation or connection bet\\'een the 
bundles in the leaves. stems, and roots. 

Bundles that pertain strictly to th~ stem, being differentiated 
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in the terminal bud, and grow acropetally with it are called 
Cauline bundles. And bundles that originate at the nodes, 
and grow out horizontally or ob:iquely to the leaves and verti
cally down to the stem, are called lea/-tmce bundles or COl1llll0n 

bundles, because they are common to the stem and the leaf. 
The bundle-system of a stem may consist of only common, or 
only cauline bundles".or both. 

It is possible, under certain conditions, to obtain evidence of the 

course followed by the bundles by separating them from the soft cellular 

tissues of a plant. By rr.rtcerating, i. e. by treating stems, or leaves, or 
twigs with certain chemicals, (e. g. ~itric acid) a skeleton of the more 

refractory bundle system may be easily obtrtined. Examined in this 
state, most plants show themselves up :o'S being composed almost entirely 
of leaf-traces or common bundles; the latter appear to curve down as 
isolated strands for considerAble distances in the stem after quitting the 
leaves, and then coalesce with other Ie,f traces (or cauline bundles) to 

form the units of the stele. 

The course of the bundles-whether cauline, common, or 
both-differs in different plants, and in the different classes of 

plants. 
(a) In the great majority of Dicots and Conifers, as also 

in a few 1\Ionocots (Dioscorea) and. Equisetums, all the primary 
bundles are common bundles. From each node they 
bulge towards the centre of the stem, pursue a direction down
wards parallel to the sides of the stem, pass down through 
more than one internode, and are so arranged that they are 
equidistant from the centre of the stem : in cross section the 

. characteristic ring-like arrangement is thus observed. The 
bundles that proceed from the leaves next above insert them
selves to those that run from the lower ones, and in this way 
the form of the ring is maintained. 

(b) 'In a few Dicots and Cycads, sometimes in whole 
families, the bundles follow a course different from what 
obtains in their relatives (an in the above cases). Thus, in the 
climbing Cucurbitas, the bundles, though all common, are 
arranged in two rings; some of them form the ordinary 
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typical ring (of the Dicot), while a few others bend more 
towards the centre, and form a second irregular ring. Again, 
in many plants of the family Piperaceze, besides the ordinary 
ring of bundles, a second ring is present in the medulla of the 
former. Further, many species of Begonia, :Uelastomacere, 
Umbellifers and Nelumhium (Lotus) contain a few isolated and 
solitary bundles scattered in the medulla formed by other' 
bundles arranged in the usual ring-like manner. In such cases 
the common bundles form the ring, and the other scattered 
bundles are really cauline. .\Il such bundles passing through 
the medulla are accordingly termed medullary bUlld/es. 

In Nyctaginaceze (Krishna-kali), the ring of bundles in the 
stem is composed of cauline bundles which form the usual 

ni~gJ "n~ Iralir cross ,edion II rough 
a Pi!'m~q(m (Monoco!). r\ote the 
s(,,,tlned bundles ere ",ded mare to
wares !I,e periphery than at Ihe centre. 

cambium-ring and increase the \\'ood; but a few isolated 
hundles are also scattered in the central fundamental tissue
these are the thick leaf-trace,;. 

(c) In a few exceptional Dicots,':" as the Nrmph::eaceze, 
the vascular bundles appear to he scattered like those of the 
typical :\T onocol. In such cases, the leaf-trace bundles as soon 
as they emerge from the leaves anastomose to form a net-work, 
and hence the scattered appearance. 

(d) In :'Ifonocot5 generally the" bundles are never in a 
ring (as in Dicots) but scatterqcl. In Grasses the bundles 
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occupy only the perijJheral part of the fundamental tissue, the 
central part (corresponding to the medulla) of \\hich becomes 
hollow. 

In Palms, on the other hand. tIl(; bundles are scattered 
over the \\"hole fundamental tissue eyen in the centre. The 
hundles of Palms are cOlllmon. F rom the insertion of each 
I"af a number of bundles pass dO\\n into the stem bending 
considerably inwards towards the centre. descend through many 
internodes. and finally cun"e out to\yards the periphery, there 
to unite with other leaf-traces. Thus in a transverse section of 
a palm stem, the outer part of the ground tissue is crowded 
with the bundles which become leiser in numher to\\arus the 
centre. 

(1') In Ptericlophyta the bundles arc continued as cauline 
bundles in the stem; the bundles that pas:; in from the lea\"es 
are not common, for they ha\"e no independent existence in 
the stem. From each leaf a foliar 1J/tlld1e passes inwards and 
at once coalesces \\"ith a bundle of the stem. In Lyco
podium and Selaginella the cauline bundles arise sympodially. 

(Ii In Roots. the xylem ane! phloem form separate strands 
(sec Radial bundles p. 32 I I. A hundle passing through the 
stem to the root becomes not only split up into its elements 
xylem ,md phloem as SOOIl a~ it enters into the region of the 
root. but each xylem strand becomes at the same time (\yis(ecl 
through an angle of ISO°, so that \"hat ,,,as the inner side of 
the xylem in the stem becomes now the outer. Hence in roots, 
the protoxylem is nearer the cortex than the newer xylem 
vessels. 
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B Secondary. 

C"nerall\' in ~lll root:-; and ,;tem'i of Dicots and C()nifer~, 
and in the skm~ of some :'IT()l1()COlS. the completion of the 
primary hUlllle-tissne_'i i, foll()\\-ed hy the formation of new 
bundles. or additional element~ of th~ hundles, in the pre
existing prin1<lIT g-rollnd-ti,;sue. The secon(bry generating
tissue \\-hich thus arises. and later on prOl\nces the secondary 
permanent tissues is comprehen,;i\-el_l- designated the c(/mbiuJIl, 

or the camhinrn-ring. The groll-th in thickness result-; as a 
consequence of this camhial actil-it\- : in fact. a continumis 
increase in thickness of roots and stems is dlle to the 
formation of secondary elemenh of the bundles. It must 
not be supposed hO\I-el-er th,lt IIi! kinds oi gWlnh are due to 
secolllLll'y strllctllres. .\Tost :'IIonocot stems do not prod lice 
them. _\gain. the increase in girth oi the I-cry young parts oj 
a plant is reall_l- due to the distention of the component 
cells. In cert~lin cases this di,tention is so pronounced that 
as a result. the pith-cells he come ruptured: such for instance 
as in Equisctullls, (~rasses. and L'lllbcllifers ,,-here the pilh is_ 
holl()\,-. In Dicots and C'onifers. in general, the stem or the' 
Toot f()rms an fUrl conc : the upper part comparali\-ely morc 
slel1lkr. II-hile the l(J\\-er regions gru\\' continuously. In :'I1ono
cols and f'teridoph_rla, on the other hand. the apex of the 
stem is Sr)lll~\\-hal like an ifl7'eried cone. ,yith the hroader end 
to\\'anb the top and the narro\yer lU\yards the ba,e. In the 
latter cases. eYer_l- internode retains the thickncss it reccil-ed at 
the close of the maturity of its ti'isues : for growth takes place 
m~linly lluring the unfolding of the bud, ane! hence there is ~,n 
almost localiscd apical groll-th. 

Secondal'Y Growth in Stems of Dieots and Conifel's. 
In general, in all such stems the fihro-\'a,cular bundles run m 
parallel strands arranged in a ring- rollnd the medulla. The 
succcssive secondary changes that follow from the activity uj 

the camhium arc these ;- / 
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I. Between each pair of fascicular cambium of the ad
joining bundles, a plate of the primary medullary rays be
comes a meristem -the inter-fascicular cambium (secondary). 
It arises from tlw multiplication of the ray-cells abutting upon 
the fascicular cambium. 

2. The primary and secondary cambium layers thus 
unite their acti\ity and form a complete cambiulll ring. 
This continuous nn~ consists of ro\VS of cells arran~ed 

radially. 
3. The activity of this cambium consists in the formation 

of wood on the inside and hast on the outside, and takes place in 
the direction of the ratlii of the cross section of the stem . 
. Each radial row of cells ~ives rise to secondary xylem cells 
on the inner side, secondary hast cells on the outer side, 
while a middle larer alll'a,I's remains capable of cli\·ision. and 
thus maintains the cambial activity for a long period. 

4. Through the activity of the fascicular part of the 
cambium-ring t',e original \vedge-like shape of the bundles is 
maintained, while through the activity of the ill/erfascim!ar part 
new, thin. wedge-like structures originate bet\veen the primary 
hundles. :\s shown in fig. 30+, c, the dark radial lines between 
[11'0 bundles represent the primar." medullar.\' rays. They 
run from the medulla through the camhium to the outer cortex, 
and result frllm the acth,ity of the inter-fascicular cambium. 
By the activity of the fascicular cambium, again, new sfcond(//~v 
medullar), /'(~rs are formed \\'ithin the wedge of each bundle, 
which terminate bluntl" in the \I'oOtI on one side and phloem 
on the other. In fig. 3(>+.c these are represented by the ~horter 
dark lines within the bundles. Thus, it will 1 e seen, that with 
increase in the thickness, the bundles are more and more split 
up into smaller and thinner \\'edges all converging to the 
proto-xylem. The original xylem parts of the bundles. which 
,yerc forme,1 hefore the increase in thickness set in, at this 
stage forms intruding layers of \\'Oocl and are collectively 
comprised under the term "11et/lllllll) , sheath (x.x.x.). The 



xylem part of the secondary rays b called the xylem-rays, 
while that traversing the bast is Plzloem-ray. 

FI<;. 304. 

Dianrammatic Cross section through a Dieut stem to show the 
activitvof the cambi"n,. 

A. - Before the formation of cambium ring. M, the Medulla; R, 
the Cortt·x ; x, the Xylem: p, the Phloem 

B. Furmation of cambium. fe, fascicular C'ambiuI11; ie, inter-
fascicular cambium; b,b,b. protophloem elements. 

C. The upper half shows the second:uy tissues formed from tLe C'lm

bium-ri ng. x,x,x, the proto-xylem elenwnts formi ng the meou I lary sheath. 
Kote the continuation of the prim~ry rnedplJary rays through the second
ary elements formed from the inter-fascicular cambium. After Sachs . . 
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5. In almost all cases the amount 01 th~ xylem is con
siderallh' greater than the phloem, or hast. But later on, 
,,-ith the appearance of the phellogen and bark, a large part of 
the secondary phloem ma,'- be lost hy the constant formation 
of layers of bark 011 the outside. I Ience in a II-OOely stem 
Iyhich is several years old. while it is possible to find out 
,,_11 the parts of the ,,-ood from the proto-xrlem to the 
secontlary rays, the parts of the ha,;t may not be traced out 
clearly. 

6. Except in tropical countries II-here there is no II-ell
defined yegetatiye season. in all other countries cambial-actidty 
becomes more or less pronounced in the different seasons . 
.For while yegetati\-e acth-ity is strong in spring, it is almost 
wanting in winter. .\s a re,ult. the cambiulll layer shO\I's 
periodic activity which is yery clearly manifested by the 
presence of concentric layers of wood, called alllllla! rillgs, in a 
cross secti'on of an old I\'()od,'- stem. In spring the elements 
that are adderl to the Iyood arc higger, and more loose than 
those that are added later on in autumn. Hence, in each year, 
the wood is clearly marked out in two layers--one consisting of 
larger and looser clements. called Spring N- Ear{y wood, ane! the 
other more compact and consisting of narrow elements, called 
the Late or AIIIIIIIlI17f.'Ood. In a cross section these layers 
alternate, and may thus sen-e as a means of computing the age 
of the stem or the plant. . 

7. \Vhen a stem becomes ~very thick ane! consequently 
its Iyoocl hecomes balky, the inner older part of 1he ,,-ood 
generally dies and ceases functioning as an organ for transport
ing the nutrient sap; it becomes more hare! ane! firm than the 
outer part, and more usually becomes distinctly coloured 
yellow,' red, and even black, clue to the impregnation of 
tannins, gums etc. It is known as the Dlirall/Cll or Heart 
wood, in contrast to the AlburllulIl or the Sap-7eooil-the still 
living part consisting of the rather soft and light-coloured later 
annual additions. The inrlBr layers of the alburnum gradually 
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:ransform into those of the ])uramen as years pass on, and the 
:ells of the lalter are protecte(l by the resinous matters that are 
formed later OIl. It is the presence of these coloured and 
-esinous suhstanccs that imparts to the wood ib 'timher yalue.' 
rn some Dicot plant~_ ho\\-el'er, the DUI'amen though dead is 
lot coloured or filled up \yith an)' gummy matters. Such 
,1'OOe! is necessarily more prone to decay, and has really rio 
imber \'alue; while again. in others there is no formation of 
,he Duramen. the \\'hole wood being living-being then known 
IS sPlill! '(!(Md. 

Secondary Growth in Thickness of Roots-In the 
'oots of Dicots ,1I1d Conifers, wbere ~econdary thickening takes 
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place, the proce3s is almost similar to that described above. 
Due to the orientation of the xylem, the bundles of roots are 
radial; hence the cambium ring that arises here does not pass f 

through the xylem and pholem as in conjoint bundles. Layers of 
fundamental tissue on the inside of the phloem strands begin 
to divide, and dividing form areas of meristem. They produce 
wood and b~t on the two sides (inner and outer), much as the 
cambium of the stem produces them. Their strong acth'ity, how
ever, soon leads them to curve out\vards flanking the two sides 
of each primary phloem, and thus later on the separate cambium 
layers join in the pericycle behind, the xylem and form a con
tinuous wavy layer of cambium. It is \vavy only at flrst, for aJ:' 
its first formation it may be likened to a string that curv'es over 
the phloem and behind the xylem strands. As however growth 
proceeds and wood and bast are C()I1tinuallj' thrown up on the 
two sides, a)ld the young cambium becomes ad~'anced in years, 
the sinuous contour is soon lost. At this stage the cambium 
forms a complete ring in no way different from that in the stem. 
Thus a hasty examination of a cross section of such a root and 
a similar stem, ,,;'here grmvth had been in progress for a few 
years, will show no difference. Careful examination. however, 
will reveal the presence of isolated strands of xylem in' the 
centre, unconnected or but partially connected with the rest of 
the wood, and phloem towards the circumference. These isola
ted strands represent the first fOl'me(f elements of the radial 
bundles which hal'e been thrust further and furtrier apart by the 
stretching of the sinuous cam bium and its continued activity 
for the formation of secondary ,,'ooc! and bast. The \\'ood of 
old roots is rarely differentiat~d into layers, and is of a nature 
more homogeneous and soft than that of the stem. Hence 
in roots there is rarely any dnramen, or 'annual rings.' 

Seconda.ry Growth in Thickness of lVIonocots. Ex
cept in only a few cases, the great majority of Monocot stems 
and roots shows no secondary anatomical changes in the for
mation of new wooel and l;ast. A supe"ficial periderm may 
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Dften be formed in rnany instances, but generally the growth 
in thickness of Monacots, such as Palms, is due solely to the 
extension and superficial growth af the individual cells of the 
primary tissues. But in Draczena, Yucca and a few other 

FIG. 306. 

Part of a transverse section of the stem of Drac;ena. e, Epidermis; 
k, phellogen; p, corti<:al parenchyma: x, the secondary cam bium from 
which the secondary bundles (g) arise. 111, the central fundamental 
ti>sue. Note the bundles which are being formed in the zone of secon
dary meristem. 

arborescent Liliaceous plants the fundamental tissue of the 
primary cortex outside the central fibro-vascular systeIl\.. 
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becomes meristematic, and giyes rise to new secondary bundles. 
Fig. 306 shows part of a Iransyerse section of Dracxna. The 
isolated roundish bodies in the centre (g) are the primary 
bundles II"hich form the central \yoody substance of the stem. 
~\l1ll the closely crOl\"cled, slightly elliptical bundles which form 
a woody layer eln-eloping the central mass consists of secondary 
fibro-yascular bundle". Outside this layer is a zone of 
seconchry meristem represented by the tabular (lidding cells 
(.\.) arranged in a radial manner. In this zone groups of cells 
become elongatec! longitudinally, and flnally form the secondary 
hunclies. The meristem in this ,yay passes oyer once more 
in'to permanent tissue, and then ne\l' cortical layers become 
meristell1atic. Thus, again. the thickening ring mo\'es conti
nually centrifugally tOlmrds the cortex \I'ith the increase in 
diameter of the stem. and lewes behind secondary bundles 
and parenchyma to be added to those of the primary. 

~\s to the composition of these bundles, it should be noted, 
that the central primary bumlles are all leaf-traces, and hence 
are of the typical collateral type \\'ith the sheath of scleren
chyma usual for :'I10nocots; the peripheral secondary bundles 
are concentric. being composed of a little phloem in the centre 
surroumlecl hy t\\'o or three la_I'ers of tracheids. The tracheids 
are elongated spindle-shaped bodies with their pointed ends 
dove-tailing with one another, and are prOl'ided Il'ilh oblique 
slit-like bordered pits on their thick lignified II'alb. 

Elements of the Secondary Wood.--In Conifers, the 
whole mass of the secondary wood with the exception of the 
medullary rays consists of tracheids with horde red pits only. 
"\nnular, spiral, or reticulate \'essels are not formed. The 
tracheids of the spring wood hal'e larger lumen than those 
formed later. A little Il'ood parenchyma mar also he formed; 
and when resin ducts arise in the wood, they are formed from 
the disorganisation of these parenchymatous cells. 

True vessels, i. e, ro\\'s of tracheids with their transverse 
partiti<:n walls broken throug,h, do not occur in the \yood of the 
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Conifers or Gymnosperms generally-either in the primary 
xylem or in the secbndary \\ ooel. 

In lJiuJ/s, generally, besides the simple tracheids with 
bordered pits there occur \yoml parenchyma, true \'essels or 
trachea;, fibrous tracheids, and simple sclerenchymatolls fibres, 
in the secondary wood. The \'essels are chiefly formed in 
spring, while later on, the \\'God parenchyma and the iibrou!-\ 
wood cells are formed in abundance. Hence, the spring-wood 
of normal Dicots h~l\'ing 'annual rings' consists mostly of 
trachea: and yasiform tracheids, and the late-\\"ood or autumn
wood consists of fibrous and parenchymatous \\"ood cells.' 
The parenchymatous \yODel cells usually retain their living 
contents and have r:lrely bordered-pits on their ,,·alL. :'"pecially 
large \'essels \\"ith "'hie lumina are characteristic of Dicot 
climbing plants (Lianes of forests). 

In Roots. wbere secondary thickening takes place, the 
wooel (secondary) fre([uently consists of succulent \yood paren
chytna \\"ith a fel\" \·essels. Lignificatioll is generally not very 
complete in the secondary elements of the wood; and what 
for thi,; character ane! for the abundant formation of paren
chyma, the structure of thickened \roob and stems become 
easily distinguishable. (See p. 332). 

Elements of the Secondary Bast.-In Dieo!s and 
G)'!IlllO.lperlll.l', the secondary bast ,,·hich is continuous with 
the primary phloem strands, consists almost ,,"ithout excep
tion of siez'e-illbes and bast-i'llrw{hl'll}(1_ Besides these const~nt 
elements, there also occur I"CIT frequelltlr elongaled fibrous 
thick-walled cells kno\\"l1 as (Jast-ji bres, The latter are in their 
nature sc1erenchymatous. The term sift-basi includes all 
those portions of the bast \vhich are not sclerenchymatolls, 
\Yhat arc called companion ails, i. e., sister-cells of the sie\'e
tubes, are rarely found in (~ymnosperms, but are th~ constant 
feature of most Dicots, All the elements of the soft-bast are 
always soft-walled, while the sclerencbymatous bast~cells may 
be lignified. 

" 
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In function, the bast-fibres correspond to the fibrous woody 
cells, and both act as mechanical tissues; the parenchyma of 
the bast similarly corresponds to the wood parenchyma, and 
both act as tissue.s for the st"rage and conduction of carbo
hydrates. The sieve-tubes, the vascular elements of the soft 
bast, correspond to the wood vessels, trachea: and tracheids; 
.both serve to conduct fooel materials,-the sieve-tubes conduct 
the elaborated proteid or albuminous matter, and the wood
vessels only the crude inorganic matters. 

The Medullary rays -The secondary medullary rays, 
or the sih'er-grains that appear as glistening bands extending 
through the prosenchymatous elements of the wood and bast. 
in a cross section. of a stem, consist essentially of parenchy
matous cells. They arise from rows of cambial cells elon
gated radially, while the cambial mother-cells of the wood 
and bast are .elongated longitudinally. Ea.ch ray runs un
interruptedly from the wood through the cambium into tre 
secondary bast; that part of it which runs through the wood 
has its cells lignified, and is know as the .~:ylel1l-ray, while the 
corresponding phloem-raj' consists of simple, thin-railed 
parenchymatous cells. In Pines and other Conifers .besides 
these parenchymatous elements the medullary rays often 
contain tracheitis \"ith bordered pits, or irregular thickening 

layers. In some C mbellifers and Begonias fibruus cells also 
occur either along with the ordinary parenchymatous type, or 
exclusively, in the xylem-rays. 

In function, the rays, as they connect the phloem with the 
xylem and each with the cambium, serve to supply all those 
tissues through which they trave .·se with the food matters 
prepared in the leayes and cortex and conducted away by the 
bast They serye, again, in many cases, to give outlet to waste 

matters formed within the plant. They are often accompanied 
by intercellular passages or spaces which thus keep the living 
elements of the hard woody mass as also the other elements 
within the plant in commu:-ication with the atmosphere. 



CHAPTER XYIII(I) 

Anatomy of Plants. 

SECTIOX I 

DICOTS. 

Helianthus (The sunflower: surjalllllkhi).-
1. Cut transverse sections of the internode of a young green 

stem; mount one in water or dilute glycerine, others in 
chlorzinc-Iodine, and in acidulated solution of aniline chloride, 
on separate slides. Observe first with the lo\\' pmyer of the 
microscope, and next with the higher powers(2).-

I. The Epidermis, a single layer of ce.ls extending over 
the whole surface, not Yer:; well defined from the sub
epidermal cells, but provided with multicellular hairs on the 
outside. 

With chlor-zinc-iodine the outer cell-walls are colo;Ired 
faintly yellow. Chloroplasts may also be noticed in the 
epidermal cells. This is an exception to the general rule 
that chloroplasts are not formed in the epidermal cells. 

2. The Cl)rtex, occupying the zone between the epidermis 
and the ring of vascular bundles forming the central woody 
cylinder. 11 consists of, (11) a zone of sub-epidermal tissue 
of roundi~h thick-walled cells, the Co lien ChYlIlll, (li) a zone of 
thin-walled irregularly arranged cells with intercellular spaces 

(I) Materials for this chapter have been ~ted mainly from the 

Notes of senior B. Sr. and B.A Students working in the botanical 

Laboratory, Bangabasi College. 
(2) For instructions on section-cutting, t110U nti flg", etc., students 

should take til" help of te;lchers; it is qtlite outside the scope of this 
.• book to give them here; see, however, Appendix. 
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between them, the Cortex proper, and (c) a wavy zone. one cen 
thick, with the cells in close contact. the Endodermis. 

;';ote the green chloroplasts present in the collenchyma 
cells and in those of the cortex proper. \\,ith chlor-zinc
iodine all the cortical celIs show up ra~her dark spots within; 
these arc the starch grains which ha\'e become dark blue 
with the reagent. The dark spots are specially prominent in 
t}lC endodermis. :\ote also the dark dots in the radial walls 
of the endoctermal celb. (See p. 3 I 5) . 

. \1I the cortical cells. except probably those of the endoder
mis. are stained violet with chlor-zinc-iodine. In the thin
walled cortex Resin-passages occur at isolated points. J<:acb 
passage is surrounded by a ring of small round cells-the 
epithelium cells. 

The protoplasm \I'hich is present in almost all the cells 
of the cortex becomes slightly hrownish ~vith chlor-zinc-iotline. 
Aniline chloride gi\cs no particular colour-reaction. 

3. The Stel!!. or the central cylinder, lies enclosed ,Yithin 
the endodermis. It consists of, (a) the soft parenchymatous 
central part-the Jfetiulla or Pith. (b) the longitudinal strings 
of the Vascular Bundles arranged in a ring, and i c) the thick 
walled bands of SderencJ1)!1I/il oppo"ite each of the bundles 
in the pericycle. Besides these there are the medal/illY /'(1)'S. 

and the layer of peric)'cle just below the endodermis. 
With chlor-zinc-iodine the parts that are very prominently 

stained are the semilunar hands of sclerenchyma outside the 
bundles! and the xylem. Both these tissues stain brownish 
yellow.. With acidulated solution of aniline chloride these 
tissues become bright yellow. Treated with these reagents, 
they can thus be picked up readily from the rest of the tissues. 
The peculiar colour-reaction is due to the presence of lignin 
in the cells. The rest of the stellar tissue is but feebly, if at 
all. stained by the reagents. In the phloem. some dark 
.deeply stained spots mar be noticed; these are the transverse 
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sieve-pits. The phloem cells being composed of cellulose. 
will \'ery likely take the characteristic \'iolet, or bluish colour 
with chlor-zinc-iodine. 

::-':ote the absence of chloropl~sts from all the cells of the 
stele, and also that of protoplasmic matters from the medulla. 
the xylem vessels, and the sclerenchyma, 

The Pericyclc consists of a fe\I' layers of cells which are 
generally parenchymatous exsept at the places upposite the 
hundles, where they bee-ome elongated, thick-walled and 
lignified (sclcrenchyma). 

Each Bundle forms a wedge-shaped mass. and consists of 
the xylem internally, the phloem externally, and the cambium 
in the middle Thewide cl\'ities found in the xylem arc the 
~'cssels or tlacheao. The widest arc the Pitted \'esse)s. The 
spirally or annularly thickened \'cssels arc specially foune! 
adjoining the meclulla. These are the first formed elemen!s 
of the xylem and consequently represent the proto-xylem. 
The wider elements of the phloem are sieve-tubes. The 

FIti, 307 

Longitudinal sertion of, a part of Helirtnthus Stem. Beginning 
from the left :--(The cortpx 15 not shown), The Endodermis ('ontain
in~ roundish starch grrtins; Scler<'nchymrt, Hard bast. pointed, dove
t~ded cells; then two Sieve-tubes with granul"r contents, next a few 
~"eve-parenchyma; next the <,lemer,ts of the Xylem consisting of wide 
pitted vessels (two', three pointed wood cells, next annular and spiral 
vessels, and then wood parenchyma. 
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cambium is formed of thin-walled radial rows of cells in 
which cell-division goes on acti\'ely. The element~ of the 
xylem and phloem are not readily distinguishable in transverse 
section; they are best studied in a longitudinal section of 
the stern. 

The medullary rays are broad bands of parenchymatous 
cells which extend from the pith to the pericycle through the 
bundles. They are crossed by bridges of inter-fasciC'llar 
cambium which join the fascicular cambiums of the adjoining 
bundles. 

Note th"t the bundles are leaf-traces. By dissectll'g itnd teasing a 

small leafy twig, it is possible to follow the course of the bundles, In 

each node the foliar bundles, a'i they meet, "nastomO'ie and some of them 

fuse I;terally, and they run down the stem in comp'l'Y wil h other 

bundles descending from the hi,g-her noJe". Lateral fll-;ion may th~n 

take f>lace in the internodes also. 

11. Cut Longitudinal sections passing through one or 
other of the bundles. Select those that are fine. treat as 

directed under the first head. and observe :~ 
I. The Epiderlllis with the multicellular hairs. 
2. The C"llenc!l),ma with abundant protoplasmic cell 

contents and chlor?plasts, merging gradually into the thin
" walled parenchyma of the cortex. 

3. The Endodermis with its closely packed rectangular, 
starch-containing cells and the radial walls thickened. 

4. The Sderel1d~J'ma of the pricycle, just outside each 
bundle, formed of elongated. pointed. thick-walled, lignified 
(yellow with aniline chloride. brownish \\'ith chlor-zinc-iodi ne), 
closely dove-tailed cells. 

5. The Pliloelll cOl_lsisting of thin-walled cells of \'arying 
lengths containing abundant food matters. With chlor-zinc
iodine the cell-walls stain at lea~t faintly violet. while the 
contents of the sieve-tubes, and more specially the (a/Ius. take 
a' deep. orange-brown colouration. Running side by side 
and parallel \dth the sieve-tubes are the elongated companion 
cells; in each a nucleus may he observed. The other parts 
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of the phloem consist of thin-walled parenchyma. Take a 
section; keep it in Alcohol for 10- I 5 minutes; wash and 
then place it on a drop of strong sulphuric acid for I minute; 
remove it, and mount in Iodine solution. The contents of the 
sieve-tubes are found to form yellowish or bro\\'nish strings. 

O. The -"Yylelll consisting of the spiral ami annular vessels 
bordering on the medulla. the pitted vessels. being the largest, 
a little be:lincl, the long and pointed tracheids, and the xylem 
parenchyma. All these are thick-walled and lignified. and take 
the characteristic yellow colour with chlor-zinc-iodine and 
aniline chloride solution. 

The best m~terial for the stlldy rtnd obsen'ation of sie\'e.tubes is the 

stem of Cu('umber, or Gourd, or Water-melon, or the Pumpkin. 

Cucumber :-
L (_ -ut transverse sections; select some \-ery thin sections; " 

mount some in chlor-zinc-iocline. others in aniline chloride \ 
solution; stain one specially tine with Eosin. wash in water, 
and mount in Glycerine. Ohsen-e successively with the low 
and the high po\\'ers.~-

Note first the hollow ( usually) five-edged, h"iry stem which is rather 
soft and succldent ; the bundJes arranged in t \\'0 rings-th~ outer with 
bundles just below the ridges, and the inner with bundles corresponding' 
to the fll rrows. 

I. The Epidermis consisting of one layer of cells with the 
stomatal openings and the hairs. 

2. The Collellchyma immediately belo\\' (I) consisting of 
cells with their angles thickened, so that they appear to ha\ie 
rounded cell cavities, interrupted jnst below the stomata, but 
otherwise with no intercellular spaces. 

3. The Cortex immediately below this, consisting of a 
few layers of cells, being thickest opposite the ridges and 

thinnest in the furrows. The collenchyma is found g-enerally 
under the ridges. 

4. The Endodermis a continuous layer of cells. being the 
inner limiting layer of the cortex, hIli of starch grains . . 
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5. The Sdermdl)'l1l11 which is \'ery well developed as a 
continuous thick zone surrounding the bundles and the con
junctive tissues (p. 316). It consists of lignified cells and 
forms the outer differentiated part of 

6. The Peric),cll', the rest of which forms the bulky 
parenchymatous tissu(:; in which the bundles are embedded. 

7. The Bundles in t\\·o series, lS noted above. The 
outer bundles are smaller and correspond to the ridges, the 
inner bundles are larger and correspond to the furrows. 

8. The central cllZ'i(r of the torn or disoI'!:{anisecl pith. 
The Bundles are biwllaleral (p. 3 zo). The xylem is 

coloured yellO\y by aniline chloride or chlor-zinc-iodine; not 
so the phloem. The widest cavities in the xylem are the 
vessels. In sections treated with Eosin or chlor-zinc-iodine 
the sie\'e-tubes come out very sharply as deep red patches, with 
violet or blue (cellulose reaction of cell-'\'alls) lining in the 
latter reagent. The stained patches are the sieve-plates.'~· The 

constituenb of the bundles appear more clearly in the longi
tudinal section. 

rr Cut longitudinal sections passing through the bundles; 
treat as directed under the first head. 

Starting from the periphery Ive have successil'ely the epi
dermis, the collenchyma, the soft cortex. the endodermis, the 
thick-walled, much elongated lignified, pointed dove-tailed 
cells of the pericyclic sclerenchym<l. the soft parenchyma, and 
finally the bundle,;. In a bundle, note the phloem on the two 
sides of the central xylem. Between the outer phloem and the 
xylem is a layer of elongated thin-walled cl~\"iding cells-this 
is the cambium. Between the inner phloem. and the xylem an 

'almost similar but much smaller layer may be seen--this is 
not cambium, but has become permanent, separating the two 

'" The best re"gent for staining the callus of sieve·tubes is Russow s 
callus-reagent which is prepHed by mixing equal parts of Chlor-~inc
iodine and Iodine in Potassium·,Iodide solution. 
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adjoining tissues. The sieve-tubes stanc! out very prominently 
on account of their transverse sieve-plates. \Vith chlor-zinc 
iodine the ollus becomes deep brmYll: treated with potash. it 
swells ancl shows up the sieve-plate with its pores. To observe 
the sieve-pits more clearly, longitudinal sections should be 
treateLl with iodine throughly and then mountecl in a drop of 
s;lightly dilute sulphuric acid, coverell with cover-glass and then 
examined uncler the high pC)\ver. The sieve-plates, being of 
cellulose, s\vell up anc! become blue, while fine yellow proteid 
threads mar be seen passing through the pores. 

Tinospora cordifolia (Cu/flnella. the climber).~ 

Cut transverse sections of a stem l inch or less thick. 
Proceed as before. 

I. The Epidermi., consists of broken shreds \ of dead cells. 
A two-layered Periderm is ill evidence. The 'cork cells are 
right rectangular and yellmvish. 

2. ~ext comes the many-layered Phellogl'lz. The cells are 
very delicate, have very thin walls, anc! are arranged in very 
beautiful radial rows. The outer walls of sume of the cork
'forming cells on the outside are somewhat \Va vy' or bulged. 

Chlor-zinc-ioLline turns the cork celb yellow, but has n0 
effect on those of the Phellogen. 

3. Below this is a layer of rectangular cells containing 
chlorophyll. Then follows a mass of loose parenchymatous 
cells with big intercellular spaces. The Cit lls are filled with 
granular contents. This part is the Cortex. 

4. Arranged in a ring, then comes the very fine wedge
shaped bundles. On the outside of each bundle is a pad of 
very thick-walled S'derench)'lIl1l in 4 or 5 layers. Note the fine 
bore, and the thick w,llls, the absence of any granular con
tents from these cells. The sclerenchyma forms a semilunar 
pad, so that the whole ring of bundles is surrounded by it as a 
thick sheath except at the places corresponding to the medul
lary rays; the latter thus run dir~ctly from the medulla to, the 
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cortex. The sclerenchymatous cells are yellowish, but take a 
more deep yellow colour with iodine or chlor-zinc iodine. 

5. The Bundles are very beautifully shown up, as also the 
broad medullary rays running between them. The Phloem 
and cambium parts appear to be crushed, or at least not very 
clear. But note the sinuous Endodermis clearly marked out 
for their starchy contents in preparations in Iodine, from the 
sclerenchyma and partly enclosed by it. The'~cambium 

though ilI-(lefined may still be traced as a layer between the 
xylem and the phloem. The xylem consists of radial rows 
of large ducts-these are pitted vessels; and in some the pits 
on the lateral walls m~ly be seen clearly with the high power. 
With these ducts also run in parallel rows the thick-walled, 
rather round, and small xylem parenchyma. 

6. In the jlEedulla the protoxylem elements can be easily 
traced at its periphery. The cells of the medulla are irregular, 
large, thin and show no further peculiarities. 

This is one of the fi'lest specimens for observing phellogen-formation. 

The phellogen occupies a comparatively wide zone, there being some 50 
tOls layers of cells The rad;al rows appear like so many ladders, 

placed side by side with the inner rungs rather wide apart, and the outer 

almost over-lapping. There is also a very thin layer-with cell-walls thin 

beyond measure-which is the initial layer of the phellogenetic tissue. 

Mango (Mangifera indica).--

Cut sections from the youngest part of the shoot; wash 
well in alcohol; wash again in dilute sulphuric acid anel 
mount ill Iodine solution. 

I. The Epidermis is clearly differentiated as a layer of 
very thick-walled, rectangular cells. The cuticle also is well 
developed. The thick walls of the cells appear yellow; in 
Iodine they are deep hrown or reddish. 

2. The Cor/ex, a narrow green zone, consists of small 
packed cells with not much inter-cellular space between. They 
are full of granular contents and chlorophyll grains. 

3· Then comes the El/(l.~dermis, as a very well-marked 
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out deep yellow layer (in Iodine) with dense contents. The 
cells are in close lateral contact and have their radial walls 
thickened. 

4. Below this is a uulky parenchyma with rather loose 
cell, and intercellular spaces. This is the Periryc!e. There 
are a few very large cavities or resin-passages arranged in a 
ring outside the ring of the bundles. Note that each passage. 
is surrounded by annular layers of verr small cells in unin
terrupted contact. Surrounding these layers, again, are incom
plete rings of very thick-\valled cells which stain deep yellow 
or brown with Iodine. 

5. The Blmd!~s are ve;T large in number, and form a 
complete closed ring. The medullary rays, even at this young 
stage, are \'ery narrow, not broa<\ as in the previous case 
(Gulancha). The fascicular and interfascicular cambiums are 
combined to form a complete ring. from which a dense mass 
of wood is formed. The xylem consists of radial rows of 
very wide ducts, the pits 011 the lateral walls being in evidence 
at many points. In Iodine the xylem elements stain deep brown 
or deep yeIlO\v, while the ill-detined cambium and phloem are 
not much coloured. 

6. The cells of the .11edulla arc sm'illl and contain very 
fine starch grains in large numbers. That part of it which abuts 
on the xylem contains resin-passages similar to those found in 
the cortex. The primary elements of the xylem-the proto
xylem-may be seen to form the medlill(lI:~' sheath.-

FIG. 308. 

Tra nsverse section of Mango 
Stem, showing the annual 
rings and the thick Bark. 
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Sections taken from the older parts of the stem show the 
formation of the annual rings of gro\yth, the layers of 
periderm, and bark. Such sections need not be examined 
under the microscope. _\ simple hand lens will enable the 
student to see the annual rings which may be apparent to the 
unaided ere even; but the lens will rel'eal the presence of wider 
wooel-cells in one ring and smaller ones in the next adjoining 
it. It will also be noticed that enclosed by the impervious 
periderm layer is a :ayer of basi, or the secondary phloem 
,prosenchyma,. and inside this are the concentric layers of 
wood. In stout stems the central \\'om!y layers become 
coloured-the Durametl. 

Guyava IPsic1ium GUr<lI·a).-

Lentice1s, cork, periderm ami phellogen can be very 
neatly seen in the stems of this p!ant. Xote that the young 
stem is .t-anglecl and gradually becomes round as it becomes 
older. Cut transverse sections of the young green stem, and 
also of· the mature stem the surface of which has become 
rather greyish or yellowish. 

In the young stem, obser\'e :--
1. The Epidermis of aile layer of small roundish celb, 

not very \ye\! differentiated: the unicellular long hairs that 
arise from the epidermal cells. The cuticle is not much 
marked out. 

2. The cortical cells have no very marked peculiarity, 
except that they are interrupted here and there to form the 
intercellular spaces. 

3. ::'\ext is a zone of three or four layers of closely packed 
thick-walled cells \yhich envelope the stele. This is compose(l 
of the cortical J'c!crmch_yma and the .Endoderlllis. 

4. The BUlldles forming a very close zone-rather 4-
sided and way)' in outline-appear next. The protoxrlem 
elements forming the medullary sheath may be clearly traced 
,out. In the xylem the pitt"ed ducts become apparent. 
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In the mature stem, observe:-
A layer of radially dividing brick-shaped cell~, having 

-very thin walls just below the ruptured epidermal cells-this is 
phellogen. Every thing outside this is yellowish, being 
composed of typical cork cells and a fe\y scattered groups of 
\"ery thick-walled sclerenchymatous cells. At some points a 
bulging of the cork cell:; through an opening may be noticed. 
These are the T ,enticels. The ruptured shreds of the 
epidermis and a few cork cell,; will be found hanging loose at 
these points. . 

The outline or the stele is round here: in all other particu
lars the tissues correspond to those examined in the section of 
the mango. 

Bukta Drono 
Here, as in many other Labiate::e plants, the stem is hollow 

and angular. Collenchyma will be found in plenty at the 
ridges, scarcely at all at the intervals. .c\t some points on the 
epidermis. multicellular hairs on s\\'ollen bases will be observ
ed. These are emergences; they hold secretions of ethereal 
,oils which give the attr'l.ctive odolll peculiar to these plants. 

Stomata will be found in the intervals between the ridges. 
The cortical parenchyma is rather loose at these intervals~ 
These loose cells, as well as those of the collenchyma, contain 
,chloroplasts and other granular cell-contents. 

The Endodermis forms a very well-marked out sinuous 
layer comporting to the ,inuous stele. It is well differentiated 
from the neighbouring li,;slles. The pericycle just below it 
forms only a single layer and is not prominent. In the 
xylem, the willer vessels are arranged in 2 or 3 rows--the rest 
being filled up with narrower and smaller elements. The 
pits on these vessels do not come out here so well as in the 
foregoing cases (in a tranverse section). The medulla is not 
·entirely lost-only the central part being hollowed out; the 
protoxylem elements intruding into the medulla mar be 
noticed 
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Structure of Leaves.-
To study the structure of Dicot lea\'es :-( II Cut transverse

sections of the limina holding it between two pieces of smooth 
cork or pith, or (2) separate the tissues by macerating pieces 
of the limina in boiling Potash solution. 

Most leaves are soft and succulent, so that they are readily 

oU,t of shape when held between pieces of cork for sectioning 
they sholtld better be ~ardened in akohol for a few days. 

crushed 

Hence 

Alcohol 

secures the additional advantage of removing the green colouring matters . 

. which are normally present in such enormons quantities "s to nlake it 
di_fncult to distinguish the cells and their contents. Many leilves are 

stiff enough to escape injury by crushing. They can be folded over 
many times to form a thick cushon.like mass from which sections may 

be taken in the transverse directiQn. In this way very fine sectiotl' may 

be obtained from the Banyan leav~s or from those of simililr phnts By 

tearing leaves obliquely and sharply illittle epidermal or cuticular pilrt 
may be isolated ilnd ex~mined immediately in water with the micros

Cope. 

The structure of all leaves comists typically of the parts 
represented in fig. 295. That is in each leaf there are the 
following parts.--

r. The Epidermis of the upper surface with a more or 
less developed cuticle, ane! ha·irs and stoma. 

2. Immediately below, the subepidermal tissue fornlS the 
pa!lisade parench)!ma, with its right rectangular cells containing 
chlorophyll and other granular contents. 

3. Next is the spongy parenchyma with roundish or irregular 
cells and intercellular spaces between. and contents similar to· 
above. 

4 .. The lower patlisade tissue, not much developed in· 
ordinary cases, and may he altogether wanting. 

5. The lower Epiclerllli;' with comparatively more stomata. 
The parenchymatous leaf-tissue enclosed by the epidermis 

is designated mesoph_J'll; through it, more particularly through 
the spongy mesophyll, the vascular bundles-the veins-furi. 

Sections from leaves which have not been decolourised by 
alcohol or potash show the ~resence of green chlorophyll cor" 



r chloroplasts in the protoplasm of the mesophyll
hese green corpuscles absorb a part of the solar 
lcl give the necessary energy for the preparation of 
cl. In some leaves, e. g., in the young leaves of 
Cinnamon, Asoka etc, the chlorophyll is partially 
)f the time being by a reddish. or bluish colouring 
lied cyanoph),ll. 
es the above general characters, there may be foun-o 
lual cases the follmYing deviations from the type.
Thick cuticle, as in .\gave and succulent and fleshy 

leaves. 
Sunken Stoma. ,1S in the India rubber plant. 
Cystoliths in the epidermal cells. as in the Ficus 

(Banyan) plant~. 
Hairs--multicellular or unicellular. 
Pa11isade tissue two or more layers deep. 
Wax layers, as in the poppy lea\'es, 

3ture of Roots,---Examine any common young Dicot 
)serve, in genel al.-
he A)idermis. c omposecl of rather loose cells some 
grow out as root hairs (a little below the apex of the 

)t5). On account of its beaming these root hairs 
~alled the Piliferous layer. 
he Corte,\;, compooecl of thin-walled roune! cells with 
lar spaces between. There are granular contents, 
starch grains, in these cells. 
he Eltdoderl1lis, ,'ery clearl_l- developed and differen
,m the rest as a single layer of closely packed cells. 
:enings in the radial walls are clearly noticeable, 
he Stele immediately enclosed by the enclodermis. 
consists of :-

ile Pericycle of one layer of cells. Note the origin 
rootlets from the division of some of the peri cyclic 

be primary Xylem bundles running in radial manner • 
. ' 
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The smaller proloxylem elements are towards the pericycle ;. 
lhe bigger and later formed xylem yessels are towards the 
centre. The youngest, softest anti the widest \"essel is at 
~xlreme limit of the xylem strand in the axis of the root. 

(c) The Primary Phloem huncHes alternating with the xylem. 
rhe hard bast is readily distinguished from the rest as all the 
)ther parenchymatous tissues in the neighbourhood contain 
lbundant starch grains. 

For the secondary growth of Dicol rools see p. 332. The 
:ylem strands consist of spiral and annular \'essels in the 

lrotoxylem, and scalariform and pitted yessels in the rest. 
Cenerally in roots, the piliferous layer is soon lost by rupture 

)1' other causes. A . layer of the outer cortex becomes thell 
'ifferentiated as the outer endodermis or Exodermis which is 
\ceptionally clearly marked out in the aerial roots ot epiphytic 
[onocots. In underground roots the exodermis or hypoder-, 
tal rool-tissue persists after' the loss of the epidermis and 
1 function replaces it. 



SECTIOX II 

JIO."OCO TS. 

Common Grass,-Cut tranS\'crse sections from the 
rhizllme of common grass. :\Iount some in glycerine; others 
in chlm-zinc-iocline. and aniline chloride solution respectively, 
Examine first with the low power, and finally with the higher 
powers, to study the tissue-elements in detail. Observe.-

I. The Epidermis, formed of only one layer of cells" 
which is not much differentiated from the sub-epidermal tissue. , 

2. The bundles of SclereJlc~V/lla which occur in large' 
nUlllh~rs stUlilled in the sub-epidermal tis,uc at rcgular small 
intervals The hundles are wedge-.,haped, with the pointed ends 
facing- the centre. :rhe component cells arc very thick-walled, 
have \'err fine borc, and no !i\'ing contents. Unstained by 
cheminl agents, they appear as yello\dsh masses. They 
function as mechanical tissues. 

In chlorzinc-iodine, the sclerenchrma becomes deep 
yellow or brownish, and is thus brought into more prominence 
than the adjoining cells. The epidermal cells are not much 
affected. Aniline chloride gi\'es almost an identical reaction. 

3. Between the strands of sclerenchyma, the outer part 
of the fundamental tissue differentiated as layers of Collenclzy
ma/ous cells; these are small, thick-\\'alled, roundish, and 
contain chloroplasts and other living contents. The rest of 
the ground tissue is rather loose, the cells in the centre being 
higger than those in the peripheral parts. I he vascular 
bundles are scattered irregularly in this ground tissue . 

.f.. The Vascular bundles occurring in pretty large numbers, 
tr,wersing the ground tissue. A few bundles-smaller than 
the others-run parallel to the sclerenchyma a little behind 
the intervals left between the adjoining sclerenchyma strands. 
These are the peripheral bundles; those that are found in the 
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'central part of the ground tissue are larger. In other respects 
the structure of the bundles does not differ in the two kinds. 

5. Each Bundle being of the typical l\lonocot type z!iz 
closed and collateral. The whole bundle proper consisting of 
xylem and phloem is encased in a thick sheath of very thick
walled sclerenchyma which thus froms the yascular bundle
sheath in Monocots See Fig 302. This sclerenchymatous 
sheath is \'ery thick on the side of the xylem, which is easily 
recognised from the presence of 3 or 4 very large vessels or 
ducts. 

The Sclerenchvma sheath acts as the mechanical tissue and 
'Consists of elongated lignified cells. It may closely invest the 
whole bundle, or may be interrepted just on the two flanks 
las in many other :'IIonocot stems). The cells rarely contain 
any Ming matter, and are generally empty. Chlor-zinc-iodine 
and aniline chloride give the ordinary yellow colour as \\'ith 
lignified cells. 

The X.vlem is that half of the bundle which faces the central 
axis. 1 t consists of 2 or 4 vessels arranged like the limbs of 
the letter V, and a number of smaller tracheids and wood-cells. 
The biggest two cavities on the flanks are the pitted vessels, 

, and are formed comparatively later than the spiral and annular 
vessels which occupy the narrow end of the xylem. Very often, 
speciallr in the larger central bundles, there occurs a wide 
irregular cavity l L fig 302) \\'hich arises from the disorganisa
tion or rupture of the first formed xylem elments; hence this 
is really an intercellular (Iysigenic, see p 2781 space. The torn 
annular bands that may be occasionally found in this cavity are 
the torn remains of the first formed annular xylem ,'esse!. 
Each of the other vessels \Yill be found, under closer examina
tion, to be surrounded hy layers of thick walled parenchyma
tous cells of the xylem-·the xylem parenchyma. All these 
xylem elements are strongly lignified, and hence take the 
<characteristic yellow or brownish colouration with chlor-zinc
iodine or aniline chloride solution. 
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The Phloem occupies the outer part of the bundle. It con
:sists of sieve-tubes as the widest cavities, and the companion 
.cells following closely, regularly alternating. Surrqunding these 
phloem-elements is phloem-parenchyma which ~buts on the 
inside upon the xylem parenchyma and on the outside upon the 
sclerenchyma sheath. The protophloem elements are crushed 
and remain just below the sclerenchyma on the phloem.
side. The phloem cell-walls will very likely take a shade of 
violet with chlor-zinc-iodine, and the contents of the companion 
cells will be distinctly yellow or dark. Aniline chloride will 

" ,give no colour-reaction at this part. 

Transverse Section of the 
stem of Date Palm. The 
shaded parts are the scJeren
chyma strands; the black parts 
are the bundles. 

In longitudinal sections, passing some through the bundles, 
Dthers through different parts of the fundamental tissue, all the 
above elements may be examined with better advantage, and 
their relative position may also be studied with more clearness 
Df detail. The epidermal cells will be found to have oblong 
shapes; those of the ground tissue, irregular and roundish. 
The hypodermal elements will appear as long fibres in some 
$ections (sclerenchyma), thick-walled and roundish in others 
< collenchyma). The elements of phe bundle and those of its 
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sheath, will show up their cell forms, contents etc. Thus the 
sclerenchymatous cells of the sheath are not pointed. but 
have blunt extremities. The sieve-phtes may he brought into 
view by following the directions given in P 342. 

Cyperas Rotundal'l.-(Mootha). Take transver'e section from the 

3-sided culm. The epidermis is not "en' weil differentiated except that 

the cells are very small and form a thin iayer interrupted ilt certain points 

(stomata). Strings of sclerenchyma occur at 'nany points in the sub epi

dermal tissue, and are speciilily developed at the anglps. The peripheral 

fundamental tissue only is green and full of gr"nular contents. It is at 

this part only that small l)uI1Jles are scattered. The centr.1 part is com

posed of 10dse and comprtriltively big p~rel1chym'\tous cells. The bun

dles are almost similar to those desnibed in the previous case. In the 

central fundamental tissue there are some spelOial groups of cells-one 

large cell in the centre surrounded by a ring <1f smaller ones. 

In Palms the bundles though distributed almost uniformly over the 

whole fundamental tissue are speci.lly nowded towards the periphery 

as in the graS'es. Sut unlike the latter~ Pillms generally have the 

larger bundles arr.l.ng~d in a rill~ on the ollbine: while the smaller 

bundles are similarly arranged ill other rings tow"rds the inside. Fig. 309 

shows the structure of the D"te P"lm (Phu!Ilix dadylij'em) diagramma

tically. It will be observed til"t the ,,'lerellch),ll1a of the bunnies forms 

pads supporting them from the outside Hence In a {'ross-section the 

sclerenchyma appears as a specially thick "nd bulky tissue on the outer 

side of the phloem of the bundles. 

In Bamboos (Ba/ilbusa) on the oth .. rhand, though the bundles 

are disposed in ::t manner similar to the above, ~he mechanical tissues 

appear as massive ph.tes (~n the inner and outer "ide of each bundle

that on the inner being- by far the bllikiest. As in all Monorots 

generally, ('ol\en('hYllliitolls and scleren("hym"tolls ti"ues also Occur in the 

subepid"rmal part. Again, in Sugar-cane (Saccharum o./licinaru1Il), 

there is a thick zone of thick-walled ('ell, at the periphery just below the 

epidermIS. At isolated parts of this zone big air (""vities and sheath-less 

vascular bundles altecnate regUlarly. And imbedded in the soft paren

chyma of the axis lie a few scattered bllndles arranRed in a ring, with the 

usual sclerenchyma sheath. 

Root of Monocots.-The structure 
cots does not differ in material points 
roots. The adventitious 1,"oots of Onion, 

of roots of l\Ion
from that of Dicot 

Wheat or Maize 
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may he examined. In :\Ionocot roots secondary thickening 
does not take place. The stele is composed of a limited 
number of xylem bundles. 1n Onion for instance the xylem 
parts radiat.c from the axis in the form of six-rayed star; 
hence the stele is descrihed as hl'xilrcl,. Thick Dicot roots 
have generallr p'il.yard, steles and so also have many :'IIonocot 
roots 

The structure of aerial roots of Orchids (R<l.\'l/(/: \-anda) 
and epiphytic Aroids is peculiar. In place of the loose 
parenchymatous cells of cortex there is del'eloperl a mass of 
porous ti'ssue (the velamen) which cflllsists of oblong tracherds 
with ladder-like thckcnings. 1n a cross-section of the aerial 
root of \-anda, obser\"e :--

1. The Epidermis and the sub-epidermal (i,slIe contain
ing chlorophyll. The thini or fourth layer from the outstde 
is the exodermis which dh'ides the cortex into tlYO parts,-the 
outer chlorophyll-:::ontainin~ part from the inner air- (or I\'ater) 
containing tracheids (velamen). 

2. The irregularly ohlong cel]"; of tbe yelamen which 
shD\\" up their very fine scalariform rungs. 

3. The Endodermis is Yer~' wcll differentiated as a 
strongh' marked layer. The cells are rectangular, in close 
contact. and are thickened strongly all round. At isolated 
parts of the endodermi;; there arc a few special cells these are 
unthickencd, soft. and contain protoplasmic matter unlike 
the other endodermal cells. The thickened endodermal 
cells ~tain very deeply with safranin or chlorzinc-iocline; the 
un thickened cells are n!)t much affected. These cells are 
called Pilssil/iecells, because the,' give passage to water from 
he outside to the stele. 

-t. The stcle is like that of ordinary roots. 



SECTIOK III 

PTERIDOPHYTA. 

Structure of Fern Stem :-Several specimens of Ferns 
commonly growing wild in this country may be examined. 
They are typically polystellic in the stems, but the separate 
steles may as well be considered as schizosteles, for there 
are many cases in which a gamostely results from their fusion. 
The following is a case in point. 

Cut transverse sections of the leaf-stalk of the common 
Asplenium. :?II aunt one section in chorzinc-iodine, another 
unstained in glycerine, and a third in aniline chloride solution. 
Observe under the micruscope:-

I. The epidermis composed of narrow cells in one 
row with thick dark-brown outer walls. These become still 
more deeply brown with chlorzinc-iodine. 

2. Immediately below this a zone of tissue with very 
thick-walled, compact, yello\\', lignified cells. This is the 
outer sclerenchynza. It forms some 8-12 layers of cells which 
contain but little granular matters. In chlorzinc-iodine or 
aniline chloride it takes a very beautiful golden yellow colour, 
and in the former black or deep blue spots may be found in 
the cadty of the cells 

3. Encircled by this ring of sclerenchyma is the soft
walled parenchymatous cells of the fundamentlll tissue traver
sing which in an irregular horse-shoe form is the stele. The 
outline of the stele is very peculiar in appearance, but 
note that there is a \Yell defined endodermis separating the 
stellar tissues from the ground tissue. For a detailed study 
of the stele, select the widest part at the angles and focus 
the high power. The most prominent things to attract 
attention are the great vessels,-that these are sralariform 

vessels is evident from the ladder-li~e thickenings that 
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appear on their oblique walls. The vessels occupy 
the central part of each stele. Surrounding them is a 
layer or two of thick-\yalled wood parenchyma with abun
dant granular contents. These granules are chiefly starch 
l!rains, as evidenced by their turning deep blue or even black 
with chlorzinc-iodine. At some parts of the layer of vessels, 
(more commonly at the ends of the plates) may be found 
groups of wood cells with scalariform or spiral thickenings. 
These are the Proto.l]'lelll elements. The scalariform vessels 
and the starch containing wood cells form the only mature 
elements of Ihe xylem-part of the stele. Surrounding these 
is another layer of wide cells which are thin-walled. These 
are the sieve-tubes, following which externally are the narrower 
phloem-elements-the bast parenchyma. Like the wood
cells. the bast-cells are rich in granular contents; but these 
are not starch but proteids and stain yellow with chlorzinc
iodine. The pericycle comes next; its contents are starch 
grains. Surrounding again all these stele-elements is a layer 
of almost rectangular cells in close lateral contact, which 
contain starch grains. This is the endodermis. The walls 
of these cells are thickened and stain yellow \yith chor
zinc-iodine. 

-1-. Between the endodermis and the sub-epidermal sclaren
chyma is the thick layer of the parenchymatous ground tissue. 
That part of it which abuts upon the outer sclarenchyma is 
more compact, while the rest is rather loose and spongy. 

In longitudinal sections the scalariform vessels, the 
pointed thick-walled sclerenchyma celis, and the other elements 
of the stele become more prominent. Under the high power 
the sieve-tubes are seen with very good effect. On the 
walls of the sclerenchyma fibres diagonal pits, as very fine 
lines, may also be detected. 

Equisetums.-These are the only Pteridophytes in which 
the vascular bundles are arranged in a ring as in Dicots and 
Conifers. In a cross section of an :£.quisetum stern observe :-
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I. The superficial furrows and ridges. 
2. The central large air-ca\'ity making the stem hollow. 
3. Similar though smaller air-cavities in the cortex. 
4. The vascular bundles arrangel! in a ring forming the 

Stele. 
Observe more minutely with the hig'li power :--
1. The E'jnilerlllis (with its cell-walls impregnated with 

silica) provided with stomata at the furrows. 
2. The Corte.r differentiated just below the ridges as 

strings of sclerenchym'l fibres. ancl as ordinary chlorophyll 
COntaining cells just below the furrows. 

3. The cortical air-pa~sages corresponciing to the furrows, 
and hence called 1 TalleClIlar cavities. 

4. The central cylinder bounded on the outside by a ring
ot Endoderllli" with the radial cell-walls thickened and cuti
nised. 

5. The \Tascular bundles closed, collateral and comm~n; 
the xylem towards the interior, the phloem towards the 
exterior. The Xylem consists of annularly and spirally thicken
ed tracheids, and at the inner side there is a small cavity or 
air-passage arising from the tearing of the protoxylem elements. 
These air cavities lie uncler and correspond to the superficial 
ridges and hence are called Carillal cavities. The Phl(}em 
consists of almost similar cells (in the cross section) which 
have 'l.bllndant cell-contents. 

6. The bundle-system is bounded externally by a layer of 
cells rich in starch; this is the Pericyrle. 

Lycopodium.-Here the stem is galll(}stellic. In a cross 
section the following parts may be observed :-

T. The Epidermis with cutinised outer walls. 
2. The C(}rte.le· with \\'ide and thin-walled cells, forming 

a rather wide zone. 
3. The more internal parts of the cortex developed as 

a thick-walled compact mass of sclerenchyma, form
ing a zone of varying number of layers. 
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4. The Elldoderlllis, the innermost lining layer of the 
sclerenchymatous cortex. 

5. The Stele (gamo) which occupies the centre. The 
xylem strands occur as plates of very thick-walled 
wide cells separated (wholly or partially) from one 
another by plates of the soft phloem. The xylem 
consists of broad scalariform tracheids (true vessels 
are as a rule not formeci), and surrounding these on 
the two sides of each plate are small wood-cells. 
The phloem plates consist of sieve-tubes and bast
cells. The seive-tubes can with difilculty be picked 
up, even in longitudinal sections. The protoxylem 
elements can be found at the thin edges of the 
xylem or phloem-plates. 

Selaginella.-These Pteridophytes are generally polystel
.Iic ; but in some cases only one stele may is formed. In a 
cross section of the stem, observe :-

1. The Ap iderJll is, a layer of thick-walled cutinised cells. 
2. The Cortex, differentiated at the outer part into a zone 

or ring of thick-wall ed, elongated, lignified cells, forming the 
sdermcliYIIl(I. ~ext to this is the soft parenchymatous chloro
phyll-containing cells of the ground tissue in which are two. 
(or three) 

3 Sleles. Sllrroundin!l each stele is a ring of air-space 
bridged by rows of cells-the trabecltlm-which represent the 
Enriodermis. Each stele consists of concentric elliptical rings 
of, (a) periC_l'de, (b) pMoelll, and (c) a central solid plate of 
xylem. The stele is suspended by the trabeculre in the 
middle of the large air cavity, and hence in cutting sections 
the steles are often displaceci or lost as the thin cell-walls of 
these bridges are ruptured. The xylem consists mostly of 
large scalariform tracheids surrounded by rings of smaller 
wood-cells. The phloem consists of sieve-tubes and phloem
parenchyma. At the extremities of the plates the protoxylem 
and the protophloem elements mal be observed. 
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CONIFERS. 

Stem of Pine.-Here the annual rings are very distinct
ly seen, as also the periderm or cork and the cambium. 
The wood consists almost exclusively of tracheids, excepting 
a few spiral or annular vessels in the protoxylem. The 
abundant resin passages are also characteristic of this plant. 

. In sectioning take the very young shoots, preferably the 
axis of the buds preserved in alcohol; cut transverse sections 
and proceed as directed in the previous cases. Observe:-

I. The Epidermis with the cuticle in the very young stem, 
or the periderm which replaces it in mature stems. 

z. The Phellogen layer, which is formed very early, 
consisting of radial rows of cens. 

3. The many-layered Cortex consisting of rounded cells 
with cellulose ccii-walls. Some of the cells contain starch, 
others tannin. 

4. The Resin passages in the cortex, arranged in a ring. 
"j":ach passage is surrounded by a ring of small delicate cells, 
the epithelium cells, which secrete resinous matter. 

5. The wide zone of Vascular bundles.' The phloem part 
is separated from the xylem by a \'ery fine but distinct layer 
of cambium. The xylem part is made up of parabolk masses, 
the narrower ends of which project into the central pith These 
are the protoxylem elements, and consist mostly of narrow 
elements and spiral and annular vessels. In a longitudinal 
section these come out to the best aliYantage. The rest of the 
woody mass is composed entirely of tracheids with bordered
pits on their surface and blunt extremities. The l'hloem 
consists of thin-walled sieve-tubes, and thick-walled dull-white 
bast cells. Companion cells are not formed. 

6. At some parts of the !?lder wood Resin passages occur. 
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The epithelium cells which line each passage contain yellowish 
cell-contents and are bounded on the outside by starch
containing wood parenchyma. 

By mounting sections of very young pine stems in tincture 
of alkanet the contents of the resin-pa'isages and epithelium 
cells can be stained, and thus differe11tiated from other cell 
contents. Cells containing resinous matter take up a very 
fine dark-red colour while all other parts of the section 
remain entirely uncoloured. 

In chlorzinc-iocline the lignified tracheids take up a }'\l
lowish brown colour; the later woody cells bordering upon 
the cambium show up their protoplasmic contents by being 
stained yellow. The older wood parenchyma, the outer 
cortical cells, and the bast cells show up the dark blue spots of 
starch. The walls of the epithelium cells take a dirty violet 
coiour showing that they are of cellulose. 

In unstained preparations the white radial rows',of cells 
that traverse the yellowish wood and the colourless bast, are 
the' silver grains' or medullary rays. In older parts of the 
stem the annual rings are very beautifully shown np. The 
tracheids are ordinarily four sided, but become regularly and 
alternatingly wide and narrow in summer and \vinter or autumn' 
respectil'ely' 



CHAPTER XIX. 

Influence 9f Environment on Plants. 

: Ecological Classes of Plan ts.-
It is a matter of common observation that the vegetations 

of different regions of the earth. ,,,here the prevalent climatic 
kand other physical conditions are different, show well-marked 
. differences in their common peculiarities. Thus water plants 
are soft anc! delicate, land plants are hard and woody, desert 
plants still more so, high-land pIants are dwarfy or naked, low
'land plants are bushy and dense, forest plants are often c1imb
er~ or taI!, and so on. The study of the relation of plants to 
their environment, that is, the influence \yhich the latter brings 
upon plants in shaping their structure, is known as Plant 
Ecology. 

The structure of plants, as has been mentioned on p. 23 I, de
,pends upon two comprehensive cau~es :-First, upon the inter
nal organisation of the protoplasm which it derives from its an
cestors; and ~econdl)' upon the responsive power of the proto
plasm to so adapt itself as to remain in harmony with the exter
nal world, or the environment No doubt, it is still a debata
ble ]loint how far one or the other of these causes, is responsi
ble for plant-structure, and whether any line can really be 
drawn between them. Hut the weight of evi(!ence that has 
been collected from direct experimentation, and still widely 
from close observation, is on the side of proving environment 
to be a proximate cause of structural variation. It is not 
possible, in many instances of course, to make a water-plant 
live in sandy or desert tracts, or a sturdy land-plant to live 
immersed in water; still instances are not wanting to make it 
experimentally demonstrable that a plant removed from its 
natural medium and carefully" reared up in a foreign and quite 
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different medium, shows unmistakeable signs of variation, the 
.significance of which can only be explained as being adaptive. 
Similarly, if seeds of the same parent be allowed to germinate 
and grow in different soils having ll1fferent physical and 

. climatic associations. the colonies of plants that originate, 
though showing common characters so long as those associa
tions are almost common, manifest some very significant 
structural changes when they are not so. 

;';othing, however. is more certain than that the surface 
of eanh is divisible into zones or belts or regions where the 

·conditions offered to life vary greatly. Thus, attempting at 
classification, \\'e can divide the terrestrial surface as under.-

(I) the region or sphere of the gases,-the Atmosphere: 
(2) the region or sphere of \Vater,-the Hydrosphere; 
(3) the region of the sandy, salty and porous sea-shore; 
(+) the region of the ordinary soil or lanel ; 
(5) the region of the dry, hot, arid lands or Deserts; 
(6) the region of the stones or Rocks. 

\Ve begin with the lightest region and proceed successively 
.through those that are more and more hard. Omitting minor 
details, it will be apparent that the prevailing characters of 
these regions are fundamentally different from one another .. 
Hence it is but natural to conclude that the flora of each of 
these regions will show somE' common characters .. and that the 
difference between the flora of one region and another \yill be 
as great as that bet\\'een the corresponding physical 
characters. But as environment is not built up solely of the 
hardne~s of soil, but is dependent also upon temperature, 
humidity, altitude etc. any attempt to classify plants in 
accordance with the above divisions of the globe would be 
unscientific. ~ot\\'ithstanding this defect the following clas
sification, according to the above plan, merits simplicity and 
will be easily understood. 

1. Plants that live suspended in air, though supported 
by other structures-E/tiphytes. 
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2. Water-plants or those that rem'l.in partially or wholly 
submerged-H),drophytes: 

3- Sea-share-loving plants, or those that live on saline 
soil-Halophytes. 

4. Land plants-i1fesophytes. 
5. Desert-planfs-XeropkYtes. 
6. Rock or stone-plants-Lithopllytes. 

Mode of Nutrition and Plant-Structure.--The habitat 
of a plant, as defined by the above divisions of the earth, is 
responsible for its stlllcture. But no factor in phnt-life is more 
important than nutrition, and this latter process depends upon 
the habitat, or the environment. \Vhen we say that environ
ment influences plant-structure, what we really mean is that the 
nature of the locality in which a plant lives determines in what 
way food-absorption and other cognate plant-functions are to-

. be carried on ; that is, what particular tissues, what organs, what 
cells-in short, what structures-are to be developed in 
order that those functions may be best carried on. No matter 
whether a plant is composed of a single cell, or a vast collec
tion of cells, it depends for its food upon its environment. For 
the amount of water which is not only the common vehicle of 
all plant-food but is also the organic essence of all plant
structures (see water of organisation), varies in different soils, 
and is adulterated with various soil-constituents injurious to 
active vegetation. Sea-shore, for instance, abounds in saline 
water, and common salt is not one of the essential foop
substances. Again the water of ponds is rich in plant food; 
in deserts, water is scarce; in peat-bogs and marshes, water 
though abundant, contains a large amount of organic matters, 
acids etc. Thus plants are required to adapt themselves in 
order that they may cope successfully with these adverse 
circumstances, and consequently this adaptation is with 
regard to the tissues. Hence we may as wpll say, that mode if' 
nutrition determines plant structures. To illustrate this propo
sition we shall take some of the great Ecological classes of 
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Plants. Besides those that have been' named there are a few 
more' classes, . and of these the saprophytes rank foremost. 
These are plants that live entirely upon decaying organic mat
ters. Their mode of nutrition, thus, differs infinitely from 
that in green plants. For, while in the latter the sun is the 
sale driving power, so to say, of the' whole mechanism of 
nutntlOn-it being remembered that transpiration or the 
ascent of the nutrient sap takes place only in light-in sapr~
phytic food-absorption, sun-light is not a necessary factor. 
Hence the total absence of chlorophyll-tissue, of lignified 
tissue-in fact, of any proper tissue--from all saprophytes' is 
significant enough. Equally significant is the fact that those 
plants that are entirely parasitic do not develop leaves or the 
green conex. Ecologically leaves are little more than ex
pansions of the green and porous cortex; they are adaptive 
mechanisms for gaseous exchange. 

Xepophytes.-These are plants which live usually in dry, 
sandy localities, or deserts, or places in which the supply 
of water is small. They are characterised by having 

adopted contrivances to keep down loss of water, by 
transpiration, and to enhance absorption and retention' of 
water. 

The conditions of the environment against which these 
plants have to struggle, and consequently to adopt protective 
expediencies, are.-

(I) 'Wan! offree water ill the soil. This may depend on 
(a) want of rain, as in deserts, and (b) porous nature of soil, 
where the particle~ are so much sandy and loose that water 
passes out by percolation soon after the soil is wet. 

(2) frozen nature (if the soil. Water in the form of ice can 
never be utilised by plants, and besides very low temperature 
has a decided injurious action upon protoplasm. 

(3) hi{[h temperature and dryness 0/ the atmosphere. Under 
this circumstance, it is well known, how water evaporates 
rapidly. When there is v-ory li\tle water in the soil and too 
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much e,'aparation, necessarih' there is l'erY little If'ft for the
plant to subsist upon. 

(4) reduction in the pressure (!l tlzl' <ltlll(lsplzfre. This is 
ano~her factor which favours loss of IYater by transpiration. ' 

Accordingly the more important habitats of xerophy.tes 
are :--

I. Deserts alld Steppes, Iyhere there are dry soil, dry aIr 
ane! great heat. 

2. Barks 0/ trees, which being porous I'ery soon dry up. 
3. Sill/I(I' s(li! and Sea-s/wre,where the soil is not only po

rous but is also rich in saline matters Iyhich impede absorptiYe 
process. 

4. Polar Zones, which are mostly frozen and intensely cold, 
5. 3fou(ztaill highlallds, where the air is under reduced pres

sure, and other climatic and edaphic factors are prevalent. 
Adaptations in Xerophytes,-As contriYances for 

absorbing what little water they may find in theplaces where they 
grow. for retaining this water lYithin their body. and for 
diminishing the loss of water by transpiration through leayes, 
xerophytr~s, in general, exhibit the follOlYing main character~ :-

.1. MorphologicaI.--

I. The Root is very long: indeed desert-laying plants deve
lop very complex and stout root SI'stems, The physiological 
significance of such elongated roots is no doubt the responsi,ve 
power of the root apices to move to~yards moisture. This 
IzydrotropislIl as it is called, constantly sends the roots more aJ).d 
more downwards in sandy soils, where the subsoil water is rather 
deep. Schimper mentions cases of desert plants which develop 
two systems of roots: one, that which goe s downwards and is 
by far the strongest, penetrates the dry soil and seeks the deep
lying subsoil water, and the other merely trailing or burrowing
in the soil, formed during the rains to ahsorb the surface water. 

2. The Stem is often of stunted growth. The great inten
sity of light coupled with the, other hard climatic factors, impe-
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des the upward elongation of the stem. It is commonly 
kno IVn that plants elongate \'ery rapidly in darkness. ,0 much
indeed that roughly speaking it may be said that they as simi 
late cluring day and grow during night. It must not be sup
posed, hmyever. that plants will continue to grow if kept in· 
darkness indefinitely; indeed prolonged darkness acts fatal
lyon them. Again many plants tide m'er the hot periods by 
assuming tuberous, bulbous, and rhizomous forms; and thus re
main underground during these periods. sprouting up \\·ith· 
foliage and flowers in the rains. 

3. The Foliage of desert plants is hut poorly den~loped;

in many places it is not de\'eloped at all; in many others 
It is spinous. This reduction in surface. though a means 
of checking transpiration. is in many instances compensated for 
hy an increase in volume. Thus the vegetation of some Afri
can deserts consists of succulent plants. In om country. ins
tances of such succulent plants are, in the Agaves. the Bryophyl
lUll! (Pathurkuchy). man\' Spurges, the Cactii (Phani-mansa) 
etc.. The climber Hoy"" carnosa so very common on Palm 
trees has succulent leaves. Succulence of lea\'es is really due 
to the very strong development of the tegumentary tissue. \I-hich 
thus not only reduces to a great extent the heat of the sun but 
also prevents the actual removal of water from the leaf-tissue. 

4. Extreme hairiness of the aerial parts is another xerophy
tic peculiarity. The hairs often contain only air. and thus act as 
a non-conducting cushion, cutting off a part of the intense heat. 
\Vhere hairs are not present, their work is carried on by a thick 
layer of wax ",hich takes their place. 

Desert plants arc mostly thorny, some are succulent. and 
some are alm')st like ordinary land plants. But the form of 
th~ phnt varies at different xerophytic habitats. Some of the 
s~mi-.Iesert tract, of :\T exico. for instance. contain only globose 
aphyllolls stems, with spines on their surface to represent the 
leaves. Some tracts in S:lhara contain only thorny but branched 
woody plants with no actual leave.~ which, however, may appear 
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only during the rains. Oasis tracts of the Arabian deserts on the 
Dther hand, abound in Palms. The arid sandy plains of the 
Cape are rich in small herbacious but succulent plants. 

2. Histological.-
1. The Epidermis is very strongly developed in almost all 

desert plants; correspondingly the cuticle becomes thickened 
arid impregnated with cutin. There generally occur out
growths of hairs or layers of wax on the cuticle. These are no 
doubt additional prote:tions ag<linst too much loss of water. 

o 2. The palisade pHenchyma of leaves is also very strongly 
developed. Alid a~ leaves of many xerophytes point their 
edges, instead of their surfaces, to the earth and the sky, the 
palisade tissue is formed on both sides in them. As a rule, 
th'e palisade cells are elongated. 

1. rhe intercellular spaces and other larger air cavItIes are 
-extremely reduced. Hence succulence of leaves, where it oc
curs, is not really due to the presence of cavities as watercreser
voirs, but to the succulent cells themselves. 

4. The stomata are sunk in the sub-epidermal tissue. 
5. The sclerenchymatous e!ements and other mechanical 

tissues are strongly developed. The spinose character of many 
leaves is due to this predisposition for scIerenchyma formation.' 
Similarly thorny stems are so formed because of the lignifica
tion of the terminal cells. The general tendency of pronoun
ced desert plants is to augment the hard lignified structures 
and cells, and to minimise the soft parenchymatous cells. 

6. The Wood and Bast are very fully developed and go 
on forming centrifugally in Dicots. In many instances, the 
pericycIe also is lignified. More usually a thickened band of 
sclerenchyma immediately invests the ring of wood. All these 
contrivances for the lavish development of lignified tissues, of 
vessels etc, lend weight to the inference that they are adapta
tions for enhancing absorption of water from the soil. 

The reduction in surface .. of le~ves, of the intercellular spa-
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ces of the transpiring surface, the augmentation of the cuticle 
and the layers of palissade, the formation of hairs or wax, the 
sinking of the stomata, the strong lignification, the poor par
enchyma-all clearly point to the adaptation for increasing ab
sorption and retarding transpiration of water. 

Tropophytes.-There are climates and soils that are 
alternately dry and wet. Plants that inhabit these regions have 
accordingly adapted themselves to the various conditions as 
regards the supply of water during the different ~easons of the 
year, and are called tropophytes. In times of scarcity of water. 
for instance, they are xerophytic, and in times of a plentiful 
supply of water they are hygrophytic. Hence tropophytes 
adopt alternately xerophytic and hygrophytic contrivances 
to fall in with their em'ironment. The regions which they 
inhabit are either alternately hot and cold, or dry and moist. 
The Teak tre~ ( Tectona grandis), for instance, produces a 
luxuriant foliage during the monsoon but in dry season the 
leaves are shed and the pointed naked stumps of the branches 
thus reduce transpiration or loss of water to a minimum. Similar 
is the. case with many other Indian trees-the Banyan, the 
Bombax (Shimul Cotton) the common Plumeria acutifolia 
(Katchampa, of temples), the /Egle marmelos (Bilva or Bel) etc.' 
And while woody plants shed their leaves many herbacious 
plants lose their ,'erial parts periodically. In the cooler regions 
of Europe, where the ground is frozen in winter, herbacious 
tropophytes adopt the xerophytic contrivance of remaining 
dormant as underground bulbs and rhizomes during this period, 
and they sprout up again in spring.with an abundant foliage. 
As Schimper says (. periodic foliation and defoliation is indeed 
particularly eharacteristic of tropophytic districts, for the 
defoliation is very complete and foliation very luxuriant. " 

Halophytes-These are plants that thrive best in saline 
soils. They are not capable of struggling successfully with 
other plants in non-saline regions; but in their own soil they 
would soon crowd much too luxuthintly to allow non-halophytes 
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to ha\-c a footing_ ;\Io~t of our ed iblc \-egctablcs are halo
phytes; for in"tance, cablng~s, turnips, radishes and other 
cruciferous plants. it is common kno\dedge that these plants 
requirc careful cultivation, ane! that they flourish most in soils 
comparatively rich iJ~ saline or alkaline salts. Experiments 
on plant-nutrition ha\'e shown that concentrated saline so,lutions 
impede the osmotic absorption of water through th~ root
hairs, and hence halophytes are provided \\-ith contriv.ances 
for lcssening transpiration. Thus halophytic chaJacters agrce 
with some of thQ~e tInt are found in xeroph_,:tcs. Of these 
the fonowing are the most comlllon. Reduction of the 
transpiring surface by diminishing the superficial extension 
of leaves and rendering them succulent and fleshy; thick outer 

• walls of the epidermal cells; sunken stomata; abundance of 
mucilage as cell-contents; water-storing cells; in sonl(~ cases 
abundant production of hairs; reduction of intercellular 
spaces; and reduction in the cornparatil-e amount of 
chlorophyll. 

Yurther examples 0\ Indian halophytes are in :-·Cr>cos 
ullci/era (cocoanut), the natural habitat of which is in the saline 
soil of the sea-shore of Madras and Ceylon; j'erlllillalia 
Catappa (the country almond); Erythrillil indica (Palita
manc\ar), growing wild in the salty sundriball5: Bela 7,ulgaris 
(or hengha lensis) , the common cultivated Beet (palung shak) ; 
BflSe!la the common suceulent herb, and other Chenopods; 
som~ Plumbaginacece; Calophyllum Inophyllul1l (Sultana 
Cham;n) of the Orissa Coast and many others. 

Thoagh they have their native seat in saline soils, halophytes 
can thriv~ well on, ordinary non-saiine soils. Indeed most 
plants that are themselves halophytic, or trace their descent 
from halophytes, are c~ltivated in ou~ gardens; but in a wild 
state, when there is a competition between halophytes and 
non-ltalophytes on a common non-saline soil, the former 
are driven out of the field. By long and careful cultivation, 
ho\\'e\'er, l1\.a11Y halophytic plants are gradually losing some 
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of their peculiarities - th ir \;ucculence, for instance-and 
reverting to the type of !Ie ordinary landplant. 

Hygrophytes.-The st~~ctural modilications of aquatic 
plants bear a close resembla~ce to t~ose mesophytes which 

,...-ordinarily thrive in shady, mois.t places. These water-lm'ing 
\ 

mesophytes, termed Hygrophyles, forin a link betlyeen the 
typical land plants and the tYl~cal Iyater-plants, The stru,c
tural peculiarit~es which they exhibit are no doubt due to the 
watery environment; and the very pronounced way in which 
these peculiarities are developed in\ water-plants makes the 
conc;lusion irresistable that water is a determinating faclql' 
of plant-structures. In typical hyg;'ophyte~-such as 
. .Banana, Ferns, small Palms, many Aroids, Balsams (Dopaty), 
tanna and many other shade-loving plants-the roots are 
poorly developed, the stems are elongated, and the leaves are 
large, thin and plentifully supplied \I'ith stcnpata. In short, 
the adaptation is such that the greatest fad{ity is given for 
foss of water by transpiration, The danger to'-xhich hygro
phytes are exposed arise from a stagnation of the tt:anspira
tion current; for if the large amount of water which i~ taken 
up by these plants be not given a ready outlet, obsession will 
follow, ancl circulation of food matters II'ithin the body of the' 
plart will stop. This is obviated by thl;! development of very 
large and thin leaves, And where such plants periodically 
receive hea\'? showers. an additional contrivance in the shape 
of a long drawn' out leaf apex to :effect a speedy drain of the 
rain-water, or of a silky coating on the surface which (as in 
the colocasia) makes the water run into drops without 
wetting the epidermal tissue, is most commonly adopted. In 
yery damp situations, such as ditches, banks of ponds etc, 
there is still another adaptation for expediting loss of water. 
Drops of water faIling like dew-drops from the leaf-apices of 
many Aroids (such as colocasia), Grasses, Bamboos etc are 
.common phenomena. The epidermal pores or passa'ges 
',vhich thus' press out water ar~, called E(ydalhodes It is 
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also said that the variegated coloured spots found so com
monly on the leaf surfaces of many garden Aroids are some 
how connected with this exit of water. 

Typical hygrophytes, such as Lycopods, Banana, Canna 
and Aroids are characterised by being provided with ample 
intercellular spaces. Large air-passages or laculltl! al'e found 
I'Io where except in water-loving and aquatic plants. The air 
chambers of Equisetums, Grasses, Selaginellas and Marsilia 
have already been mentioned. Equally characteristics are a 
diminution of legnified elements, a degeneration of the stele, 
and a general predominance of soft walled parenchymatous 
cells. Thorns and spines are almost rilTe, and when hairs or 
\\~ax-coatings occur their function is merely to render the 
plant surface unwettable. A still another characteristic is the 
presence of chlorophyll in the epidermal tissues. Hygrophy
tic vegetation corresponds to a plentiful supply of water and 
the main direction towards which it works is to maintain a 
vigorous transpiration not only through the stomata but some 
time also through the outer epidermal walls. 
\ Hydrophytes:-In contrast to the hygrophytes or water 

loving plants, we have the water-living or aquatic plants: As 
• has been said already, characters pecular to the former are 
shared also by th'e latter, though in a more pronounced degree. 
As examples of ' common aquatic plants we have ehara, Hydri
lla, Vallisneria, Elodea, J ussieua repens, Potamogeton, 
Trapa natans, Nymphleas, Sagittarias, Nelumbiums, Lemna 
a few Ranunculus, and a few Pteridophytes and Mosses . 

. The almost invariable action of water upon plants is to 
bring '1bout a ' degeneracy' in the development of the mecha'ni
cal tissues and a corresponding extention of the plant surface 
and inter~ell ular spaces. The structures of all water plants. 
correspond as regards the following points :-

1. The roots appear from every part of the submerged 
stem-from nodes as well as from internodes-as long, 
fibrous adventitious structun!:s: 
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2. The stem is like that of hygrol,hytes sometimes very 
lo~g, sometimes only a trailing rhizome or an elongated tuber. 

3. The petioles are invariably enormously elongated, and 
leaves when they are submerged are finely dissected, and when 
floating are large, broad, rather roundish and thin. 

4. The epidermis is not provi\ied with stomata or cuticle 
the cells are regular and in clos~ contact arid contain chloro
phyll grains with regard specially ~o the submerged parts. In 
arial parts or on the surface of floating leaves stomata and 
cuticle are developed as usual. 

s. The cortex is not differentiated into layers such as 
collenchyma and sclerenchyma but consists simply of loose 
parenchymatous cells with abundant intercellular spaceis. 
targe air passages ansmg schizogenously occupy the 
grater part of the cortex and a similar air passage, though 
larger anQ arising lysigenouslr. occurs in the medulla. In 
some marsh plants, as also in the common lily, the cortical 
cells are arranged in the form of a stellate tissue or the cells 
themselves may be stellate. 

6. The fibrovascular bundles are reduced or at least are 
not centrifugaly developed in Dicots as is the rule. The 
bundles developed in a rudimentary state are disposed towards 
the axis; and neither is the lignification of a high order. 

So great is the degeneracy of the lignified tissues that' in 
many aquatic stems and roots bundles are not at all formed. 
Such is the case, for instance, with the roots of Lenma (Pana) ; 
in the centre there is the air-cavity surrounded by a zone of soft 
cells and further outwards by other cortical cavities. Silnilarly 
the submerged stem of water chestunt (l'rapa) is very soft, 
and is kept afloat by the big air-chambers of the cortex and 
the bladdery petioles. Similar too is the case with the spongy 
roots of Jussieua. In some aquatic Commelynacere the whole 
plant structure is entirely devoid of lignified elements. As 
with lignification so with cutinisation, water appears to retard 
the latter process indefinitely. H~~ce there is no such thing 
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as cork or periclerm or cuticle in submerged plants. And the 
endoclermis, far from being cutillised in the radial walls, simply 
fold up the latter in a peculia~ way which gives the character
istic appearance of dark dots in trans\'erse sections. Forma'
tion of vessels is as a rule greatly diminished; indeed in most 
aquatic roots where 'the bundles are developed, punctated 
thick-,valled woody cells are all that represent the complex 
xylem of the normal stem. 

The leaves of aquatic plants are of two kinds: those that 
are submerged are universally thin and ribbon like, and tbose 
that are floating are round or orbicular and peltate. Chloro
phyll grains are almost always found not only in the mesophyll 
cells but in those of the epidermis as well. Water plants 
which produce aerial leaves-neither submerged nor floating
have generally hastate or sagittate leaves; they are typically 
hygrophylous. :.uorem'er as in aquatic stem so in leaves 
intercellular spaces predominate, vessels degenerate, cutinisa
tion and lignification are reduced, and turgidity of the abundant 
parenchymatous cells is the main mechanical cause by which 
the necessary rigidity is secured. 

Climbing Plan ts.-In the interior of tropical forysts, 
.particularly in tropical America, the vegetation is almost 
exclu,sively composed of climbers. Forest climbing plants 
are distinguished by the collective term Lianes. They may be 
root-climbers, leaf-climbers, hook-climbers, tend ii-climbers 
and twiners. The climbing or attaching orgaris of these p.lants, 
specially the stems of twiners, show some very peculiar 
structural characters. The internodes are generally very 'long, 
and in many cases the young axis does not unfold its leafy 
buds until the elongating cane-like stem passes through the 
intervals of branches of neighbouring trees. Later on the 
leaves expand and arch downwords, thus anchoring the 
parent on the supportiilg boughs. Othel' climbers, as the 
Bramble, are equipped with' spines and bristles which point 
upwards and remain adpr~;~ed to the surface of the stem so 
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" 
long a, i't is young; whe n however a support, has been gained' 
the spin,0us structures recurve downwards and thus fasten the 
stem on '0 the support. \ On the othel: hand, twiners develop 
their sten;s in the most peculiar manner; as a result of twining 
torsions inevitably follow, antI many big lial(es ha\'e their 
sten}s twisted like cables or furrowed· into large canals and 
ridge~. In the Pareshnath hills Hip/age llladizobio/a grows 
most\ iuxuriantly with its t\\'isted rope~like stems. In Chitagorig 
several species of the climbing Ballliillia are found to form 
flat ribbon like arching stems., In the climbing Begonias the 
w'ood 6ccurs in the form of four wedges arranged cross-wis~, 
and similarly in many pther \\'09cly Dlcot climhers the wood 
antI bast form alternating concentric zones. 

The almost universal histological peculiarity of the more 
pronounced native £i£lnes lies in the xylem which is composed 
of numerous vessels of wide calibre anel in the corresponding 
wiele sieve tubes. Cortical processes projecting out in the form 
of wedges or ridges of cork and bark are also a special feature; 
:;\Iedullary rays are abundantIy forined in the form of wide 
wedges driven between wedges of wood, as in the :\Ienisperms. 
The pericycle is often develoveeI' as a wide zone and mechani
cal tissues in the form of sclerenchyma pads are usually. 
developed outside the bundles. (See Tinospora p. 343.) 
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PRACTICAL MICROSCOPY. 

The fol/owing notes aI'e intendeq t.o li.e[P §iu.rients in lbeir practical 
histological wor~s necessary for a thorough study of Part II of this book. 

I . 

I. List of apparatus etc. ('for each student) in common use.in 
Botallical labor~tories for histologic.al work :-

I. A Compound Microscope provided with 
(a) High and low power Eye-pieces. 

(b) High and low power Obje~ti7Jes. 
(c) Draw tube in the microscop,e-body. 
(d) Fine and rough-adjustment' Screw~. 

(e) Nose-piece to carry two 0" th'\~e objectives. 
[For a description of the compou'nd microscope, consult some 

standard work on Practical Botany, e.g. Strasburger and Hillhouse's 
Pro Botany.] 

2. A Simple lens. 
3. A Dissecting case containing the foIlOl.ving.-

(a) A Razor- Very slightly hollow g,ound, or better plane on 
one face and slightly hollow on the other. 

(b) A Scalpel with a long and narrow blade. 
(c) A pair of fine-pointeti .Forceps. 

(d) A pair of fine-pointed Scissors. 
(e) A pair of camel-hair Brushes. 
(f) A pair of mounted Needles. 
(g) Severol (a dozen, say,) Glass slides-3 in.X 1 in. 
(h) Severa! Cover-glasses (circular-It in. diam.) 

4. A few (flat-bottomed preferably) Watch· glasses. 
5. A Wash-Bottle containing water. 
6. A small Spirit-Lamp. 

7. A few Procelain Staining and Washing Dishes. 
8. A large Glass Crystallising Dish or Basin with cover. 
9. Blotting-papers, cut into pieces 4in. X lin. and pocked in dozens. 

10. Velvet-Corks, or, Elder-pith for section cutting. 
2. List of Reagents and chemicals:-The following selected list 

answers nearly a\l practical purposes :-
I. Dilute Glycerine (equal parts glycerine and water) 
2. Methylated Spirit. .. 
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3. 50 % alcohol-and absolute alcohol. 
4· Potash solution in water (5 %1 
5. Iodine _solution in water. 
6. Chlor-zinc-iodine. 
7. Aniline chloride solution (~cidified slightly). 
S. Eau de Javelle. 
9. Sulphuric acid. 

1.0. \Vat,ery or alco)lOlic solutions of the following stains:-
Safranin. 
Eosin. 

Aniline blue. 
)1icroscopical study of plant structures involves the knowleqge of :
I. The microscope-its parts and use. 
2. Hardening soft structures and softenlIlg hard structures. 
3. Section-Cutting. 
4. Clearipg, 

5. Staining. 
6. Mounting, 
7. Closing, and 
8. Reagents-their use and reactions. 

Fixation, Preservation and Hardening.-~Iany plant
strLctu,es are too soft for sectioning; the.y can be hardened by being 
left in absolute alcohol or methylated spirit for a couple of days. Left 
too long in alcohol specimens may become brittle, but this defect may 
be clHp.d by leaving them in water for :1. day or half. Very soft cellular 
plants however become deformed in alcohol, or at least, the proto
pl~smic contents become coagulated in clots. In order to see their 
structures minutely in detail, the protopl~sm and the cells must be 
fixed. The best fixing agent is a mixture of 5 % solution of chroll)ic 
acid and a I % solution of acetic acid in equal parts. Both these 
reagents may be also used separately. They are invaluable in fixing 
the cells of Alga!, Fungi etc. Specimens of org,ns sllch a.s stems, 
leaves e~c, collected at different times and from different parts. of the 
coun:ry are usually preserved in methylated spirit. 

Section Cutting.-Of cylindrical organs, such as fitems :1.nd roots, 
sections m:1.y be cut in three directions.- / 

::.17 Transverse section" passing at right angles to the organic 
axis. 

2. Radial Longitudinal section~. passing longitudinally through 
the organic axi,. ' .. 
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3. Tangential Longitudinal sections, passing longitudinAlly' 
through the org"n but not through the axisf' , 

In cutting sections "Iways avoici Ca) to cut obliqutly~ '~) to force the 
razor through the ti<sues, and (c) to work on rongli e~g s or surfaces. 
The surface of the milterial should be clean" and moiste cd either with 
water or alcohol The razor ,hould be allowed merel ,to ~Iide on its 
sharp edgE'. No force or bilt little pre>Silre sh~uld be· ap lied; and the 

razOr should always be kept moist with -water or alcohol. '\ . 
Ordinaril~ all sterns and root, m,IY be held between tbe fingers of, 

the left hand, and the razor worked witL the right. To o't" In a series 
of ;ection<, spe)'ially [rom Jl1aterials that are too sJl1all to l.he held by 
the hand, microtome, are used; and small seeds, leaves etc'~ are imbed-

I, • 

ded in blocks of pilraffin. (For embedding and use of Jl1ic~otoJl1C the· 
student is referred to Strasburger and Hillhouse's Practicai Bo\any!. 

Clearing --The cut/sections are u<uillly floated on water or alcohol 
in watch glasses. But before they can be mounted they bfte~require 
, clearing '. Clearing renders tissues more tran';parent, aHd bv "\lissolv

ing the cell contents m,ke< the ceil walls prominent. The cQmJl10n 
clearing agents are Potash (dillite watery solution), Chloral hydraf!,. and 
Eau de jilvelle. The clearing process is this': keep sections in the 
clearing agent in a watch glass for some 5- 10 minutes, remove them '.next 
to water in another watch glass, stir well ilnd then proceed with the 

next process. '~ 

Staining.-It is alway; an advantage to stain sections. Stainin. 
renders some of the tissues more apparent i.e. differentiates th , 
tissues, It depends upon the property certain tissues and parts of cells 
bave of taking or absorping a relatively larger amount of the stain, and 

consequently of becoming more deeply coloured. Staining may be done 
in watch glasses in this way: After dearing the sections by the 
above process remove them to the staining fluid ccntained in a watch' 
glass, keep in this liquid for a few minhtes then remove sections 
to other watcb glasses ~nd w.lsh in alcohol or water. W)1ere ,the 

staining agent is an alcoholic sullition, wilshing must be in alcohol; 
where it is an aqueoll~ solution, the washing should be in water The 

time reqUIred for the proper degree of staining vari'es in pifferent 
cases. Thus Safranin requires some 15 to 20 minutes, Eosin -,some 
5 minutes, Aniline blue requires but 1-2 minutes. "As a r~e.r,t~e 
best staining is obtained by dilute solutions ~nd long,jreatment" 

(Strasburger). 

Mounting.-The mounting med,;"" "re Glycerine, Glycerine. Ijelly, 
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or Canada balsam in xylol. The object of using these ,mounting agent! 
is that the preparation can be kept under observation and control per· 
manently. whereas if mounted in water or alcohol simply, the Iiquic 
will evaporate, and the observation would be defective. Preparations 
stained or ,,,ashed in water may bf' mounted at once in glycerine; they 
cannot be mounted in any other medium. Canada balsam or Glycerine 
jelly has the advantage 'over glycerine as it makes "perm,,-nent" 
preparations. To mount in the jelly, proceed as follows. Take a sm,,-II 
slice of tbe jelly on the centre of the glass slide and" warm gently. Soon 
the jelly melts to a clear liquid. The alcohol- or water-washed sections 
are then transferred to dilute glycerine, kept in it for a short time, and 

• mounted in the liquid jelly on the slide. The cover glass, cleaned 
tho;oughly with alcohol, is then carefully lowered, in such a way that 
no air bubbles are included. On coolling the "jelly sets hard and the 
preparAtion is " permanent ", More usually stained "section are mounted 
in C~n.da balsam, but the process of mounting is more complicllted 

• than above. Here is the direction given by Strasburger. "Watery 
preparations must be first dedydrated in alcohol; glycerine preparations 
first s""ked for sometime. In wat~r, ana then in alcohol; and either of 
them afterwards cleared with oil of cloves," or xylol, and finally 
mounted in a drop of the Balsam solution in the centre of the slide and 
covered with cover' glass. 

Closing,-Slides, specially those that are to be permanent, should 
be "sealed up I, or "closed 'I by some reagents which set hard when 

, e~posed, Even preparations mounted in glycerine may be rendered 
permar.ent by. properly sealing the cover glass. This is do'ne by 
applying, by means of a fine lJrush, layers or coatings of Gold size over 
the junction of cover glass and slide. This substance dries up very 
rapidly. Closing may also be done by Canada ua[sam, uut it takes 
time to set hard, specially when thi n. 

Use of Reagents,-
I 

I. Acetio aoid.-A dilute aqueous solutiorV( 1 r. to 2 r.) dis-
solves crystals of calcium c;,rbonate ("See Cystoliths). It is also used 
as a fixing agent. 

2, Alooho1.-It (I) dehydrates preparation of specimens intended 
to be made permanent in Canada balsam; (2~ hardens plant-tissues, 
(3) dissolves chlorophyll and other pigments, wax, etheral oit's etc., 

3. Aniline blue -It is a good stain for cellulose walls which 
become bluish when the lignified ·walls are previously ~tained "with 
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~. Canada Balsam.-It is used .as ~ m~u"(ing ~edium or as a 
&eahng :>gent. For these purposeS It IS dlsso~,'ed In xylol to the 
consistency of thick syrup. _\ 

5.' Callus Reagent.-It is used to bring out,-the callus of Sieve

plates; prepared by mixing equal parts of cH\or-zinc-iodine and 
potassium iodide solution of iodine. \. 

6. Chloral Hydrate.-lt is used as a very good clearing agl!nt. 
Leaves, sectio'ns of- ste.lns and roots become transparent with its use. 

7. Chlor-zinc-iodine.-1t may be used as a mounting medium lor 
temporary preparations. It differentiates tissues very ciellrly; cellulose 
walls being stained violet or blue, lignified walls )ellow or brown and 
the cuticle and co~ky cells deep yellow. It also turns starch grains deep 
blue and the protoplasm light yellow or brownish. 

8. Chromic acid. It is a good fixing agent when used as 1 r. to 
2 r. w:>tery solution, 

9. Eau de Javelle.-It causes swelling, disorganisatiilr, and 
ultimate dissolution of proteid cell contents; hence it is used as a 
clearing agent, specially for growing points. \ 

10. Eosiu.-In dilute aqueous or alcoholic solutions it is a good 
protoplasmic stain-(red). It affects lignified and cutinised cells but not 
permanently, though cellulose walls retain the stain. 

ll. Iodine.-It is on~ of the most important microehemical 
re-agents It stains starch grains blue, protoplasm deep yellow, cellulose 
walls light yellow, lignified or corky walls brownish yellow and resinous 
matters variously. With Sulphuric acid it turns cellulose deep blue. 

12. Potash.-Dilute solution of caustic potash is used as a 
clearing agent. Its clearing action is due to the swelling of organised 
structures when treated with it. Hence it is also used to show the 
stratification of starch grains and cell-walls In conjunction with iodine. 
It can dissolve protoplasmic matters. and when concentrated is used as 
1\ test for suberin. 

13. Safraniil.-It is one of the good differentiating stains which 
bring uut the different tissues in stem" roots etc. Thus strongly lignified 
walls become deep brownish-red, slightly lignified walls red, walls of 
sieve- tubes rose red, and the other parts-the cellular parenchyma-are 
not much stained. 

14. Sulphuric Acid.-It causes swelling in and finally dissolves 
starch and cellulose walls. It has no action on suberised or cutinised 
walls. It is used with iodine for the cellulose-blue reaction. 

IS. Xylol.-It is used as II cI~aring agent when stained and 
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dehydr~ted ~ections nre mounted in can~da b~ls"m, immediately before 
the mounting F.or permanent mqunting in Canada balsam ,<,('(iens are 
passed successively thro:Igh (a) alcohol dilute, (b) staining fluid; (c) 

water, (d) alcohol of gradually, increasing strengths, (e) absolute alcohol. 
«() xylol, (g) can~da balsam. 

APPENDIX II. 

CJ1l!11l011 Indian plants ilillstmlive af the important Natural.orders or 

Fam£iies. 

AC'1nthaJare.-Thunberg-ia grandifloria (Nil-Iota): Ilygrophylla 
spinosa (Kulia-khara) ; Jllsticia paniculata (or Alldrographus pa1liculata 
Ka1.negh or !VI ,hatita): Berlerh ciliata Oati); Justicia Adhatoda (or 
Adhatoda 1'asica - Bakas, Adhasa). 

Amaryllidacere.-Crinum <1siaticum (Sukh·darshan); Agave ame

ricana (the century plant). 
Anonacere.-'--Anona squamosa (Ata); A.-reticul<1ta (Non"); 

U"ari" longifolia (Polyalthia longifolia-De\'daroo); Artabotrys Odora-
t,ssimus (Kantali champa). -

Apocynacere.-Carissa C"randas (Karamcha, Karanda); Plumeria 
acutifolia (Ka['champil)' Vinka rose'a (Gool-firingi); Tabern;emontana 
coronaria (Tagur); Nerium Odorum (K'Irabi, Kant-.r: ; Echites frutescens 
(Ichitocarpus fYtltescens- Dudh-Iola, Syam-lola, Doodhia). 

Aroidre.-I'istia stratiotes(Takilpana, Jal khumbi); Arum campanu
'Iatum (01 or Oal): A.-indicum or'macu!atum (Alocosia indica- 'Man
kundn, Mankutchoo), Pathos (Scindapsus) officinalis (Gajpippul). 

Asclepiadacere.- [Jemide"mus indi<;us (Anant·mul) ; Calotropis 
gig.ntea Akanda, '>ladar) ;' 'Sarcostemmil brevistigma A_sclepias acida

Som-Iatal; Pergularia odoratissima, 01 minor (KunJa-lata); H .... ya 
C~ rf'fosa. 

Begoniacere.-Uegonia lacinata (Hoirjoo). 
: Bigqoniacere.-Bignonia sUilveolens I Stereospermum slla1'eolells

Paml). 
Eoraginacere.-Heliotropium indicum (Hatisoor); Borago indica 

I .... 'h ...... j._"" l ... "l~ ... h,,\ ••• 
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Bromeli,acere. - A nan""" sati va (Pi nt-'{' pp!e). 

Cactacere -Cactus indict" (OPlllttitl\/f·lI.e71ii-Nagphani' Ph~ni 
Mansa). \ 

Capparidacere.-Gynandropsis penta hyllya (:,ada lIurhur:a'; 
Cleome viscos" (Hurhuria-yelJow). ~. - -._ ~ • 

Caryopbylacere .,-Dianthus Chinesi, (h,e Pink). - (;, 

Chenop~diacere.-Chenopodillm albl~' (Bethu-shak); Beta 
vulgaris (or Benghalensis-Palam, Palung (.r Palak shak); BasolJa 
ru.bra (Poin-shak) 

O::>mbretacere - I'er'minalia C"tappa (Dest,i Badam); T. belerica 
(Bahera); T. "hebula (H.lrital,y, H'lrara); 

Compositre.-Vernonia cinerera (Kukshilll\ Samtula cinerera); 
T~getes paoula (Gendrtl; Zinnia elegans; Enhydr,,'f1uctuans (Hingcha); 
lIelianthus 'l[1nuus (Surajll,ukhi); ChrysE'nlliemum; Carthamus tincto
rius (Kushum,-lhe safflower). 

Conifers.-Pinus Devdara (the common Pine). 
ponvolvulacere -Cuscula (Algosi-Iata); Con.volvulus (/pollltl'a) 

paniculata-(Hhnmiknmra): C (or ;IPOlllT.1) Biltatas (Sakarkand alu); 

C. (or J i repens (reptlllls) (K"hni-sh3k). 
Crassulacere.-Bryophyllun1 calycinun1 (P"th"rku('hi) ; Cotyledon 

(Ka/anchG!) lacinata (H imsagar) 

Cruciferere.-R"phallus ,ntivus (Radish): Bra~'ica ole.racea 
(C~bbage); ~.inapis dichotoma (flrassica jUlicra --l\! list. rd . 

,Cucurbitacere - Trichosanthes dioica (Patal or lwal); T. 
palmala (.'>hk.I); La"(en.ria vulg:Hi. (Lall, Kod,:o); tu, pentan" 
dra (Dhundul, Jhingley) Curu.mis salivus (Sasa, Khiral; C. Mdo 
(Kharbujl; Citrullus vulgaris (Tarbuj) ; Cucurbita Pepo (Kumra: Kan
hara, 

Cyperacere.-Cyperus rotundus (:\Iooth<l); Scirpus Kysoor 

(Keys0l'r). 
Dilleniacere.-Dilleni~ indica (speciosa,-Chalta). 
Dioscoreacere.--Dioscorea "bta (KI:;l'n-alu); D. fascieulata 

(Shushni-alu .. 
DipterocarpeaJ.-Diplerocarpus alalu' (illcalllls-G~rjan); Shorea 

robusta (Sal). 
E upborbiacere.-Euphorbi;" Antiquorum (Mans; ·tebta, Trishir_ 

m,nsha): Manihot gla?-io\'ii (Rubber); ]iltropha (Lal Bheranda); 
Croton Tiglium O"ypal); Ricinus communis (Bheranda). 

Graminere.-Oryza Sativa (Rice); Triticum Vulgare (Wheat); 
Zea may:s (:\1aize) ; Avena sativa (Oal~),: ~ndropogon m!lrica~u~)(Khus-
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khus); ::-accharum officinaram (Sugarcane); Bambusa (Bamboo) i 
Calamus (Cane). 

Labiatere.-Ocymum sanctum (Tulsi). Mentha Sativa (Podina). 
Lentibulariaceae -Utricularia stel,laris (Jh/lOjhi) 
Liliacere.-Asp~ragus racemosus (Satamuli); :Smilax (Topchini); 

Dracrena (Khunkhadpi Lidar) ; Gloriosa superba (Vlat-chandal) ; Allium 
cepa (Onion); A. sati vum (Garlic). 

'Linaceae -Linum 'Usitatissimum (Tisi). 
Loranthaceae.-Loranthus bicolor (Manda, Banda). 
Lythraceae.-Lagerstrcemia regina (Jarool); Lawsonia inermis 

(alba-Mendi, Henna); Punica Granatum (Dalilll) ; 
'Magnoliaceae.-Magnolia Pterocarpa (Leriodendrolt graltdiflo

rttm,.,-Duli-champa); Michelia Champaka (Swarna Cl>ampa). 
Malpighiaceae.-Hiptage Madhoblota (Basanti, !'vlahadheolata 

Madhabilata). 
Malvaceae.-Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis (Java); H. esculentus 

(Dhanros, Bhindi); H. mutabilis (Sthalpadma); Gossypium herba
ceum (Kapas, the Cotton); Bombax heptaphyllum (or malabarictt11t,
Simul, the cotcon tree). 

Meliaceae -Melia Azederachta (Nim), Swietenia Mahogoni 
(Mahagny, mahogany tree); Cedrela Toona (Tun. 

Menispermaceae.-Tinispora Cordifolia (Gulancha). 
Moringaceae.-Moringa pterygosperma (Salina). 

. Myrtaceae.-Melaleuca Leucadendron (Cnjaputy); Psidium Guyava 
(Guava); Eugeni'l J .mb"s (Golab-jam); E. Jambolana (Kalajam, 
Jamun) ; E.' alba (jamroul): E.'Caryophyllata (the clove tree, Lavanga) 

Nyctaginaceae.-Mirabilis Jalapa (Krishna-kali); Bcerhaavia 
procumbens (Pullarnava, shotughnee), 

Nym.?h::e.j,Jea9.-~e1llmbium speciosum (Padma): Nymphrea 
Lotus (Shalook, k~ee). 

Oleaceae.-Jasminum pubescens (Kunda); J. zambac (Bel); 
Nyctanthes Arbor-tristis (Sephalika, Seoli, Singahar). 

Onagl'acaae -Jussieua repens (Kasardam).. Trapa bispinosa 
(Paniphal, Singhara). 

Orchidaceae.-Vanda Roxburghii (Rasna). / 
Palmacea.e.-Borassus fhbe1liformis (Tal) : Caryota Urens' 

(Sago palm); Cocos nucifera (cocoanut); Phcenix dactilyfera (sylves
tris-Khajoor); ArecR catechu (Supflri); Calamus (Beth). 

Pandanaceae.-Pandanus odoratis5imus (jascicttlaris-Kea, Keta
ky, Keora.) 
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Pl1ssifioraaaaa -Carica papaya (Papaw); Passiflora (]~umkalata) 
Piparacaae.-Piper Betle (Pan) ; P. nigrum (Gol-mul1ch); P. 

longum (Plpul). 
PLumbaginacae.-Plumoago zeylanica (Chitr'a}r 
POLygonaceae.-Polygonllm (Pani-murich). 
Pontederaaeae.-Pontederia vaginafis (Neefotpala). 
Portulacaaeae.-'-Portulaca meridian1!- (L.>oniya or Nooniia sh<jk). 

I Ranunculace,ae.-Nigella sativa (KaIHjira); Naravelia zVlenica 
(chagulbaty). 

Rhaznnacaae. "'--Z,zyphus Ju)uba \ Kool, Baer}. 
R03aCEl3.3. -Ron celltifoli« (GJla,'l): Eriobotrya Japonica C¥espi-

,Ius 'lap onica, the Loquat). \ ~ 

Rllbiace3.9 -Ruh,i-t In llljis~h I \ Cordifolia, Munjeet), tXora 
Coccinea (Bandhuka, Rangan.'; Ixora Pavetta (Pavetta ifldica "l{u
kurchura); Old~nlalldia: ala tal (Ptedearia.ftefida, Gandha- bandh~Jj); 
O. biflora (Corymbosa Khet-papra); Gardenia florida (Gundharaj) ~ 

Santalaceae -Santalum Album (Chandan). '\ 
Sapin:iac9ae.-Nephelium Litchi (Litchi, Litchu): N. Scytalia 

(Longan Ash-paul). 

Scitamineae.-Globba bulbifera (Coonda pushpa); Kaempferia 
Galanga (chandramulika); K. rotnnda (Bhoi champa); Hedychium 
coro~arium(Dulal champa); Curcuma longa (Huldi); Zinziber officin: 
alis (Zinger); Canna indica (Sarbajaya); Musa sapientum (Kola the 
Banana). 

Scrophulariaceae.-Gr Itiola serrata (Bhumi-nim). 
;"Starouliaceaa.-Pterospermum acerifolia ( Kanakchampa) ; 

Abroma augusta (Ulatkamble) 
Tiliaceae. -Grewi" "siatica (Phalsa); Corchoru$ olitorius (Pat) 
Umbellifel."eae.-Hydror:otyle asiatica (Thulkuri, Brahmamun

daki): Ligusticllm Aj,,,..n (carum cophiCltm-Ajow~n); Anethum Pan
mouri (Fomicululn vulgare-Panmouri) ; Dllucus Carota (Gajur) 

Urtioaoeae -Cannabis sativa (Ganja, Bhang); Urtica interrupta 
(Fleurya }nterrupta ... Lal bichuti) Artocarpus integrifola (Kantal): Ficus 
religiosa (Piple, Aswatha); F. Indica (be_ltgalensis, Banyan); F. 
glomerata (Gular, Dumur.) 

Varbenaoeae.-Tcctona grandis (Teak, sagun) Clerodendroo 
jllfortunata, (Volkamera infortunat6. ... Bhant, Ghelltu) 
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Aqroma aUflllsta, 147 Amal:yllidaceae, 150 A rtocarp liS 'integri-
A4rusprecatorius,.104 Amidcs, 267 • folia 61, 21~ 
AJacia; 96 150 Amoeba, 245 Arum CalJlpanll~atum, 
Acantlzacmq, (1)5.14(5, Amplexicaul. SY +0 ~ • 

147.158181,260 Amphitropous, 168 Arum maculatu~l, 39. 
AcaulesO"lt 32 Amylodextrin; 262 Asafoetida, lOS , 
Acetabulana. 260 Amyloid 262 Ascomycete., 273 \ 
Accrescent 132 A,zacardi".eae.164 I. Asclepiadaceae. 96 184 
Acicular leaves, 67 Analltls Pine·apple 26 Ascospores, 27+ ~. , 
Acilene, 204 AlliltOIllY, 227 Asclepiads. 154 3ag 
Aconite, 22, lOS, 130: Allatrdpolls ovule, I6S Asclepias. 137,218 \ 

134 A lldroecilllll, 117. I.J.+ Asexual reproductio,n, 
Acorlls,I05 Alldropogon. lOS. 146 172 
Acropet,,1 103 Anemophilous 182 Asparilgill,266 267 
Actinomorphic, 122 A Jleth U III pa1l11101lri,25 Asparagus race1llosa.\ 
Aculllillat~. 70 Angiosperllls, I I, 14, 23, 46 129 
Acute, 70 AnglllClrdiver gence, 90 Asplenium, 175356 
Acyclic 120 AJ1onaceae, 159 Assimililtion, 292 
Adnate, 151, 62 Annual rinl!s. 330 Asymmetrical flower, 
Advelltiti(\u'i 31, bllds, AnnlF.ls, 25 122 

48; r')OIS, 24 Annlllar ves,els, 323 Atropous 197 
./E.gle Mannelos, +5,67 An! helil, 110 Auriculate. 68 
fErial roots, 26 Anther, 117, 149 Autogamous, 180 
-Structure of, 353 Anthocarpous fruit,21G Axile placentation, 16~ 
fEstivatiolr, 139 Anthocephalous 106 Axillary, 61 
Agave, 34 Anthocyanin 226 Bacca, 208 
Agarics. 276 Anthotaxy. 99 Bacteria, 238 
Aggregate fruits, 209 Apical cell, 277 Bambllsa, 354 
Albumen, 218 ,Apocarpolls, 155 Banana, Musa, S7 
AlburllUll1. 330 Apocynaceae.ls8 Banyan, FiclIs, 24, 
A Idr07'anda 83 AFPosition, 249 107. 301 ' 
Aleurone grains, 264 Aquatic roolli. 28 Bark, 309 
AlgtE.6 AqueOLls tisslIe, 301 Basella 129, 15+ 
Alkaloids 267,192,149 Archegonia, 176 Basal pl;,centation, 163 
Allium cepa. 34 Archesptlrium,I53 Bast 321 
Allochlorophyll. 242 Ar[!emone 111 exicall a, Beet, 25 
AJlOi!aI1l0ll~, 180 69,27. Bau/Zinia, 70, 147 
Almond, 204,218 Arillus or aril, 166,217 Begonia.77,147.300.325 
AIm. 129 222 Kerry, 208 
Alpillia, 124 Aristolochia Indica, Bta vulgaris or bene-

. Alternate, 90 36, 147 ghalensis 35 
Amaralltaceae, 129 Aroideae; IGlS' Bicollateralbundles,32o 
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Biennials, 25 Calcium carbonate.260 Cauline structures, 59 
Bifurcation, 50 Calcium oxalate, 259 Cmlis, 20 
Bilabiate, 137, '34 Callicarpa [Ilcana, 309 Cedre!a toona. 72 
Bignonia.77, 158 Callus, Celosia 129 
Binate, 76 Calophyllum Inophy Cell. the, 5,232 
Bipinnate. 76 llum. 369 Cell division, 274 
Bisexual, 143 Calotr"ois gigantea. CelLfonnation, 270 
Bladderwort, Utri- 107. 149, 154 303 Cell-sap, 266 

cularia. 80 Calyptr<lte, 133. Cell-wall, 5. 248.258 
BfYdlmeria inter- Calyx. [16. 131 Cellular plants, 9 
. rupta, 110, 303 Cambium. 283 286 Cell-contents, 259 

Boerhavia procum. Campanlliaceae, 137. Centrifugal, 10-1-
bens. 22. q6 179 187 Centripetal, 104 

. Bombax hejJtaphylla, Campanulate, 136 Cent'-<ll cylinder, 280 
59. 76. Camphor, 152 Ceneals, 262 

Boraginacea:, 161, 179 C<lmpylotropous. 168 Chalaza 166 
Borago zndica 1 I 1 Cane-sugar. 267 Chara 260 
Borassus }labellijor- Canna indica, "9.122 Cizavica 128 

mis,87 Cannabis sativa, 144 henopodiacere, 128 
, Bordered pits, 251 Capitulum. 106 Chlorzinc iodine, 257, 

Bract, roo Capparidaceae, 105 Clzlorophycea: 272 
J:lracteate, 100 Capsule. 202 Chlorophyll, 242 
Branching. 50 Carbohydrate,260 Chloroplasts. 241, 242 
Bristles, 46 C<lrcerule 205 Chromatin. 2-1-0• 274 
Bromelia 26 Care:r:. Chrol11<ltophores, 
Bryophyllum.48, 175 Carica Papaya. 66.164 236. 2 . .p 
Bryophyta. 7. 49 Carinal c;wity. 358 Chromoplasts. 241,242 
Bud, 47 Carissa Carandas, 45 Chromosomes. 274 
Bulbils. 49 Carnivorous plants, 80 Cilia. 245 
Bulbs, 41 Carpy"poton. Cinnamo1ltunl 95. 152 

Bunples, Vascular, Carpels. II7. 156 Circulation. 247 
284 319. Carpophore, 164, 205 Circumscissile, 196 

Primary, 317 Carrot. Daucus, 22,100 Cirrhiferolls. 76 
Collateral, 320 Carthamus tinetorills, Uissus jJedata, 110 
Concentric, 320 106. 147 Cissus quadrangu-

.Conjoint. 321 Caruncle, 214 laris, 68 
Course of, 323 Caryophyllacea, 109, Cladodes. 46 
Common. 324 135, 159 164, 168 Cladophora. 
Cauline, 324 Caryopsis, 204 Cleistogamic. 192 
Foliar, 326 Cassia, 75. 161,202 Clematis, 158,222 
MedullarY,325 Castor-oil plant, Rici- Clerodendron infor
Secondary, 327 nus, 65. 129.143,149 tunata, Volkameria, 

Butea frondosa, 104, 264 187 
147 CataphyII{lry leaves.58 Climbing plants, 35 

Bast fibres. 296 Catkin. 106 Climbing roots, 27 
Cactusindica.32,46,163 Caulic!e, 20 Clitoria ternatea. 149 
Caducous' 132 Calld!!x, 33 Closing'membrane. 
Calla,44 Cauline bundles, 324 See Torus 

!I 
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Club- \loss, Lycopods, Corymb, 106 Date Palm, 144,3541 
358 Cotyledons, 1 I, 19, 220 Datura, 133. 137 

CollMeral bundle~, 326 Cotyledon laciltata, 383 Daucus Carota, 22 

Cocci. 205 Coxcomb, 196 Decandrous; 145, 147 
-Coccoloba, 32. 46 Crassulas 305 Deciduou~, 59 
Cocos nueifera, 86 Creeping stem, Decumbent 35 
Collective fruit 2IO RhizOme, 38 Decompound, 76 , 
Collenchyma. 255 314 Cremqcarp. 205 Decurrent, 63· 69 
Colocasid antiquorum, Urena~e, 72 Decussate, 93 

32.86.100 Crllcifprm 135 Definite Inflorescence. 
Companion cells, 323' Crinufl asiaticltTll, '3:;;, ., 10+, 109 
Compositae. 106.132. '34, 107, 131 \ Den!arza bulbi/era, 174 

136 165 ISo 20+ 266 Crocus salivlts, 41, 165 Dentale 72' 
280. ' , , Cross· fertilisation, 182 Deodar Pinus, 78,158 

-Compound leaf, 66. 74 Crotolar_iajltncea, 104 Derm.atof!en. 279.:180 
. corymb 108 serIcea, 104 Desmtds, 27 2 

spil<e, Croto~, 143 Oevdaroo, Uvaria, 68, 
umbels lOS Cr.ucifertJ!, lOS, 13 1, 147, 72 

Concentric bundl~s 320 1 9, .188,202, 303 D,iat~thus, 139 
'Conduplicate 9+' Cryptogal1~la, 8 Dehiscence, 152.197 
Cone 211' CrystallOids,. 265 Diadelphous, 145.147 
Conifers 182 ~02 Cucllmbe~, ?D, 133, 341 Diandrous, 145 

C 
.. 'b .,) . -Sqmrtlllg", 223 Dichasium 52 

, onJolnt undies. 321 CuclImis 33 D' h '. ' 86 
Conjugation 27 C b' ' 6 IC ogamy. 1 
. ' ucur tta, 33, 44, 3 Dichotomous 50 

ConJ.ugateae . .27 2 Cucurbi!aectJ!, 44,6t;, Diclinous 1 ~ 
Conjunctive tissue 3 16 15~ 165 207 I)' I d' 4 

'Connate leaves 69 '. ICOly eons, 11 
, "Culm 3~ D d ~ 47 stipules 61 " ,,) ~ ,yna~lOus. 14::>,1 

'Connective 148 Curcuma, 146 Dlgenellc 172 

C d . 6 Cuneate, 70 Diaitate 7665 
ontor!e ,9 Cuscu! 27 D''''' , . 

Convolute -<)5 96 C . a, Igynous, 155 
uspldate 70 D' I' IS" 

Con~'olvulaceae. 6836 C . I' !mo.rp lIC. " 
8 ut!C e, 300 D((:~C((lllS, 144 

15 . 179 Cutm, 252 Dillenia 13 2 160 
Convol'l-'ulus Batatus, Cutinisation,252 D'iontJ!a:82 ' , 
C 23

h 
CyanophycetJ!, 238 DioscoreacetJ!,49, 144, 

orc oraus 159 Cyanophyll 349 159. 173 
CCor~ate'668 Cycads, 278, 324 Dioscorea/ascit'u'ata, 

or ,30 Cyclosis, 2+6 23,25 
Corm, 40 Cymose. 5 I, 65 Diaspyros, 147, 159 

, Cormophytes. 8.+9 Umbel, 110 Dlplo<temonous, 122 
Cormus, 7 CyperacetJ!, 159 Diplotegia, 202 
-Cornaceae, 126 Cyperus rotundus,32 ,3S4 Dipterocarpus, 382 
Corolla, 116, 135 Cypsela. 204 Dissepiment. 160 
Corc~na, 139 Cystoliths, 260, 301 -Spurious, 1611 

{:;orrugated, 96 Cytoplasm. 236, 239 Dissemination 221 , 
Cort~x. 279,313 Cyclic, 93. flowers, 120 Disticholls,9 i , 

\ .cortlca_1 pores Dalburgia Sisso. 147 Divergence, angle: 
LenlIcels.31O Dandilion, teo, 222 ~f. 91 
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Dodecandro us, 147 Eugenia, 126 , Flabellinerved, 64 
Dormant buds, 48 Evergren· plants, 59 Galbulus, 211 
Dolt'chos, 36 Evolution theory of, 4 Galeate, 134 
Dorsal suture, 157 Exalbuminous,2I8 Gametes, 271 
Dorsifixed, 157 Exoriermis, 314 Gamopetalous,13I,136-
Double {lowers,l20 149 Exogenou~, 30 Gamostely, 318 

156 Extine, 153 Garlic, Allium 
Dracama, 320,333 Extra-stelar ground sativa, 41 
Drosera, 83,1/2,302 tissue 313 Geitonogamy, 185 
Drupe 20 Extrorse, lSI Gemm<e, 49 

{"Duramen, 330 Euphorbiaceae; 106 Genetic spiral 90 
Darlingtonia, 80 165,222 Gentianacem 187 
Drosophyllu1Jl, 84 Fascicular cambium Geraniu1Jl,127,130,19- t 

Ebracteate, 100 284 222 
'Ec'topl~sm. 236 Ferlther-veined. 65 Glands 295,3?2 
Egg-cell. 168 Fertilisation, 176 GI';lndular h'l1rs, 302 , 
Elodea,I73 Ferns, 356 tIssue 29;; 
Elliptica'l leaf, 68 Fibrous cells 254 Globba bulbtfera, 49,173 
Echites Caryophyllata, Flagell';.!, 245 Globoids, 264 

I IO Fibrovasclliar bundles Glomerule. I 10 
Ecology, 12 284. 3 17 Glorios~ superba, 36, 71 

EI ' - I' 6 Goss"pzum 196 U!ocarpus FICUS, (rysta S In, 2 ::> G ' 
Em;.!r!! in ate, 70 ' d' 68 24 107 rana, 242 

" '" ,zc~, " Grasses, Embryo, 29,218 reltgzosa, 24 T.' 6 
E,"bryo-srtc. 168 - carica, '07,300 51 1ca m, 2 0 
Embryonic strlge, 285 Filament.148 -:tructure of, 35 1 
Emergences 302 Flagellaria indica 36 GrattOla serrata, 71 
Endocarp, 206 Floral leaves 58: Gre1"i,: asiat~ca, 159 
Endogenous,30 Flower . I I ~ Growmg pOInt, 29 
r.- ,;) Guard cells, 304 
l'.ndodermis, 283 Floral Diagram~, 121 Gynandrous. 145. 147 
Endoplasm, 236 Floral Phyliotaxls, 120 Gynandropsis 127 160 
Endosperm, 218 Flowering plants or Gynobase, 1;8,165. 
Entomophily,-ous, Plzaneroga!llia, 8 Gyncecium, Il7,I55 

182 Fol!'lceous st. pules, 60 Gynophore, 127 
Ensiform, 78 Fohage leaves, 58 Guava, PsidiU'n 132. 
Environment, 231,362 Follicle, 200 Gymnosperms, II 

Eperichyma, 285 Foramen, 166 Habitats of Plants, 
Epicrllyx, 135~ FreeCentral, 16~ 231,363 
Epiblem, 299 Free cell-formatIon. Hadrome.321 
Epicarp, 2'(>6 273 . Hairs, 303 
Epicotyl,20"" Free Stlpules, 60 H aplostemollous. 122 
Epidermis, 279. 299 Fruit. 194 Hastate. 69 
EpigYflOU5, 1 i6 Fuchsias, 30 5 Haustoria 26 
Epiphytes. 26 Fundamental system Heart wood 330 
Epipodium, 60 289. Helicoid cyme 83, 
Epitheliulll, 280 Fun~l, 6,24 I,276 - dichotomy So 
Eqidsetums, 260 278 FUlllcuLu,:, 166 Helianthus anllUS 137 
Equitant leaves, 78 Fusiforrh root, 22 180,337 

'" 
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Heliotropium Interpetiolar,60 LigBification, 252 
indicum,25 III Intine.153 Lilies, 41 

Heptandrosu,I45 Intrastelar ground Ligule, 62 
Herb, 34 tis'ue.313 Linin 2i4 
Hermaphrodite, 143 Introrse, lSI Loranthus, 27 
Hespendium, 208 Inulin, 266 Liliaceae, 259 
Heterostyly. 189 Involucre, 100 Lobations, 72 
Hevea brasiliensi" 295 Involute 95 Loculicidal. 198 
Hexandrous,I45 Inter fascicular Lodicllles, 130 
Hibiscusesculentus,159, cambium, 288 Lotus. Nelumbium; 

196 Intercellular-spaces. 40 148, 
-mutabil1s 159 278 Loculi, 160 
-Rosa-sinensis, Lament, 202 
618698 Intussusception. 2)2 - , Lun"te, 70 

llijJfage madhoblota, Irritability 4 
Isomerous 120 Lyratl", 75 

147,159,203 Lysi a._enous,'z.78 Hilum, 168,261 Isodiametrical. 28i .~ 
H ' t I J onesia asoka, 67 Luffa pentandra, 87 

IS 0 0gy, 227 Lycohodium, 278 
Hoya C ~r lC sa 36 'f usticia paniculata, 32 r 

n I ,. , -.structure of, 358 
H h 'd" 85 -adhatoda, 32 \ Y fI IsatlOn, I , - Macrospores, ',II6 • 
H d I l ',' Jussieua r~pens:79 )' roea)' e aSla.zca K ,I'. Macrosporangia 117 amp'! eria, 32,34 

43 Karyokinesis, 274 Mango. structlire of-
Hypanthodium. 107 - \ 
H I Kenenchyma, 285 344 

ypocOtY,20 Kernel, 2[8 I Ma"gif~ra. 86 
Hypoderma 282.3 14 Lamina, 63 Manihot GlaJ!Jiovii, 295, 
Hypocrateriform. 137 Lanceolate 68 Marcescent. 132 \ 
Hypogynous 126 Laurus 147 Marigold, Calendula 
Hyaloplasm. 234 6 
Hybridisation. 185 Latex, 294, cells, 254 10 .180 
lIydrocotyle asiatica Laticiferous tissue,298 Marsilia, 77.278,:105.318 

43.68,7 2 -vessels, 294 Margins of leClf, 7 ( 
Hydrotropism, 366 Leaf, the. 58 Mechanical tiss:}e? 
Hydrilla verticil/ata, -tendrils, 36 276 

313 -structure of, 348 Medllllc., 283. 3 16 
Imbricate 96 -floral, foliage. Medullary r<lys. 
bnpatz'ens Balsamina, scale, 58 283. 336 bundles, 

196 -tr"ees 324 325 
Imparipinnilte 75 -Mosaic 97 Medullary sheClth,! 328 
Indefinite Legume. 201 Melaleuca leucadendron, 

Inflorescence, 103 Lathyrus Aphaca, 36,6! 30 9 . 
Induplicate, 139 Sativus, 3661 Melastomaceae.325 
Inferior ovary 160 Lemna, 46 'Melia azadiracta, 75,87 
Inflorescence. 99 Lenticels. 310 Mentha, 32 
Infructescence, 194 Lawsonia innermis, 139 Mericarp, 205 
Infundibuliform, 134 Leucopfastids, 241 Meristem, 276 
Initial layer, 344 Leptome, 321 Meristeles, 3 19 
Insectivorous plants.Bo Lianes, 372 Mesocarp. ~o6 ' 
Insect,fertilisation, 182 Lichens, 6 Mesophyll 313 
Internodes. 31 Lignin, 252" Mesopodium, 60 
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Metamorphos"d, 57 Ochrea, 61 Parietal pl;,centation, 
M icrosomes 234- Octostichous, 92 163 
l\licrosporangia, 116 OCY"'ltm sanctum, 3z Paripinnate.75 
l\licrospores, II6 Q~cology. see Ecology Passage·cells. 
Mimosa pudica, 76 Offset, 44 Passiflora, 36,139 
Mimosae. 7696 Oil, ethereal. 3.J.7 Pea, PisulII 
Mirabilis '.Jalapa, 97,15:) Oleacere 146 Pea;:h, Prunus. 206 
l\Ionadelphous, 14-5 Onag1'llcere! I$.J. Pedate leaves, 74 
MO'.,landrous, 1.J.5 Old~nlandta. 32,108 Pedicel. 102 
Moniliform,2.J. Ol1lon, Alltumeepa, 41 Peduncle 102 
Moringa Pterigos- 262 Peltate. 69 

perma. 79 Ontogeny, 229 Pentasticilous. 92 
Monocotyledons. 11 Ooplasm. 176 Pentacyclic, 12 I 

'l\ioRc:ecious, 1+3 Oosphere. 27 I Pepo. 207 
Monogynous, 155 Open bundles, 320 Perennial, 25,34-
:\'Ionopodial, um. 51 Opium, Papavel', Pergularia 

_ l\1onostellic.3 17 OpposIte leaves, 93 Odoratissima, 149 
Morphology, 11 Orobanche Perfoliale 63 
~MucJ]age, 252 pedltllculata, 27 Peri,nth 128 
:\'ionstrosities,32o Orchids, 26,154,'/$9 Periblem, 279,280 
,lfosses,7 Orientation, 332 P?ricarp, J 94-
:Multiplication, 172 Orthoslichies, 91.96 Pericycle 283,316 
Myristica 144 Orthotropous, 167 Periderm, 286 308 
il1yrtacea, ,26 Oryza Sativa, 86,262 Perigynous 125 
N;;piform, root, 22 Ornithophilolts, 184 Perisperm, 218 
Nasturtium, 65,69 Ovary, 160 Permanent tissue 277 
.Nectaries. 130 Ovate 68 Per5istent. calyx, 132 
Nelumbiltm speciosum, Ovule 116 Personate, coro lIa.13 

.86148,325 Oxalis,43,7[,77 Pet:-.loid. 1()2,148 
Nepenthes, 80 Palaeo-phytology, 12 Petals 1I6 
Neut'!'!r flowers, 14-3 Pale;e. 100 Petiol~. 60.-ate, 60 
Nigella sativa, 385 Palissade parenchyma, Phaseollts alatlts 36 
Nodes, 31 313 Phanerogamia, 8 
Nodulose, 24- Pal~ate, 65, tubers,23 Phelloderm, 286,308 
Nucellus, 168 Palms, 64, Phellogen, 286 
Nucleolus, 240 -structure of. 35.J. Phloem, 284,321 

• 

Nucleus.2,)6,2.J.o Palldanus,2.J. Ph/omis, 137 
Nutmeg, I.J.3 Panicle, 108 Phoenix dactilyjera, 35 
Nut, 2o.J. Panicunz, 146 Phycoerytllrine, 24-2 
Nutrition,23 1 PapaverSomnijerum,69 Phycoph;ein, 242 
Nycfaginacea, 129,32$ 30 5 Phylloclade, 46 
Nyctanthiis Papa7Jiracea, 163,165 Phyllome, 57 

avbor-tristis,32 Papaw, Cal iea, 67. PhyllopodiutO. 66 
• Nympha'acca, 325 Papill<e, 302 Phyllotaxis, 8996 

Nymphaa 180 Pappus. 133 Phylogeny. 229 
"Oat, Avena 71 Parallel, venation, 64 Phy<;iology,1 1 
,ObdiplostemonouS,I22 Parasites, 26' Phytotomy. 230 
·Obtuse, 70' Parenchy"ma. 281 Piliferous layer, 
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fines, 78 Primrose, Primula',189 R.espiratory cavitY.304 
~jnnate. 73, Primordc'll cells, 232 Retuse, 70 
~iperacece, 128 utricie, 238 Reticulate vessels, 323 
~iPer nigru11t, 120,168 PrOC'lmbiulll, 283,321 Revolute, 95 
~ine-apple, Procumbent 35 Rhizome, 38 
~i"guicula, 82 Prosenchyma, 281 Ringent, 137 
~ink' Dianthus, 139 Prote:1chyma 285 Rosaceous corolla,349 
ristia, 28, I 75 Prothalllls, 7. 321 Riciuus crystalloids in 
ristil, II7 Prothallophyta, 7 'I 264 
listillate flower 143 Protist'l,4 Roots. kinds of,?i 
~itchers, 80 Protogyny 186 cap; 28,29 
?,ith, 3 16 Protophloem, 321 structure of 359 
:>its, 25 I, kinds of257 Protoplasm, 5,234 Root-hairs, function 
'Iacenta, 161 Proloxylem, 321 of, 291, 302 
'Iacentation, 162 Pterospermum Rotate, 136 
~Ianogametes, 27 2 <1cerijoliU11I, 69,7 2 Rotation of protop-
~lantago _ispaghula 67 PlInica granatum, 4~ lasm, 247 
:>Iasn::,olysls, 248 Put;i1nen, 206 Ruminated,2I9 
~Iasttds, 241 Pyrus,147 Runcinate,74 
~Ierome, 279,286 Pyxis, 147 Runner, 43 
~Iicate, 94, Pteridophyta 7 Reaction of cellulose, 
?lu11lbago zeylamca, Pyrenoids, 243 257 
;'lumule, 19 Punctum vcaetationis _ of lignified walls, 
:>od, 200 . 29 " '257 
~oi1lciana pulcherl'ima Quincullcial, I39 _ 01 clltinised ,walls 
~ 6,1,75,~6 Raceme, 104 258 
~ OInsettl~, 102 Racemose 5 I ,65 104 _ of mucilaginous 
~oll~n,::ratns, 153 Hachis, 103 walls, 258 
,olhllla,154, 184 Radial bundles 321 Rutaceae-
?olyadelphous, 145 Radical leaves' 59 oil-glands in, 278 
Dolyanthus tuberosa, Ramal' -9 Saccate, 134 
! 34,78, 102 d' h';) h 8 P I h' 52 110 Ra IS , Rap anus, Saccharum, 10 
,0 yc aSlUm, , Radicle 17 Saffron,4I 
Polygamous 144 ' ' , S 'tt t 68 PI' 61 168 RajJlesla amoldt,. 27 agl a e, 

o ygonaceae" Ra1l"nculaceae, 385 Sagittaria. 68 
Polypetalolls, 131 Raphanus 22 Salix, 96, 143 
?olysepalous 131 Raphide~ 259 Salver' shaped, 137 
Poly stelic 317 Receptacie 12- Samara 203 
Pothos officinalis, 27 Regma 2~-;) Sap-cavities. 23 2 
Pome. 2?6 Rejuve~escgnce, 270 Saprophytes, 365 
l?o1Ztedana, 78,/7_8 Reniform. 68 Sap-wood, 330 
Poppy, Papaver, 9.'), 163 R . d Sarracenia, 80 
Portulacca, 43' epan • 7~ 'f 6 
Potamogeton, 173 ReproductIOn, 172 Scalar! arm 25 
Potato, solanum 40 Res~rve Starch, 260 Scale-leaf, 58 
Prcefloration, 139 Res1l1, Schizocarp, 205 

Schizosteles, 318 Praefoliation, 94 passages, 292 
Primary meristem. 277 Reticulations, 65 Sclerenchyma 254, 
I _ root, Reticulate YP,lJation,56 254 
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!::>corpioid cyme,531 12 Stamens, 117,144 
- Dichotomy. So Staminate, 143 

Secondary growth,327 Standard, 136 
of Dicots. 327 Starch, 266 

of Monocots.332 Stellate cells, 255 
of Roots, 331 Stele. 279.317 

Selaginella, Ste.m, 36 
- Structure uf, 359 - St I'Ucture of, 337 

Semi-amplexicaul.69 Stereome, 296 
Sepal. 116, 131 Stigma. 156,165 
Septicidal 197 Stinging hairs, 302 
Sptifrag-al. 198 Stipitate, 160 
Serrate. 71 Stipules, 61 
Serra/ula, 147 Stolons, 40 
Sessile, 60 Stomrita, 303 
Sexual reproduction: Stone fruit. 206 

175 stone, 206 
Shoot,29 Stt <ltification, 250 
Shorea robusta, 203 Streaming, 246 
'5hrubs, 34 Strobile. 21 I 
Sieve-tubes, :P3 St\'le, 164 

- parenchyma, 323 Suberin, 252 
tissue, 284 Subulate, 67 

Silique, 202 Subsidiary cells, 305 
Silver grains. 336 Sucker, 42 
Simple le"f. 66 Sucking roots. 26 
Sinapis dichotoma, Sugar, 267 
.. 25, 69 Superior, 160 

> SInistrorse, 36 Sundew, Drosera, 83 
S/Iiilax, 62 Sunflower, Helianthus, 
Sorosis, 210 106 
Spadix, 105 Sutural, 197 
Spermaphyta 1 I Swarmspores 232 
Spermatoplasm 176 Symmetry, 122 
Spermatozoid, 176 Sympodial, 53 110 
Spike, 105 Sympodiull1, SO 
Spines, 46 Syconus 216, 
Spiral vessels. 323 Syncarp 210 

Phylotaxis. 90 Svngenesious, 145 
Spirogyra, 243,272 Syncarpous, 160,200 
Spongy parenchyma, T<lctile pits, 257 

3 13 Tap root, 12 
Spores, 115 Taxonomy II 
Sporophylls, I IS Teak Teetona, 369 
Spring wood, 330 Tecot~a, 27 
Spur, 134 Tegumentary system 
Spuriou5 dissepi- 299 

ments, 161 Tendril, 114' 

Tentacles, 83 
Ternate.76 
Testa 217 
Tetrads, 154 
Tetrandrous, 145 
Tetradynamous, :45: 
Thalamiflorea~ 126 
Thalamus, 125 
Thallus, 6. 
Thorn, 45 
Tissues, 2i6 
-Primary, 284 

Secondary, 255 
-mechanical 296 
-Fibrovas~cular, 317 
-Fundamental,313 
-Tegumef\tary: 299 
--Systems of 288 
Tonoplast, 235 
Torus, 125 
Trabeculae, 259 
Trache:e, 323,284 
Tracheids, 323 
Trapa, 78 
Transverse dehiscence 

196 
Trees, 34 
Triadelplious. 145 
Trichomes. 302 
Trz'ehosanthes, 33 
Trichotomy, 52 
Trimerous,12t 
Trimorphic, 189 
Tripinnate, 76 
Tristichous. 92 
Truncate, 70 
Tuber, 39 
Tubercular, 23 
Tunicated, 4 I 
Twining stem, 35 
Umbel, 106 
Umhelliferae, 205 
Undulate, 72 
Ungui5, 139 
Unguiculate, 130 
Unisexual, 143 
Urtiea, 302 
Urceolate, 137 
Ulrieularia 81,' 75 
Vacuoles" 233 

~ 



Valvate,96 
Valvular, 199 
'vallisneria, 78,246 
Vanda, 26 355 
Vascular bUlldles, 

283319 l 
-course of', 324 
-plants 9 ' 

Velamen, 26,301 
Venation, 64 
Vegetative point, 

-reproduction,I7'}. 

INDEX. 

Vernation, 9+ 
Vessels, 9 

-kinds of 323 
Vexillary, 139 
Vex ilium. 136 
Volkam(ria, 187 
Water Pl<IOts,372 

- Lily, ISO 

- stomata, 305 
Whorled, 93 
Wheat, Triticum 108 
Wood 

395 

-parenchyma, 323 
-Sap, 330 
- Heart. 330 

Xanthophyll, 242 
Xylem, 284-
Zingiber, 40 
Zygomorphic, 122 
Zygote, ?7'2 
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FOR. READ. 

Chandramullika Chandramulika (S~ns.) 
Rubiaceous ... Rosaceous. 

} 
Michelia champaca ... Artabotrys odoratissimus. 
[l\Iichelia Champaka is Swarlla Champa rof 

Bengal J . 
results in 

l Phrllogeny 
) 
excellallce 

compositaere 
allthoc iillliit 

} paUi",", 

result of. 

Phylogeny. 

excellence. 

compositre. 
alllhot;),a1zifl 

•.• palissade 


